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Abstract 
This thesis looks at students' views of mathematics in the Caribbean setting of Antigua 
and Barbuda. The idea for studying this particular issue came about from a concern 
within the Caribbean that students were `underachieving' in mathematics. This concern 
was in large part based on student performance in the Caribbean Examinations Council 
(CXC) Secondary Education Certificate (CSEC), examinations taken by students at the 
end of secondary school. It was thought that a study which looked at students' views of 
mathematics would get at answers for the perceived underachievement. Implicit in this 
was the notion that there would be a connection between students' views of mathematics 
and their performance in it in these school-leaving examinations. 
Methodologically, the study employed a mixed methods approach to data collection and 
analysis in a case study of secondary schools in Antigua and Barbuda. The overall 
theoretical perspective taken was socio-cultural, and drew largely on the notions of the 
French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu of habitus, cultural capital and field in his theory of 
the social reproductive role of schools. 
The study found that students as a group had positive views of mathematics. This 
finding was unexpected given the supposed 'underachievement' in the CXC/CSEC 
examinations. There were however statistically significant gender differences in 
students expressing positive views of mathematics, and the direction of this finding was 
consistent within and across data collection methods. Especially for girls, these 
positive views of mathematics appeared to be tempered by a perceived need for 
mathematics in order to gain access to desired spaces and places upon leaving school. 
Students' views of mathematics were less influenced by the factor of the type of school 
they were in, which, in Caribbean settings is a proxy for social class or the socio- 
economic circumstances of home backgrounds. There were though some differences 
between school-types in how students perceived they could be in a generalised approach 
to learning mathematics, and these differences appeared to `matter' in eventual 
CXC/CSEC outcomes. Contrastingly, there were statistically significant differences in 
students' mathematics outcomes in the CXC/CSEC based on school-type, but not so by 
gender. Analyses of past CXC/CSEC mathematics outcomes based on school-type 
showed that an assessment of `underachievement' in mathematics was not equally 
applicable across all school-types as students in single-sex schools did appear to 
`achieve' as well in mathematics as they did in other subject areas, and markedly more 
so than their colleagues in mixed schools. These findings relating to students' gender 
and school-type meant that there was not the anticipated connection between students' 
views and their CXC/CSEC mathematics performance. Further, the factors of gender 
and school-type interplayed in complex ways on students' mathematics views and 
eventual performance. There is no one simple `catch-all' phrase that adequately 
summarises the findings on these issues for all students, as the findings are different 
depending on which sub-group of students is being looked at, and which mathematics 
issue is being assessed. The `best answer' for improving student outcomes in 
mathematics seems to lie in improving their social conditions, but this would leave 
gender issues unresolved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: CARIBBEAN ISSUES 
1.11 NTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
This thesis is primarily concerned with Caribbean students' views of mathematics. The motivation for 
studying this particular issue came about from a concern within the Canbbean region that students' 
performance in mathematics was low. There has long been a notion of a link between «hat might be 
called students' attitudes to mathematics and performance in the subject (e. g. see Ma & Kishor, 1997. 
p27), and it was thought that a study which looked at students' views about mathematics may yield 
explanations for the perceived low performance. Whilst there is a general awareness of a pen. eived 
`problem' in school mathematics in the Caribbean, much of what the `problem' might be has been left 
up to un-researched theories or speculation at best. Note has been made of the influence of gender and 
social class issues in education generally, and of a need to encourage girls in mathematics (Berry. 
Poonwassie & Berry, 1999), but there appears to be limited understanding of the reasons or problems 
behind these issues. What factors contribute to students' mathematics performance, and how these 
factors may interplay in this performance are still largely unknown. In effect, this was an area within 
Caribbean education which was in need of systematic research. This opening chapter sets out the 
context for the study by outlining issues related to Caribbean temtories and the structure of their 
educational systems. Also included in this chapter is a look at the common external assessment system 
which qualifies school leavers as it is the outcomes of these examinations which had formed a starting 
point for the study. 
1.2 AN OVERVIEW OFSECONDARY EDUCATION IN THE CARIBBEAN 
The structure of secondary education systems in the English speaking Caribbean has been described as 
`elitist' (World Bank, 1993, p87). This judgment is made on several bases, one of which is the 
existence of a variety of types of secondary schools with varying degrees of prestige associated (ibid, 
p87). Another such basis is the continued existence in some territories of Common Entrance 
Examinations (hereafter CEE) at the end of primary schooling, which then restricts access to secondary 
education to a selected sample of students. Whilst primary education has generally been universally 
available in the Caribbean for a number of years, secondary education has not. However. fivm this 
1993 declaration there has been increased access to secondary education in most territories, with some 
e. g. Barbados, St. Kitts Nevis offering universal secondary education (Jules, Miller & . -\iYnstn)ng. 
2006, pxi&7). In their rhetoric, Caribbean heads of government have also announced plans for 
providing universal secondary education for all by the year 2015 as this is seen as one as .x :t of 
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fulfilling initiatives for `the ideal Caribbean person' (UNESCO, 2000). a profile which heads of 
government see as the way forward for development in the Caribbean. 
Any discussion of the educational systems of the Caribbean cannot but recognise the influence of its 
colonial history on the structure and processes of these systems. These educational systems are 
`inherited', as perhaps most systems are, but given the history of the temtories, they are systems 
inherited not from `fore-fathers' as much as from `fore-masters'. Manley (1974, p2l - and also a 
former/late prime minister of Jamaica) described the educational system in Jamaica as being `imported 
lock, stock and barrel from England without a moment's thought about its relevance to Jamaica's 
needs and aspirations'. Williams (late prime minister of Trinidad & Tobago, cited in Griffith 200-5. 
p983) said of his West Indian education `I could discuss quite learnedly the Latin dictum, the plantation 
economy ruined Italy, but I had not the slightest idea how it had ruined the West Indies and was even 
then raining Trinidad'. The early history of the education systems that these countries inherited had 
very much of an English bias, an English curriculum, to the extent that the students that these systems 
produced knew more about English culture, history, geography, society, and ways, and very little about 
the places in which they lived (Clarke, cited in Griffith, 2005, p983). About 30 years prior to the 
observations of these prime ministers a commission sent to the Caribbean by the British government to 
report on social conditions there in its report of the state of education noted that `Curricula are on the 
whole ill-adapted to the needs of the large mass of the population and adhere far too closely to models 
which have become out of date in the British system from which they were blindly copied' (West India 
Royal Commission, 1945, p92). In his paper Griffith (2005) argued that this earlier English bias of 
Caribbean education systems served to be a fundamental failure of these systems in that they did not 
start at a place where students were, going fiiom the known to the unknown. According to Griffith, 
when the education system is biased in this way, the students of the system often come to value the 
ways and culture which they are learning, and devalue that of the place where they are living. 
There is therefore a sense in which the structure of these `inherited' systems was just that much further 
removed from the nomis and values (i. e. culture) of the majority. There was thus at the outset., a non- 
trivial misfit in cultures and social order of those who passed on, and those who would otherv ie be 
seen as the `beneficiaries' of the inheritance. Secondary education initially became the preserve of a 
select few by means of the also `inherited' CEE, and these few arguably possessed characteristics 
which were a better fit with the requirements of the inherited culture of the s`stem. In today's 
Caribbean, whilst secondary education is still not universally available across all territories, it ha. ' 
expanded, and is now available to a wider cross-section of the majority. But, as noted by Manley 
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(1 974) this expansion has been of the system in its `old form' (p 142), and `the politics of con ervatisin 
and tinkering' (p23) in the arena of education, which Caribbean policy makers have tended to prefer to 
do, has not necessarily served the majority well `Man can adjust by tinkering but lie cannot trtyu/() 7f' 
(ibid, p23, emphasis in the original). 
The year 1972 saw one of the most important steps taken within the Caribbean region to re-direct the 
focus of education. The Caribbean Examinations Council (hereafter CXC) was established in that year 
by an agreement amongst heads of government, and has been one of the most important stir to 
`Caribbeanise' (Bailey, 1990, p9) the educational systems of the territories involved. This body was to 
be responsible for establishing an examination which would replace the British-based GCE 0' level 
examinations. This move has seen a more inward, Caribbean focus in some curricula areas, for 
example, Literature and History. However, Griffith (2005) has noted that these changes have still kept 
much of the traditional character of the old system, with very much of an academic orientation. 
Essentially the characteristics possessed by the majority of the populations which the system is 
intended to serve are still not a fit for the educational systems currently being operated. There has been 
an expansion in access, but little flexibility in structure. This legacy is not unique - it is a history shared 
by many other countries of the world. However, the history of the peoples of the Caribbean is in some 
ways different to that of other former colonies of Britain, in that in addition to slavery and colonization, 
these people had been geographically uprooted. There is therefore a sense in which the inherited 
educational systems were even more foreign to these people also having to come to terms with 
removal (both physically and culturally) from what had been familiar to them, and might therefore be 
struggling to `find' or re-establish this culture. Overly harsh criticisms of these Caribbean educational 
systems might thus be somewhat unfair, and especially if one fiuther considers that from a wider, 
global perspective, these countries are relatively newly independent, Jamaica being the first to gain 
independence in 1962. In fact, some territories remain colonies of the UK (e. g. Anguilla, the British 
Virgin Islands (BVI), Montserrat). However, there is still room for criticism, and perhaps an 
awakening to a more critical evaluation of these inherited systems. Reform, I believe is not wanted for- 
reform's sake, but one does get the sense that in some countries the inherited educational systems have 
been allowed to simply exist and go on relatively unexamined due to inertia, that is, a failure of those 
responsible for policy decisions to make changes, or indeed overhaul the inherited systems to 
something which may better serve the present and future needs of the main participants and 
stakeholders of the systems. An evaluation may in fact reveal that the present system is the 'best' of 
alternatives for these countries, but until such, the systems just simply continue to exist However, the 
fact that these `inherited systems' have been allowed to continue relatively undisturbed apart perhaps 
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from a little `tinkering' may denote a more ingrained acceptance, and valuing of the systems and 
products as is. The problems in education in the Caribbean exist more on a systemic level, and 
arguably arise mainly due to a lack of `political will' for change (Robert, 1999). Thus, according to 
Griffith (2005, p974), Caribbean educational systems in large part perform a ceremonial. rather than a 
technological function, in that they prepare a number of students for high status careers valued by the 
wider society, but not enough students with the knowledge skills needed for industrial development. 
Defining the Caribbean 
The present study is concerned with, at first, that part of the Caribbean which incorporates the ' Englisll- 
speaking' territories, which share a relatively common history, having been or still are British colonies. 
This part of the Caribbean has also been referred to as the Anglo-phone Caribbean or the 
Commonwealth Caribbean. In particular, and at second, the study is concerned with those territories 
that sit candidates for the CXC Caribbean Secondary Education Certificate (hereafter CSEC) 
examinations, as much of the academic literature and press reports on student outcomes are related to 
student performance in these examinations. These territories are: Anguilla, Antigua & Baifiuda 
(A&B), Barbados, Belize, the BVI, the Cayman Islands, Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, 
Montserrat, St. Kitts-Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent & the Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago (T&T), the 
Turks & Caicos islands. Most of these territories are now independent countries, but, as previously 
mentioned, a few are still colonies of the UK. Additionally, whilst most of these ten-itones are small 
islands, two are countries in the Americas, namely Belize in Central America and Guyana in South 
America. The territories listed above have a combined population of just over 6 million (compiled 
from Jules et al., 2006, p8), with Jamaica being the most populous, at just over 2.6 million (-44% of 
total). 
1.2-1: Mau of the Caribbean 
Havana 
Source: http:; ; vvtiNAvv. spiceisle. corn, 'rac loll/Caribbean°/o2Omap° 020(2). gif 
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1.3 CURRENT ISSUES IN EDUCATION IN THE GARl BBEAN 
Education in the Caribbean continues to be plagued by a variety of issues, some similar to those of 
more developed Western countries, but others unique to the region and possibly products of their status 
as developing countries. Some of the main educational issues of concern in the Caribbean relate to 
restricted access to secondary education in some territories, the gender distribution of students in post- 
e schooling, attrition and repetition rates of students (especially boys) at the secondary level, 
continued gender differentiation in subject choices at secondary, widening gaps in achievement based 
on gender and socioeconomic status, low school achievement (measured by the proportions of students 
leaving school with qualifications to gain access to tertiary education), particularly low achievement in 
mathematics, issues to do with teacher education, amongst others (see for example, Jules et al., 2006, 
px-xiii). The following quotes from Caribbean writers represent a selected synopsis of some of the 
more (current) prevailing issues in education in the Caribbean that are deemed relevant to the present 
study : 
In the Commonwealth Caribbean, on average, girls start schooling earlier, attend school more regularly, 
repeat fewer grades, are less likely to drop out and therefore stay in school longer, and achieve higher 
standards of educational performance than boys. (Miller, 1996, p11) 
The model of education inherited from European colonial history is more than dysfunctional for 
Caribbean goals of improvement. It ... contributes to the 
devastating class tensions across the region.. . 
Through different kinds of schooling, people are placed on a certain track in the education hierarchy.. . 
The nub of the problem is how to redesign education systems so that all institutions offer students 
dominant, critical and powerful literacies... This cannot be done by expanding the existing model of 
education, when such deep stratification is inherent to it... In the Caribbean, an estimated one in four 
children live in poverty, ... This explains 
in part why the CXC exams are taken by only a minority of 
Caribbean youth of school-leaving age and why, within this minority, results remain sharply uneven... 
there has been no appreciable change in the low proportion of passes, particularly in mathematics and the 
sciences, in most countries... it is clear that the form of the regional examination and the school system 
itself are doing them [Caribbean students] a disservice ... 
(Hickling Hudson, 2004, p296-298, my 
emphasis) 
The part of Miller's statement `on average, girls... achieve higher standards of educational 
performance than boys' has been shown in some studies in the Caribbean to be true (e. g. Kutnick, Jules 
& Layne, 1997; Bailey, 2000,2004), especially if one pays heed to the proviso, `on average'- It is this 
issue too, i. e. the apparent disparities in educational achievement between the genders which has 
received much attention in the literature within the Caribbean region. However, Kutnick et al. 's (1997) 
study (conducted in Barbados, T&T and St. Vincent and the Grenadines) showed achievement to be 
more closely related with socioeconomic status than with sex per se, as boys firm the higher 
socioeconomic groups did as well as their female counterparts of similar group status. For example. in 
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a series of regression analyses conducted on Barbados primary school students' scores from class tests 
(raw and standardized scores) and the CEE, occupation of mother and/or father. a factor ich the 
authors associated with socioeconomic status, consistently accounted for more of the variance in these 
scores than did the child's sex (p92-93). The authors reported that the results of similar regression 
analyses on secondary school data were more inconclusive due to the already inherent social class 
stratification of the secondary schools in Barbados, but the regression analysis using the students' CEE 
scores as the dependent variable again showed the child's sex to account for less of the ý-ani ance (0. ° o) 
in these scores than did secondary school-type (44%), and parental occupation (14.20 o). Despite this 
there is a prevailing feeling within the region that boys (and men) are `underachieving' academically 
(e. g. Miller, 1991; Kutnick et al., 1997; Berry, Poonwassie & Berry, 1999), a situation that minims 
perceived trends in Western societies (e. g. Cohen, 1998; Foster, Kimmel & Skelton, 2001; Nkhitelaw, 
2001; Jackson, 2003). 
It is not always clear in what terms `underachievement' is construed within the Caribbean. In most 
cases when used with reference to boys, it seems to only be used as a comparative to what gills as a 
group have done in local or regional examinations the more popular of which are local CEE, and the 
external CXC/CSEC examinations at the end of secondary schooling. This perspective is also 
supported by Bailey & Brown (1999, p44), who reported that claims of male underachievement in the 
Caribbean are `typically' made with reference to some comparison of male/female performance and 
participation. However, when used in reference to students underachieving in particular subject areas 
e. g. in mathematics, underachievement appears to be used in comparison to some expected standard 
which is never explicitly stated. Some writers have taken pains to point out that the problem as regards 
males and education in the Caribbean is more one of under-participation rather than underachievement 
(e. g. Bailey, 2004, p67) and that to some extent males under-participate in education not only because 
they see it as `feminine' (Parry, 1997), but perhaps more importantly because they can, due to more 
favourable market conditions for them in terms of employment (e. g. Carty, 2002, p8; Bailey, 2004, 
p67-68). Bailey (2004) has also made the point that in the Caribbean where males do participate in 
higher (i. e. tertiary) education, they do as well as, if not better than females, and this particularly so at 
the most advanced levels. 
Bailey (2000,2004), and Craig (1998) have shown that whilst there has been a far greater participation 
by females in Caribbean educative processes, there continues to be a fairly traditional gzation of 
subject areas in which males and females participate. Evidence for this comes from CXC CSEC data 
where perhaps apart from English and mathematics in some territories, students have fee choice of 
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subjects. Given that registration patterns for the CXC/CSEC examinations have consistently yielded 
more females than males, Bailey (2000, p7) has shown that the highest concentration of males are to be 
found in the sciences and technical/vocational subject areas, areas which she contends better positions 
them for the `more lucrative forms of work in the formal and informal sectors of the labour market' 
(Bailey, 2004, p66). Thus, in the Caribbean, women participate in education more, and more women 
from lower socioeconomic classes can be found in the higher levels of education than their reale 
counterparts because it is their best bet at some form of economic stability. In short Caribbean wonic-n 
need education more than do the men. As noted by Miller (1991, p91) 
... uneducated women are among the most marginalized persons in Caribbean society... they ... experience the double jeopardy of belonging to the lower strata of society and of being women. They are 
the lowest paid in the labour force, they experience the highest rates of unemployment, and they are the 
least protected workers. 
The quote from Hickling-Hudson on p5, along with the findings of the Kutnick et al. (1997) study 
outlined on p5-6 do point to other factors that may be contributory to perceived underachievement than 
that based strictly on a child's sex. Socioeconomics are increasingly being seen within the Caribbean 
region as being associated with poor student outcomes, but as yet factors associated with 
socioeconomics have not been given as much attention as gender issues in particular male 
underachievement and supposed marginalisation (Miller, 1986). The continued focus on gender issues 
though has tended to obscure other more potentially intrusive sources of underachievement, such as 
class and/or socioeconomic status (e. g. Parry, 2004, p 182). 
In the world of education and the structure of these Caribbean education systems, based on the legacy 
of British ownership and colonisation, factors associated with socioeconomic status and/or class are 
played out in terms of the types of schools that exist, more specifically, the type of student who attends 
a particular type of school. Findings fmm a project in Jamaica will be used as an illustrative example 
of what is meant here. The project, called EQUATE - Achieving Equality in Education - was 
designed to compare the gender achievement of students. The project report noted that at the primary 
level, achievement results on the GSAT (Grade Six Achievement Tests, tests which replaced the CE E), 
a test designed to `track' students for placement in particular secondary school-types, students in private 
primary schools usually did markedly better than students in public (government) schools 
(Management Systems Information - MSS, 2005). Statistics on the pass rates 
for the 2003 GSAT 
examinations in these school-types showed that for mathematics and English language, 74° o and 79° o 
respectively of private students were successful, whereas the comparable rates for students in public 
schools were 48% and 52% respectively. The report also noted that students with the lowest GSAT 
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scores were `consistently' (p10) placed in non-traditional secondary, all-age, and junior high _: hoofs. 
the exit point of which for the last two of these school-types is Grade 9, i. e. three years on from the 
GSAT examinations, and an incomplete secondary school experience. Other students from the 
GSATs, i. e. those with higher GSAT scores, were placed in traditional grammar and also in up aded 
secondary schools, where they follow a curriculum which is mainly academic or a mixture of 
academic and vocational respectively. Hickling-Hudson (2002, p572) has noted that despite Jamaica 
having done away with the CEE, the educational system has continued to operate in such a xNny as to 
`select out an elite minority-now about 25%-for the best secondary schools ... and to relegate the rest 
to schools to which no politician or professional would send their children'. The EQUATE report 
itself noted that student outcomes at the end of secondary school from the CXC/CSEC examinations 
reflected amongst other things the academic level of students at entry, which itself reflected the prima} 
school-type students were coming from, and underlying all this, the socioeconomic background of 
students. Data on the success (i. e. pass) rates of students in the various types of secondary schools in 
the CXC/CSEC English and mathematics for the years 2001 and 2003 were given as: 
Table 1.3-1: A Comparison of Success Rates in Mathematics and English Language by School-Type 
in Jamaica 
Year 2001 2003 2001 2003 2001 2003 
School-type Traditional schools Upgraded schools Technical schools 
Mathematics 40% 51% 11% 17% 26% 27% 
English [Language 74% 65% 38% 27% 40% 30% 
Source: Management Systems International (MSI), EQUATE Project Report 
These results should also be interpreted in light of the fact that, according to the report, not all students 
in the last grade of exit from these secondary schools actually write the examinations, and for example, 
in 2003 only 46% of such students wrote the mathematics examinations, and 56% the English 
language examinations. 
It may be somewhat surprising to put forward the notion of the Caribbean as a `classed' society. On a 
global scale Caribbean countries are categorized as developing (Jules & Panneflek, 2000), and from the 
outside, as well as within, Canbbean peoples tend to be seen as homogenous, including with respect to 
economic status. Futter, what is being put forward in this study as `class' or social class may well be 
better defined as socioeconomic status (SES), or even occupational status; the preferred label used 
seems to depend on which country the reseaith was carved out in. For example, the preferred term 
in 
the British literature seems to be social class whereas that in the American literature seems to be SES. 
Reyes & Stanic (1992), writing from an American perspective, noted tfiat the fundamental difference 
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between the two terms class and SES `seems to be' (p27 footnote) one "here class is a social constnx: t 
(and more intangible), whereas SES refers to some measure of family income ealth (and therefore 
something more amenable to measurement, more tangible). However, in the review of the Caribbean 
literature to date, especially with respect to education, writers have tended to use the terns 
interchangeably, often associating what might otherwise be seen as socioeconomic status, that is, 
poverty and wealth (non poverty) with a hierarchy, i. e. of low or high social class respectively. These 
writers have also associated `class' with such indicators as: family status, whether married or sinýgle- 
parent i. e. mother only (e. g. as cited in Barrow, 1999), race or shade (e. g. Cuales, 1999), and 
specifically within the education system, type of school, which has local variants according to country. 
A possible explanation could be that in the Caribbean there is a more straightforward relationship 
between socioeconomic status and class than might be the case in more developed coy. nthes. 
Thus, much of the concern about education within the Caribbean remains with such general issues as 
gender (i. e. disproportionate participation and achievement by boys) as outlined above, access, and 
quality. Within more recent times the discussion has moved on somewhat towards more subject- 
related issues, such as what has been deemed especially low performance results in mathematics and 
science as these are seen to have implications for the capacity of the Caribbean region for technological 
development (e. g. Jules et al., 2006, p27). However, published studies particularly focused on 
mathematics education (or other subject-based studies) are scant (e. g. cf comment of Downes, 2004, 
p108), and reports of underachievement say in mathematics continue to be mentioned in passing in 
such studies. Much of the discussion about `poor' results or underachievement in this subject area is 
played out via speculative comments in newspapers. Headline articles such as (1) `Mathematics 
Paralysis' (Hill, 2003, Antigua Sun); (2) `Why are so many of us not good at maths? ' (Gilchrist, 2044, 
Jamaica Observer); (3) `Math remains CXC's weakest link' (Williams, 2005, Antigua Daily 
Observer) point to a perceived problem in this subject area. In the article connected to headline (1) the 
writer in commenting on a perceived continued year-on-year poor achievement of students in the 
CXC/CSEC mathematics, noted that there had not been any public outcries and no apparent efforts to 
look into, address or remedy the situation -a sort of `carry on regardless' attitude. He speculated that 
the reason for this was because people have accepted the poor mathematics pass rates as their due, 
giving it space to `fit' in with who they are. In the article connected with headline (2), the w iter, a 
mathematics lecturer at a Teachers' College in Jamaica and a CXC examiner noted that many students 
were hampered in learning mathematics because their parents did not expect them to do well as they 
themselves had not done well. He was quoted in the article as saying `We tend to pass this on. a kind 
of 'head-nuh-good' phenomenon'. He further commented that if mathematics teachers were not kept 
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abreast with advances in mathematics and mathematics education, and remained staunt in term of 
their professional development, then essentially they would have fallen behind as the res- t of the world 
would have moved on (widening gap). 
Onestudythatdidlookspecificallyatmathematicseducation within theregion was Wilson's (19 78) 
study of the implementation of the Caribbean Mathematics Project (CMP) in the early 1970s in the 
Eastern Caribbean region. This project was mainly aimed at mathematics teacher development. 
Wilson described the mathematics situation prior to the project's implementation as `rote-learning of 
and arithmetical techniques, and practice ad nauseam of the' Four Rules"... any connection with real 
life was purely accidental. ' (p357). Whilst the project enjoyed some success, e. g. in raising the 
awareness and interest in mathematics of teachers by involving them in curriculum planning, there 
were also other areas in which the project failed One example of the failure is at the classroom level 
where there was a continued reliance by teachers on teaching via a textbook and a failure to connect 
mathematics to anything outside itself. On a wider scale, Wilson noted that problems related to 
socioeconomics continued to plague mathematics learning, and that whilst students felt that 
mathematics was important it remained to them a `mysterious subject' (p379) unrelated to everyday 
living. 
In the Caribbean, although there have been laments about the poor performance of students in 
mathematics (also the sciences, and sometimes English language), the trend has been for males to do 
better in mathematics than females (in terms of the proportion of their cohort who are successful), and 
for females to do better in English Language than males in the CXC/CSEC examinations. What is 
perhaps interesting here is that in relation to mathematics outcomes, underachievement is seen as a 
problem that attaches to both sexes, i. e. that both boys and girls are seen as underachieving (e. g. 
Harewood, as given in Layne, 2002, p21) even though a gender break-down of the statistics shows that 
boys have consistently done better than girls (e. g. see Figure 1.3-1 below). CXC/CSEC results 
averaged across all subjects do show that proportionately more girls are successful in these 
examinations than boys, but this result is not consistent in every subject area. For the May/June 
Examinations for the years 2000-2005 this tuend for mathematics is `true' for all passing grades (I-III, 
Grade I being the highest) as a percentage of their respective cohort, and although the difference is 
small in terns of percentage points, consistently a greater proportion of males achieve each of the 
passing grades than do females. This suggests that the pattern of males performing better than females 
in mathematics is a non-trivial outcome, and more than an artefact of particular years or groups of 
students. This pattern though is reversed for English Language and also across all General subjects (see 
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Section 1.4 for an explanation of this term; an illustration of these results is given in Figures 1.3-2 and 
1.3-3), although pen entage point differences are greater. For both sexes the modal grade in 
mathematics is Grade V, whereas it is Grade IV for English Language and Grade III over all Genet-al 
subjects. 
Figure 1.3-1: Gender Comnarisnn of Carihhean C'XC/CSFU \'1nthi mntii-c Pgcc Rc to 
Figure 1.3-2: Gender Comparison of Caribbean CXC/CSEC English Lai 
El .0 IF-- 
Pass Rates 
Figure 1.3-3: Gender Comparison of Caribbean CXC/CSEC Pass Rates across all General Suh 
0 11 
Source: CXC Statistical Bulletins, 2000 - 2005 
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1.4 ABOVrr1-{E CXC CSEC 
It seems necessary to give a brief background of the CXC/CSEC examinations and specifically that in 
mathematics, as they are the main yardstick used within the Caribbean for assessing student 
achievement (di Gropello, 2003, p17), and have also been used in this study as such. This, i. e. using 
terminal examinations as a means of assessment is not unlike what happens in other counties. 
Generally, in using these examination statistics as a measure of student achievement, the examinations 
themselves have been treated as relatively unproblematic, and again, this study has largely gone along 
with that trend in that it did not specifically question the relevance or validity of the examinations for the 
student population they serve. 
The initial purpose of the CXC was to `develop and implement a Caribbean examination for 
candidates at the Ordinary level' (Bailey, 1990, p58). Through the CXC has come the CSEC and these 
examinations have largely replaced the British examinations (e. g. the then GCE - General Certificate 
of Education, LCCI - London Chamber of Commerce and Industry) which had formally been used to 
certify Can`bbean secondary school-leaving students. 
The CXC/CSEC offers three levels (called proficiencies) at which subjects may be written, General, 
Basic, and Technical. The descriptors of these levels are: 
General and Technical - `provide students with the foundation for further studies and entry to the 
workplace. ' 
Basic -'provides students with the knowledge, skills and attitude usually associated with completing, a 
secondary course. ' (CXCwebpagehttp: //www. cxc. org/Exams/Exaim CSEC. htm) 
Success at the General and Technical proficiencies is seen as being equivalent to a pass at the GCE 
O'level (cf. di Crropello, 2003, p19). Candidates are deemed to have `attained satisfactory grades' 
(CXC, 2003, Mathematics Report) if they obtain Grades I-i in any of these proficiencies on a 6-point 
grading scale (this grading scale revised for the 1998 examinations from a previous 5-point scale). A 
description of each grade on this scale is given below. 
Figure 1.4-1: The `meaning' of the CXC/CSEC Grades 
Grade Candidate shows a comprehensive grasp of the key concepts, knowledge, skills and 
I competencies required by the syllabus 
Grade Candidate shows a good grasp of the key concepts, knowledge, skills and competencies 
H required by the syllabus 
Grade Candidate shows a fairly good grasp of the key concepts, knowledge, skills and 
III competencies required by the syllabus 
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Grade Candidate shows a moderate grasp of the key concepts, knowledge, skills and 
IV competencies required by the syllabus 
Grade Candidate shows a limited grasp of the key concepts, knowledge, skills and competencies 
V required by the syllabus 
Grade Candidate shows a very limited grasp of the key concepts, knowledge, skills and 
VI competencies required by the syllabus 
Source: CSEC certificate 
After a somewhat slow beginning, the General' proficiency of the CXC/CSEC examinations does 
now enjoy relatively widespread acceptance in the Caribbean based on the number of subject entries 
for this proficiency of the examinations (going from 311 571 in 1994 to 467 066 to 2003). However 
CXC has had some problems with subscription to its Basic proficiency (going fivm 35 241 in 1994, to 
20 603 in 2003). The Basic proficiency offers, as its name suggests, qualifications at a lower level than 
the General (or Technical) proficiency. The Basic level was never offered in some subject areas, e. g. 
the single sciences, and CXC has had to discontinue offerings of the level in some other subject areas, 
e. g. Caribbean History and Principles of Business, due to `continuing patterns of very low and 
declining entries over the past ten years. ' (CXC Webpage http//www. cxc. org/discontinued-htm). The 
subject areas which continue to `enjoy' some level of success in terms of the number of candidates 
registering for the Basic proficiency are Mathematics, English Language (called English A in CXC 
language), Social Studies and Spanish, all with overall candidate numbers over 1000 (CXC Stats 
Bulletin, 2003). Of these subjects, Mathematics is the subject area with the highest number of 
candidate entries at this proficiency level (e. g. 9201 in 2003; c£ to number at the General proficiency, 
83 459, and also to numbers in English A for the same year, 4365 at Basic and 83 563 at General). 
Perhaps part of the problem with `success' at the Basic proficiency is that there is no real feel for what 
this success is equivalent to based on what was 'mown before. The General and Basic proficiencies of 
the examinations are considered by CXC as two separate examinations, and the grading/assessment of 
these examinations is treated as such - there is no overlap of the grades of either proficiency. 
There is 
some loosely held perception in society that a Basic Grade I is equivalent to a General Grade II or 111, 
but there is no official CXC document or statement declaring this. And, whilst it is 'mown that a `pass' 
(as seen from the table above, CXC itself does not use the terms `pass' or `fail') at the General 
proficiency is equivalent to, and will be accepted outside the region as an 0' level pass, there is no such 
external yardstick by which success at the Basic proficiency level can similarly be measured (i. e. there 
is no equating of it with e. g. the LCCI examinations, or even with the General proficiency of the 
' The Technical proficiency also enjoys a level of acceptance, more so than the Basic proficienc}-. 
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CXC/CSEC examinations). Thus, and perhaps a possible consequence of this, obtaining a pass in a 
subject area at the Basic proficiency offers a student very little by way of advancement pot--, t-secondary 
school, as it is not widely accepted for entrance to tertiary education nor for employment in the more 
sought after job markets (di Gropello, 2003, p20; Jules, Miller & Armstrong, 2006, pxii footnote 2). In 
effect, a qualification at the Basic proficiency has little currency to a student beyond the school gate. 
There is another aspect of the replacement that ought to be noted as it impacts on the context in which 
an assessment of students' achievement should or ought to be interpreted. According to Ernest (1984) 
who carried out an evaluation of the implementation of the CXC/CSEC (in mathematics) in its early 
years, the Basic and General proficiencies of the syllabus in each subject area were intended to cater 
jointly to the top 40% of the secondary school population' (p397-98, my emphasis), a feature which 
was at the time considered to be advantageous to the region's students in that there was now an 
examination that included and hence could potentially certify a much wider student population than the 
top 15-20% of the former GCE (ibid, p398). It was therefore never the intent of the examining board 
that these examinations, including the Basic proficiency, should cater to the full 100% of the surviving 
secondary student population, as is the present case in some tenitories, e. g. A&B. Further, according to 
di Gropello (2003, p20), the intent in the design of the proficiency levels had been for a 'typical' 
candidate to sit a combination of subjects in a mix of the offered proficiency levels. The pattern of 
subject entries, however, has shown a different usage, with the number of subject entries at the General 
and/or Technical proficiency increasing, whilst that at the Basic proficiency decreasing. Thus, perhaps 
in a bid for hard evidence of qualifications, the examinations, and in particular that of the General 
proficiency in English and mathematics have been progressively used by an even wider population 
than CXC initially intended, so that examination pass rates in mathematics, for example, have fallen 
from those in the early years of the examinations (e. g. cf pass rates given in Ernest, 1984, p405 Table 
III, which average 64% over the four years given with that of more recent years which have 
consistently been between 30-40% region wide). The pattern of subject entries at the different 
proficiency levels also signals what is valued by the wider society in terms of academic qualifications. 
And Mathematics 
According to the CXC mathematics examinations syllabuses (General and Basic proficiency levels). 
the rationale for and principles guiding the syllabus are that `Mathematics as taught in Caribbean 
schools should be: 
(i) relevant to the existing and anticipated needs of Car bbean society; 
(ii) related to the ability and interest of Caribbean students; 
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(m) aligned to the philosophy of tie educational system. ' (CXC 2001, p1, Mathematics syllabus effec d 
for May/June 2003 examinations) 
In the syllabus design, there is a'Core' which is intended to provide `the minimal skills, knowledge and 
abilities necessary for any citizen in our contemporary society. ' (ibid, p3) The Core reprint; the 
Basic proficiency of the mathematics syllabus. Additional to the Core are a set of specific objectives 
intended for those persons who will be 
(a) `pursuing careers such as agriculturalists, engineers, scientists, economists; 
(b) proceeding to study Mathematics at an advanced level; 
(c) engaged in the business and commercial world. ' (1-bid, p3) 
The Core along with these additional objectives (and an optional section) make up the General 
proficiency of the syllabus. Thus, in content the Basic proficiency is a proper subset of the General 
proficiency. According to the syllabus, `The Basic Proficiency is designed for persons likely to enter 
first level occupation. [It] allows coverage of fundamental concepts and principles of Mathematics 
which are applicable to everyday life. The General Proficiency ... 
is designed for students who are 
likely to pursue studies in Mathematics beyond the secondary level. ' (ibid, p3) Whilst this version of 
the syllabus has given some idea of occupations for which the General proficiency is designed, it is not 
specific as to what is meant by `first level occupation' as used in reference to the Basic proficiency. 
Earlier syllabuses had been more forthcoming in this respect, e. g. from the 1998 version, `The Basic 
Proficiency syllabus is intended for students who are likely to go into vocations (e. g. secretarial work) 
or professions (e. g. law) not requiring Mathematics beyond the secondary school level' (CXC 1998, 
p3, Mathematics syllabus effective for May/June 2000 examinations). Given the previous discussion, 
it is believed that this change, i. e. of not specifying occupations suited by following a course in the 
Basic proficiency of the examinations has not been made on an ad hoc basis, as increasingly some 
students are finding it difficult to exchange a qualification in this proficiency of the examinations into 
the suggested job in the labour market, as mathematics, and in particular the General proficiency of the 
examinations, is used more and more by some employers as a `critical filter' (cited in Schoenfeld 
2002, p 13) 
This aspect of the examinations, i. e. the two-tiered hierarchical proficiency stmcture, has to some extent 
been problematised by some students (e. g. see Section 5.4) and teachers in the study, signalling that this 
aspect of school mathematics has enhanced relevance for them. One teacher, in describing her hool 
experience as a student of the General/Basic `divide' referred to it as a process of separating the sheep 
from the goats. Whatever CXC's intent with the two-tier structure of these examinations, stakeholders, 
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i. e. society, Ministries of Education (MoEs), schools, teachers, students have turned it into a further 
process of `ability grouping' and with that the inherent attached prestige and stigmas. In two schools 
visited during fieldwork activities, the policy was to enter students for the CXC/CSEC examinations at 
the General proficiency, or not enter them at all, and this included in the subject areas of English and 
mathematics - i. e. it was preferable to leave school without any qualifications in that subject area than 
to have `passed' it at the Basic level. Outside of an overall academic ability moping though, it was in 
mathematics that students were most likely to once again experience this ability re-grouping. Aix], 
whilst Caribbean mathematics educators generally agree that the Basic level examinations for this 
subject are worthwhile, and are `enough' for students doing further studies in non-mathematics related 
areas or for those opting to go into the world of everyday work (as the syllabus had intended), the 
outside post-secondary school realities for entry to tertiary institutions or for the desired jobs are 
demanding more. 
1.5 RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY 
With considerations of the foregoing in mind, this study aimed at acquiring a comprehensive 
appreciation of current students' views of mathematics, how those views might have been shaped by 
such factors as identity, culture, school, or other factors, and how those views and/or factors may be 
influencing students' approach to learning and performance in mathematics. Students' performance in 
mathematics was taken as a measure of their success or failure in the CXC/CSEC mathematics, 
specifically at the General proficiency level as this is the level that has currency beyond school. The 
term `views' was chosen to reflect a catch-all word to include attitudes, feelings, emotions, beliefs, as 
well as cognitive aspects, etc. as relates to students' perceptions of mathematics. `Views' also 
represented a less messy construct than that of attitudes, beliefs, etc. as given in the literature, and this it 
was thought allowed more flexibility in suiting the needs of the study, as the focus of the study did not 
include attempts to disentangle the particularity of the notions behind these constructs per se. Views, it 
was thought, allowed access to these constructs without having to deal specifically with their associated 
`messiness'. The specific researvh aims and questions which guided the collection of data were: 
Aims: To determine 
(a) the views of mathematics that students hold; 
(b) the involvement of identity, cultural, school or other issues in forming those views; and 
(c) the ways in which (a) and (b) may be related in students' (i) approaches to learninv and (ii) performance in 
mathematics. 
Research questions: 
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1. What factors are involved in students' (a) views about mathematics; (b) approaches to learning 
rnathernatics; (c) perfonnance in mathematics? 
2. How do these factors interrelate (or are interrelated in) sti ts' views about, approaches to learning and 
performance in mathematics - ie. 1. (a), (b), and (c) above? 
3. In what ways do these factors reflect issues of identity, culture, school or other issues'. ' 
These research aims and research questions will be expanded on in Chapter 3, Section 3.1. 
The comprehensive appreciation of students' views would come from using one of the territories as a 
case study, getting a broad feel therein for student views, and then narrowing to looking at ho .v 
expressed views may have taken form and/or been shaped by those factors identified, or others. It is 
acknowledged that current students have not constituted the population from whom previous 
assessments of underachievement in mathematics have been based, but it was thought that given the 
consistency of these previous outcomes in mathematics, there was some consistency of structure in the 
mathematics teaching-learning process that was contributing to these consistent outcomes and so 
therefore that some `answer' could be found amongst present student cohorts. The territory that 
formed the basis of the case study was A&B, and it is this territory that forms the focus of the findings 
presented in this thesis. Some aspects of fieldwork activities were also conducted in St. Kitts-Nevis in 
order to get some sense of the transferability of findings in A&B to other Caribbean contexts. The 
specific findings from St. Kitts Nevis will not be presented here, but these findings did serve to provide 
a perspective from which the A&B data were viewed. In nature, the study is largely exploratory. 
seeking to `find out what is happening' (Robson, 1993, p42). It was felt that such a study within the 
Caribbean region would be timely, and worthwhile. 
1.6 STRUCTURE OF THE TH ESIS 
The remainder of the study is set out as follows: Chapter 2 sets out the theoretical framework which 
initially guided data collection, and that which has since guided how the data were analysed and 
interpreted. Chapter 3 delineates the research aims, questions, and the methodology and methods 
employed to address these. Chapters 4,5 and 6 present findings from the study. Chapter 4 outlines 
findings from documentary data. The documentary data largely do not involve data on students from 
the sample which participated in the study (although in some cases they do), however the findings from 
this data source are given to provide a context for the study, giving a feel for the milieu in \\hich the 
study is set Chapter 5 presents background details for the participating student sample, which also 
includes the views of parents and teachers of their child's/students' mathematics. Chapter 6 outlines 
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findings regarding the views about mathematics of the participating students themselves, and these 
findings are combined with micro-level interpretations along the way. Chapter 7 presents an integrated 
macro-level discussion of the study's findings, drawing specifically on ideas from the theme cal 
framework set out in Chapter 2. The presentation of the study is concluded in Chapter 8. This chapter 
provides a summary of the main findings of the study, constraints and limitations of the study, 
contributions of the study to the field and ideas for ways forward. 
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Chapter 2 
Litersture Review 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The analytical tools and theoretical perspectives from a review of the literature that have guided this 
study can be looked at based on the stage of the study, whether pre- or post- data collection. Whilst 
some issues and constructs prior to data collection have remained post data collection, others have 
emerged from data analysis. This chapter sets out some of the theoretical perspectives that initially 
guided data collection and also some of those that have since guided data analysis, and it attempts to do 
so whilst keeping the Caribbean context in mind. The following point though ought to be re- 
emphasized; an analysis of the findings of this study that incorporates an analytical framework which 
(a) adequately reflects the Caribbean context (b) gives due consideration to issues related specifically to 
mathematics and its learning in that context, and moreover (c) considers these `mathematics' issues 
from the perspective taken in this study, has been problematic. As mentioned in the previous chapter, 
such published studies in the Caribbean academic literature are scant 
21 PRE-DATA COLLECTION CONCEPTUALISATIONS 
This subsection sets out to provide some perspective on how key words of the study title were initially 
conceptualised and fiuther developed during the course of the study, and also how they have been 
defined or used in the academic literature. 
The word `interplay' of the study title was chosen to describe the possible relationship amongst the 
factors in the title, suggesting that these factors (and/or others) play off each other, contributing to an 
overall process. Interplay was chosen to represent what was seen as a fluidity amongst the factors 
behind whatever the `problems' are in mathematics education in the Canbbean. Other words, e. g. 
intersection, tend to represent what was thought as a more fixed relationship of a way things 
always/actually are. In addition, intersection suggests that these same `things' (or factors) might meet 
or influence each other in a similar way at every meeting, whereas interplay suggests that a variety of 
`things' i. e. factors meet, approach a meeting, or give way to more or less of each other which may 
influence or not achievement in mathematics. 
In choosing the concept of `identity' in the study title, it was thought that there might be some internal 
coherence of student views at the level of the individual student regarding their relationship to 
mathematics and its learning. That is, there might be some common views individual students held 
about conceptions of themselves as learners of mathematics that might cause them to engage «6th or 
not, accept or reject the subject as a discipline. Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner & Cain (1998, p3) initially 
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broadly defined identity as people's understanding of themselves "hereby they tell others who they 
are, they tell themselves who they are, and then they act in ways so as to make this latter true. These 
self-understandings that people form are a product of their experiences. the living of that experience in 
particular cultural worlds and social activity within those worlds. Thus formed, identities are `hard- 
won standpoints' (ibid, p4) from which individuals form self-understandings of themselves and for 
themselves. For this study, the cultural world may be seen as mathematics learning, the experiences 
students have in learning mathematics. The authors do go on to outline and develop vajýing 
perspectives on identity. From the perspectives they have outlined, the aspect of identity that has 
emerged as being most relevant to the findings of the present study, the relationships students form v ith 
mathematics and its learning is more akin to a positional (relational) identity (ibid, p 127) manifested in 
ways more distinct from the study findings via a gender identity. Holland et al (1998) define positional 
identity as having to do with: 
... the 
day-to-day and on-the-ground relations of power, deference and entitlement... [it] is a person's 
apprehension of her (sic) social position in a lived world: that is, depending on the others present, of her 
greater or lesser access to spaces, activities, genres, and, through those genres, authoritative voices, or any 
voice at all. (p127-28) 
From the findings of the present study, this emerging aspect of identity, i. e. positional identity, was a 
product of students' self-understandings formed from their lived experience of learning mathematics. 
This experience was mostly though not exclusively gained in the classroom, and it was influenced by 
factors both within and outside it. Students in some cases appeared to take on positions and identities in 
relation to their understandings of themselves in mathematics that they may have subconsciously 
perceived to be expected of them by significant others (e. g. their parents and mathematics teachers). 
That this identity was `positional' is supported by evidence that suggested that in some cases these 
identities were not who some students would otherwise ordinarily be. That is, in addition to Holland et 
al's broad definition of identity given above, positional identity presented the adjunct as applicable to 
this study of students being told who they were in relation to mathematics learning, whether implicitly, 
e. g. though grades, but also more explicitly, e. g. in some cases, by ability grouping, and then acting in 
ways so as to make that positioning true. Lerman (2001) makes this point more poignantly of the 
potentiality of social (e. g. school) processes for markedly influencing students' developing identities: 
given the age range covered by compulsory schooling, participants' identities are at their most formative, 
and children are particularly vulnerable to the regulating effects of social practices... the school classroom 
is particularly affected by other practices since they are often of greater significance to the students than the 
intentions of the school and the teacher. (Lerman, 2001, p99) 
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This aspect of identity, positional identity, then presents a wider focus than just on the individual. 
bringing in also the environment or context in which the individual exists. Wenger (1998) sees the 
general notion of identity as `a pivot between the social and the individual' (p l45), arguing that the 
individual does not exist in isolation of his/her community, and an analysis that concentrates on the 
individual without reference to the community in which this individual exists ultimately presents a 
distorted view as it `hides their mutual constitution' (p 146). It was with this consideration in mind, and 
in an effort to not isolate the individual from the society in which he/she exists that `culture' and 
`school' were also included in the study title. 
The concept of culture has had a long and contested history in education and educational research. Its 
applicability to mathematics education though is less well established, and it is only in more recent 
times that there has been an acknowledgement of some association between mathematics and culture 
as mathematics as a discipline has long been viewed as both culture and value-free (e. g. see in Bishop, 
1988, p179-181). The conceptions of culture that are seen as being most useful to the purposes of this 
study have to do with relationships, people to their past, to their present, amongst themselves. Culture 
has to do with people's habits, ways of thinking and being, and indeed the ways they know how to 
think and be; it mediates how actions are guided, what self-understandings/identities people acquire, 
what particular events are more likely and possible, how social relations are structured; however, it is 
people who produce and change culture (Foster, Lewis & Onafowora (2003, p262). Culture provides 
a means via which people know how to be in the world (Ladson-Billings, 1997, p700). Through 
culture the past is brought to the present, but it is in the present that culture can be changed. Varenne & 
Mc Detmott (cited in Boaler, 2002) used the metaphors for culture as `the habits we acquire [and]... 
the houses we inhabit'. This metaphor brings across the idea that culture has to do with the pieces of 
history, ways of being, etc. people take on from the environment or social milieu in which they grow 
up, but, having taken these on, how it is that they may use the acquired culture to shape their present 
Whilst culture presents a useful famework within which the findings of this study can be analysed, it is 
also useful to bear in mind the caveat delineated in Bloomer & James (2001) of avoiding using culture 
as the cause or explanation for everything, as people do possess agency. Agency, as has been useful for 
this study, has to do with `the realised capacity of people to act upon their world... to act purposively 
and reflectively... to... remake the world in which they live' (Irden, cited in Holland et al, 1998, p42). 
In the study, culture via Bourdieu's notion of `cultural capital' (1997/1986, p47) has emerged as an 
explanatory framework via which the marked differences in students' mathematics outcomes could 
be 
accounted for. This explanatory framework will be expanded on in Section 2.2 to 
follow. 
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Although the idea of agency is not explicitly outlined in the study's title, it is there implicitly in the 
incorporation of the idea of identity and its initial conceptualisation as having to do with the 
relationships students form with mathematics, how they may choose or not and the ways they do so. to 
engage with mathematics and its learning. That is, there was an idea that students do possess the 
capacity to be agentive in their mathematics learning experience. Holland et al. (1998) see human 
agency as a sort of by-product of identities. For them, human agency is mediated through the ' hand- 
won standpoints', or identities people form in particular cultural worlds, so that agency is also always 
enacted in par ticular cultural worlds through the identity (relationship) an individual has formed in that 
cultural world. Put in the context of this study, the ways in which students act within and upon their- 
learning of mathematics - the ways in which they (are able to) display agency, is structured by 
(mediated through) the identity they have formed in relation to that cultural world of mathematics and 
its learning. Holland et al. (1998) also go on to conceptualise agency as a means of self-direction (p5), 
of gaining control over one's behaviour (p38), and further suggest that human action as agency is 
relatively conscious action (p40), in that the individual is aware of the action they are taking. 
Children spend a significant proportion of their formative years in school, and school quickly becomes 
a routine day-to-day activity. Thus, school, and particularly school type fivm the researcher's 
experience of education in the Caribbean, was anticipated to be an important factor in students' 
mathematics achievement However, schools and the underlying structures that support them have 
come to be a much more significant factor in the findings of the study than had initially been thought 
As Rutter, Maughan, Mortimore, Ouston, & Smith (1979, p l) found in their study of 12 London 
secondary schools, schools do play an important role in students' academic and non-academic 
development, and in this respect, school-type does indeed matter. That Rutter et al's finding might be 
considered somewhat dated, and that it was found for educational conditions in a British context does 
not decrease the relevance or applicability of their general finding to the Caribbean context, especially, 
as outlined in Chapter 1, how `British' these Caribbean educational contexts continue to be. 
And mathematics - the aim here is to note some general issues related to the subject as a 
discipline. 
Mathematics occupies parallel status to that of English language in the school curriculum given the 
relative frequency with which general education policy documents tend to twin the two. 
Outside of 
school too there is a general perception that in addition to proficiency 
in language, some level of 
mathematics proficiency is also looked for by employers. With respect to achievement, 
it has also been 
noted that subjects like mathematics (and science) are more likely to show up 
differences between 
schools than subjects like English Language (and Social Studies), the rationale 
being that mathe natics 
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and science are largely learnt at school whereas English Language and Social Studies are more likely to 
be affected by home influences, e. g. books available at home, watching television, general family 
conversation, etc. (e. g. Rutter et al, 1979 in their review of American and British literature on school 
effects, Van de Werfhorst, Sullivan & Cheung, 2003 in their literiture review). So, it has been argued 
all things at school being equal, mathematics at school presents the opportunity for levelling the playing 
field in terms of achievement outcomes for students with differing home ath antages in contrast to 
subjects such as English Language which are more susceptible to home influences (e. g. Van de 
Werthorst et al, 2003, p43). 
The order of factors chosen in the study title was also deliberate, going, it was seen, fitem the level of 
the individual, i. e. the personal experience of students - from the aspect of identity, to the \\ ider social 
milieu of which they are a part - culture, narrowing to the regulating effects of school processes, and 
within these, processes connected to the learning and teaching of mathematics. That is, the idea was to 
tie things together f om the specific (identity) to the general (culture), narrowing to an intermediary (the 
school), and then hopefully relating these back to the specific (mathematics, and its learning and 
teaching). 
2.2 POST-DATA COLLECTION CONSIDERATIONS 
A conceptual tool that has played a major role in guiding the perspective taken post data collection has 
been Bouidieu's notion of `cultural capital'. This is how Bourdieu described the origins of the term: 
The notion of cultural capital initially presented itself to me, in the course of research, as a theoretical 
hypothesis which made it possible to explain the unequal scholastic achievement of children originating 
fron the different social classes by relating academic success, i. e., the specific profits which children from 
the different classes and class fractions can obtain in the academic narket, to the distribution of cultural 
capital between the classes and class fractions. (Bou dieu, 1997/1986, p 47) 
In the present study, there had been a consistency to prior CXC/CSEC mathematics outcomes of 
students based on the type of school they attended (e. g. see Section 42). Further, within this 
consistency of outcomes was the finding that `underachievement' in mathematics was not equally 
distributed across the student population, and that relative to each other, there was one group of students 
whose mathematics achievement was consistently markedly above the national (and Caribbean) 
average so that the assessment of underachieving in mathematics was for them not fairly applicable. It 
was in seeking a possible theoretical basis on which this general finding could be explained that the 
term cultural capital was `found' and incoiporated in this study. Cultural capital, and other related 
concepts within Bourdieu's theory of practice provided a `hypothesis' for explaining the marled 
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differences in the mathematical outcomes of previous students, and further- offered a basis to account 
for some of the general patterns of the approaches some students took to working on mathematical 
questions, a finding coming through from data collected during fieldwork. 
In using the term `cultural capital', Bourdieu was reclaiming the word `capital' from w hat he saw as the 
usual and limited economic sense of its use, seeing capital in all its forms as `accumulated labor (sic)' 
(ibid, p46) which has an inherent time element `Capital' conveys the notion of trade, that with this 
capital, a person is able to enter into a form of exchange that then provides (or gives access to) other 
desired resources. Bourdieu identified three forms of cultural capital, an embodied, an objectified and 
an institutionalized form. Embodied cultural capital has to do with the `long-lasting dispositions of the 
mind and body' (ibid, p47), and is capital (accumulated labour) a child acquires through the family via 
a prolonged investment of time. Cultural capital in its objectified state is perhaps the most tangible of 
the three, having to do with a person's accessible resources such as books, paintings, etc., which could 
be viewed as a person's access to economic resources - economic capital. Institutionalized cultural 
capital has to do with (educational) credentials. Embodied cultural capital is the form of cultural capital 
which is thought to be most useful for this study, but given that the three forms are not mutually 
exclusive, it is not to the exclusion of the other two. With cultural capital in its embodied fom-4 the 
child brings with him/her the accumulated labour of a familial investment of time that he/she can use in 
school to trade on for the profit of educational achievement But, unlike some foetus of trade which 
involve a direct exchange, giving up one thing for another, this form of cultural capital is an investment, 
and the returns are additional, i. e. other forms of capital (institutionalized capital, for example) to that 
already acquired. Thus, a child's embodied cultural capital may serve as an investment in the sense 
that depending on the ciitumstances, the child can make use of that capital to negotiate other privileges, 
or it may allow easier access to other forms of capital, and in school, this could mean educational 
achievement. 
Bourdieu's notion of cultural capital represents one part of his theory of practice and cultwal 
reproduction. Within this theoretical framework are also the notions of habitus and field, and these 
three are seen as being dependent on each other for operationalisation. Habitus has to do with a 
person's predispositions, how they are likely to behave in certain cir umsttances, with these 
predispositions emanating from a person's embodiment of history (Boundieu, 1977, p78). Bourdieu 
has variously defined habitus, the following is one such: 
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habitus... the system of dispositions to a certain practice is an objective basis for regular modes of behaviour and thus for the regularity of nxoIes of practice ... the effect of the habitus is that agents ýý ho are equipped with it will behave in a certain way in certain circumstances. (Bourdieu, 1990, p77). 
Thus, a person's habitus makes certain modes of behaviour - and thinking. possible as well as making 
other modes less likely to occur in certain circumstances (Bourdieu, 1977. p77). These `certain 
circumstances' in which the habitus operates might be considered as the immediate enn-ironment or 
context - that is, what Bour eu has labelled `field' (e. g. Bourdieu, 1991). 
There seems to be a large overlap area between what Bou adieu has described as embodied cultural 
capital, and what he in other writings has labelled habitus, coming through from his referral to 
`dispositions' in describing the nature of both. It may be that at times, and in certain circumstances, 
habitus may well function as embodied cultural capital, and vice versa Bourdieu has alluded that 
embodied cultural capital may at times be read as habitus, when in a section of his seminal wort The 
Forms of Capital in which he was delineating his conceptualisation of embodied cultural capital he 
wrote: `This embodied capital, external wealth converted into an integral part of the person into a 
habitus... ' (1997, p48). It could be that Bourdieu's conception of embodied cultural capital is what he 
has more consistently described as related to habitus, that is the idea of a person's dispositions to certain 
types of behaviour, ways of thinking, being, etc. which are a product of the family's time investment, 
accumulated labour (see also in Moore, 2004, p451 where there is a suggestion that the terms are much 
the same). The key point appears to be linked with the idea of embodiment; habitus is naturally taken as 
embodied, whilst cultural capital has more often been taken as external to the person -a person's 
external resources/possessions, i. e. more associated with the objectified form of cultural capital. 
However, according to Bourdieu, cultural capital can also be embodied, i. e. internal to the person. An 
allowance to conceptualise a person's dispositions in this way, that is, as embodied cultural capital (in 
addition to habitus) offers the benefit that goes along with the metaphoric use of capital, i. e. what it is a 
person has to offer or trade on in particular circumstances i. e. fields (for this study learning in 
mathematics classes) that may allow for that capital to serve as an affordance. 
These key concepts of Bourdieu's theoretical framework cultural capital, habitus, and field, have been 
related in the following way. The field is seen as a sort of game, which in the context of this study may 
be taken as mathematics classes/leaming mathematics. Cultural capital is the something - resource, 
wherewithal, familial disposition or inclinations, all of which may also be considered as cultural, that a 
person needs in order to be able to perform well in the game and to be successful in it; it is the 
something a person has to trade on in the game. Habitus is a disposition, an inclination to play the 
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game, to participate in the field; in other words, it is the enactment in the field of cult al capital 
(Sensevy Gerard, personal communication, 2006; see also Grenfell & James, 1998, p25). So, it may 
well be that a person possesses an inclination, the habitus to participate in a particular field but may not 
possess, or may not have yet acquired, or has limited access to the type of cultural capital - the resource 
needed to trade on in that field that guarantees a good performance in that field, it is also conceivable 
that such a situation could operate in the reverse, that is, that a person has the type of cultural capital 
needed to perform well in a particular field, but does not have the inclination - habitus - to participate in 
that field. 
Bourdieu's theory of social reproduction though does come with `academic baggage'. It has been 
criticized as being deterministic (e. g. Connell et al, cited in Lareau, 1997, p714; Giroux, cited in 
Grenfell & James, 1998, p16) in that the notion of reproduction suggests that individuals have little 
autonomy in directing their life trajectories, and that these are more or less pre-determined based on the 
family into which one is bom. Grenfell & James (1998, ch. 2) have argued that these critiques are 
unfounded, and represent a mis-reading or inadequate consideration of all of Bourdieu's work in that 
Bourdieu did recognise that individuals have agency, i. e. the capacity to act on or control the course 
their life took. Habitus, `the system of dispositions to a certain practice ... 
in certain circumstances' is 
the `stuff that mediates the relations between cultural capital, that is, the resources that an individual has 
to trade on, both the accumulated labour of assets and embodied via familial investments of time, and 
field - the `certain circumstances'; in other words, habitus is the `stuff that mediates what an individual 
is inclined to do in certain circumstances with the resources he/she has. The definition of habitus as a 
disposition to certain actions suggests that actions attributable to the habitus tend to occur as it were 
without thinking, that is, at a subconscious level (e. g. Bourdieu, 1990, p 12). Agentive human action on 
the other hand carries with it a greater degree of consciousness, of intentionality (Pickering, 1995, p 17); 
the human action in agency occurs at a greater level of awareness. But Bourdieu has identified the field 
as a place of struggles (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992, p 101). This conceptualisation of field carves 
with it, depending on the individual, his/her habitus (inclinations) and the nature of his/her cultural 
capital in relation to the particular field, the potential for being a site of agentive action. It seems to be 
the case that when the habitus encounters a field to which it is relatively attuned, human actions in such 
a field occur naturally - `a subconscious and pre-reflexive fit... an intentionality without intention' 
(Bourdieu, 1990, p 108), that is as it were, a going with the flow, i. e. 
when habitus encounters a social world of which it is the product, it is like a` ish in N ater": it does not feel 
the weight of the water and it takes the world about itself for panted (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992, p1?? ) 
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However, when the habitus and field are not attuned, an inherent tension is created and human action 
therein may become more agentive. According to Boundieu, the habitus operates in a field only as long 
as it is logical for it to do so (1990, p79); the nature of the habitus may itself be reinforced or modified 
by a particular field (Bow dien & Wacquant, 1992, p 133). "Thus, the habits may be 'superseded' in a 
particular field by what he termed `rational and conscious computation' (Bourdieu, 1990. p 108). but 
that the potential for this - this `recourse' as he has termed it - to occur is itself structured by the social 
and economic resources of the individual - possibly read as cultural capital. It would seem then from 
this perspective that when an individual acts `thinkingly' in a particular field, it is potentially no longer 
the habitus that is operating, but something else. But despite these formulations of habitus as (sub- 
conscious) dispositions, Bourdieu does also suggest that the habitus can be transformed and indeed 
controlled via an `awakening of consciousness and socioanalysis' (ibid, p 116). which, if one accepts 
the view of agency as that of having control over one's behaviour via purposeful and reflexive actions 
(e. g. see Holland et al. 's, 1998 conceptualisation given in Section 2.1, p22), then allows for the 
possibility of locating agency within (conscious) habitus. 
For Bourdieu, habitus was a mediating, rather than a structuring concept (e. g. Bourdieu, 1973, p72; see 
also Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992, p120), as his conception of habitus provided for him the dialectic 
between the structuring practices of a field and an individual's own structured practices of embodied 
history. That is, habitus mediated what individuals do, how they used what resources they have 
(cultural capital, including embodied cultural capital) in certain fields. In certain fields there was an 
inherent tension so that an individual did have the capacity in such fields to act on his/her world, i. e. 
agency inhabited the notion of habitus. However, the extent to which individuals could (or knew how 
to) appropriate agency in their life trajectories was in large part a product of the structures into which 
they were inculcated and the extent to which they were aware - conscious - of how their habitus may 
be structuring their practices in certain fields. Some persons, based on their early family history and the 
embodiment of that history are better positioned to make use of existing structures to (educational) 
advantage, and so increase the chances of ensuring continued ownership of that agency, but they may 
not do so. Another related criticism is that the cultural capital theory positions children from the lower 
economic strata of societies in terms of a deficit model, highlighting what they lack against an arbitrary 
middle-class yardstick (e. g. see in Fritzberg, 2001). Cooper & Dunne (2000, p5) argued that whilst this 
criticism was at times justified, simply ignoring the theory then discarded a proper sociological 
explanation for differences in student achievement based on the relations between a child's available 
cultural resources acquired in the home and which are present before he/she starts school, and what the 
school required of that child in order for him/her to be successful. 
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Another criticism that has been brought to bear on Boundieu's theoretical concepts, including that of 
cultural capital, relates to their inherent vagueness (e. g. see in Reay, 2004a, p438; DiMaggio, 1979. 
p1468). It is at times difficult to get a hold of what the `it' that is cultural capital is, how it may be 
recognised. L>imaggio (ibid. ) made the point that Bourdieu used the idea of capital in relation to so 
many things and that so many capitals abound (e. g. cultural, symbolic, linguistic, amongst others), that 
the metaphor becomes no more than `a weak figure of speech'. It seems though that Bourdieu 
intended for his theoretical concepts to be sufficiently vague in order for them to do their work as he 
saw them as `open concepts designed to guide empirical work' (Bourdieu, 1990, p107). He had 
described the nature of habitus as possessing a certain `vagueness and indeterminacy' (1990. p77) in 
that whilst habitus may predict modes of behaviour, as it is not based on rules or laws as it does not 
have their `fine regularity' (ibid., p77), but ascribes to a more `practical logic' (ibid, p78) - agency - as 
may be required in the context of the field. In a sense Bourdieu himself has given licence for his 
concepts to be used not necessarily as a set of pre-defined tools, but as adaptable to the flow of a 
particular study. Thus, it is in their vagueness that cultural capital, habitus and Bourdieu's other 
theoretical tools are potentially at their most useful, as this vagueness allows a reseaither scope for 
using the concepts in ways that best fit the purpose of their study, but this ought to be within the 
confines of the notions being useful for the study. 
Given the foregoing, studies have operationalised cultural capital in a variety of ways both 
quantitatively (e. g. DiMaggio, 1982; Dumais, 2002), and more recently it seems, qualitatively (e. g. 
Lubienski, 2000; Weininger & Lareau, 2003; Reay, 2004b). Reay (2004b) has noted though that the 
operationalisation of cultural capital within educational research has tended to focus on high status 
participation in culture and aspects that might be seen as more associated with the objectified form of 
cultural capital e. g. attending theatre, going to the museum, etc, attempting via various quantitative 
means to `measure' `it', but has argued that these conceptualisations are limited, in that they tend to 
overlook a qualitative dimension which can serve as an explanatory fi-anework for understanding how 
day-to-day micro-processes in schools perpetuate social inequities. Lareau & Weinfinger (2003) have 
argued for a broader, qualitative conception of cultural capital, as a focus on the quantitative aspect 
marginalizes one of the more pervasive ways in which cultural capital may work in education In this 
study the `idea' of cultural capital has thus been conceptualised in this broader, more qualitative way 
which incorporates a consideration of the 'micro-interactional processes whereby individuals' strategic 
use of knowledge, skills, and competence comes into contact with institutionalized standards of 
evaluation' (ibid., 2003, p569). This qualitative conceptualisation of cultural capital arguably, shifts the 
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focus from objectified forms to the embodied form, and, as noted previously, is felt to be the form most 
suited for this study. Thus the perspective used in relation to cultural capital has more to do with the 
ways of thinking and being that students bring to bear in their approach to doing mathematics and how 
these ways of thinking and being represent a fit or mis-match with expected standards in relation to 
achievement in mathematics. It is felt that this perspective of cultural capital is more appropriate for 
the context of the study. 
But, how might cultural capital and Bourdieu's reproduction theory serve as bases via which 
differences in educational - and mathematical - achievement can be explained? In Bow-dieu's own 
words: 
The educational system reproduces all the more perfectly the structure of the distribution of cultural capital 
among classes... in that the culture which it transmits is closer to the dominant culture ... 
By doing away 
with giving explicitly to everyone what it implicitly demands of everyone, the educational system 
demands of everyone alike that they have what it does not give. This consists mainly of linguistic and 
cultural competence which can only be produced by family upbringing when it transmits the dominant 
culture... (1973, p80,84) 
Thus, according to Bouttlieu, schools and educational systems assume homogeneity of student 
background culture, and one predicated on that of the dominant (i. e. more middle-class) culture. This is 
the starting point of schooling, so that children for whom this assumption is unfounded are 
disadvantaged at the start, and chances are will continue to be further disadvantaged as schooling 
progresses. If this statement is considered in light of the account given in the previous chapter of 
Caribbean inherited educational systems then an even greater disjuncture may be seen to emerge. 
Language or linguistic competence will be used as an example here of this disjuncture in the Caribbean 
setting. Craig (1998, p50) has noted that in the `English-speaking' Caribbean countries, primary 
education has failed to adequately deal with the fact that for a majority of the children whom it serves 
their fast (i. e. home) language is a creole or dialect of English, which is often markedly different from 
the expected `standard' English - the language of instruction, a situation which 
he saw as contributory 
to the observed low proficiency of students who finish primary school, and a perpetuation of this 
situation for those who advance to secondary school. These Caribbean educational systems still bear in 
their structures the marks of their British legacy of education. To that point, the language of instruction 
is largely a `standard' version of English. 
Thus, there are inherent problems within the Caribbean with regard to the issue of language and 
education (Craig, 1971,1998; Pollard, 1983; Youssef 2002). Within the 
`English . speaking' 
Caribbean, there has only within the past 20-30 years been some recognition on the part of 
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governments and education policy makers that `standard' English, the official language of instruction 
in schools, is not the native (first) language of a majority of the population, that a majority of students 
come to school speaking a dialect version of English (or a mixte use of English and French based creoles. 
based on the colonial legacy of the particular territory). These dialect versions of the standard language 
have been called Creole, patois, broken English or simply dialect. With regard to the English-based 
versions, these have been described as `st ildngly different from the language of insertion in all 
subjects' (Berry et al., 1999, p 19). In Jamaica the situation of the language of instruction in schools and 
that spoken by the majority of the people (and hence students) has been described as follows: 
the majority of the population of Jamaica speak a dialect English, whose structure, grammar, vocabular 
and intonation differ, sometimes considerably, from standard Jamaican English, the language of 
instnzction in schools. For many Jamaican children this latter language has a status different from that of 
either a foreign or a mother tongue: they can decode it, but cannot reproduce it (Austin & Howson, 1979, 
pl. 64, identified as given in Young, 1977). 
However, an official course of action as relates to the use of language in the teaching-learning process 
coming out of this growing recognition has been slow to make its way to the level of the classroom 
(Berry et al. 1999, p 19; Youssef 2002, p 182), and where it has done so, it has hardly gone beyond that 
for instruction in the English language subject itself. Further, where some policy does exist, it appears 
to be more one of tolerance of the creole during what is seen as a transitional period for students to the 
standard English (e. g. the 1975 educational policy with regard to language of Trinidad and Tobago, 
fitem Craig, cited in Youssef 2002). Generally, Creole in the English-speaking Caribbean is regarded 
even by those who speak it as of lower status than the `standard' English, i. e. an in-correct or `broken' 
form of English, which has no place within the school classroom with its overall emphasis on 
correctness. This perception is further complicated by the fact that the general perception of the people 
in these countries is to consider themselves as English-speakers (e. g. as noted by Mair, 2002, p35 with 
regard to the majority population of Jamaica). These perceptions have largely influenced regional 
educational policies in the past in this regard, and `have militated against implementation of very much 
bilingual education' (Youssef, 2002, p183). Thus, an otherwise largely creole-speaking group of 
Caribbean young children go to primary schools in the Caribbean and meet there instruction in a 
language with which they are mostly unfamiliar. This situation too is not without `social class' 
implications. 
Thus, whilst education and schools offer the possibility for students to improve their social and 
economic status (i. e. improve their class positions), they have also been recognised as places that (rel- 
produce the social order (see also Ostrove & Cole, 2003; Smith, 2003). One way in which educational 
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systems have been able to `get away' with this practice, according to Bour dieLi, is through a process of 
legitimating that which would otherwise have been looked at as a social injustice, i. e. by seeming to 
award on merit what it in generality awards for social position: 
By making social hierarchies and the reproduction of these hier hies appear to be based upon the hierarchy of `gifts', merits, or skills... or, ... by converting social hierarchies into academic hierarchies, the 
educational system fulfils a function of legitimation which is more and more necessary to the perpetuation 
of the `social order' as the evolution of the power relationship between classes tend more completely to 
exclude the imposition of a hierarchy based upon the crude and ruthless affirmation of the power 
relationship. (Bourdieu, 1973, p84) 
This process in education has been allowed to pass seamlessly into an established way of doing things, 
i. e. culture, so that there is a failure to recognise the process for what it might otherwise be considered to 
be. According to Moore (2004, p451), it is through this 'misrecognition' that cultural capital is able to 
do its work in education, by allowing to appear as natural what is in effect a socially conferred 
disposition or habitus. This notion of misrecognition is another of the tenets of Bourdieu's 
reproduction theory (Bourdieu, 1990, pl 11-112; Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992, p167-168). 
Misrecognising something requires recognising it as something else. Through this process, 
misrecognition and alternate recognition, the something can, and in this case the social differentiating 
function of schools does, gain legitimacy. One way in which education systems and schools allow for 
this persistence of inherited social inequalities is in their practice of grouping students by 'abilities'. It is 
certain that the quality of learning is influenced (among many other things) by with whom one learns 
(Linchevski & Kutscher, 1998), especially if learning is conceived as participation in a community of 
practice (Wenger, 1998; Smith, 2003). 
The work of habitus and embodied cultural capital in a field has so far been described in terns of a 
mediating device. Hutchins has conceptualised mediation as follows: 
... mediation ... 
[refets] to a particular mode of organizing behavior with respect to some task by 
achieving coordination with a mediating stiuctune that is not itself inherent in the domain of the task. That 
is, in a mediated performance, the actor does not simply coordinate with the task environment; instead, the 
actor coordinates with something else as well, something that provides structure that can be used to shape 
the actor's behavior. (Hutchins, 1997, p338) 
From a Vygotskyian perspective, the idea of mediation provides the link (the lubricant) that connects a 
person with his/her history, culture - ways of being/doing things, and other individuals - the social (see 
Abreu, 2000). Embodied cultural capital may not be a mediational means in the sense of Wertsch's 
(1998, p25-72) characterization of these. In particular, it lacks the materiality of such means, and also 
may not `fit' Cole's (1996) levels of artefacts even at the third, most immaterial/intangible of these. It is 
a central tenet of this thesis however that cultural capital, especially in its embodied form leads to 
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certain types of behaviour, and an inclination to make (differential) use of certain types of cultural tools 
or mediational means. In the mathematics classroom a student's embodied cultural capital seems to 
matter particularly, as it predisposes students to act/behave in certain ways. Thus, embodied cultural 
capital could be viewed as context in the sense given by Cole (1996, p132-135), as that «hick 
interweaves and that which surrounds - it is an inherent, intangible, easy to forget but alwati s 
omnipresent, background variable of schooling and mathematics experiences. 
But how does mathematics, and mathematics education fit into this theory of cultural re-production? 
What plays out in the seeming micro-world/field of the mathematics classroom is what in effect is 
being played out in the macro-world of the educational system in which mathematics learning and 
teaching exists. Mathematics is generally considered an elite subject, and the elite educational system 
in which it exists in the Caribbean appears (at least in this study) to exacerbate its `difference' from 
other subjects, and through mathematics to unmask the social/cultutal differences (as a general pattern) 
in students. Mathematics and what it is that is taught in schools appears (in this study at least) to be 
more `foreign' to some students than others, and whilst it may be true that most of what mathematics 
students learn is learnt in school, it is inarguably also true that some students due to the embodied 
capital they bring with them to school, are better positioned to make sense and use of the mathematical 
knowledge and teaching (style) that they meet in school than other of their colleagues. For some 
students then, learning mathematics as taught in schools is more akin to enculturation, or reinforcing 
building on something that is already there, whereas for others it is a process of acculturation, that is, 
having to acquire and take on something which is different to the ways they know to be (e. g. in Bishop, 
1988). So, although mathematics may offer the potential to `level the playing field' of learning in 
school for students in that it is a subject which is largely learnt at school, in other ways it more 
efficiently ui-evens that field. 
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Research Questions, Methodology and 
Methods 
3. RESEARCH QIJEST1ONS, METHODOLOGY AND METODS 
This chapter outlines the general aims and research questions which guided the planning decision 
making, data collection and analysis for the study. There are five main sections in this chapter. The 
first of these outlines and expands upon the research aims and questions first presented in Section 1.5 of 
Chapter 1. This is followed by the chosen methodology for addressing the research aims and 
questions, and the rationale for this approach to gathering data. The third section describes the research 
methods chosen for data collection, going through the rationale for the chosen methods, the planning 
and implementation of the said methods. Section 3.4 addresses how validity and reliability were 
planned for in the study. The chapter concludes with a section which describes the data analysis 
process. 
3.1 AIMS OF THE STU YAND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
During the planning stage for the study and prior to undertaking fieldwork, many of the decisions 
regarding choice of research approach, methodology, and methods were influenced and guided by Jo 
Boaler's work on students' experience of mathematics, especially as outlined in her unpublished 1996 
thesis Case Studies of Alternative Approaches to Mathematics Teaching: Situated Cognition, Sex and 
Setting. Going into the present study, there was an implicit loosely held `theory' or hypothesis that the 
consistency of past mathematics examination results in the Caribbean and A&B were products of 
some underlying corresponding consistency. Some possible sources of this corresponding underlying 
consistency could be that of students' views of mathematics, which potentially involved such factors as 
identity, culture, school, amongst others, and also that of the underlying mathematics education process 
being operated or in which mathematics education existed. 
The following (with students in A&B as the main participants of the study) were the aims and research 
questions with which the study was undertaken and which guided the plan and execution of data 
collection methods and analysis: 
Aims: To determine 
(a) the views of mathematics that students hold; 
(b) the involvement of identity, cultural, school or other issues in forming those views; and 
(c) the ways in which (a) and (b) may be related in students' (i) approaches to learning, and (ii) performance in 
mathematics. 
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Reseaith questions: 
1. What factors are involved in stlxients' (a) views about mathematics; (b) apaches to leaning 
mathematics; (c) perfommce in mathematics? 
2. How do these factors interrelate (or are interrelated in) students' dews about, approaches to leaminQ and 
performance in mathematics - ie. 1. (a), (b), and (c) above? 
3. In that ways do these factors reflect issues of identity, culture, school or other issues? 
The research aims (hereafter RA) and research questions (RQ) outlined above put the focus of the 
study very much onto the students. What follows expands more on the RA and RQ. With respect to 
the aims, having obtained some sense of what students' mathematics views are via RA(a), RA(b) is 
essentially an exploration of what (things, people, etc. ) may have influenced students having those 
views or how it is students may have come to hold the expressed views, with a speculation that factors 
having to do with identity, culture, school amongst others may be possible sources. RA(c) seeks out 
whether there is a relation between students' mathematics views, how they may have come to hold 
those views and (i) how it is they approach learning and/or doing mathematics and (ii) their 
performance in the subject. The term `approaches to learning mathematics' is seen to entail aspects of 
the student's `preferred' style of leaming/doing and knowing mathematics, e. g. by rote or 
memorization, by understanding/thinking through problems. The term also includes what might be 
considered observable deportment (behaviours and mannerisms) in mathematics classes, engagement 
or not in classroom activities, whether these be group or individual work, or whole-class teaching, and 
their reactions to work given, to include class-work, home-work, tests, etc. `Preferred' is given in 
quotation marks to allow for the possibility that observed students' style of leaming/doing mathematics 
may not always be their choice, but what it is they have to do in order to be `effective participants of the 
community of theirschool mathematics classroom' (Boaler, 1999, p269, my emphasis). 
The RQ are somewhat more complex than the research aims. RQl implies two questions, as in order to 
detemline the factors involved in students' mathematics views, approaches and performance there is an 
inherent need to find out what are these views, approaches and performance. Having `found out' these 
latter, then finding out the factors involved is an exploration into some aspects of RA(b) outlined above, 
that is, the what, how or where of students coming to have the views they express, the approaches they 
demonstrate, and ultimately the mathematics performance they attain. Mathematics performance here 
is, strictly speaking, taken as the grades students obtain in the CXC/CSEC examinations, specifically 
whether they are successful or not in these. However, students' perception of their in-school 
mathematics performance would also be inshuctive. RQ2 is a complex question in that it could be 
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interpreted in a number of ways. These ways include (1) the relations amongst students' mathematics 
views, approaches and performance, (2) how the factors identified from RQ 1 may intenelate students' 
mathematics views, approaches and performance, (3) the relations amongst the factors involved in 
students' mathematics views, approaches and performance, (4) a combination of these. All of these 
are slightly different questions; RQ2 provides a platform for discussing some of the findings from the 
study. To this end the intent of RQ2 is more of a combination of (1), (2) and (3) just given than a 
restriction to any one of these variants of interpretations. The order of the sub-pacts of RQ 1 do suggest 
somewhat of a hierarchical nature of influence and therefore has possible implications for RQ2, but 
RQ2 asks about `relations' as a recognition that this may not be the case, although the students' 
`ultimate' mathematics performance is last, based on the timeline of the study. RQ2 and RA(c) 
essentially are a means of tying up the findings of the other RQ and RA, providing a lens through 
which the notion of `interplay' from the study's title can be accessed, and a basis for discussion. RQ3 
is, like RA(b) a speculative assessment of what some of the factors of RQ 1 might be. More will be 
given in Subsection 3.3-1 about how these RA and RQ were matched to particular research methods. 
3.2 METHODOLOGY 
The study was conceptualised as a multi-site case study. The case study aspect was seen as `an 
empirical investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real life context using 
multiple sources of evidence' (Robson, 1993, p5). To this end the study looked at the context and 
process of mathematics learning and teaching within the Caribbean, focusing on A&B as the case, with 
its secondary schools constituting the multi-site aspect. The overall orientation/perspective of the study 
may be described as sociocultural, that is, a perspective designed to explore `the relationships between 
human action, on the one hand, and the cultural, institutional, and historical situations in which this 
action occurs, on the other' (Wertsch, del Rio & Alvarez, 1995, p 11). The study's main 
focus was to 
provide perspectives on the area of study from the learners' viewpoint, although this would necessarily 
bring in factors related to the teaching amongst others. As mentioned previously (Section 1.5), given 
the consistency of Caribbean and A&B outcomes in mathematics, it was 
hypothesized that these 
consistent outcomes were products of consistent underlying processes, and that 
therefore 
explanations/theories related to the context and process of mathematics 
learning and teaching could be 
found within present student cohorts, even though they had not at the time of 
fieldwork produced the 
given results. Based on the RA and RQ, an approach which was 
broadly exploratory and oPen in 
nature was required in order to get at issues that might 
be relevant to (valid for) the main study 
participants. The RA and RQ also required some broad-based understanding of mathematics 
through 
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the students' eyes (their views - the emic dimension), with a narrowing of focus onto such concepts as 
identity, school and cultural factors as these may or may not be relevant Thus, it was felt that these 
aims would best be addressed via a combination of data collection methods Nvhich would give some 
access to this broad-based understanding (macro-level) with a closer more narrow focusing on 
processes (micro-level), that is, via a judicious combination of quantitative and qualitative data 
collection methods, i. e. a mixed methods approach (Creswell, 2003, p 15). The overall study could not 
be described as ethnography in its classical sense (e. g. see Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995, p 1) due to 
the time constraints of the study. However, some aspects of the study and the , Nay in which data 
collection evolved during the course of fieldwork were ethnographic in nature (Hammersley, 199_', 
p2), for example, my presence in schools. As researcher I made several visits to all of the study schools 
(save one) which was beyond that required for simply fulfilling the planned data collection task. 
The epistemological position taken in the collection, analysis, and interpretation of data, was one of 
`subtle realism' (Hammersley, 1998, p66), the key points of which Harnmersley characterized as 
follows: 
`No knowledge is certain, but knowledge claims can be judged in terns of their likely truth. 
`There are phenomena independent of us ... of which we can have such knowledge. ' 
It was felt that this perspective would provide the framework needed to allow a mixture of quantitative 
and qualitative analysis of the data collected. Whilst there is a belief in the existence of multiple 
realities of a phenomenon as constructed and interpreted in the minds of the individuals concerned, it is 
believed that for any phenomenon shared in by the individuals as a group, there would be 
commonalities of experience in varying degrees, and these would converge, or nearly so, to some 
reduced area. Thus, it was believed that social phenomena can `exist' independent of mind 
constructions or interpretations, and that `there are some lawful, reasonably stable relationships to be 
found among them. The lawfulness comes fi-om the sequences and regularities that link phenomena 
together' (Huberman & Miles, 1998, p 182). 
It seeins necessary at this point to say something about the use of a mixed methods approach, and in 
particular quantitative methods within what is essentially a case study. The idea of combining 
quantitative and qualitative methods in conducting research in the social sciences, including education, 
has been gaining momentum in recent years. However, this approach to doing research is not \ Ithout 
criticism, much of which is based on the supposed incompatibility of the associated world-views as they 
are underpinned by fundamentally different paradigms or belief systems (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998, 
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p3). In this paradigm view, quantitative methods are the preserve of positivism. whilst qualitative 
methods are those of constructivism (ibid p3). There are a range of characterizations of these 
paradigms, but essentially, positivists believe that 
ontologically... there exists an objective reality driven by immutable natural laws, and epistemologicalh' 
... a 
duality between observer and observed that makes it possible for the observer to stand oaaside the 
arena of the observed (Guba & Lincoln, cited in Peng, 2000a, p46-7). 
Alternately, constructivists believe in a 
... relativist rather than a realist ontology, and on a monistic, subjective rather than a dualistic, objective 
epistemology. (Guba & Lincoln, cited in Piing, 2000a, p46). 
Underpinned by these paradigms, such weighty concepts as ontology - the nature of reality 
(Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998, p7), and epistemology - what constitutes warrantable and acceptable 
knowledge about the social world (Bryman, 1988, p5,104), amongst others (e. g. see Harruneisley, 
1992, ch9; Pring, 2000b, p248) are differently, and divergently so conceptualised in quantitative and 
qualitative approaches to research. From this paradigm view then, any decision to `mingle' quantitative 
with qualitative approaches would require a researcher to simultaneously hold two irreconcilable 
worldviews of how knowledge in the social world can be and is construed. 
On the other hand, this dualistic incompatibility of the two research approaches as presented in theory 
has been challenged as research in practice does not fit neatly into the either/or dichotomy, where a 
rejection of the tenets of one paradigm then necessarily placed a researcher wholesale within the other 
paradigm, a position held by some, e. g. 
we are dealing with an either-or proposition, in which one must pledge allegiance to one paradigm or the 
other (Guba, cited in Bryman, 1988, p107-108). 
The adoption of a paradigm literally permeates every act even tangentially associated with inquiry, such 
that any consideration even remotely attached to inquiry processes demands thinking to bring decisions 
into line with the worldview embodied in the paradigm itself (Linco1n4 1990, p81) 
However, compare Hainmersley's perspective in this respect: 
... what 
is involved is not a simple contrast between two opposed standpoints, but a range of positions 
sometimes located on more than one dimension... there is no necessary relationship between adopting a 
particular position on one issue and specific positions on the others. Many combinations are quite 
reasonable... selection among these positions ought to depend on the purposes and circumstances of the 
researnch, rather than being derived from methodological or philosophical commitments. 
(Hammerslcy. 
1992, p172) 
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As viewed by Hammersley, (see also Br an (1988) and Brannen (1992)), this paradignatic- 
perspective was unsustainable in practice, and further, it was secondary to pragmatic considerations. 
Further in this respect, Firestone (1990) has noted that present day positivists (post-positnrists) and 
constructivists/interpretivists do `agree at the most basic level about the impossibility of certainty' 
(p113), bringing the paradigms much closer together epistemologically than previously, and where 
there was disagreement at this level, in practice the disagreements were more ones of degree and 
emphasis, rather than being divergently incompatible (p114). It is this latter perspective that has been 
adopted in this study. 
It should perhaps be borne in mind that those promoting a compatibility thesis are not collapsing 
quantitative and qualitative approaches into one paradigm; they do agree that there are distinctions 
between the two approaches. Rather, one of the key points they seem to be making is that the 
distinctions are not as clear cut as presented by some, and what is available is more similar to a range of 
options in research approaches, and not just two such. But, some caution must also be exercised here. 
Whatever the benefits of combining quantitative and qualitative methods in a research approach are, 
they should be adjudged in relation to the purpose and context of the research questions and process 
(Bryman, 1992, p69). There is always a potential danger of simply combining methods for its own 
sake, and ending up with data that are incomprehensible -a `mixed-up' method (Datta, cited in 
Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998, p6,43), a risk that exists in single-style approaches, and arguably may be 
heightened in a willy-nilly combined approach. 
`Approach', as has been used here (i. e. mixed methods approach) refers to a broad, holistic context of 
research, to include the conceptualisation, design, data collection, analysis, and report of the study (cf. 
Creswell, 2003, p18), i. e. what might otherwise be called the methodology. Characteristics of 
quantitative and qualitative research approaches offer their separate advantages and disadvantages. As 
an example within this study, an initial student questionnaire was used which yielded an overall sample 
of 286 students. The relatively large sample size in this context has the potential advantage of giving 
breadth and some feel for more general issues or patterns that might be valid for students, providing 
some indicator of areas for further, more in-depth exploration (though this in a limited way given the 
time constraints of fieldwork activities). Also, but with a cautionary consideration of sampling 
procedures used, this quantitative strategy could potentially mean that the data collected therein are in 
some ways representative of the student population from which it is drawn. However, in doing so, i. e. 
going for breadth, the student questionnaire gives up the capability of exploring much beyond surface 
structures of human behaviour, forting respondents into pre-determined sets of closed responses 
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(although in this study the student questionnaire did include a number of qualitative (i. e. open) 
questions). This approach, though broad based, is far less flexible and open to getting at emic 
perspectives. Qualitative approaches on the other hand, for example the student intenieA s in the study 
which followed the questionnaire, used a much smaller purposive sample group of 40 students and 
yielded invaluable data which went towards providing depth to some of the student responses in the 
questionnaire and a better overall understanding of the school mathematics experience, i. e. processes 
from the students' viewpoint. The student interviews were also more flexible and open in structure. 
thus giving students scope to bring out issues that were relevant to them. This last, i. e. intel\iews, 
allowed what quantitative methods are prone to disallow, that is, a closer examination of the underl`ing 
meaning students associated with their behaviour, but it does mean that statistical generalizations are 
precluded due to smallness of sample size and how the sample was chosen. In essence, the strengths of 
one approach are often the inherent weaknesses of the other, and vice versa (Bryman, 1992, p59; 
Jackson & Niblo, 1999). Thus it was that with a consideration of the nature of the study, RA and RQ, 
it was thought that a mixed methods approach would better address these methodological issues which 
may otherwise obscure what is `found', offering the potential to get at a more holistic synergic 
perspective of the area of study. That is, the choice of a mixed methods research approach for this study 
was more based on pragmatic considerations and less so on theoretical and/or philosophical ones, as it 
was thought that an astute and principled combination of the two research approaches could potentially 
explode limitations, to minimize the weaknesses and maximize the strengths of either. 
Based on the RA and RQ (see Section 3.1) it was felt important that in the reporting of findings the 
views of the study's participating students would be brought out as well as my interpretations of these. 
The reporting of students' views was felt to be crucial since as the researcher, I am not an outsider, 
having been myself a student in the educational system of A&B, and having worked in the system as a 
(mathematics and chemistry) teacher for upwards of 15 years. Whilst this researcher experience has its 
advantages, there are also inherent disadvantages, for example that of taking things for granted, not 
taking note of things/processes that would otherwise have been noted by an outsider, perhaps imposing 
pre-conceived notions and theories on data collection, analysis and interpretation. There perhaps is no 
`true' way of eliminating this. However, I have been variously and continuously `surprised' by the data 
and findings, both whilst collecting the data and also during analysis. Some examples of these 
surprises `found' during data analysis include the fact that more students than would have been 
expected stated that they did like mathematics, that there were highly statistically significant gender 
differences in students' reports of liking mathematics, that whilst some students thought that 
mathematics was inherently difficult in and of itself there were some who thought that the teacher was 
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`making maths difficult', amongst others. Additionally, the week spent in the neighbouring country of 
St. Kitts Nevis did bring more awareness as to aspects of the educational system and mathematics 
education in A&B that were otherwise being taken for granted, e. g. the proportionate distribution of 
school-types, re private and government-owned or mixed and single-sex, the use made of results at the 
11+ stage (i. e. CEE), the accessibility of sitting the CXC/CSEC mathematics examinations (both 
proficiencies) to students at the end of secondary schooling, amongst others. As an example, the 
existence of school-types that was `the order of things' (Boundieu & Wacquant, 1992, p 168) in A&B 
was much less of a factor in the education system of St Kitts-Nevis. 
3.3 Snip' MEn-toes 
This section outlines the methods employed during fieldwork to collect the data, and the rationale 
behind choices made. An overview of the context of secondary schools in A&B is given in order to 
locate a context for the participating schools Information is provided on the main participants - the 
students of the study, and then follows with other participants in the study. There are four further 
subsections within this section, which describe in turn the methods used to collect data, the participating 
schools, the student participants and other main participants in the study. 
3.3-1 The Main Study Methods 
Within the chosen research approach, the study employed a variety of methods to collect data, 
specifically to address the RA and provide answers to the RQ. As in the Robson definition given 
previously in Section 3.2 a case study necessarily employs a number of data sources (see also Yin, 
1998, p233). The methods used in this study included obtaining various documentary data, interviews 
with teachers, mathematics teachers, other (mathematics) educators, principals, MoE officials, students, 
questionnaire surveys of students, mathematics teachers and parents, observations of mathematics 
classrooms, and a general presence of observing the day-to-day ruining of (some) schools. The mass 
of data collected was beyond that originally planned, but these data have been useful in that they have 
served as background to a better understanding of the way the educational system works, where 
mathematics fits within this system, and how mathematics education is conceptualised and allowed to 
be in the Caribbean. Ultimately, a narrower focus had to be found, and, much of the analysis of data 
has concentrated on the data collection methods deemed most relevant in addressing the RA and RQ. 
Figure 3.31-1 outlines the main data collection methods and approximate time-line in which they were 
can red out for methods which directly involved or related to getting data on or from students. 
The 
arrows indicate what earlier method was used to inform choices made in later methods. Following 
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Figure 3.31-1 is an overview of each of these methods in turn, providing a rationale for the choice of 
method and where appropriate how the rah instrument was developed and tnalled. The 
subsection concludes with a look at the link between the data collection method(s) and the RA and RQ 
that were best informed by that method. 
3.31-1: An Overview of Main Data Collection Methods with Associated Timeline 
1. Documentary 
Evidence 
2. Student 
questionnaires 
3. Classroom 
observations 
4. Student 
Interviews 
Documentary Evk#ence 
Sep '04 
Sep `04 
Oct `04 - 
Jan `05 
Dec 04 - 
Jan '05 
The inclusion of the collection of documentary data for the study was seen as pivotal in allowing for the 
situating of the more immediate context of the study as it would provide information on what had 
happened before, i. e. a historical dimension. Such data would allow for a focus on specific issues that 
had been operating prior to the study, providing a sort of longitudinal dimension to the study (Robson, 
1993, p274) giving information as to what previously obtained in terms of mathematics outcomes via 
the CXC/CSEC in schools. A comparison of these mathematics outcomes with other subjects, for 
example the other compulsory subject English A and overall outcomes across all subject areas would 
also juxtapose the situation with mathematics against what happens in other subjects in schools and so 
ascertain the degree of importance of `mathematics' itself as a factor. Thus, although these other 
subjects are not a focus of the study, documentary data on them would allow for some orientation to 
locating the mathematics outcomes within a wider context of student achievement Documentarny 
evidence was collected by hand in some cases from MoE documents, or where possible/allov, wed, 
documents were photocopied. Some of these documents were MoE documents (usually photocopied). 
whilst others were CXC/CSEC documents (usually collected by hand). The MoE 
documents 
collected related to a variety of data, including CEE and post primary examination results 
for a number 
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of years, data on student numbers in schools and sex break-down, amongst others. The CXGCSEC 
documents obtained were in the main related to previous years' student outcomes in mathematics. 
English Language and across all General proficiency subjects, these broken down by student sex and 
individual schools. Where some of these CXC/CSEC documents were unavailable at the `1oE, the 
data were collected firm individual schools during fieldwork. There are therefore some gaps in data 
for some years, as the infonnation was simply unavailable. 
Documentary data were also collected for the participating student sample on their CXC/CSEC 
mathematics (and English) performance in the May/June 2006 CXC CSEC examinations, which is the 
time when, all being well, the target student sample should have sat these examinations. These 
documentary data were collected in September/October 2006 with the assistance of the MoE in A&B 
and a teacher colleague. These documentary data thus formed the basis for addressing those RA and 
RQ having to do with students' mathematics performance, specifically RA(c) and RQ 1(c). 
The Questionnaires 
As noted in Subsection 3.2, student questionnaires were to serve as a means for obtaining a broad- 
based feel for the mathematics views and experience of current students. In addition to the student 
questionnaires, the study design did also include questionnaires for a sample of the participating 
students' parents/guardians and also mathematics teachers in the participating schools. It was felt that 
the views of parents/guardians and teachers would serve to provide a better understanding of students' 
views and experience of mathematics, and may go some way towards addressing RA(b) and 
RQ 1(a)&3, i. e. those having to do with how students may have come to have the views and experience 
that they report In addition, the inclusion of parents/guardians and teachers as participants in the 
research process allowed the means for obtaining confirming and/or disconfirming data through the use 
of multiple sources, potentially adding to the presentation of a more coherent picture, and also allowed 
for a way to consider reliability of particular findings across respondent sources. All three of the 
respondent questionnaires can be found in Appendix A. What follows deals specifically with the 
student questionnaire. 
The student questionnaire was divided into four main sections (see Appendix Al). These dealt with in 
t i1 
I. information related to the students themselves, to include their academic choices, aller school activities, 
aspirations, amongst others; 
H. information related to students' home background; 
M. information on students' views of school; 
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IV. information on students' views of mathematics. 
Sections I and II of the questionnaire were designed to obtain background details on the students 
themselves and information on their parents/guardians or with whom they lived Section III Evas 
included in order to be able to make some assessment of whether students' views about mathematics 
(asked later in Section IV) were related to their views about school. In Section IV the ideas for choice 
of questions were influenced and guided by those used in Boaler (1996) and Kloostenman & Stage 
(1992), along with some consideration of the A&B educational context. For example, questions about 
mathematics being compulsory and mathematics at CXC/CSEC where designed with the A&B 
educational context in mind. The choice of questions was designed to elicit students' mathematics 
views, and also to get at factors which could be considered as in the environment of their mathematics 
learning and thus may have been influential in their having the expressed views - specifically to 
address RA(a)&(b) and RQI(a)&3. A mixture of question types was used, to include closed question 
(e. g. dichotomous Yes/No categories provided, other closed types with a greater range of categories, 
Likert-scale type), and also open questions. Some open questions followed closed dichotomous 
questions, requesting students to give a reason for their response; other open questions did not have a 
prior sub-question. 
During the development phase of the reseaith instruments (February to June 2004), a student 
questionnaire had been trialled (with the help of a teacher colleague in A&B) with a group of 21 fourth 
form students in one secondary school in A&B. Based on the students' responses along with the 
comments of my teacher colleague, some questions were revised and others were deleted. As an 
example, a question asking students to rank five activities in mathematics (getting the right answer, 
working at a fast pace, doing a lot of exercises, remembering rules, thinking through how to solve a 
problem) in order of importance on a 5-point scale using the numbers 1,2,3,4,5 was discarded as a 
number of students (8/21) had used a smaller scale, e. g. 3 -point scale, as they had re-used some 
numbers. The final student questionnaire was relatively long. Whilst this might be a tum-off from 
responding and so could affect return rates (e. g. Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2003), the proposed 
mechanism of administering the questionnaire (see Subsection 3.3-3) would mean that I would 
essentially have a captive audience, hence minimizing the problem of non-return of questionnaires 
horn the students. 
Classroom Observations 
Classroom observations were intended to complement and also allow hither exploration of insights 
gained from the questionnaire data. Specifically, classroom observations it was felt would inform 
RA(c) and RQ1(b)&2, that is, those plated to students' approaches to learning mathematics. Thus, 
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Classroom observations offered another perspective on understanding at students have said by 
observing what they do, and this in the setting where the `phenomenon' takes place. 
Classroom observations were to involve me as researcher in a marginal participatory role (Robson, 
1993, p318) in a selected sub-sample of the participating students' mathematics classes. This role 
offered the benefit of entering the classroom world of the students on both a micro and macro level. On 
a micro-level, the role offered the possibility of being amongst the students and coming to under stand 
their thought processes in carrying out solutions to mathematics problems, and generally being better 
able to understand their mathematics world on a more in-depth level. On a macro-level the role also 
allowed the possibility of my being able to `stand back' from this world in order to see the bigger 
picture of classroom events, thus ensuring that I do not become so immersed in the details that the 
overall structure of classroom events is missed. In addition, observation 
... maximizes the 
inquirer's ability to grasp motives, beliefs, concerns, interests, unconscious behaviors, 
customs, and the like; ... allows 
inquirer to see the world as his [sic. ] subjects see it, to live in their time 
frames, to capture the phenomenon in and on its own terms, and to grasp the culture in its own natur, 
ongoing environment; ... provides 
inquirer with access to the emotional reactions of the group 
introspectively ... allows the observer to 
build on tacit knowledge, both his own and that of members of 
the groups. (Guba & Lincoln, as quoted in Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p273) 
The plan during classroom observations was to record the seating plan of the classroom, topic being 
taught, activities, identify student groups, student behavioural and verbal responses, listen to student 
`talk' as they worked through mathematics questions. That is, classroom observations were to be in 
nature a process of `persistent observation' (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p304) in an effort to discern a tuend 
of the usual pattern of events of the mathematics classroom. The design of the observation schedule 
(see Appendix B) was theoretically informed by the Flanders (1970) Interaction Analysis System 
(given in Robson, 1993, p211) and was practically informed by my observations of Tom Roper's first 
year undergraduate mathematics classes during March 2004. 
Classroom observation data were collected mainly via field-notes. In total, an average of 
10 
approximately 70-minute sessions (double period) were observed for the three participating schools 
and approximately 30% of these were audio-video recorded During fieldwork, observations were also 
carried out in mathematics classes other than that of the main target classes 
(more on how schools were 
chosen for observations will be given in Subsection 3.3-3). I also `hung out' 
in two of the classrooms 
in which the main observations were carried out, for example, being present 
in the classrooms at times 
without the mathematics teacher, during break periods, during other `down 
days' when the regularity 
of classes had been suspended, in one classroom during a period when parents were 
invited in to talk 
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about their child's progress. I also `hung out' in some school staff rooms, which afforded the 
opportunity to learn more about the ethos of the school, and gain insights into the difficulties faced by- 
teachers other than mathematics teachers. 
Student I nteMews 
Student interviews were included in the study design in order to probe deeper reasons behind the 
information gathered from the questionnaires (e. g. Cohen et al., 2003, p268). The interview schedule 
(Appendix C) was designed to be semi-sftuctured, with open-ended questions (i. e. no pre-determined 
set of responses). Whilst there was a set of prepared questions/areas that would be probed, the semi- 
structured nature allowed the flexibility for pursuing issues that students brought up themselves as these 
issues would have more relevance to them. The content of the interview schedule was informed by 
those used in Boaler (1996) as well as that in Kloostemlan (1997). Based on the set out given in 
Kloosterman (1997), it was decided to design the schedule around a set of areas with a list of 
accompanying questions to be probed; the set of areas were linked to particular aspects of the RA and 
RQ it was thought that the responses would inform. 
The interview schedule had not been trialled prior to entry to the field. It was hoped that given the 
planned timeline of conducting the interviews during the fieldwork period, that is, as the last of the 
major data collection methods, the opportunity would arise for trialling of the questions prior to 
implementation with the actual participating student groups. The opportunity for trialling of the full 
schedule was had with two student groups. After these trials and also in conjunction with data from 
classroom observations and student questionnaires it was decided to revise some questions, delete 
others and also to include in particular an algebra item. As example, it was decided to include a 
question concerning the change in mathematics teacher from one Form to another as this had been an 
issue raised by one of the trial group of students. The inclusion of the algebra item came from an initial 
analysis of questionnaire data where a number of students identified this area usually as their least 
favourite thing about their mathematics classes, although a few students did give it as a topic area they 
liked. In the trial interviews also a group of students had identified algebra as an area of mathematics 
they did not like/did not understand. The specific question which was used (simplifying an expression, 
see start of Subsection 6.2-1) was chosen based on my knowledge of an area within algebra that was 
part of the syllabus for lower secondary mathematics and hence would be an area that the participating 
students at this level (Fourth Form) would have been taught before. 
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The initial plan for student interviews was for a group interview (Cohen et al, 2003, p287). Cmwp 
interviewing was chosen as it allowed for the possibility of discussions to ensue (ibid, p287), and this 
could glean insights not normally forthcoming in a one-to-one situation (Fontana & Frey, 1998, p54). 
Additionally it was felt that the students would be more comfortable and more forth-coming in a group 
situation amongst their peers than in a one-to-one situation with a `stranger'. However, given the time 
constraints of the study, there was some limitation of the extent to which student interviews could probe 
deeper issues raised in student questionnaires, as some of these issues did not come to light until much 
further into the analysis of interview data, which occwred after the fieldwork period. 
Student interview data were audio-taped and transcribed in full. Transcription also tried to preserve as 
much as possible the group dynamics of the interview by identifying the student speaking. Issues of 
language, i. e. the dialect of English used by students were also preserved as much as possible during 
transcription, as language, and the disjuncture that existed between the form a non-trivial proportion of 
students (subconsciously) tended to speak (i. e. a language disposition, pointing to what may be seen as 
a `linguistic habitus' (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992, p 145)) and that spoken by teachers has come to be 
a main finding of the study. 
Table 3.31-1 concludes this subsection by presenting an overview of how the RA and RQ were 
matched to the (main) data collection methods. 
Table 331-1: Matching RA and RO to the Research Methods 
RQ 1. Factors involved in students' 
mathematics 
2. Interrelations 3. Issues factors reflect 
(a) 
views 
(b) 
approaches 
(c) 
rfonnance 
L RA (a) Views (c) Relations (b) `Things' involved in 
views 
St Cl Obs DE St St q, (T q, Pq) 
Interviews Interviews Stq Interviews Interviews 
Cl Obs ClObs 
DE DE 
Key. Stq=student questionnaire, Tq=teacher questionnaire, Pgparent questionnaire, Cl Obsclassroom 
observations, DE=documentary evidence 
3.3-2 The Stuc#y Schools 
At the planning stage of the study the targeted student sample had been students of one fourth 
form 
class (penultimate year of secondary school) of each of the 13 main secondary schools 
in A&B. These 
schools may be categorized/typed in two ways, that is, as single-sex/mixed, or private/government- 
owned. There are four main private schools of which two are single-sex, one of each sex. 
The four 
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private schools are fee-paying schools. There are nine government schools, of which two are single- 
sex. 
The four single-sex schools have traditionally been the schools of choice in A&B. The two 
government-owned single-sex schools are the schools usually `chosen' by the top CEE students (see 
Section 3.5 and 4.1 for more on this). Then, for those parents who can afford it, the private single-sex 
schools are the schools of choice, and some parents do send their children to those schools even if the 
child had been a top CEE student. Traditionally, private schools have tended to be affiliated with a 
church, and the two single-sex schools are (Catholic). These two schools along with the other two 
government-owned single-sex schools are among the oldest secondary schools in the country and are 
relatively traditional in outlook. Their cuniculum is mainly academic-based. The two government- 
owned single-sex schools had prior to being govemment-owned been affiliated with the Anglican 
Churh (and in some ways still are). They are both over 100 years old The two private single-sex 
schools are on average over 60 years old. In terms of location, all four single-sex schools are located in 
the city or near its outskirts. All of these schools participated in the study. In this study, they have been 
labelled as Si for single-sex, followed by a number, thus they are identified as Si 1- Si4. 
Private mixed schools have not always been associated with a church. There have been a number of 
these schools, but they tend to have a relatively small student population, and perhaps because of this 
are subject to economic conditions and often only exist for a relatively short period of time. Thus, 
private mixed schools have tended to be relatively unstable and some have been seen as schools of last 
resort (i. e. when a child for a variety of reasons cannot gain/has not gained access to one of the other 
school-types). Of the two longest opened private mixed schools, one is church-affiliated, and has 
perhaps been the most stable of these school-types, but it is also fairly new in terms of being on the 
secondary school scene in A&B. The otherprivate mixed school at the time of data collection was just 
going through a period of change of ownership, and the new owners were church-affiliated. The 
previous owners had not been so. Neither of these schools participated in the study. More on this will 
be given in Subsection 3.3-3. 
The government mixed schools may be considered as second choice schools for students. These 
schools offer a more diverse curriculum than that of the single-sex schools, based on a mixture of 
academic and technical/vocational subjects. These schools are also newer, being on average about 45 
years old. Three of these schools are sub-urban, and the other four schools are located in rural 
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communities. All of these schools participated in the study. In this study these schools have been 
labelled as Mi 1- Mil. 
3.3-3 The Stuc ent Participants 
In the implementation stage of the study (i. e. during fieldwork), fourth form students of 11 of the 13 
main secondary schools constituted the respondent participants for the student questionnaire and also 
provided the sample from which parents for the parental questionnaire were accessed. These students 
were also to form the pool from which subsequent students for interviews were chosen. The fourth 
form students were ideally to have been an intact grouping of how students were taught mathematics, 
which it was anticipated would be either an overall form class grouping, or a grouping specifically 
formulated for mathematics lealning/teaching. Further, where more than one grouping (i. e. class) at the 
fourth form level existed, it was planned that a `middle ability' academic grouping (if so grouped) 
would be chosen, this selection done in tandem with the school's mathematics head of department 
(HOD). Whilst the initial plans were operationalised in the main, on the ground pragmatics meant that 
there were some deviations. These deviations are as follows: 
4 As noted in Subsection 3.3-2, neither of the two private mixed schools participated in data collection 
methods 2-4 (from Figure 3.31-1) as there were some problems of access during the time of the 
fieldwork This does mean that 11 of the main secondary schools participated, but that the views of 
students in private mixed schools were not obtained; 
In one mixed school the `top general ability' group of four such groups was used as this was the group 
chosen by the mathematics HOD, even after the request for a middle group. As it was a grouping based 
on overall ability rather than mathematics ability, it was thought that they could be considered as a 
`mixed ability' mathematics group; 
In another mixed school there were only two fourth form classes grouped according to general ability, 
and the lower of these groups was chosen by the teacher identified by the principal; 
In one single-sex school, the grouping chosen by the principal was an intact class, which in this instance 
did not represent how the students were taught for mathematics. This single-sex school was also one 
chosen for classroom observations, and this meant that the classroom being observed did contain some 
students who had not participated in the student questionnaire. 
At this point more will be said about the first point given above. Documentary data were collected 
for 
all main secondary schools, and this does include the private mixed schools. These 
documentary data 
were included in analyses made of overall CXC/CSEC results for schools in A&B 
in Section 4.2 of 
Chapter 4 and also in Section 6.4 of Chapter 6 which outlines the CXC/CSEC results 
for the 
participating student sample of this study. However, as access to the private mixed schools was not 
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gained, the subsequent data collection methods, i. e. questionnaires, interviews. and classroom 
observations do not include the views of these students and by extension, (mathematics) teachers and 
parents. This is a weakness of the study. At the time of fieldwork one of these schools Nvas in a 
relatively disruptive and unstable state as it was going through a period of change of o«inetship, which 
had implications for where students were to be housed, amongst other things, so I decided that my 
presence would only further serve to complicate these matters. For the other private mixed school, 
although several attempts had been made to gain access, these were unsuccessful, and when 
approximately two months into fieldwork no success in gaining access had been achieved, I decided to 
stop trying. 
The fourth form year of secondary school was chosen mainly because it would target students in the 
school system who would have had on average the longest experience of school mathematics, and 
therefore might be more attuned to their views about mathematics, i. e. their views might be considered 
as more `well established' and so be more `fixed'. Whilst the students of the fifth form would also 
potentially better offer this possibility, it was felt that an intervention for a study would be more 
disruptive to their schooling given the time constraints and pressures on them of the upcoming CXC 
examinations in 8-10 months time. With these considerations in mind, the fourth form sample 
therefore represented what might be considered a purposive, typical-case sample (e. g. Cohen et al, 
2003, p103&143) i. e. a sample specifically chosen for its mix of students whom it was anticipated 
would be most able to delineate their views of mathematics based on their having one of the most 
prolonged and current experience of its learning, and also for its potential typicality. It should be noted 
here that at the level of individual students, the participating student sample was non-random, although 
at the level of main secondary schools, the inclusion of 11 of the 13 main secondary schools represents 
85% of the population of schools. 
At its broadest, the study obtained via questionnaire data the views of 286 students of 11 of the 13 main 
secondary schools. This student sample was made up of 117 males and 169 females, 41 %o and 59% of 
the sample respectively. The sex distribution of the sample is mentioned here in order to give some 
comparison with the sex distribution of candidates who have entered for the CXCCSEC examinations 
in A&B over the previous five years, which has consistently seen an approximate 1: 2 ratio of males to 
females2. As example in 2004 there were 518 males and 1071 females, i. e. 33% and 67% respectivel}' 
2 These data for A&B represent all persons writing the examinations, and so would include both in-school 
and out-of-school candidates. An analysis of in-school to out-of-school candidates for the CXC/CSEC 
show that an even higher proportion of out-of-school females compared to males than is the situation in- 
school (re)sit these examinations. More will be said on this matter in Section 4.2 of Chapter 4. 
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from A&B entered for these examinations; Caribbean-wide entrants for the CXGCSEC of that year 
were 48 108 males and 84 066 females or 36% and 64% respectively (CXC, 2004). MoE documents 
from A&B for the academic year 2003-04 had the sex distribution of students in the nine goverment 
secondary schools at 43% male, 57% female. At the start of data collection, the mean age of the 
student sample was 153/ years, with the sample of males being on average 1/4 year older than the 
sample of females (16 and 15 1/2 years respectively). T-tests results show there to be a significant 
difference between the mean age of the males and females (t=-4.438, d 274, p<0.001). There w as also 
a significant difference between the mean age of students in mixed and those in single-sex schools (16 
years and 151/3 years respectively; t=5.274, df-ý-274, p<0.001). It will be pointed out that these tests of 
significance were done on a non-random sample of students. However significance testing has been 
used in the analysis of data as an aid in the interpretation of findings and also as a means of keeping 
checks on inferences. More attention will be given to this matter in Section 3.5. There were 177 
students from mixed schools and 109 fi m single-sex schools (62%: 38% respectively) and 42 students 
from private schools and 244 from government schools (15%: 85% respectively). Other background 
statistics on the overall student sample will be given in Chapter 5, Section 5.1. 
The student questionnaire was administered by me (the researcher); in most cases this took place 
during a double-period time-table slot (70 minutes) in which students would otherwise have been 
having a mathematics class. This mode of administering ensured a more or less 100% return rate. It 
also allowed for me to give a short introductory talk which informed students about the study, and also 
allowed additional information not (directly) addressed in the questionnaire to be gained On average 
students took about 45 minutes to complete the questionnaire, with completion times ranging from 
about 30 minutes to one hour. 
The choice of schools (classrooms) for observation was made based on documentary data of 
CXC/CSEC mathematics results (see Figure 3.31-1, Subsection 3.3-1). From these data individual 
schools with a previous record of good, median and poor results were chosen, with an attempt to also 
incorporate examples of the different school-types, i. e. single-sex boys, single-sex girls, mixed, 
private/government school. Theoretically, choosing schools from good/median/poor mathematics 
results by private/government and also single-sex boys/single-sex girls/mixed schools presupposes a 
possible pool of 18 combinations. In fact, there were only 13 main secondary schools in total to choose 
from, and of these 11 took part in the study. From an analysis of the previous CXCICSEC data on 
mathematics results (e. g. see Figure 4.2-4(b) in Section 42 for the years 2000,2002,20(M), it was clear- 
that in fact some of these theoretical possibilities of schools did not exist In effect, whatever school of 
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whatever type, tended to have results in mathematics that could be categorized as consistently good or 
consistently poor, the consistently median school did not exist. This then reduces the number of 
possible combinations to 12. Table 3.33-1 outlines the number of schools in each school-type which 
did exist in the population of schools. 
Table 3.33-1: School-types in Population of Schools against History of CXC/CSEC Mathematics 
Results 
Mathematics Results/School-type Mixed Single-sex boys Single-sex girls 
Good Private 0 1 1 
Government 0 1 1 
Poor Private 2 0 0 
Government 7 0 0 
Documentary data included all these schools. Questionnaire and interview data included all schools 
except the two private mixed schools. For classroom observations four schools from the pool included 
in questionnaires and interviews were initially chosen, but in the end three were used mainly due to 
time and the feasibility of time-tabling overlaps of when mathematics was being taught to the target 
fourth form class, which would have affected getting to all of the schools at least once per week as 
planned. The three schools included in classroom observations were two government schools, one 
single-sex and one mixed, and one private single-sex school. In one of the single-sex schools chosen 
for the observation phase a `lower ability' class was selected. In order to preserve the anonymity of 
schools (and teachers and students) in relation to observation data, the student sex of the single-sex 
schools has not been identified here but these schools did include one of the single-sex boys' and one of 
the single-sex girls' schools. Taken together, the three schools in which observations were carved out, 
namely Mi5, Si2 and Si3 did meet all of the criteria set out above. More about the specific schools and 
classrooms in which observations were conducted will be given in Subsection 6.2-2 which gives 
findings firm observation data. 
As mentioned in Subsection 3.3-1, the interview schedule was semi structured, and thus allowed for 
flexibility in getting at student views and issues that were relevant to them, and not directly addressed in 
other areas of the study. This aspect, the flexibility of the interviews, does come out 
in the interview 
transcripts of each school. In several of the schools the interview took on a life of its own, with students 
addressing issues directly relevant to them, but especially of note are interviews conducted 
in a mixed 
school (Mi4) and one in a girls' single-sex school (Si3). So, although students 
in all schools were asked 
a series of similar questions, there were also questions which were unique to 
(particular) schools 
because of the way the interview unfolded 
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For the interviews, an attempt was made to select three students from each participating school using 
data given in questionnaires, based on a student consistently indicating that he/she liked mathematics. 
disliked mathematics, and a third student chosen as a `waverer', Le. a student N. xihose responses 
appeared to indicate at some times a like, and others a dislike for mathematics. There «- as also an 
attempt in mixed schools to get a group which reflected the school's gender mix. It was thought that 
this mix of students would have different views of mathematics and would therefore generate the sort 
of group dynamics that would form the basis for getting more of the hoped for discussion (see 
Subsection 3.3-1 on Student Interviews), i. e. `the articulation, explication, and defence of their own 
views' (Davis, 1996, p39) as opposed to a question-answer session going. These plans, particularly 
that for getting a mix of males and females in mixed schools, did not always work as in some cases 
student(s) failed to show up. After the first case of this which occuned in the third school in which the 
interview was conducted (Mi2), it was decided to incorporate `emergency' students, that is, to select 
additional student(s) in case one some did not turn up. This though did mean that the group dynamics 
of students of potentially different mathematics views was not always maintained, and as it was boys 
who generally failed to turn up, that the hoped for mix of males and females in mixed schools was also 
not always maintained. It also meant that in some cases where all of the selected students did tam up, 
more than three students formed the group. Fontana & Frey (1998, p55) identified one of the problems 
of conducting group interviews as domination of responses by one person. Whilst conducting the 
group interviews during fieldwork, where it was noted that a student was less active in responding, an 
attempt was made to address the question to that student after obtaining responses from other 
participants. Generally it was found that the student would be willing to express his/her view. One 
interview in a mixed school was much abbreviated due to time constraints, and this interview also 
involved all the members of the class (Mi3,10 students, smallest class size of the schools). There was 
also one interview which involved only one boy, as three other boys selected for the interview failed to 
show up. In total, six students (all boys) ftm four schools failed to show up for interviews. A total of 
40 students (14 boys, 26 girls) participated in interviews. On average, interviews lasted for about 40 
minutes, ranging fivm about 20 minutes (that involving the one boy participant) to about one hour. In 
all cases the interviews took place at the schools. 
A few characteristics will be outlined about the interviewed students so that an assessment of their 
typicality to the overall sample can be made. For the boys who showed up for interviews, 9/14 (64%) 
had responded Yes to the questionnaire item Do you like maths? Comparatively 79% of all the sample 
boys had done so (see Table 6.11-1 in Subsection 6.1-1; also a fuller discussion of student responses to 
this item is given in Subsection 6.1-2. ) Of these boys, 2111(18%) went on to pass mathematics 
in the 
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CXC/CSEC two years later (three boys could not be matched). The sample proportion for boss for 
this statistic is 48% (see Table 6.41-1(a), Subsection 6.4-1; also see a fuller discussion in Subsection 
6.4-1). This result is skewed as the sample of interviewed boys contains six boys from the school 
where the entire class was interviewed, and all these boys had not been successful in the CXC CSEC 
mathematics. All the boys who did not show up for interviews had responded Yes to the questionnaire 
item Do you like maths? Four of these boys went on to pass mathematics in the CXC/CSEC (again, 
this result is skewed as 3/6 boys were from single-sex schools; see more on the strength of this factor 
on mathematics outcomes in Subsection 6.4-1). The other two boys could not be matched. For 
interviewed girls 13/26 (50%) had responded Yes to Do you like maths? Comparatively 55° ö of all the 
sample girls had done so (Table 6.11-1, Subsection 6.1-1). Of these girls, 7/21 (33%) had passed the 
CXC/CSEC mathematics (one girl was absent from the examinations, one girl could not be matched, 
and three girls had written the Basic proficiency of the examinations). The sample proportion for girls 
on this statistic is 48% (see Table 6.41-1(a)). 
3.3-4 Other (Main) Participants 
The study also obtained data via questionnaires from mathematics teachers in the study schools and a 
sample of the study students' parents/guardians on, respectively, their views of their students' and 
child's mathematics, and also a little about their own school experience of learning mathematics. The 
teacher questionnaire had been piloted during the planning stages of the study also with the help of a 
teacher colleague in A&B, but the parent questionnaire had not been piloted. The pilot sample of 
teachers consisted of eight teachers. Unlike the target teacher sample for the study, the pilot teacher 
sample included teachers from various stages of the education system involving both secondary and 
primary teachers. The main result of piloting the teacher questionnaire was to reduce the number of 
open questions, in some cases replacing these with closed questions. One such had to do with item 3 
on the teacher questionnaire (Appendix A3) where a list of topic areas as given in the CXC'CSEC 
syllabus was provided in favour of simply asking teachers to give their favourite and least favourite 
topic to teach. During the planning stages of the study, the questionnaires for the three respondent 
groups (students, teacher, parents) were to be trialled in stages so that problems identified in one trial 
would inform the structure and content of other questionnaires. This meant that the student 
questionnaire had been trialled and reviewed before tnalling of the teacher questionnaire, and similarly 
for the parent questionnaire. This though meant that there was limited time for the walling of the parent 
questionnaire. In planned trials of the parent questionnaire it had been hoped to also trial the means of 
administering of the questionnaire, that is, via the student However aller the trialling and review of the 
teacher questionnaire, the time of the school year in A&B would have meant that students would 
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mostly not be in school (having just completed June end-of-year examinations), and so it was decided 
not to trial the parent questionnaire due to the unavailability of students. However, the review of the 
teacher questionnaire was used in deciding on the final structure of the parent questionnaire. 
For the teacher questionnaires, on average, three questionnaires were given to the mathematics HOD 
(or a teacher identified by the principal) to distribute to his/her choice of mathematics teachers in the 
school. A total of 27/34 (79% return rate) teachers returned questionnaires. The 27 teachers were 
made up of 16 males and 11 females. Parent questionnaires were distributed through the student. On 
average every third student questionnaire also contained a parent questionnaire. It was agreed «Zth 
students that they would get a parent/guardian to complete these in time for a later date when I would 
return for collection. Via this method 50/91(55%) of parents responded to and returned questionnaires. 
In total, nine males and 40 females completed parent questionnaires (one person did not indicate their 
sex). Although the questionnaire was directed at parents/guardians, for the remainder of the thesis 
respondents to the parent/guardian questionnaires will be referred to as parents. Data collected fiom 
mathematics teachers and parents have been used as part of the background details on students and 
their mathematics. Findings f om these are presented in Section 5.2. 
3.4 VALIDITYAND RELIABILITYCONSIDERA11ONS 
There are a number of different types of reliability and validity (see Hammersley, 1987; Cohen et al, 
2003, ch5), and hence a variety of ways in which they can be attended to based on the type of study. 
The terms have been defined as: reliability `a synonym for consistency and replicability over time, over 
instruments and over groups of respondents. ' (Cohen et al., 2003, p 117), and validity '... tnzth: the 
extent to which an account accurately represents the phenomena to which it refers. ' (Hammersley, 
1998, p62). The two have been related as follows: "'reliability" or the stability of methods and findings 
is an indicator of "validity", or the accuracy and truthfulness of the findings. ' (Altheide & Johnson, 
1998, p287). This relationship makes reliability a necessary though insufficient condition for validity 
(Robson 1993, p67). There are therefore a variety of ways in which a study can plan for ensuring 
validity, and hence, reliability. Robson though has warned against attending only to validity in a study 
based on the argument that by default reliability is also attended to; findings of poor validity could be 
due to unreliable findings (ibid, p73-74). 
Thus validity and reliability considerations were planned for in a number of ways in the present study. 
The validity or the `truthfulness' of the study's findings was planned for via the incorporation of 
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multiple data collection methods and respondent sources (e. g. see in Robson, 1993, p69: Cohen et aL 
2003, p 112-115). The findings of the study (Chapters 4,5 and 6) are also presented in an integrated 
way which is thought maximises the multi-dimensionality of these data collection methods. This is 
especially so in Chapter 6 which presents the main findings from the study's student sample. In that 
chapter data are presented fmm various data collection methods and cross-referenced to previously 
presented findings and respondent sources in order to give a coherent holistic picture of the 'state of 
play' as found during the fieldwork period. Reliability was planned for by asking «hat might 
otherwise be seen as essentially the same and/or similar questions at different points. For example in 
the student questionnaire students were asked Do you like maths?, Do you enjoy your school math 
class? and to indicate the extent of agreement or disagreement with the statement I like maths. 
Cronbach's alpha on these three items was 0.816 (264 cases, the two extreme categories on either side 
of a5 point scale collapsed for the last two of these items). The interview schedule also incorporated 
some similar questions asked of students in questionnaire data in an attempt to establish a sense of the 
stability of `findings' over data collection methods. In this case study, the researcher could be seen as 
the research instrument in some of the data collection methods (e. g. classroom observations), and thus 
many of the questions that surround reliability as consistency attaches to her. For this reason where 
possible and feasible, data were collected via other additional instruments, for example audio-recording 
student interviews and audio-visual recording of some classroom observation sessions. 
3.5 HOW THE DATA WERE ANALYSED 
This section sets out the journey of analyzing and making sense of the data. It begins with a description 
of the overall data analysis process. This is followed by a rationale for what subgroups of students were 
used for comparative data analysis. The analysis process for questionnaire and interview data is then 
outlined in detail. The section concludes with the selection criteria used for the inclusion of excerpts 
from data collection methods that directly involved the student sample in the presentation of the 
findings. 
Although the notions of identity, culture, school, were aspects of the study that were of interest to me, 
data analysis proceeded in a way as to find out what was there, what it was that the students 
had to say. 
The staggering of data collection methods over a 5-month time period did give some 
(though limited) 
time for me to read through the information collected from one data method or souse, «ith a view to 
its informing what to look for in a later method or how to go about the data gathering in 
later methods 
or on later occasions. There was a period of simply reading and re-reading through the collected 
data, 
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for example those from question , revieng classroom observation notes, in order to get some 
initial feel for what students, parents and teachers had to say, what was happening in the classrooms. 
Subsequent re-readings of collected data were somewhat more focused with the RA and RQ in mind, 
and an assessment of the extent to which these may have been addressed. 
Thus, the data analysis process involved a continual to-ing and f o-ing amongst the various forms of 
data collected and also amongst the different respondent groups to see how the data fiioan these various 
methods and respondent sources supported, explained, or not the data from/on students. This has 
yielded a picture which reflects the mixed methods methodology of the study, and has the advantage of 
showing a more holistic picture of the mathematics situation as is in schools. The findings of the study 
will be presented in a way similar to that in which data analysis did proceed, in an attempt to show this 
holistic picture and give a more integrated perspective of the various issues that arose from the data 
rather than presenting data from the various methods separately. 
Management of the data analysis process has been supported by computer software. The Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) aided in the analysis of questionnaire data, whilst the software 
package MAXqda designed to aid in the management of text in qualitative data analysis has been used 
with interviews and to a limited extent with observation field-notes. Analysis of qualitative aspects of 
questionnaire data was also supported by MAXgda, and some of these were then transfen-ed into 
SPSS. Documentary evidence has largely been analyzed by hand. 
Given the concerns within Caribbean education with gender issues in achievement, it was thought 
useful to analyse the data using gender groupings. Also, given the discussion outlined in Chapter 1 
having to do with the stratification of schools in Caribbean education systems, it was thought useful to 
find some way via which the data could be analyzed to reflect the issue of social class. From the 
literature it was thought that an analysis which looked at types of schools would be the way in here, and 
from experience in the A&B education system, it was thought that at the secondary level this would be 
better reflected in the school-type of single-sex/mixed schools rather than private/government schools. 
Also, given the limitation of there being no students from private mixed schools in the student sample 
which participated in the study, the school-type grouping of single-sex/mixed made more sense in the 
circumstances, as amongst other things it would serve to preserve in some way the anonymity of 
schools as there would be four single-sex schools here, whereas if the private/government g duping 
was used there would only be two schools, both single-sex, one of either sex. This school-type 
grouping, used in tandem with the gender grouping of male/female, yielded in some cases analysis 
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based on a 4-group comparison, i. e. boys in single-sex, boys in mixed, girls in single-se . gis 
in 
mixed, schools. It should be noted and as given in Subsection 3.3-3 that documentary data were 
obtained for all secondary schools, including the two private mixed schools. Thus, and as mentioned in 
that previous Subsection, some analyses of school-type as private/government were conducted using 
the statistical results of CXC/CSEC data.. Findings from these analyses are given in Section 4.2. and 
also as relates specifically to findings from the present student sample in Subsection 6.4-1. 
Thus, the school-type grouping of single-sex and mixed was used to serve as an indicator of social 
class, as it was expected that there would be proportionately more students from. higher socioeconomic 
backgrounds in the single-sex schools. The single-sex grouping though does bring together two 
potentially disparate groups i. e. students in government (free) and students in private (fee-paying) 
schools (a total of four schools, two such from each of these groupings) which could have economic 
and arguably social implications. The stricture of the educational system in A&B is such that it was 
thought that despite this, the students in these two school-types would be sufficiently similar in tenns of 
socioeconomic background to allow the validity of such a grouping, and further for it to serve as an 
indicator of social class (see Section 1.3, p8-9 on the possibility/validity of conflating these two 
concepts within Caribbean societies). The rationale for this is as follows: the CEE results are ranked 
with the top students gaining places to the government secondary school of their choice, which most 
often are the two government single-sex schools. These schools are amongst the oldest and most 
traditional schools in A&B, and are regarded locally as `exclusive' (see Williams, 2005). As CEE 
results usually show a greater success rate for private primary schools compared to government 
primary schools, a greater proportion of top students who gain places at the government single-sex 
schools would have come from private primary schools compared to the proportion of private primary 
students who gain places at the government mixed schools. For example, results from the 2000 CEE 
in A&B showed that of the 205 students who gained places at the two government secondary single- 
sex schools, 124 or 60% of these came from private primary schools. The 2000 CEE were taken by 
897 government primary and 480 private primary students. Of these, 495 (55%) of government 
primary students were successful in the CEE, whilst 414 (86%) ofprivate primary students were. Thus 
the 124 private primary students also represented 30% of successful private primary students (or 26° o 
of all private primary students), whilst the remaining 81/205 students who gained a place in the two 
government single-sex schools, i. e. students from government primary schools represented 16% of 
successful government primary students (or 9% of all government primary students; data obtained 
from Weston, 2000). Similarly, results from the 2001 CEE show that in the ranking of the 875 
successful students in these examinations, the top 62 places were taken by 47 private primary school 
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students which represented 76% of the top 62 places. According to the 'L%MoE report (Weston, 2001) 
most of these 62 students gave the secondary school of their choice as the two single-sex government 
schools. The two years cited here for results of the CEE examinations, 2000 and 2001, also represent 
the years in which most of the student sample used in this study started secondary school (see motion 
5.1 for more on this). Thus, however construed, it seems that there is some underlying process at work 
in selection of successful students for secondary school that works to make a seemingly equal process 
unequal. The validity of the expectation of students from higher socioeconomic backgrounds in single- 
sex schools will be dealt within more detail in Section 5.1. Also, more on the CEEs is given in Section 
4.1. 
With regard to data from the `live' student sample who participated in the study, given the structure of 
the study, an initial survey of collected data started with that from questionnaires, beginning usually 
with a look through questionnaires to note student responses to certain questions in particular. In this 
initial survey of the questionnaire responses, it was noted that some students who had replied one wý-ay 
or another to `Do you like maths? ' then responded to other questions in a way that indicated that they 
had at times liked mathematics, or that they liked some topics and not others, or that they liked 
mathematics depending on the `circumstances'; further they also later gave what could be seen as an 
ambiguous response to the Likert-scale type item `I like maths. ' This group of students was informally 
called `the waverers', and it was responses to this question in particular which formed the basis for the 
choice of students for the student interviews, as outlined in Section 3.3-2 earlier. It was during this 
period of going through the questionnaires that it was noted that a number of students singled out 
algebra in particular usually as an area of discontent with mathematics (though a few did refer to liking 
it), and hence it was decided to include an algebra question/task in the interview schedule, which 
initially had not included a direct `mathematics' question. 
Student responses to closed questionnaire items were entered into SPSS for data analysis. This process 
began during the fieldwork period, and also continued after leaving the field. As closed items were 
mainly nominal (dichotomous) or ordinal and related to students' views, it was decided that the best 
statistical test which could consistently be used on such data would be chi-squared tests (Cohen et al., 
2003, p80-8l). P-values for all tests of significance were done using two-tailed tests, which, based on 
the argument given in Argyrous (2005, p228-229) provide a more rigourous criterion 
for tests of 
significance. So, additional to simple frequency counts, student responses were also analyzed mainly 
by gender, by school-type, and on the 4-group basis outlined earlier, in seaivh for relations' associations 
between students' expressed views and their gender and/or school-type. 
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At this point more will be said about the use of significance testing and chi-square in the analysis of 
closed questionnaire data in this study. The chi-square test indicates whether there is an 
association/relationship between two variables (Fields 2005, p689). The test belongs to the family of 
non parametric significant tests which are generally considered to be less powerful than the parametric 
versions of such tests (Cohen et al, 2003, p318). Significance testing indicates the likelihood 
(probability) of a particular observed result in a sample to have occurred `by chance'. Herzon & 
Hooper (1976, p208) highlight the point that this is the sole meaning of significance testing, so that the 
researcher then should interpret the importance of his/her findings in the context of the research The 
alpha (`cut-off) level of significance that has been chosen for the reporting of statistically significant 
results in this study is the 5% level, although since SPSS provides the specific p-values these have been 
reported. This means that for this study, a result is taken to be statistically significant if the p-value for 
the chi-square test indicates a 1/20 (or less) likelihood of the result having occurred by chance. 
An important assumption of tests of significance (and so also the chi-square test) is that the sample 
should be randomly selected, so that each individual in the population had an equal chance of being 
selected. In the analysis of questionnaire data for this study significance testing via the use of the chi- 
square test was employed. As noted in Subsection 3.3-3, the study's student sample was not randomly 
selected, but rather chosen for its potential representative-ness. Bryman & Cramer (2001, pl 01) have 
pointed out that whilst significance testing is ideally based on random samples, the problem of non- 
response and low response rates from such random samples narrows the difference in representative- 
ness between random samples and otherwise convenience samples. Crarson (2007) has also noted that 
significance testing is often employed as a crude `rule of thumb' on non-random samples. 
The above discussion brings us back to the study's student sample, how it was selected, also bringing 
into question the dimensions of the population being considered. There are at least two levels at which 
the population could be looked at in this study. At a first (and more general) level the population for 
inclusion in the study was secondary schools. There are various points of consideration in this 
selection. The focus on schools does mean it is the mathematics views of sadews that are being 
studied, and the fact that it is secondary schools also means it is the views of those students who have 
been successful enough to be in/at this level of schooling. In A&B this within the decade of the 2000's 
has meant that approximately 35% of primary school students would have been (initially) excluded 
(see in Section 4.1) as they would not have successfully negotiated the CEE. At this population level. 
the study included 11/13 (85%) of A&B's main secondary schools, that is, almost the entire population 
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of schools. A notable drawback however is that the two missing schools were both of the same type 
(private mixed schools), and this does mean that views of students in a key type of school were 
missing. It should however be noted that all documentary data on performance in the CXCCSEC 
included these schools (e. g. in Section 4.2 and also Subsection 6.4-1). Figure 42-4(b) in Section 42 
shows that at least in mathematics, the results of students in these schools are more like those of 
students in the government mixed schools than they are of students in the private single-sex schools. 
At a second (and more specific) level, the study sought to include students in secondary schools who 
were most likely to complete this (secondary) stage of schooling and so sit for the CXC/CSEC 
examinations. This was so as it is largely this sub-group of youths on which the year on year `talk' 
of underachieving in mathematics has been based It is for this reason (along with that given earlier in 
Subsection 3.3-3) that students of the fourth form were chosen. This then does mean that in A&B the 
population from which the sample was drawn is a rather `select' group of youths/students as in addition 
to being in secondary school they would have also had to have survived at least three years of this stage 
of schooling to still be present to the fourth form (see Chapter 4 for more on this). The sample itself 
was not a random selection of these fourth form students, as there had been a desire in the planning 
stages of the research to have an intact class of students. It was felt that having such a class would aid 
the process of administering questionnaires, was more likely to yield a return rate close to 100%, aid in 
the contacting of and access to students later for interviews, and also help with access to a classroom for 
observations. 
Given these cautionary notes, what rationale can be given for the use of significance testing for the 
selected sample? In one sense, I was/am interested in exploring within this sample (chosen for its 
potential `typicality') the existence of group differences and/or similarities. The interest was in two 
main areas, group differences/similarities of background variables (these explored in Section 5.1), and 
group differences/similarities of mathematics views (these explored mainly in Subsection 6.1-1). [am 
not interested in causations, and so have tried to state these differences or similarities without using the 
woad because; but I am interested in the existence or not of associations, especially as a means of 
attending to RQ 2&3. A aably, these interests could be fulfilled without the use of significance 
testing. However, I would like to highlight within this sample where (i. e. for which questionnaire 
items) and between which groups such differences or similarities are found. This is not to 
discount an 
interest in extrapolations to the population; however the reader does need to bear in mind that the 
sample is non-random. 
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There are other considerations to be borne in mind in the use and interpretation of chi-square values and 
the associated significance testing. As with all significance testing, the likelihood of obtaining 
statistically significant results with chi-square increases with the value of n. so that large values of n are 
more likely to yield statistically significant results even for otherwise small differences between Soups 
(e. g. Herzion & Hooper, 1976, p293). Additionally, the value of chi-square does not say anything about 
the strength of an association (e. g. Herzon & Hooper, cited earlier, Bryman & Cramer, 2001, p 168), 
just that there is (or not) an association. These issues amongst others have seen significance testing 
becoming a contested area in social research in more recent times (e. g. Cohen, 1994; see also literature 
review in McLean & Ernest, 1998 and Volker, 2006). In this matter, the academic literature has more 
recently been advocating that research which makes use of significance testing ought also to 
incorporate in the reporting of results some means whereby the strength of the association or the size of 
the effect can be assessed (e. g. see in McLean & Ernest, 1998, p 16; Cohen et al, 2003, p 197; Field, 
2005, p33). For significance testing involving chi-square, values of phi ((p) or Cramer's V can be used 
to provide this measure of the strength of the association. These are correlation statistics for 
nominal/categorical data but which are independent of n, as they involve a calculation which divides 
the chi-square value by n (e. g. (p = J(f/n) (Herzon & Hooper, 1976, p293). Phi is used for cross- 
tabulations yielding 2x2 contingency tables and Cramer's V for larger tables. As they are both 
measures of correlation, they vary in value between 0, indicating no association, to 1 indicating perfect 
association (see also in Herzon & Hooper, 1997, p288). (Field (2005, p693) has noted that the 
contingency coefficient also provides a measure of the strength of the association for larger tables, but 
that it hardly ever attains the maximum value of 1 and that Cramer's V provides a correction for this). 
Cohen (1988, p82-83) outlined a guideline for interpretation of these correlation coefficients (again, 
although one ought to consider such inteipretation in the context of their particular research) as: 0.10 
indicating a small effect, 0.30 indicating a medium effect, and 0.50 indicating a large effect (see also in 
Field, 2005, p32). Cohen (1988) further made the point that in the field of educational psychology 
correlation values of 0.5 are `about as high as they come' (p81). 
P-values for phi and Cramer's V are the same as those reported for chi-square. As with other 
correlation statistics, squaring their values gives an indication of the amount of variation in one variable 
that can be attnbutable to the other variable (although, Volker, 2006 has noted that this is only strictly 
the case for 2x2 contingency tables and so for phi). Thus a phi-value of 0.3 (for a medium effect) 
would indicate that 9% (0.32 x 100) of the variation in one variable is attributable to the other variable 
under consideration. Gliner, Vaske & Morgan (2001, p293) cited Rosenthal as arguing that a 
consideration of these otherwise seemingly small percentages tends to leave an underestunated 
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impression of the strength and potential importance of the association. Another consideration in the use 
and interpretation of chi-square has to do with the matter of low cell counts in the cross-tabulation 
contingency tables generated in the analysis. For the results of the test to be reliable, at least 80% of the 
cells in the contingency table must have frequencies of five or more (Cohen et al, 2003, p365). In the 
reporting of the results of significance testing in this study, chi-square results have not been reported for 
contingency tables that do not meet this criterion. Additionally, estimates of the strengths of association 
or effect size have in the main been reported only for chi-square tests returning a significant result, this 
in keeping with Robinson & Levin's perspective (cited in McLean & Ernest, 1998, p18). In 
Subsection 6.4-1, in addition to the phi or Cramer's V measures of strength of association, odds ratio 
measures obtained from the results of simple logistic regression analyses have also been employed. In 
this context, this measure has been used to provide an estimate of the relative likelihood or odds of a 
student passing mathematics based on which group he/she belonged to over a number of background 
(and other) variables. Again, these tests have only been done for variables that already yielded a 
significant result for chi-square. 
Student responses to open questionnaire items were word processed and then entered into MAXgda 
With the aid of that software program, open questionnaire items were analyzed on an item-by-item 
basis. A code (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p56), i. e. a label which was thought preserved the meaning 
of responses, was assigned to students' responses. Codes were chosen either by using an `en vivo' 
label which used students' own words or phrases, or by using a word/phrase which summarized the 
ideas in the response. The coding used for open questionnaire items was mainly descriptive in nature 
(ibid., p57). Thus, the development of codes began in situ with the labelling of responses to a particular 
questionnaire item within a particular school; these labels were then carried forward to responses for the 
same item within other schools, with other labels added as might be needed. At the end of that process, 
codes which had low frequencies were then retrieved with the aid of the data analysis package and the 
particular response re-examined in light of other codes used in order to determine whether the ideas in 
the response could reasonably fit one of these other codes. It was in this way that codes were refined 
Students gave responses to open questions that could be (and were) labelled with more than one code, 
so that the number of codes for a particular open question could outnumber the number of students 
in 
the sample. Dealing with the open questions in this way brought out that there were some labels codes 
that were being re-used in other questionnaire items, and that the `issue' labelled 
by this code was 
consistent across questions and individual students. 
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The coding scheme used with two questionnaire items will be used as illustrative examples of the 
foregoing. The two items illustrated here were chosen as their findings are discussed in more detail in 
Section 6.1. The scheme presented in Table 3.5-1 was used to code students' reasons for their response 
to the first questionnaire item that directly addressed their views of mathematics, that is, Deo ioiu like 
nmaths? (Section IV of Appendix Al). 
Table 3.5-1: List of Codes - Reason for RPCnnnci to 71n um. 1iL y.. a#Iic9 
Code - -- ----- ----------- Meaning N o. of 
responses 
Positives (Response Yes) 
Favourite/enjoy/fun These words, or student simply says that they like it 51 
Important/useful Either these words used, or reference to need in other subjects, 
career/job, everyday life 
43 
Challenging This word 22 
Easy This word 20 
Understand This word, the idea conveyed 17 
Use brains/think References to brains, thinking, mind 16 
Performance A perception of a good performmce 10 
Teacher+ Any positive inference related to a teacher 10 
Interesting This word 9 
Other Response does not fit any the categories above 6 
Negatives (Response No) 
Hard/difficult/ 
complicated 
These words. Do NOT include confusing/mixed up, don't 
understand 
62 
Don't understand These words. Do NOT include confusin mixed up 28 
Confusin mix up This/these word/s 13 
Use brains/think References to brains, thinkin , mind 8 
Teacher- Any negative inference related to a teacher 7 
Performance A perception of a poor performance 6 
Borin not interesting These words/ideas conveyed 6 
Other Response does not fit any the categories above 4 
A similar scheme was developed for students' responses to other open questionnaire items, on an item 
by item basis. As example, the scheme used to code students' responses to What would you 
(personally) say maths is? is given in Table 3.5-2: 
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Table 3.5-2: List of Codes - Recnnncv to Wl nt uviu. 1.1. »..., c,.,..,,,.. c. v k9 
Code - -------- --- ---------- ---- Meaning No. of 
responses 
Important/useful These words; idea of need/necessity whether in other 
subjects, to get a job, etc. 
_ 62 
Numbers/counting/basic 
operations/compultations 
These words; references to 4 basic operations 55 
Hard/difficult/complicated/har 
d to understand 
This/these word/s 42 
Way to use brain/think These words; references to mind, thinldn using brains 
Way of life Idea conveyed of maths permeating everyday life 30 
Problem solving References to use as means of solving in problems, 
whether in maths, other subjects, everyday life 
21 
Dk (I) don't know 14 
Rules/formulas Anything to do with procedures, equations, rules, 
formulas 
13 
Frustratin annoying These words; idea of its being bad 12 
Not interesting/not fun These words; idea of tedium 10 
Challenging This word; conveying idea of easy yet hard, etc. 10 
Easy/easy to understand This/these word/s 8 
Favourite/enjoy/fun 
/interesting 
These words; idea conveyed of its being favourite, etc. 7 
Confusin mixed These words 6 
For bright people These words; something to do with intelligence, ability 5 
Science This word; references to stematic nature 5 
Other Response does not fit any above categories 6 
The ideas behind some codes were re-used under the same or a similar label in subsequent coding (e. g. 
from the two lists presented, challenging, ideas of using brains). There was however a conflating of 
some categories in the coding of questionnaire items from one item to another. The main reason had to 
do with the way in which the question was asked, and therefore, how it was that students responded. 
For example, in using the label hard/difficult/complicated to code students' responses to Do you like 
maths? care was particularly taken to not combine responses which gave as reason `it is hard' imm 
those that said `I don't understand'. This it was felt preserved the idea behind the reason students gave 
for their responses, as a student who said that he/she did not understand was not necessarily saying that 
mathematics was difficult (although this may well be the case). Thus, a response of `because it is hard 
and I don't understand' would have been coded twice under `hand/difficult/complicated' and `don't 
understand'. However, in coding responses to J fiat would you (personally) say maths is?, there were 
a number of students who described mathematics as `hard to understand', which was not a response 
given to Do you like maths? Describing mathematics as hard to understand gave the double sense that 
mathematics was hard and also that the student did not understand it and so it was thought that 
it made 
sense, in coding responses to this later question, to combine the ideas behind mathematics as 
hard/difficult etc. with that of the student not understanding mathematics. A secondary reason for 
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conflating some codes from one item to another had to do with practicalities in the refining of codes. i. e. 
the number of students who had given a response which fitted the meaning of a particular code; when 
the number was low, a code was then combined with another that could be interpreted as corn e% ing 
similar ideas. As example, the codes 'Favourite/enjoy/fun' and `Interesting' were used separately for 
Do you like maths?, but combined for What would you personally say maths is? due to low 
fi-equencies. 
The transcripts of student interviews were entered into MAXqda to aid in the management of the data 
analysis process. These data were analyzed in a more holistic way than had been done with the coding 
of open questionnaire items. In practice this meant that interviews were read and re-read, and although 
some coding was done, analysis was more of a form between that of maleng marginal notes and 
memo-ing in the sense given by Miles & Huberman (1994, p67,72). This process of making marginal 
notesmemo-mg student interview data was in nature analytical rather than descriptive, as it was 
essentially my interpretations of what students said, making sense of students' responses, and relating 
later notes/memos back to previous ones and/or finding relationships amongst sets of notes/memos and 
associated texts. 
Analysis of interviews was aided by the structure of the interview schedule which had a pre- 
categorization of `expected' responses, so, for example, it was relatively simple to gather together 
students' responses to the question which dealt with their views of their parents' expectations of their 
mathematics perfomlance. The process however was not always that simple, as students did not 
always respond to questions in a way that fitted the given category or addressed the intended RA and 
RQ. Via this approach to analysis it was noted that some similar issues/themes did appear to repeat 
themselves both within and across interview groups, and also that some of these issues/themes 
resonated with issues that had been raised and noted in questionnaire data. These issues were then 
collected together under a label or code. That is, a code was assigned to a passage only after a 
consideration of the notes/memos and associated text under a label which summarized what it was felt 
was happening, what it was students were saying. Labels used as codes for interview data were at a 
more interpretive level (Miles & Huberrnan, 1994, p57) than those used to code open questionnaire 
data, and in general, a larger amount of text was coded with a particular label. As example. within 
questions related to how students study mathematics and/or study for a mathematics test (see Section 4 
of Appendix C) designed to address RQ1(b), a category labelled `maths approach' Nvas assembled. 
Within this category there was a subcategory labelled learning by the rules', which had to do with an 
approach to studying mathematics described by some students, which involved memorization of 
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formulas for an equation, steps of a procedure. A more complete scheme via which intermie' data 
were analysed can be found in Appendix E. Although the process of assigning codes in the analysis of 
open questionnaire items and interview data was different, it was felt that the nature of the data gathered 
from these two methods called for and facilitated the different processes used. 
Analysis of data from observations was conducted in a similar way to that done with student 
interviews, but this was less detailed. In practice, findings from observation data were used in large part 
to support findings from other data collection methods. The exception to this use comes in Subsection 
6.2-2 which outlines specifically data to do with classroom processes in the leaning and teaching of 
mathematics. 
It should be noted that the codes and coding schemes used for analysis of open questionnaire items, 
interviews and classroom observations field-notes were generated from the data themselves. Although 
I did have knowledge of pre-existing coding schemes (e. g. that available in Boaler, 1996), an approach 
was employed to the analysis and coding of these open data sources that would try as much as possible 
to use words or terms that retained the sense of what the respondents had said. This in some cases 
meant that the respondents own words were used as codes. 
In presenting the findings of the study, as had been found for the data analysis, some selection had to be 
made about which results to present Decisions made in selection had to do with which results it was 
felt best addressed the RA and RQ. During data analysis (especially that of questionnaire data), it was 
found that students' responses to some questions did not always address the intended RA and/or RQ, 
whilst their responses to some other question(s) may have done so. Based on this it was decided to 
present findings in a way that used whatever data source(s) best exemplified or brought out the 
particular finding and by extension dealt with the RA and/or RQ. This strategy does necessarily bring 
into question issues reganiing selection. With regard to the selection of excerpts (questionnaires and 
interviews) used in the presentation of findings in Chapters 5 and 6, in addition to excerpts being 
chosen based on the degree to which they illustrate the point being made, where a set of such excerpts 
are presented the following criteria were used: For open questionnaire items the codes surrounding the 
issue being dealt with were retrieved for all schools using facilities of MAXgda. From the list of 
retrieved segments excerpts were chosen that would reflect a mix of the 11 participating schools and 
also the gender mix of the sample. A similar procedure was used in the selection of excerpts from 
interviews. In this way care was taken that the chosen excerpts did not reflect the views of students in 
only one or a sub-sample of the schools, and also that the views of both boys and girls were presented. 
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Care was also taken in particular with questionnaire excerpts that the excerpts presented were not the 
views of one individual student Observation excerpts were chosen mainly as supporting data, except 
for those used in Subsection 62-2 which deals specifically with RA(cXi) and RQ 1(b), i. e. students' 
approaches to leaming/doing mathematics. The three longer excerpts presented in that subsection 
came from the third classroom session observed in each of the three participating schools in which 
observations of mathematics classes were carried out. As mentioned in Subsection 3.3-1 an average of 
10 observation sessions were carried out in the three schools (12 sessions in Sit, nine in S13, and 10 
(formal) sessions in Mi5). The third observation session in each case occurred more than one month 
into fieldwork activities, and it was thought that students would have become more accustomed to my 
presence in their school and classrooms as I would have been in their school on two previous occasions 
for observation sessions, in addition to being there for administering of questionnaires and for the 
collection of parent questionnaires amongst other occasions. The third session also occurred at a point 
before any video-recordings of classroom sessions had taken place, and so potentially reduced chances 
for students and teachers to `play up' for the camera. The three shorter excerpts were chosen for the 
extent to which they illustrated that the conduct of the individual classrooms of each of the longer 
excerpts was `typical' of what usually happened in those classes. 
The overall data analysis process has been a consuming one. It has involved many re-reads of the 
collected data, specifically the questionnaires, interview and observation data. It has also involved re- 
listening to the audio recordings of the student interviews, re-watching and re-listening to the audio- 
visual recordings fivm classroom observations. This approach to analysing the data has meant a 
complete immersion in the data. Also ongoing with the data analysis has been a continual reading of 
the literature to aid in interpreting and making sense of findings from these data. Thus it is felt that the 
findings to be presented and the interpretations made of these in the chapters to follow are a valid 
representation of the phenomenon studied. 
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Chapter 4 
Findings: Documentary Sources 
4. FINDINGS: DOCUMENTARY SOURCES 
This chapter sets out the findings from the study from documentary souices. -fis mentioned in 
Subsection 3.3-1, data from documentary sources provided the backdrop for a consideration of the 
educational context of the study by providing insights into what had gone before. One feature of 
including documentary evidence as a data collection method for this study is that data thus gathered 
would not in the main involve data on the study's main participants. However, some of the primary 
school data would have involved students who were also participants in the study. particularly data 
related to student perfommnce in the CEE of 2000 and 2001 as those were the years in which the 
highest proportion of the study's student sample entered secondary school (80% of sample in total, see 
Table 5.1-1(a), Section 5.1), and hence the years in which they took the CEE examination. 
Additionally, data on the performance of students in the 2006 CXC/CSEC examinations do involve a 
proportion of the student sample which participated in this study, as, given that the fieldwork period of 
the study involved participants who at the start of the 2004-05 school year were fourth form students, 
then they would have sat these examinations (all being well) in May/June of 2006. The study's student 
sample makes up approximately 26% of the population of students for the 2006 CXC/CSEC results. 
More specifically on the performance of the study's student sample in the CXC/CSEC will be given in 
Section 6.4. 
4.1 THE A&B EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT- HAPPENINGS AT PRIMARY SCHOOL 
A&B operates an educational system which includes government (i. e. free) and private (i. e. fee-paying) 
schools at both primary and secondary levels. Primary education is universal and freely available in 
government schools. In 2002 there were 34 government and 27 private primary schools in the country 
(compiled from Weston, 2002). Private primary schools cater for approximately 35% of the primary 
school cohort. Access to secondary education, even including government secondary schools, depends 
on student performance in the CEE, which students sit at the age of 11-12 years. Students who fail 
these examinations get a second chance for entry to secondary schools by continuing on for at least 
three years in select government primary schools (called post primary or junior secondary schools, of 
which there are 13). Their access to secondary education is then determined by their performance on 
the Post primary examinations. MoE data for the government primary schools for the 2003-2004 
academic year put the male-female student ratio at 4393: 3693 or 54% male. This proportion is 
somewhat skewed in favour of boys as it includes information for schools that also function as post- 
primary institutions, and based on the CEE results (given in more detail below), proportionately more 
boys fail these examinations than do girls, and so more boys stay on in post-primary schools. The 
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2003-2004 MoE data on the government pnniary schools which function only as primacy schools 
show that there is a more equal distnbution of the sexes in those schools. 
MoE statistics on the CEE (1992-2004) show a consistent pattern of more girls passing these 
examinations than boys. The statistics also show that the pass rate fell below 50% in six of these years 
for boys and only one of these years (1999) for girls. Except for the years 1996 and 1999, the overall 
pass rate has been above 50% in these examinations over this 13-year period. The CEE are 
administered in four subject areas, English, Mathematics, Science and Social Studies. The pass rates 
in the CEE according to a WE official are based on students attaining a certain number of marks in the 
subject areas administered (50% for English, Science and Social Studies, and 45°/0 for Mathematics), 
and not on the number of available places in secondary schools. Overall pass rates for the primary 
school population (both government and private schools) are given for the years 1992-2004 in Table 
4.1-1. 
Table 4.1-1: Overall Common Entrance Examination Results 
Year Male Female Total 
T P % T P % T P % 
1992 506 239 47.2 542 321 59.2 1048 560 53.4 
1993 559 251 44.9 590 329 55.8 1149 580 50.5 
1994 585 262 44.8 654 378 57.8 1239 640 51.7 
1995 607 300 49.4 665 466 70.1 1272 766 60.2 
1996 657 254 38.7 656 365 55.6 1313 619 47.1 
1997 585 320 54.7 739 496 67.1 1324 816 61.6 
1998 589 314 53.3 682 454 66.6 1271 768 60.4 
1999 602 213 35.4 707 338 47.8 1309 551 42.1 
2000 645 381 59.1 734 528 71.9 1379 909 65.9 
2001 692 364 52.6 736 511 69.4 1428 875 61.3 
2002 729 372 51.0 813 601 73.9 1542 973 63.1 
2003 737 414 56.2 760 526 69.2 1497 940 62.8 
2004 734 448 61.0 832 608 73.1 1566 1056 67.4 
M. 49.9 64.4 57.5 
T= Number of students Taking, P= Number of students Passing 
A break-down of the passes in terms of school-type i. e. government or private was obtained for the 
years 2000 and 2002, and a fu trier break-down in terns of gender was available for 2002. Results for 
both these years show that students from private schools performed markedly better than those fivm 
government schools, with pass rates of 86% and 55% respectively in 2000, and 83% and 51 °o in 2002. 
The school-type and gender break-down for the year 2002 is given in Table 4.1-2: 
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Table 4.1-2: Overall Primarv 4%'c4nnl ('nmmnn Vntrmn,, p P iihc fw WV11 
School-T e Government Private -- -- Totals: 
vv- 
Student Taldng Passing Taking Passing Taldng Passing 
Numbers 
Male 493 183 251 188 744 371 
37.1% 74.9% 49.9% 
Female 494 317 322 285 816 602 
64.2% 88.5% 73.8% 
Totals 987 500 573 473 1560 973 
50.7% 82.5% 62.4% 
As 2002 was the only year for which such a gender and school-type break-down was obtained the 
typicality of the results of Table 4.1-2 is not known. That said, it does seem to show that gender is not 
the only factor which determines student access to secondary education The overall pass rate data for 
2000 and 2002 given previously show that a private primary school education markedly increased the 
chances of a student gaining entry to secondary school compared to a government primary school 
education. Moreover, for 2002, that this factor, i. e. type of primary school, was a better predictor of a 
student gaining entry to secondary school than the student's gender, in particular of the student being a 
girl (i. e. -83% of students from private schools gained entry to a secondary school, whereas -74% of 
girls gained entry to secondary schools). Certainly, boys attending private schools did better than gis 
in government schools, and did seem to `achieve' in temis of the proportion of their cohort gaining 
access to secondary education, although they did not do as well as girls in private schools. Boys 
attending government primary schools however do appear to be particularly disadvantaged in terms of 
their chances of success in the CEE. The factor of school-type is not without socioeconomic 
implications; private primary schools are fee paying schools, and so can be used as a crude guide to the 
economic status of the students' parents, i. e. ability to pay. Jules et al (2006, p12) for example have 
noted that in some Caribbean countries there was a `tendency... for richer echelons to attend private 
schools which are deemed of better quality than some of the public schools'. Other fieldwork data lend 
support to this view of private and government (public in the tens of Jules et al) primacy schools. 
According to one official in the MoE in A&B: 
The trend being noticed is that parents, if they have a little money, are now sending their children to private 
primary schools. The children in government primary schools are now the poor Antiguan or the 
foreigners. (In A&B `foreigner' is used to mean anyone not from A&B, including other Caribbean 
nationals. ) 
A school-type and gender break-down for mathematics was obtained for the years 2001 and 2002, and 
these are illustrated in Tables 4.1-3(a) and (b): 
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Table 4.1-3(a): Primary School CEF, Remits. for Mathematics 2601 
School - 
t3w 
Government Private Totals: 
Student Taking Passing Taking Passing Taking Passing 
numbers 
Male 478 247 226 185 704 432 
51.7% 81.9% 61.41o 
Female 465 351 258 192 723 543 
75.5% 74.4% 75.1% 
Totals 943 598 484 377 1427 975 
63.4% 77.9% 68.3% 
Table 4.1-3(b): Primary School CEE Results for Mathematics 2002 
School - Government Private Totals: 
Type 
Student Taking Passing Taking Passing Taking Passing 
Numbers 
Male 481 185 251 183 732 368 
38.5% 72.9% 50.3% 
Female 494 306 320 274 814 580 
61.9% 85.6% 71.3 
Totals 975 491 571 457 1546 948 
50.4% 80.0% 61.3% 
Source: Weston, 2001,2002' 
Some of the comments given previously can also be applied to the results in mathematics for these two 
years, i. e. that school-type is a better predictor of examination success than is gender, in particular, 
being a girl. However, girls as a group achieve proportionately more passes than boys as a group for 
both years. This result for mathematics over the two years shown is not always uniform across school- 
types, and in 2001 boys from private schools had the best success rate of the four categories of students, 
i. e. males, females in government schools; males, females in private schools. Over the transition from 
primary to secondary school however this advantage of girls as a group in the mathematics 
examinations at the end of primary school is not maintained in A&B by the end of secondary, as 
CXC/CSEC results for A&B show that proportionately more boys pass these examinations in 
mathematics than do girls, although the difference is not always marked, and in 2004 this `trend' was 
not maintained (see in Section 4.2). This pattern of gender differences in mathematics performance in 
favour of males increasing with student age has been noted in the academic litemture on this topic (e. g. 
Ereikan, McCreith, & Lapointe, 2005, p5). 
3 It will be noted that the number of students sitting the mathematics CEE 
for the years 2001 and 2002 
differs from that reported in Tables 4.1-1 and 4.1-2 which report numbers for students sitting the overall 
CEE in those years. As noted, students sit the CEE in four subject areas, which are administered over tv o 
days. For the year 2002 subject reports for English Language and Science indicate that 
1542 and 1541 
students respectively wrote these subjects, whereas that for mathematics shows 
1546. It may be that there 
are slightly different numbers of students writing individual subjects 
for a variety of reason, including. for 
example, illness; data from 2001 and 2002 seem to indicate that the number which 
is considered a'ý 
representative of the overall total is the number of students writing 
English Language. 
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The post-primary examinations are taken by a smaller cohort of students, usually ranging between 400- 
500 over the 16-year period 1989-2004. MoE statistics show an even bleaker picture of success «ith 
the mean pass rate over that period being 44.9%. Additionally, whilst there has been evidence of an 
overall improvement in success rates at the GEE within the last approximately eight years of the period 
shown in Table 4.1-1, there seems no clear pattern to success rates in the post-primary examinations. 
The data, not shown here, also indicate that in absolute term more boys than girls sat these 
examinations in 12 of the 16 years, and in one-half of these 16 years there were more boys than girls 
successful (41.7% and 48.8% mean success rates respectively over the 16-year period). 
4.2THEA&B EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT-- HAPPENINGS AT SECONDARY SCHOOL 
Figure 4.2-1 provides a cross-section of the distribution of boys and girls in secondary schools in A&B 
at the start of the school year 2003-2004. 
4.2-1: Distribution of Sexes in A&B Secondary Schools, 2003-04 
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Key. M= male, F= female, G= government schools, P= private schools, All = both government and 
private schools. Source: Personal communication, MoE document 
There are several points of note in this figure. 
In 2003, nearly 1500 students sat the CEE, of which 940 were successful. However the total number of 
students in Form One secondary schools in A&B exceeds 940, being 1320, an excess of 
380 students. 
One possible explanation for this excess could be students repeating Form One. Anod-fer could 
be 
because some private schools may admit students on bases other than the results of the CEE. 
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The cross-section also shows that overall there were approximately equal numbers of bo\s and girls in 
Form One of the secondary schools, although there were more girls in the govenmient schools and more 
boys in the private schools. The overall graphs also show that there is a dip in the number of boys at 
Form Two - more pronounced in the government schools, but is also the case in the private schools. 
whilst the number of girls increases in both private and government schools, and it is the point at "fuch 
the number of girls in private schools exceeds the number of boys. This thus appears to be a cnicial 
stage at which boys may be `lost' to the system, in not surviving the fast year of secondary school. 
The overall graphs also show a rise in the number of students in all secondary, schools in Form 1jui 
which most likely represents the input of students into government schools from the Post-primary 
examinations, this confirmed by the relative stability of student numbers in the private schools, which do 
not ordinarily admit these students. 
9 However, beyond Form Three, at both Forms Four and Five, there seems to be a dramatic fall-off of the 
number of students in secondary schools, both for boys and girls; the only group which seems to be 
relatively unaffected by this `phenomenon' is girls in private schools. Thus, at the startof the 2003-2004 
school year, whilst there is a 1: 1 ratio of boys and girls in Form One of all secondary schools, there is an 
approximate 1: 1.7 ratio at the upper end (Form Five), with the disproportion being slightly higher in 
government than in private schools (cf, also this ratio with the gender proportions sitting the CXC CSEC 
examinations for A&B, see Subsection 3.3-2). 
In reading the above however, one should bear in mind that this graph is cross-sectional rather than 
longitudinal so that form-to-form variations are not following through on the same group of students. 
Also, it represents the situation for one year only. Nonetheless, the drop-off of student numbers beyond 
Form Three seems to be too dramatic to be unique as this represents a decrease of 40%, bringing 
overall student numbers down from 1379 in Form Three to 827 in Form Five. It also perhaps brings 
out the point that the student sample used in this study, despite efforts at `typicality' is (based on this 
indication) a select sample of the A&B youth cohort This is also more likely to be the case for the 
boys of the sample, given the discussion in Section 4.1 of what happens in the CEE and also along with 
considerations of the apparent tends of Figure 4.2-1. The point of the `selected-ness' of students and 
particularly of boys reaching the Fifth Form ought to be considered in reading the analysis of 
CXC/CSEC data that follows in this Section, and also in making sense of the findings and 
interpretations of the chapters to follow. 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, it is also generally held in A&B that students are particularly 
underachieving or undeiperfonning in mathematics. If one considers what the pass rate is in 
mathematics compared to English Language and also across all subject areas, then there petaps is 
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some warrant for the expressed concerns for mathematics. Figure 4.2-2 shows that pass rates in 
mathematics, English Language and across all subject areas for the General proficiency of the 
CXC/CSEC examinations have been relatively consistent over the period looked at. The figure also 
shows that whilst overall pass rates for students in schools have been relatively similar in English as 
they are across all subject areas, there is a notable and marked difference when these are compared to 
what happens for mathematics. In particular, the pass rates in mathematics are lower, usually 
approximately one-half that in English Language and all subject areas. (Note: As mentioned in 
Subsection 3.3-1, p42 and also on p63 at the start of this chapter, 2006 data in the figures that follow in 
this Section include data on the study's student sample which represented approximately 26% of the 
school student population; all data in figures and tables given in this Section are for students in the main 
secondary schools in A&B and not for island/country-wide statistics. The examinations are also taken 
by out-of school persons, who could be adults or other teenagers not in a formal school setting. These 
settings most often are evening classes or classes conducted outside of the normal school hours. In 
2002, mathematics was taken by 577/740 (78%) of students in the main secondary schools; similar 
figures for 2004 and 2006 were 640/827 (77%) and 797/1054 (76%) respectively. ) 
Figure 4.2-2: Comparison of Mathematics, English and All Subject Pass Rates 2000-2006 
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The next set of figures and the table following give a more de-segregated look at underlying features of 
the mathematics results over the same time period. 
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Comparison of Passes in Mathematics by Gender 2000-2006 
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TahlP A-2-1 - Rri k-rlnwn of Mathematiec Passec by Gender 2000-2006 
Di 
  ii 
1 1111 
DIV 
 v 
E3 VI 
Year No. sitting No. Grade I No. Grades I-II No. Grades I-I II 
M F M F M F M F 
2000 225 268 15 (7%) 17(6%) 42 (19%) 51(19%) 90(40%) 89 (33%) 
2002 222 355 11(5%) 9 (3%) 29(13%) 56(16%) 92 (41%) 129(36%) 
2004 246 394 8 (3%) 15 (4%) 41(17%) 65 (16%) 78 (32%) 138 (35%) 
2006 311 486 8 (3%) 20(4%) 58(19%) 77 (16%) 122 (39%) 165 (34%) 
The gender comparison of student passes in mathematics shows them to be more similarity than 
difference between the sexes in these. There is also some pattern to the passes and grades obtained; 
year on year proportionately more boys have tended to be successful than girls (this milt compares to 
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that for Caribbean averages, Figure 1.3-1, Section 1.3), although the proportionate differences are 
smaller at the highest grade - Grade I. At the other end of the grade scale, proportionately more girls 
than boys have received the lowest grade - grade VI (Figure 42-3(b)). Figure 42-3(b) also highlights 
the fact that the modal grade for both boys and girls is Grade V, which, if one recalls from Table 1.4-1. 
Section 1.4, is a grade described by CXC as awarded when a `Candidate shows a limited grasp of the 
key concepts, knowledge, skills and competencies required by the syllabus'. 
However, a much greater marked difference is seen if one looks at the outcomes by school-type. 
Figure 4.2-4(a) which follows provides the break-down of the same results given above by school- 
type, whether single-sex or mixed, whilst Figure 4.2-4(b) breaks down these results for mathematics 
fu ther, looking at school-type in terms of single-sex, mixed, private, government, incorporating within 
this a gender break-down. Figure 4.2-4(c) provides the single-sex/mixed schools comparison of 
performance outcomes across mathematics, English Language and all (General proficiency) subjects. 
Tables 4.2-2(a)&(b) which follow the figures give the student numbers and percentages associated 
with the mathematics and English Language results for the figures shown. (Recall, Grades I, II and III 
are taken as passes, with Grade I being the highest. ) 
of Passes in Mathematics by School-type 2000-2006 
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: Comparison of Passes in Mathematics by School-type and Gender 2000-2006 
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Key. Si=Single-sex; Mi=Mixed; B--Boys; GGir1s; g--government schools; p=pnvate schools: So, 
SiB=Single-sex boys, and g2000 refers to the sub-groups in government schools in the year 2000. 
Figure 4.2-4(c): Comparison of Passes in Mathematics, English and across All Subjects by School- 
tvpe 2000-2006 
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Table 4.2-2(a): Break down of Mathematics Passes by School-tvtme 
Year No. sit tin No. Grade I No. Grades I-H No. Grades I-III 
Mi Si Mi Si Mi Si Mi Si 
2000 338 154 1(0.3%) 31 00/0) 14(4%) (4%) 79 (51%) 53 (16%) 125 (81% 
2002 399 178 2 (0.5%) 18 (10%) 9 (2%) 76(430/o) 84 (210/o) 137(771/o) 
2004 439 201 0(0'/0) 23 (11%) 14 (3%) 92(46%) 60 (14%) 160(80%) 
2006 562 235 8 (1%) 20 (9%) 27 (5%) 68 (29%) 104 (19%) 183 (78%) 
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Table 4.2-2(b): Break-down of Fnalich i anm. aan P, ýccic ti,. w 
Year No. sittin No. Grade I No. Grades I-H No. Grades I-III 
Mi Si Nb Si ý'Ii Si NU Si 
2000 474 234 45(9%) 120 111 175 (75%) 240(51%) 215 (92"/, 0) (51%) (23/o) 
2002 502 235 41(8%) 92 (39%) 131 154 (66%) 294 (59%) 205 (870/, o) 
(26%) 
2004 512 241 52(10%) 108 (45%) 131 172(71%) 286 (56%) 215 (89%0) 
(26%) 
2006 594 257 50 (8%) 82 (32%) 167 169 (66%) 352 (59° 0) 234(91 ° ö) 
(28%) 
This break-down also provides further justification for the choice to categorise school-type as single- 
sex or mixed, rather than say government-owned or private in the broader analysis to follow of data 
from the student sample which participated in the study. These desegregated results feature several 
trends: 
With regard to the mathematics results: 
there has been a bigger difference between the schools if they are single-sex or mixed, rather 
than if they are government or privately owned; 
students in government single-sex schools have, on average, had better results than students in 
private single-sex schools, but this pattern is reversed for students in mixed schools; 
the gender patterns which have been more or less consistent in the overall aggregate statistics 
do not hold as consistently in the desegregated statistics. In particular, there has been on 
average more difference between boys and girls in single-sex schools (especially so for those 
in private schools where the difference has been in favour of girls) than there has been between 
boys and girls in mixed schools whether government or private. For students in private 
schools on a whole, the pattern has tended to be for proportionately more girls to be successful 
than boys. 
The following should be noted regarding single-sex schools and gender differences in the mathematics 
results. It is believed that the pattern of girls in private single-sex schools having better results than boys 
in private single-sex schools is related to the practice in girls' single-sex school (both government and 
private-owned) of sitting some students for the Basic proficiency of the mathematics examinations, a 
practice which does not occur in any of the boys' single-sex schools4. (The possible implications of 
this practice on the relationship students then form with mathematics - their mathematics identities - 
will be discussed in Subsection 6.3-2). The results given above are for the General proficiency of the 
examinations only. In the private girls' single-sex school the number of students sat for the Basic 
4 The boys' private single-sex school does sit fourth form students for this Basic proficiency level of the 
examinations as a sort of practice for the General proficiency which they then sit one year 
later. 
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proficiency has over the period 2000-2006 tended to be about one-half of the students sitting the 
examinations; the girls' results would most likely be more similar to that of the boys if more of them sat 
the higher tier - General proficiency - of the examinations. This is in fact the effect occurring in the 
government single-sex schools, where, for the period 2000-2006 shown in Figure 4.2--4(b) 
proportionately more girls have sat the General proficiency of the examinations (40° o. 68%, 87° o and 
98% respectively of the cohort sitting the General proficiency of the examinations), thus decreasing the 
difference between their results and those of the boys. 
Regarding the comparison of mathematics results to those in English Language and across other 
subject areas the following points are notable: 
between school-types, that is single-sex versus mixed schools, there are differences in these 
outcomes for mathematics, English, and across all subjects with single-sex schools enjoying 
greater success in all these areas, but the differences related to mathematics are more marked; 
within school-types, whilst the outcomes for mathematics, English and all subjects are 
relatively similar for single-sex schools, there are marked differences between those for 
mathematics compared to English and all subjects for the mixed schools; 
the relative consistency of these two points given for the given years. 
From the comparison that the single-sex/mixed break-down provides it is seen that with regard to 
Figure 4.2-4(c), what had emerged as an overall marked difference in mathematics outcomes 
compared to that in English Language and across all subject areas (e. g. as in Figure 4.2-2) is only `true' 
for mixed schools. In particular, it seems from these outcome data that whatever the problem might be 
regarding student outcomes in mathematics, its validity as a `problem' is more widespread in mixed 
than in single-sex schools. Further, it is mathematics that makes more visible the idea that there might 
be a `problem'. 
Data from the 2004 and 2006 mathematics results also showed an interesting gender pattern in the (re-) 
taking of mathematics by persons outside of schools. These are most likely to be adults perhaps 
finding that they need mathematics in order to advance in ways they want to. In 2004, whilst 640 
students - 246 males and 394 females - from the main secondary schools sat the General proficiency 
of the mathematics examinations, 827 persons in A&B - 303 males and 524 females - actually sat 
these examinations. This puts the male: female ratio of out-of-school persons writing mathematics at 
1: 2.3 (187 out-of-school persons, 57 males and 130 females), markedly higher than the in-school ratio 
of 1: 1.6. Similar data for 2006 showed that 797 students - 311 males and 486 females-in the main 
secondary schools wrote the General proficiency of the mathematics examinations, whilst a total of 
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1054 persons in A&B - 366 males and 688 females - actually wrote the examinations. The 
male: female ratio of out-of-school persons for that year was then 1: 3.7, whereas the in school ratio was 
1: 1.9. Thus, for these two years, out-of-school females in much greater proportion to their male 
counterparts are taking, and also quite likely staking the General proficiency of the mathematics 
examinations. It may well be the case that these females are finding themselves in the position of 
having to take this examination in order to fulfil career aspirations or advancement Although this is 
speculative, it does seem to strengthen the argument of women in the Caribbean needing education, 
including mathematics, more than men. In both these years the overall out-of-school and in school 
pass rates for mathematics were similar, being 33% and 34% respectively in 2004, and 32% and 36° o 
respectively in 2006. 
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Chapter 5 
Findings: 
Setting the Context for the Sthcty's Student 
Sample 
5. FINDINGS: SETA NG THE CONTEXT FOR THE STUDY'S SSTUDENT 
SAMPLE 
This chapter outlines findings which serve as background information on the study's student sample. 
The background data to be presented concerns details of the `education history' and also home social 
conditions of the students, which is followed by data on what a sub-sample of their parents'guardians 
and teachers had to say about their mathematics. The findings come mainly from questionnaire data 
from the students, parents and teachers. 'I'hese findings are presented in two main sections. The 
background information is presented in order to give the reader a context through which the responses 
and other findings from the student sample to be presented in Chapter 6 can be viewed As such, the 
present chapter perhaps indirectly, begins the process of addressing mainly the RA and RQ having to 
do with how it is students have come to form the view of mathematics that they report, i. e. RA(a)&(b) 
and RQ 1(a)&3. 
5.1 THE STUDENT SAMPLE - BACKGROUND DETAILS 
The following outlines some background information on the student sample. The information comes 
from data which students provided in the questionnaire. Table 5.1-1(a) outlines general background 
information for the whole sample, broken down by school-type and student sex. 
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Table 5.1-1(a): Student Rackornnn -I Data 
Background Variable Male Female Mixed Single-sex Total 
(117) (169) (177) (109) (286) 
Primary Government 53% 64% 74% 35% 560o 
school-type Private 47% 36% 26% 651 N 
(267) NS X38.244, df=1, pQ). 001, 
hi=-0.378 
Year entry 2001 35% 56% 41% 59% 480o 
secondary 2000 34% 30% 32% 32° ° 32% 
school (273) 1999 19% 6% 14% 5% ö 11% 
Only three most frequent years shown here. Chi-square 
statistics not calculated as cell counts for other years are low. 
Adult at 2-parent 55% 48% 41% 66° ö 50° 0 
home (283) Mother only 42% 42% 49% 30% 42° 0 
Other 3% 10% 10% 4% 810 
NS &-16.317, df=2, p<0.001, 
Cramer's V=. 240 
Parent WC 40% 49% 63% 21 % 35% 
occupational IC 36% 40% 33% 47% 30% 
level (224) MC 24% 11% 4% 32% 12% 
&6.689, df--2, pß. 035, &-50.628, df--2, p<0.001, 
Cramer's V=0.173 Cramer's V=0.475 
Parent Primary 10% 21% 26% 5% 17% 
education Secondary 47% 44% 52% 36% 46% 
level (149, Tertiary 33% 46% 22% 59% 37% 
only 52% of 
sample) NS =25.039, df=2, p<0.001, 
Cramer's Vß. 410 
Key. WC = working class; IC = intermediate class; MC = middles class; Number of students in brackets 
In addition to this background information, 48% of the students in the sample had chosen subject areas 
concentrated in the Business areas (at least two of e. g. POA (Principles of Accounts), POB (Principles 
of Business), OP (Office Procedures), IT (Information Technology)), followed by 44% in the 
Humanities (at least two of e. g. Literature, History, Spanish, French, etc. ), and 36% in the Sciences (at 
least two of e. g. Biology, Chemistry, Physics, AG (Agricultural Science), IS (Integrated Science), etc. ). 
However, there were gender differences here, with the highest proportion of boys in Science areas 
(48%), whilst the highest proportion of girls was in Business areas (57%). Between school-types, the 
highest proportion of students in single-sex schools was in the Humanities (62%), whilst in mixed 
schools the highest proportion of students was in Business areas (45%). From proportions, there was a 
higher proportion of students in mixed schools than in single-sex schools in Sciences (41% to 36%), 
but the science subjects of students in mixed schools tended to be a combination of AG and IS, whilst 
those in single-sex schools were the single sciences of Chemistry, Physics, and Biology. The reason 
for this is undoubtedly due in part to the difference in cuniculum offered in these schools, as whilst 
students in mixed schools can do the single sciences as well as AG and IS, AG in particular is not 
offered in the single-sex schools. Another point of interest had to do with the Domestic Science 
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subjects done by girls between these school-types. Girls in single-sex schools tended to do one of the 
subject-types (e. g. Food & Nutrition, Home Management, Clothing & Textiles, etc. ). and so only I% 
of these girls had subject choices which could be categorised in this group (i. e. had selected more than 
one subject in this group), whereas 22% of girls in the mixed schools had chosen at least two subjects 
from this group. 
The results of the CEE suggested that there would be a higher proportion of boys in secondary schools 
who had come from a private primary school than for girls. The corresponding statistic from the 
student sample for this study supports this, although the difference is not statistically significant. Table 
5.1-1(a) does show a relatively consistent pattern of proportionately more boys in the sample coming 
from what might be considered as more advantaged backgrounds than girls, except perhaps for the 
statistic on parent educational level. The sample only picked up 20 students (7% of sample) who 
reported that they entered secondary school as a post-primary student. With regard to school-type, in 
addition to the statistically significant chi-square results here, the measures of strengths of association 
also show most of these differences to range between medium and high. That is, in the context of this 
study (and given the results and discussion of Chapter 4), these are potentially substantive differences 
between the students in these two school-types. 
Table 5.1-1(b) following further breaks down the single-sex school grouping into government single- 
sex and private single-sex in order to provide a comparison of these same student background details in 
tens of the percentages. This exercise was done specifically to compare as a group the students of the 
government single-sex school to students in the government mixed schools and those in the private 
single-sex schools. It was thought that this would provide a sense of which of these two other student 
groups the government single-sex students were most similar to in terms of their background details. 
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auýe ý. I-1 v: mun eni tsac ouna D ata- com arison of student Yro rdons 
B L ackground Variable GovMi (177) GovSi (67) Prig Si (42) 
Primary school- Government 74% 50% 11% 
type (267) Private 26% 50% 89% 
Parent at home 2 -parent 41 % 62% 71% 
(283) Mother only 49% 33% 24% 
Other 10% 5% 4% 
Parent occupation WC 63% 26% 13% 
level IC 33% 56% 34% 
(224) MC 4% 18% 53% 
Parent education Primary 26% 8% 0% 
level Secondary 52% 40% 29% 
(149) Tertiary 22% 53% 71% 
(Don't know) (89) (21) (27) 
Key. GovMi = government mixed; GovSi = government single-sex; PrivSi = private single-sex; Numbers of 
students in brackets 
From Table 5.1-1(b), on an overall basis, except for year of entry to secondary school, the government 
single-sex school students as a group appear to occupy a space between the other two student groups. 
However, this is not a half-way between space as differences generally (except for primary school- 
type) place this student group closer to the group of students in private single-sex schools than to those 
in mixed schools. Similar data for past student groups were not available, nor is it known how these 
results for the present student sample extrapolate to the existing student population, but, given the 
context at secondary school set out in Section 3.3-1, it is believed to be not too dissimilar. 
Caribbean familial structures have long been recognised as not fitting the norm of that of Western 
nuclear families (e. g. see in Barrow, 1999, p152). Indeed, Canbbean society has been described as 
matrifocal (e. g. see in Mullings, 2005, p6), this based in part on the relatively large proportion of 
households headed by women (Mullings gives as example 2000 statistics for Jamaica which puts this 
proportion at 46%). Miller (1991, p69) cited fiom Messiah's analysis of the 1970 census 
for the 
Commonwealth Caribbean which noted that even in households where there was a 2-parent sttuucture, 
one-half of these were headed by the woman based on the person identified as being responsible 
for 
conducting its (economic) affairs. In a student attitude survey canied out in the Organization of 
Eastern 
Caribbean States (OECS) tenitories in the late 1990s, a random sample of 462 secondary students five 
A&B schools showed that 42% of them came f um 2 -parent households and 41 % came 
fmm Mother- 
only households (Hinds, Richardson, Ernest, Kishchuk & Sproule, 1999, piii). 
In that survey, and also 
for this study, students were not asked about the marital status of parents as it is also not uncommon 
for 
2-parent households to be made up of `common law' unions. However, within these societies them 
has also been a recognised link between Mother-only households and social status and economic 
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wellbeing, i. e. that this often signalled lower class and was an indicator of poverty (e. g. Louat et. al.. 
cited in Mullings, 2005, p6; Barrow, 1999, p152). 
In relation to Table 5.1-1, parental occupational level was used as an indicator of class status using the 
information students provided on the occupation of the adult(s) with whom they lived. Where a 
student came from a 2-parent home and both parents worked, the level which gave the highest 
occupational level was taken (this strategy was also utilised for parent educational level). A guide for 
categorising occupations to a socioeconomic level (i. e. class) came from that given in Cooper & Dunne 
(1998, p142-143), with some consideration of Canbbean/A&B contexts. Occupations categorised as 
working class included for example cooks, cashiers, farmers, construction workers, mechanics; those 
categorised as intermediate class included nurses, teachers, police, other civil servants, secretaries, bank 
clerks, etc.; those categorised as middle class included doctors, lawyers, engineers, persons in 
management positions, senior civil servants, e. g. principals, etc. 
Information on parental educational level was included in the questionnaire to act as an additional 
indicator of the socioeconomic status of students. However there was a large proportion of students 
who responded either that they did not know what their parents' educational level was, or did not 
respond at all to the question (80 and 57 students respectively, or 48% in total of the sample). The 
information is included in the table as where it is available it does again show a highly significant 
statistical difference between the students in the two school-tyes, but any further in-depth 
interpretation of this datum should bear this proviso in mind In total, there were only 128 students 
(44% of the sample) who provided information on both parent/guardian occupation and educational 
level. A cross-tabulation of these results does show an association between the occupational level and 
educational level of the parent/guardian 
Table 5.1-2: Association between Parents' Education and Occupation - Number of Students 
Educational level Occupational leve l Total 
MC IC WC 
rims 0 2 19 21 
secondary 6 19 29 54 
tertiary 15 31 7 53 
21 52 55 128 
Key. MC = middle class; IC = Intermediate class; WC = working class. Table constructed from those 
students who provided the information. 
Again, that students do not know the educational level reached by their parents is not necessarily 
unusual in this context in the H nds et al (1999, püi) student attitude survey students were asked for 
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their Mother's educational level, and the authors reported that in the nine territories' surveyed 2' -5O° o 
of the students did not know what this was. Thus, whilst parental educational level has been used in 
other studies as an indicator of socioeconomic status, in this study due to the proportionately large 
amount of missing data a social class grouping was made solely on the basis of parental occupational 
level. 
The entry year to secondary school in the context (Table 5.1-1(a)) was used to serve as an indicator of 
repetition rates for the present student sample. At the time of data collection, if a student had not 
repeated any previous classes, then he/she should have given entry year as 2001. The data firm the 
student sample show that approximately as many of them had repeated as had not repeated a class, and 
in particular that this was more prevalent amongst students in mixed schools and also amongst boys. 
The background data on this student sample then does appear to support Miller's claim given earlier 
(Section 1.3, p5) conceming repetition rates, but also more specifically highlights a social class bias of 
which students repeat classes in Caribbean schools. 
5.2 PARENTS AND TEACHERS 
This section sets out the findings from questionnaires administered to parents/guardians and teachers 
and also from interviews held with teachers about students and mathematics. Although the parent and 
teacher questionnaires included questions about the parent or teacher's own school experience of 
mathematics, the findings presented here will be confined mainly to their comments/responses 
concerning their view of their children/students' school mathematics experience/performance. Parents 
and teachers it was felt also formed part of the environment in which students' mathematics learning 
took place. There are two subsections to follow, one each for parents and teachers. These subsections 
both start with background information as provided by the parents and teachers, and this is followed by 
data on their views of their child's or students' mathematics performance, and a brief discussion of 
these. The findings to be presented potentially could provide insights for how it is students may have 
come to have the mathematics views they express, (classroom) approaches they demonstrate and 
performance they ultimately attain i. e. the subsections which follow potentially address RA(a)&(b) and 
RQ1&3. 
5 The survey was conducted of what is known as the Eastern Caribbean countries, which are the smaller of 
the English-speaking Caribbean countries. These include Anguilla, A&B, BVI, Dominica, Grenada, 
Montserrat, St. Kitts-Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent & the Grenadines. 
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5.2-1 Parents 
The student sample which returned completed parent questionnaires consisted of 18 males and 32' 
females (36%: 64%), which reflects a sub-sample containing proportionately more girls than that in the 
population from which it was drawn (41 %: 59%). There were 30 students f -om mixed schools and 20 
from single-sex schools (67%: 33%, whole sample 62%: 38%). The 50 parent questionnaires 
completed and returned represents 17% of the student sample. Questionnaires were completed by 
eight fathers, 36 mothers and five other relatives/guardian (one respondent did not complete this 
section). In total, nine males and 40 females completed parent questionnaires. On average, 
parents/guardians who responded for a child in a single-sex school were older than those NN ho 
responded for a child in a mixed school (12/19 or 63% of respondents for a child in a single-sex school 
were in the age range 40-49 years; 13/29 or 45% of respondents for a child in a mixed school were in 
this age range, but also notably, 12/29 or 41 % were between 30-39 years). 
The questionnaire administered to parents sought mainly to elicit their views of their child's school 
mathematics. Parents were thus asked some questions in the parent questionnaire that were similar to 
those asked of their child in the student questionnaire. One such question, Do you like maths? was 
asked in order to ascertain the degree of correlation between the parent's response to this question, and 
that of the child. Fifty-eight percent of the parent sample responded Yes to Do you like maths? with 
89% of the males (i. e. eight males) and 50% of the females saying so, a gender difference which was 
statistically significant (x. 464, df=1, pß. 035). For the corresponding student sub-sample, 57% had 
responded Yes to Do you like maths?, with 71 % of the males and 50% of the females saying so, a 
gender difference which was not statistically significant However when the students' responses were 
compared to that of their parent/guardian there was not a significant con-elation; 21 students (matched 
pairs, almost 1/2 the sample-size) had given the opposite response to that of their parent/guardian. 
Parents were asked to rate their child's mathematics performance, a question which the students had 
also been asked (of themselves) in the student questionnaire. Chi-square tests showed a statistically 
significant difference between overall parent ratings and that of the child ((16.347, df=4, p=0.003, 
collapsed table with Very Good and Good collapsed, Unsatisfactory and Poor collapsed), usually with 
parents' ratings being somewhat less positive than that given by the child Table 5.21-1(a) outlines the 
comparison of the parent and child's rating between the larger subgroups of the child's gender and 
school-type, whilst Table 5.21-1(b) looks at the cross comparisons within these sub-groups, and also 
includes the actual CXC/CSEC mathematics outcome for this sub-sample of students. 
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Table 5.21-1(a) Comparison of Parents' and Children's Ratings of the Child's Mathematics 
PPrfnrmanrp 
Ratin Cf Male/18 maleJ32 Fe Mixed/30 S' e-sexl20 Total5O 
VG+G Parent 7 (39%) 
t 
( 28%) 9(30%) 7 (35%) 16 (2° o) Student 1 ( 34%) 15 (50%) 9 (45%) 24 (-lý° ö) 
Sat Parent 7 (39%) 7 (22%) 5 (17%) 9 (45%) 14 (2S° o) 
Student 5 (28%) 9 (28%) 6 (30%) 8 (40%) 14 (2810) 
UnSat+P Parent 4 (22%) 16 (50%) 16 (53%) 4 (20%) 20 (40" ') 
Student 0 (0%) 12 (38%) 9 (20%) 3 (15%) 12' (21° ý) Chi- Parent X3.830, d2, p=0.147 f-6.868, df-ý-2, p=0.032, Cramer's `'x. 371 
square Student 10.188, df=2, p=0.006, &-2.902, df 2, p=0.234 
tests Cramer's Vß. 451 
my: vuu = very CJood, Ci = Uood, Sat = Satisfactory, UnSat = Unsatisfactory, P= Poor. Number of 
respondents shown; percentages are given as a proportion of the group responding 
Table 5.21-1(b): Comparison within the Sub-groups of Parents' and Children's Ratings, along s-t ith 
Actual CXC/CSF, C Ontcnme 
Rating Cf. Mixed Single-sex 
Male/8 Female/22 Male (10) Female/10 
VG+G Parent 
Student 
3 
6 
6 
9 
4 
7 
3 
2 
Sat Parent 
Student 
2 
2 
3 
4 
5 
3 
4 
5 
UnSat+P Parent 
Student 
3 
0 
13 
9 
1 
0 
3 
3 
CXC passed 2/7 6/18 7/9 6/9 
From Table 5.21-1(a), as their children had done (see also Table 6.13-3(a), Subsection 6.1-3, overall 
proportionately more of the parents of sons gave them a better mathematics performance rating than 
had the parents of daughters (e. g. 4/18 or 22% of parents of sons rated the mathematics performance of 
their sons as Unsatisfactory or Poor, whereas 16/32 or 50% of parents of daughters had done so), 
although the difference was not significant Specifically, on the un-collapsed table, 3/4 parents had 
rated their son's performance as Very Good, whilst at the other end of the scale 3/4 parents had rated 
their daughter's performance as Poor. Parents whose child was in a single-sex school gave their child 
an overall better performance rating than did parents whose child was in a mixed school. The pattern 
of expectations of a gendered mathematics performance is maintained within school-type, with 
parents' mean rating of their sons' mathematics performance being better than that of their daughters 
within both mixed and single-sex schools (e. g. from Table 5.21-1(b) in mixed schools, 3/8 (38%) of 
parents rated their son's perfonnance as Unsatisfactory or Poor, whereas 13/22 (59%) had done so for 
their daughters; in single-sex schools, 1/10 (10%) parent had done so for his/her son. whereas 3110 
(30%) of parents had done so for their daughters). Overall, the rating parents gave to their child's 
mathematics performance was a better predictor of the child's eventual success in the CXC CSEC 
mathematics than was the child's own rating of his/her performance. 
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Parents were also asked to attribute a reason for the mathematics performance rating they gave their 
child (open item). Forty-three parents gave 50 individually coded reasons, the most frequent of which 
was a negative attribution directed at the child her/himsel f coded as a lack of effort on the child's part. 
this response given by 15 parents. The attribution was given in relation to 4 16 boys and 112 7 girls. 
The following are examples of responses from parents in this regard: 
He does not apply himself (9M, Mi36, Mother responding Mothers rating Unsatisfactory ", Soils rating I c'i v 
Good) 
Not studying hard enough. (22F, Si], Mother responding Mother's rating Unsatisfactory; Daughter 's rating 
Satisfactory) 
Further to this finding, it appeared to be the case that parents were more prepared to attribute the 
mathematics performance of daughters in terms of a lack of something or something the child did not 
do than they were for sons. As example, additional to that given above, five parents attributed their 
daughters' performance to a lack of understanding, lack of confidence and not listening, whilst these 
reasons were not given for sons. Conversely, six parents attributed their sons' performance to their 
understanding, their `natural' ability/intelligence, their listening and their liking for mathematics, NA hilst 
these reasons were given in relation to two girls, one each for liking mathematics and for listening. 
Two of the four parents who had rated their child's mathematics performance as Ver k' Good, had been 
the ones to attribute the performance to their child, in these cases both sons, to `natural I 
ability/intelligence. The one parent who had given a daughter a Very Good mathematics rating had 
attributed this to `her mother's lectures '. Other attributions given by parents included ones having to do 
with the goals/career plans of their son/daughter, given by eight persons, and also attributions related to 
the teacher or teaching methods, also given by eight persons, with four each giving positive and 
negative reasons. 
Despite parents' reported peiteption of their child's mathematics performance, most parents (47/49 
responding) responded Yes to whether they expected their child to pass their CXC mathematics, with 
one parent responding No and another responding Maybe (this category had not been provided on the 
questionnaire). Table 521-2 outlines the reasons (with frequencies) parents gave for their expectation 
of their child's CXC mathematics performance for those who responded to that question. Once again 
here the sub-groups of gender and school-type are given in reference to the child. 
6 This tag is an identifying label. In these excerpts of responses from the parent questionnaire, the 
identifying label used has been described in terms of the child/student. In this label, the first tag refers to 
an assigned sequence number for the student followed by whether the student was male or 
female; the 
second tag refers to the student's school. As example, in the excerpt just given. 9M refers to the 
9th 
student who in this case was male; this student was in mixed school 3. 
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Table 5.21-2: Parents' Reacnnc for VYnPrtatinnc of f hilri'c CYC M--i*h mr ' i*;, 
Reasons Male/l6 Female/28 
-NIixed'25 Single-sex/19 Total/44 Cap/ability 8 10 7 11 18 
Goals/career 4 9 10 3 13 
With extra hel /classes 1 6 7 0i 
With effort 2 3 0 5 5 
Teacher+ 1 1 0 2 2 
Other 1 2 3 0 3 
As in attributing reasons for their child's mathematics pexfomlance, there was a `gendering' of parents' 
reasons for expectations of their child's success. Of the parents who responded who had sons, 8/16 or 
50% identified their sons as having the ability, capability or potential to do so (cap/ability in Table 5211 - 
2), whilst 10/28 or 36% of parents who had daughters had done so. A notable finding here is that of 
markedly more parents seeing the mathematics success of daughters as being dependent on them 
having extra help than do so for their sons. There was also evidence of some reasons given here being 
skewed depending on which school-type the child was in. 
Parents were asked to give the most fi-equent comment about mathematics they heard from their child. 
The most frequent responses were associated with the child saying that he/she did not understand 
(given by 14 parents in reference to two sons and 12 daughters), that mathematics was difficult/hard 
(given by 13 parents from four sons and nine daughters), and also comments connected to the teacher 
all of which were negative, usually that the teacher did not explain properly (given by nine parents from 
four sons and five daughters). One parent alluded as did some students (see later in Subsection 6.1-4) 
that teachers were making the mathematics difficult, saying: `the comment my child dressed about 
maths is the way the teacher, who is teaching sometime maybe (sic) it diiailt to understand ' (7M, 
M16, Mother responding). Related to this item, parents were asked what comment about mathematics 
they usually gave to their child The most frequent response had to do with a form of encouragement, 
for example that the child should try/try to understand (given by 24 parents). This was followed by 
comments associated with the importance of mathematics usually for a future benefit connected to 
possible career paths (16 parents), and then other less frequent responses, to include promises of 
sending the child to extra lessons, that the child should ask in class when he/she did not understand that 
the child needed to listen/pay attention in class and that mathematics was not difficult 
Although the sample size of parents is small, and the gender break-down of the students for the 
responding parents is skewed, there is some evidence of a gendered attribution of parents of their 
child's mathematics performance that is similar to that reported in the literature. For example, Räty, 
Vänskä, Kasanen & K&kkäinen (2002) in their review of the literature noted that parents were more 
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likely to attribute the `good' mathematics performance of sons to a `natural talent' (p122), whilst the 
`good' performance of daughters was more likely to be attributed to effort. Their own research in a 
Finnish context with seven year old children had yielded similar findings, and they do go on to make 
the point that natural talent as a reason for success was more highly valued than «as effort, as effort was 
associated with `diligence' and `conformity' (p127). The findings of this aspect of the study does 
suggest that regarding mathematics performance parents have higher expectations of sons than of 
daughters, and also of children in a single-sex school than of those in a mixed school. For the 
participating parent sample, the findings related to `gendered' expectations are also `true' within the 
school-types. 
5.2-2 Teachers 
As noted in Subsection 3.3-3,27 teachers (16 males and Il females, i. e. 59% of sample is male) 
completed the mathematics teacher questionnaire. Of these, 17 teachers (63% of teacher sample) were 
in mixed schools and 10 teachers (37% of teacher sample) were in single-sex schools. This distribution 
of respondent teachers between the school-types reflects well the distribution of sample students 
between these same school-types (from Subsection 3.3-2 this was 62% and 38% respectively). 
However, it is notable that the gender distribution of mathematics teachers does not represent the 
gender distribution of the student sample, nor does it represent the gender distribution of teachers in 
secondary schools. MoE documents for A&B for the academic year 2003-04 reported the overall 
male-female distribution of teachers in 10 of the 11 government secondary schools as 105: 236 
(personal communication), i. e. 30% of secondary teachers were male, so that the gender distribution of 
mathematics teachers who participated in the teacher questionnaire in this study is not the norm for 
teachers in secondary schools in general in A&B. It is believed though that the gender make up of the 
study's teacher sample does reflect the gender make up of the mathematics teachers in the secondary 
schools. Questionnaires were returned from at least two teachers in all the schools in the sample, with 
five schools returning three questionnaires. In some schools the number of questionnaires returned 
represented all the mathematics teaching staff the school had, and in some other schools, only one or 
two mathematics teachers had not been given questionnaires to complete. So whilst the make up of 
the secondary school student population is disproportionately female, (e. g. statistics given in Subsection 
3.3-2 for the 2003-04 academic year for the nine government secondary schools puts this at 2008: 2664, 
or 43% male), the staff make up in mathematics is in favour of males. 
On a wider Caribbean basis, Pany (2004) has noted the under-representation of male teachers in the 
teaching profession in the Caribbean, citing that this has been proffered by some as a reason i. e. the 
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lack of male role models in schools, for reported male underachievement In Parry's study. ((20G4) 
which came from data collected in 1994-1995, she interviewed a sample of 82 subject teachers (mainly 
English Language, Biology and Physics) from 17 secondary schools across Jamaica, Barbados, and St. 
Vincent & the Grenadines. The highest concentration of male teachers was in Physics. with 15,20 of 
the Physics teachers who participated in the study being male. 
In the present study, although the numbers are small, in terms of background statistics, the only 
significant difference between mathematics teachers in the two school-types related to the age of the 
teachers, with teachers in mixed schools being on average younger than teachers in single-sex schools. 
However, on all other aspects related to qualifications there was not a significant difference between 
teachers in the two school-types. That said, there were differences and a pattern to these. On average. 
teachers in single-sex schools had been in teaching and had taught mathematics for a longer period than 
had teachers in mixed schools. With respect to teaching mathematics, seven teachers in single-sex 
schools had been doing so for 11-20 or over 20 years (five and two teachers respectively) whilst in 
mixed schools eight teachers (seven and one respectively) had done so. Seven teachers in single-sex 
schools had been teacher trained, whilst eleven of the teachers in mixed schools had been Twenty of 
the respondent teachers were teaching at the mid to upper end (i. e. Forms 3-5) of the secondary schools 
(from Subsection 3.3-3, the sample of teachers who responded to questionnaires was the choice of the 
mathematics HOD). Twenty-four teachers responded to the item requesting a description of a 
mathematics workshop they had attended in the previous three years, with 13/24 saying that they had 
not attended any such workshop. Table 5.22-1 provides additional information on the sample teachers' 
qualifications for overall educational level completed and also their last completed 
level of 
mathematics. 
.. -ii _r i^ -I_ T ,..,,, 1 
Tnod-har QamnlP 
1 "UM J. i/t rl "J JUUasa 
Education level{ 
uvaaw ý-. v "--- ----- - -- 
Last completed stage of education 
--- - 
Last completed stage of mathematics 
School-type Mixed /17 Single-sex /10 Mixed /16 Single-sex /7 
University 9 8 4 4 
Teacher training 3 1 4 1 
A' level 5 1 6 1 
Secondary 0 0 2 1 
The findings to be presented here will be focused on teachers' perceptions of students' mathematics 
performance. On the questionnaire teachers were asked 
directly to state which group of students in 
their experience performed better in maths, boys or girls. This was 
followed by the open question In 
your experience, what characteristics or patterns of 
behaviour have you noticed in the ti vcns in whicl i 
boys and girls go about doing maths in the classroom? Teachers' responses 
to this open question 
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followed on from their responses to the previous closed question. Thirteen teachers identified boys.. 
eight teachers gave responses of neither group or that they had only ever taught boys gir s, «rhilst six 
teachers identified girls. One-half of the teachers who identified girls as performing better than boys 
came from one school, a mixed government school (Mi 1) ha nu-al area of A&B, and these three 
teachers represented the full teacher sample from that school. Compared to each other, a greater 
proportion of male teachers identified girls as performing better at mathematics, and a greater 
proportion of female teachers identified boys as performing better. Table 522-2 shows the break- 
down of responses to the closed question. 
Table 5.22-2 Mathematics Teachers' Perceptions - Who performs better at Mathematics? 
Students' sex 
Teachers' sex 
Boys Girls Neither/ Don't know 
Female/11 6 55% 2 (18% 3 27% 
Male/16 / 1 7 (44%) 4 (25%) 5 (31%) 
Total/ 2 7 13 (48%) 6 (22%) 8 (30%) 
Percentages are given as a proportion of the number of teachers of that sex 
Not all teachers replied to the related open question, but the following are the responses given by those 
who did: 
Those identifying boys: 
Questionnaire Excerpts 5.22-1 
boys tend to be independent, working on their awn, girls have to be coached, and pcnpered a little along the 
way (M, Mi6') 
girls choose longer methods to work the same problem (F, SH) 
boys are more interested and participate more, ask questions. Girls are more passive and easily accepts (sic) 
things without questioning (, Si3) 
boys tend to try to apply concepts to things familiar to them (F, Mi3) 
boys who are proficient are very showy. Boys who have no idea of what to do are noisy and distracting. Girls 
are quiet workers when they know what to do and the others noisy or put heads on desks (F, Mi 7) 
boys try before they say that they don't understand (F, Mi5) 
girls are more particular... (state steps) (M, Mi5) 
girls tend to be stressed and they give up when problems seem too dot (1lß Sit) 
boys most of them, usually seem to try to work in a group while girls although few work in groups, mainly 
work on their own and are the ones who usually askfor assistance (F, MO 
girls in secondary school are generally more diligent, but don't seem to go beyond secondary level in maths 
(M, Mi2) 
Those identifying girls: 
Questionnaire Excerpts 5.22-2 
girls are more disciplined with theirpractice. Boys depend more on natural ability 
(M, Mi4) 
girls perform better; in the Caribbean, goals and pwpose are missing - 
Emory subject in school sz f ers - Girls 
are better at human relationships - this allows them to do betterperiod 
(M Mi 7) 
7 The identifying labels here are given in terms of the teacher, with the sex of the teacher given 
folloýý ed 
by the school in which the teacher worked. 
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girls are more thorough while boys are less thorough (F, Mil) 
girls (without a doubt), there is a greater interest amongst girls (M, Mil) 
girls outpe form boys in mathematics, the girls are more cooperative and show mich greater interest in 
mathematics sessions; girls are more persistent than boys (M Mil) 
At a first glance there does not seem to be any particular clear cut pattern in these responses. 
Something said in favour of one group, is often negated or discounted by another teacher, for example, 
some teachers consider girls to be more persistent/diligent in their work, whilst others consider girls as 
giving up before beginning, or giving up more easily. Alternatively, what may be seen as persistence 
or diligence, i. e. thoroughness, by one teacher, is seen as choosing the long way around (long methods) 
by another. One teacher sees boys as more interested in mathematics, whilst two teachers stated this of 
girls. One teacher sees girls as being more cooperative, another suggests that boys are more so. 
Arguably, it could be in this case that teachers interpreted the question in different ways, and on the 
matter of cooperation, a valid question is with whom are students cooperating. Classroom observations 
and some student interview data do suggest that girls were more cooperative with teachers than were 
boys, that is, they were more likely to behave in ways that would best suit the expected conduct of most 
of the classroom mathematics teaching observed, e. g. taking notes, appearing to be attentive to the 
teacher, but that boys were more cooperative about working with each other or nearby classmates than 
were girls. 
Upon a more in-depth look there do seem some areas of commonality of how some teachers see both 
groups of students. Girls are seen as diligent/persistent, but generally more passive and accepting of 
classroom norms, and needing more encouragement in doing work, although this last does not seem to 
fit the diligent/persistent profile. One teacher actually used the word `pampered', suggesting that girls 
needed to be `babied' more, that is, be told exactly what to do at each stage. This is somewhat 
supported by the teacher who said that girls are `more particular' i. e. they wanted to know what each 
step was in working problems. Although this could be interpreted in different ways, e. g. they only 
desired to know the rote of what they were doing, or alternatively that they wanted to know the whys of 
each step of a given procedure, the teacher who gave this response seemed to see it as a disadvantage to 
how girls approached learning mathematics as he identified boys as performing better than girls. 
Because girls are less inclined to work in groups, they appeared to some teachers to compensate for this 
by being more prone to asking them (teachers) for assistance. Although the first teacher's statement in 
Questionnaire Excerpt 522-1 was given as boys working `on their own' the teacher does not specify 
whether this was with others (as may be the case, as this often was the way boys were observed to 
work during classrooms observations), but what seems to be a finding here is for teachers to see as 
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`weaker' students who (continually) asked them (teachers) for assistance. As parents had done. a 
majority of these teachers had higher expectations of the mathematics performance of boys than of 
girls. 
There are some corollaries here in these teachers' views to what has been written in the academic 
literature about gender differences in approaches to learning mathematics. One such is that given by 
Rodgers (1990). Reporting from a study set in Northern Ireland which investigated reasons \\hy 
females had continued on to study A-level mathematics, Rogers had this to say about findings 
associated with the likes and dislikes of students: 
girls preferred ... more straightforward types of problems where they could follow recognized procedures 
and had most difficulty where the initial formulation of the problem was not so obvious to them. Boys 
preferred problems in which they encountered variety and which they found easy to visualize and disliked 
what they considered to be boring and repetitious. (p33) 
Rodgers noted that these findings supported those reported in the literature having to do with early 
experiences of learning mathematics. She reported the literature as saying that primary experiences in 
mathematics classrooms 'predispose[d]' (compare with the way this word was used in the literature 
review of Section 2.2 in relation to embodied cultural capital or habitus) gills to develop a step by step 
procedural style of learning which then did not serve then well in learning mathematics at more 
advanced levels including secondary school. Rodgers quoted from a teacher interviewed in her study 
who said `I think girls tend to be more at home with a routine. They like to learn a trick and go off and 
do tricks like that with other problems. ' (ibid, p33). 
So it was that girls have been constructed by the mathematics teachers in the study as being `compliant' 
(see also Jones & Myhill, 2004, p547 and their use of this term), and perhaps they are. But this might 
be as much of a taught (and hence learned) behaviour for some girls rather than an inherent 
characteristic (e. g. Boaler, 2000). The observed classroom behaviour during mathematics of some girls 
was mediated by what they perceived to be the `right way' of behaving in such classes, doing what 
they thought was expected of them (e. g. see Interview Excerpt 6.16-4, Subsection 6.1-4). Boys, on the 
other hand, whilst not generally constructed by these teachers as `troublesome' (e. g. as in Jones & 
Myhill, 2004), the profile given by some teachers does suggest that their behaviour was at times less 
than `ideal'. But boys were not doing anything out of the ordinary as, as will be outlined and discussed 
in Subsection 6.2-2 and Section 6.3, the behaviour of both girls and boys largely followed lines of 
expectations. However, it may be that it is some of these `less than ideal' characteristics that 
have 
allowed boys to do better (in teens of performance) in mathematics (ref. Section 4.2). In 
fact, it is 
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characteristics that would otherwise make girls the `ideal student'. e. g. working on their o«n as is 
generally expected in these classrooms, that seem to be what works against them in the teaching 
learning process for mathematics. It would appear that to some extent, in these mathematics classes, 
girls might indeed be `paying the price for sugar and spice' (Boaler, 2002, p l27). 
As on the parent questionnaire, the teacher questionnaire also contained some similar questions as had 
been asked on the student questionnaire. One such question was Do you think even, secondca-v school 
child can do maths to CXC level? The direction of teachers' responses was similar to that gi en by the 
students themselves, with 14 teachers (52%) saying Yes (the way students' responded is outlined in 
Table 6.11-1 Subsection 6.1-1, and Table 6.32-1 in Subsection 6.3-2; an extended discussion of the 
students' responses is also given in Subsection 6.3-2). There was not a significant difference given for 
this response based on the teacher's gender, or what school-type he/she taught in. Also, one of the 
most frequent reasons given by teachers for their response was similar to that given by students, which, 
from the teachers who responded No (13/27) had to do with a view that a person/student had to be 
made for mathematics. This reason was given by seven teachers, and included such responses as: 
Questionnaire Excerpts 5.22-3 
some students were just not made for maths (M, Si4) 
some students will never be able (no matter what) to handle mathematics at CXC level because of their 
interests and `make up' (F, MiS) 
mathematical abilities are not w nfonnly distr &uted throughout the population (M, Mi2) 
As well as this reason, five teachers also gave as their reason for responding No that mathematics was 
being poorly taught, some identifying or implying in particular the primary stage of education and/or a 
poor foundation in the fundamentals, e. g. `based on the fact that most students do not receive a solid 
foundation in the concepts or in some cases are taught incorrectly (misconceptions) largely contribute 
to this ' (M, Mi 1). This teacher elaborated as follows on the aspect of the teaching of mathematics in 
the section on `other comments': `mathematics teaching should not be for individuals who "think they 
can teach it" . It should be reserved for individuals who are well knowledgeable in all the concepts of 
mathematics, individuals who have attained a sound Ig degree in mathematics and computer science 
and who love mathematics and most importantly are able to impart it' (his underlining). 
Thus it was 
that amongst some mathematics teachers themselves, there was a perception that the subject was not 
being properly taught by `other' teachers, with one teacher implicating in particular teachers at the 
primary and lower secondary level. The following finding does in some way 
lend support to some of 
what this teacher had to say. As on the student and parent questionnaires, the mathematics 
teacher 
questionnaire also included the question Do you like maths? For the present study's teacher sample. 
26 
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teachers responded Yes, with the teacher who responded No being one who Evas teaching at the lower 
secondary level. Additionally, during the piloting of the teacher questionnaire. 18 mathematics 
teachers had responded No to this question, both of whom were teaching mathematics at the lower 
secondary level. In other data obtained during the fieldwork phase, I had gained access to infonnation 
on the mathematics qualifications of that year's (2004-05) intake of trainee primary teachers. These 
teachers would have already been teaching in primary schools usually for at least two years prior to 
being selected for teacher training. Of that sample, 9/22 (41%) had passed mathematics at the 
CXC/CSEC level, and one of these had also passed mathematics at A-levels (personal 
communication). This in A&B was not an unusual situation. In an interview with a teacher educator at 
the teacher training college, the educator noted that most of the primary teachers who go through the 
training do not have a certification/qualification in mathematics. The probable reason why the present 
study did not pick up more teachers who were in some way disaffected with mathematics may have 
been due to the fact that most teachers of the sample were teaching at the upper end of the secondary 
school and therefore potentially more qualified in their knowledge of mathematics content 
For the teachers in the study who did respond Yes to Do you think every secondary school child can do 
maths to CXC level? (14/27) one of the more frequent reasons for their response had to do with the 
aspect relating to its teaching; such reasons were given by four teachers, usually to say that any child 
could do mathematics to CXC level if properly taught, e. g. 7 think that if mathematics is properly 
taught anybody can learn it' (NI, Si2). The most fi-equent reason for responding Yes though had to do 
with a view, expressed by seven teachers, that all students were fundamentally able. Some of these 
teachers further acknowledged that students were different and so would require a variety of teaching 
methods/approaches in order to learn successfully, and that teachers needed the skills in order to cater to 
these differences. Thus, in assessing their response to this questionnaire item on secondary school 
children being able to do mathematics to CXC level, teachers implicated `the other teacher', 
but not 
themselves, in students' deficiencies in learning mathematics. 
One other finding from the teacher questionnaire will be outlined here, as it 
has implications for the 
learning-teaching process as pertains to what students had to say. The questionnaire 
included an item 
where a range of topic areas were given (more or less in line with that given 
in the CXC/CSEC 
mathematics syllabus) and teachers asked to choose their favourite and 
least favourite to teach (No. 3 on 
the teacher questionnaire, see Appendix A3). One of the somewhat surprising 
findings of responses to 
this question was that the most frequent topic area chosen by teachers as their 
favourite to teach was 
algebra, this chosen by nine teachers. Of these, 
five teachers had given as reason for algebra being their 
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favourite topic to teach a response coded as the teacher liking that area or that it was easy. Three 
teachers had identified algebra as their least favourite to teach, with two of the teachers specifically 
giving a reason related to the student, that students had difficulty understanding algebra. In identity. ing 
the areas of mathematics that were their least favourite to teach, teachers did give as their most frequent 
reason a response that had to do with the students, that students found that area difficult and did not 
understand the area (this reason given by 10 teachers, the main topic areas identified here being 
Matrices & Vectors and Trigonometry & Geometry). That said, it is notable however that algebra was, 
a topic identified by a number of students both in questionnaire and interviews as an area of 
mathematics they did not like, and indeed it was for this reason that the revision of the interview 
schedule included an algebra item (Subsection 3.3-1). With respect to the difficulty of the subject. in 
response to a5 -point Likert scale type item, nine teachers indicated some measure of agreement that 
the subject was difficult (one strongly agreeing, and eight agreeing), but what was instinctive was that 
five teachers disagreed and a further 10 teachers strongly disagreed that mathematics was difficult. 
This may be an area of concern with regard to the teaching of mathematics. What some teachers 
enjoyed in teaching, is not enjoyed in le ng by students. In particular, some secondary teachers 
seem to be failing students at the point of being able to see mathematics as difficult on behalf of 
students. 
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6. FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATIONS: DATA FROM THE STUDENT 
SAMPLE 
This chapter brings the focus onto the study's students. In presenting the findings it incorporates in the 
first three sections data from the three main data collection methods that directly involved 'five' 
students, that is, questionnaires, classroom observations and interviews. The final section (6.4) of this 
chapter deals specifically with the mathematics CXC/CSEC performance of the students and thus also 
incorporates documentary data. In doing so it attempts to address RA(c) and RQ 1(c). As in Section 
5.2, in presenting the findings some degree of selection had to be made given the mass of collected 
data. However, an attempt has been made to include in Appendix Da more complete set of codes and 
responses to items, particularly from the student questionnaire, in order to present a more detailed 
account of what the students had to say. Section 6.1 attempts to address mainly RA(a) and RQ 1(a), 
that is, those having to do with students' views of mathematics. In addressing students' views, some 
other of the RA and RQ are also addressed, e. g. aspects of RA(b) and RQ1 having to do with what 
things/factors may have influenced students' mathematics views, how it is students may have come to 
have the expressed views. Section 6.2 attends specifically to RQ 1(b) and RA(c), that is, aspects having 
to do with students' approaches to doing and learning mathematics. As for their views, addressing 
students' approaches to doing mathematics also brings in reasons behind why they may be adopting 
particular ways of doing and learning their mathematics. Whilst Section 6.3 does present some 
additional findings, it is primarily an attempt to pull together and make sense of some of the findings 
presented in Sections 6.1 and 6.2. Thus, Section 6.3 is somewhat more discursive than the previous 
two sections of this chapter. That said, each of the four sections of this chapter do become increasingly 
discursive as they progress. Section 6.3 specifically addresses RA(b) and RQ3 and begins to address 
RA(c) and RQ2, i. e. those having to do with (inter)relations between students' mathematics views and 
approaches. 
6.1STUDENT VI EWS 
A useful starting point for addressing the RA and RQ was to establish what views students had about 
mathematics. This would set the stage for understanding students' thinking in relation to mathematics 
and offers the possibility for an orientation to the students' perspective (emic view, ref Chapter 3). 
Also and importantly, this starting point allows for addressing RA(a) and RQ1(a) outlined in Section 
3.1. Much of the sub-sections that follow (and the rest of the chapter) sets out findings in relation to 
students' views of mathematics and also their views on `other things' in the environment of their 
mathematics. In this regard, much of what follows attempts to present findings using the students' 
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voices, what the students actually said, as I think that in many of the cases the students make the point 
much better than anyone else could. As such it is believed that: 
young people are observant, are often capable of analytic and constructive comment, and usually respond 
well to the responsibility, seriously entrusted to there, of helping to identify aspects of schooling that get in 
the way of their learning. (Ruddock, Chaplain & Wallace, cited in Boaler, 2000, p4) 
Research on student voice is an area that has been gaining increasing attention in the education 
literature of countries such as the UK and USA (e. g. Fielding, 2001, p100), though this seems to be 
much less the case in the educational literature of the Caribbean (re: Section 1.3)). This student 
perspective in matters related to education has long been matyinalised (Cniddas, 2001, p63) and/or 
seen as unimportant in part, it has been posited, due to the otherwise social organising role of education 
(Cnaddas, 2001, p62). When such views have been researched, they have tended to focus on more 
general aspects of schooling such as extra-curricula activities, and much less so on teaching and 
learning processes (Fielding, 2001, p 101). According to Whitehead & Clough (2004), in the scarce 
literature which has looked into students' views of the teaching-learning processes, (potential) benefits 
of the process have been `signalled' such as greater understanding of the students' views of themsely 
as learners which could then yield a more informed approach to strategies that could promote students' 
efforts and achievement, which in turn could lead to improved student motivation. Additionally, 
asking students questions that require them to think about their own learning has the advantage of 
helping them to develop their own ideas about how they learn. Also, such research has also signalled 
the (potential) benefit of getting students to take more responsibility for their learning as, `education 
... 
is no longer something being done to them but something they do' (Cook-Sather, cited in 
Whitehead & Clough, 2004, p217). 
Despite the seeming advantages of including student voice in research on education (e. g. and as also 
noted by Ruddock et al in Boaler, 2000, given earlier), there are some caveats that should also be 
considered in such. In this study for example, it is questionable the extent to which students could 
realistically be expected to respond to some (questionnaire) items due to their limited experience of a 
variety of teaching and learning methods/ways in mathematics. As an example, the questionnaire item 
enquiring about what style of teaching allows you to learn mathematics better (see Appendix Al, 
Section IV item 14) may not have been an entirely `fair' question for the students as arguably many of 
them would not know nor could not be expected to know what such teaching or learning styles were. 
In this vein, Cruddas (2001, p63) warns against an uncritical `essentialising' of the student experience 
by `assuming that they are firme to represent their own interests transparently'. Thus, in giving voice to 
their views, the sample students may have been constrained in the context of this study 
by such factors 
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as limited experience, loyalty to teachers and/or school, and, during group interne« s to the presence of 
others of their classmates, amongst other factors. These considerations should be kept in mind «Jen 
reading the findings to be presented. 
The subsections that follow present findings from the study, but as they also include inteipntations of 
these findings (etic considerations), the presentation does get progressively discursive. There areseven 
of these subsections looking at students' views of mathematics which also necessarily interrelates 
themselves and significant others (e. g. teachers, peers, parents) in their mathematics. The first of these 
subsections presents an overview of student views from closed questionnaire items. The remaining 
subsections present students views about mathematics on issues as illustrated by the subsection title. 
These subsections (except Subsection 6.1-7) begin by looking at student responses to closed and/or 
open questionnaire items, which is then supported as appropriate with data from student interviews and 
classroom observations. Subsection 6.1-7 makes use of student interview data. 
6.1-1 An Overview 
This initial overview presents the statistical results from a number of closed items on the student 
questionnaire. In this presentation, in addition to an analysis which looks at the student sub-groups of 
gender and school-type, the analysis will include results of those that looked at the occupational level of 
the students' parents. Though each individual view might not be given an in-depth analysis in later 
discussions, this overview is nonetheless relevant as it provides the beginning of a global sense of the 
students' views. Table 6.11-1 starts with a look at how students responded to dichotomous Yes/No 
questions. 
Table 6.11-1: Student Responses to Yes/No Ouestions - Proportions resaondin2 Yes 
Question Male (117) Female (169) Mixed (177) Single-sex All 
109 
Do you like maths? (283) 77%(89) 55% (92) 61% (106) 69% (75) 64% 
15.166, df=1, p<0.001, ns (181) 
hi 0.231 
Do you think maths should be 82% (91) 69% (114) 71% (123) 78% (82) 74% 
compulsory to CXC level? (277) =6.124, dgl, p0.013, ns (205) 
hi=0.149 
If mathematics was NOT 80%(87) 68%(110) 69%(116) 79%(81) 73% 
compulsory, would you still x=4.660, df--1, pß. 031, f=3.719, df=1, pß. 054, (197) 
choose to do it to CXC level? phi=0.131 phil. 117 
(271) 
Do you think every secondary 51%(54) 44% (70) 51%(84) 400,0 (40) 47% 
school child can do mathematics ns ns (124) 
to CXC level? (265 
Number of respondents in brackets; Proportions are based on number of group responding 
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Chi-square tests were also carried out to compare the way students of a particular sex responded 
between the two school-types. Within boys there was not a significant diffence in the way boys of 
either school-type responded to these questions. Within girls, there was only a significant difference to 
the last of these questions shown here on the way girls of either school-type responded, with 54'o of 
girls in mixed schools responding Yes whereas 23% of girls in single-sex schools did so (&=13.760, 
dgl, p<0.001, phi=0 294). More will be said on this point in Section 6.3 to follow. Similar tests on 
these four items using parental occupational level as the investigating variable did produce a significant 
difference for the second of these items (=7.682, df--=2, pß. 021, Cramer's Vß. 188), i. e. whether 
mathematics should be compulsory to CXC level. Students of MC parents were most inclined to 
respond Yes (31/34,91 %), followed by students of IC parents (61/84,73%) and then students of 'C 
parents (66/99,67%). 
The first and third of the questions shown in Table 6.11-1 related directly to students' own experience 
and/or perception of themselves in relation to mathematics, whilst the last question asked students 
about their perception of other students. This table shows that students' responses to questions which 
related directly to themselves tended to be positive, with more than 50% of each group responding Yes. 
Despite this tendency to be positive about their perceptions of themselves in relation to mathematics, 
there is a statistically significant gender difference for three questions (and also for the second question 
shown here), and whilst students in single-sex schools tended to be more positive about these self- 
related questions, only the third question in Table 6.11-1 produced a difference which was close to a 
statistically significant result between school-types. In relation to the last question in Table 6.11-1, it is 
noteworthy that students' perceptions of the mathematics `ability' of other students was less positive 
than the responses they gave for themselves, and also that the `trend' is reversed between school-types, 
that is, a higher proportion of students in mixed schools gave a positive response that mathematics was 
do-able to CXC level. 
Table 6.11-2 presents the proportion results of student responses to the Likenscale items using the 
subgroups of sex and school-type. Chi-square tests were conducted on each item, and where there was 
a global significant difference these are given below the respective item. Where no such results are 
given, there was not a significant difference at the 5% level. Figure 6.11-1 presents a pictorial overview 
of the collapsed results for these same items (i. e. Strongly Agree and Agree combined, Disagree and 
Strongly Disagree combined), taking the number of respondents to an item as 100%. 
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Table 6.11-2: Student Responses to the I ikert-ccale items C'-. endcr anti GhnnLtA. -np 
Question Male Female Mixed Single-sex All (286) 
(117) (169) (177) (109) 
1. I like maths. (268) SA 28% 17% 22% 20% 210o 
A 38% 29% 33% 30% 32%° 
N 23% 31% 25% 32% 38% 
D 6% 15% 12% 10% 12% 
SD 6% 8% 7% 7% 70o 
Tot (104) (164) (169) (99) (268) 
11.868, df=4, p=0.018, 
Cramer's V=0.210 
2. Maths is useful in SA 69% 691/% 680 70% 69% 
everyday life. (269) A 22% 24% 24% 22% 23% 
N 6% 4% 4% 6% 5% 
D 1% 2% 2% 1% ý 2% 
SD 2% 1% 2% 1% 2% 
Tot (103) (166) (169) (100) (269) 
3. I use maths I learn SA 28% 29% 27% 32% 29°x° 
in school to solve A 41% 43% 46% 36% 430//o 
problems outside of N 19% 17% 17% 19% 18% 
school. (265) D 7% 8% 6% 10% 8% 
SD 6% 2% 4% 3% 3% 
Tot (102) (163) (167) (98) (265) 
4. It is okay in my SA 7% 7% 6% 9% 7% 
country to say `I don't A 11% 11% 13% 7% 11% 
know maths'. (261) N 16% 22% 21% 19% 20% 
D 34% 26% 30% 28% 29% 
SD 31% 33% 30% 37% 32% 
Tot (99) (162) 1 64 (97) (261) 
5. Maths is a difficult SA 17% 24% 22 % 20% 21% 
subject. (262) A 25% 33% 27% 34% 30% 
N 18% 22% 19% 22% 20% 
D 24% 12% 18% 13% 16% 
SD 17% 9% 13% 10% 12% 
Tot 101 (161) (164) (98) 262) 
&11.728, df=-4, pß. 019, ýý 
Cramer s V=0.212 . 
6. Being good at SA 7% 7% 8% 6% 7% 
maths is passed down A 17% 9% 10% 14% 12% 
from parents. (266) N 38% 21% 29% 25% 27% 
D 25% 37% 32% 32% 32% 
SD 13% 27% 21% 22% 21% 
Tot 101 165) (167) (99) 266) 
19.615, df4, p=0.001, 
Cramer s Vß. 272 
7. I can do well in SA 66% 71% 71% 66% 69°/0 
maths if I work at it. A 28% 22% 21% 29% 24% 
(265) N 3% 6% 5% 4% 5% 
D 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 
SD 2% 1% 1° ö 1% 10/0 
Tot 101 (164) (167) 1 (98) (265) 
8. I usually do maths SA 33% 47% 44% 37% 
41 ° ýý 
homework (266) A 41% 36% 35% 42% -11800 
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N 23% 12% 17% 15% 16% 
D 3% 3% 2% 4'ßö 3% 
SD 1% 2% 2% 1% 20, o 
Tot (101) (165) (167) (99) (266) 
9. It doesn't really SA 3% 3% 4% 1% 3% 
matter if I understand A 12% 2% 7% 5% 6% 
a math problem if I N 16% 12% 14% 12% 14% 
get the right answer. D 34% 38% 38% 34% 36% 
(264) SD 35% 45% 37% 47% 4P ö ö 
Tot 100 (164) (167) 9 264 
xý=11.651, df=4, p=0.020, 
' 
A goom 
Cramer s V=0.210 
10. It is impossible for SA 13% 20% 20% 12% 17% 
me to do well in A 20% 15% 17% 16% 17% 
maths at CXC without N 21% 22% 19% 25% 21% 
extra out-of-school D 30% 25% 26% 27% 27% 
lessons. (267) SD 17% 19% 18% 190/10 18% 
Tot (101) (166) (168) (99) (267) 
11. I will still get the SA 6% 4% 5% 4% 5'//o 
job I want even if I A 9% 10% 10% 7% 10% 
don't pass maths at N 27% 20% 24% 20% 22% 
CXC. (264) D 32% 28% 26% 35% 29% 
SD 27% 39% 35% 34% 35% 
Tot (101) (163) (166) (98) (264) 
12. I do not need to SA 5% 12% 13% 3% 9% 
think about the work A 30% 13% 23% 13% 19% 
when doing maths, I N 31% 33% 26% 43% 32% 
just have to remember D 23% 27% 24% 28% 26% 
the rules. (263) SD 10% 16% 15% 12% 140/'0 
Tot (99) (164) (164) (99) (263) 
x2=l4.492 , 
df=4, pß. 006, &16.517, df 4 , p=0.002, 
Cramer's V=0.235 Cramer's V=02 51 
13. Discussion is an SA 44% 49% 50% 41 0/o 47% 
important part of A 37% 37% 33% 44% 37% 
learning maths. (264) N 14% 10% 12% 11% 12% 
D 4% 3% 4% 3% 3% 
SD 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 
Tot (100) (164) (166) (98) (264) 
14. It is important in SA 23% 31% 31% 24% 28% 
maths to be able to A 40% 34% 36% 38% 37% 
work quickly. (262) N 18% 22% 18% 26% 21% 
D 14% 11% 12% 12% 12% 
SD 4% 1% 3% 1% 2% 
Tot (99) (163) (164) (98) (262) 
15. Word problems SA 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 
are out of place in A 8, //0 4% 6% 5% 5% 
maths because maths N 23% 12% 18% 13% 16% 
is about numbers. D 43% 38% 35% 48% 401/%ö 
(264) SD 23% 42% 37% 30% 35% 
Tot 101 (163) 16_ 99 (264) 
13.170,64, pß. 010, 
Cramer's V=0.223 
16. In maths, knowing SA 12% 10°rä 13°iä 7% 11% 
how to multi ft is A 21% 15% 18% 15% 17% 
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more important than N 26% 23% 22 /% 27% 24° ö knowing when to D 29% 32% 31% 30°ö 3'1'0 
multiply. (265) SD 13% 20% 16% 20% 171 ,o Tot (101) (164) (166) (99) 26-, 
-9 17. Making mistakes SA 35% 44% 39% 431,0 41% 
in maths helps me to A 39% 37% 36% 41% 
° 
38% 
learn. (261) N 18% 12% 15% 13% 141o 
D 5% 4% 6% 2% 5% 
SD 2% 3% 4° ö 0° ö 2° o 
Tot (99) (162) (162) (99) (261) 
18. I understand SA 17% 15% 18% 12% 161o 
maths better if I work A 40% 26% 29% 35% 310 
with my friends. (264) N 28% 35% 30% 37% 
o 
32ö 
D 13% 17% 18% 11% 15% 
SD 2% 7% 6% 5°0 60 
Tot 100 (264) (166) (98) (264) 
=9.475, d&4, p=. 050, EN 
Cramer s V=0.18 9 
19. Boys are better at SA 26 2 14 7 11 
maths than girls. (264) A 10 3 6 5 6 
N 40 14 20 30 24 
D 11 19 15 18 16 
SD 13 62 46 39 43 
Tot (100) (164) (165) 99 264) 
89.591, df-4, p<0.001, R 
Cramer's V=0.583 ý 
,,, 
Key: SA=Strongly Agree, A=Agree, N=Neutral, D ==Disagree, SD=Strongly Disagree. Proportions are 
given of number of group responding. Shaded areas represent a significant difference in proportions 
between student groups for that item. 
re 6.11-1: Overall Student Responses to the 19 Likert-scale Items - CollaDsed 
QA  N QD 
100% 
(n 90% 
80% 
70% 
60% 
50% 
0 
C 40% 0 
30% 
0 20% 
10% 
o°r° 
Of the 19 Likert-scale items, eight (nos. 1,5,6,9,12,15,18,19) produced a statistically significant 
difference between genders, but only one item (no. 12) did so between the school-types. The strength 
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Item no. 
of association or effect size measures here for the statistically significant differences are mainly of 
similar order with Cramer's V indicating small to moderate effects (as is also the case for the results of 
Table 6.11-1), with item 19, between genders, a notable exception as it produced a large effect, One, 
however, needs also to consider the potential for bias in this question; although boys were more 
moderate in their response, as a group their responses tended towards agreement to neutrality, whereas 
the group response of girls was more towards disagreement with the statement It is also notable that 
the effect size measures here (for significant results where they existed) having to do vN ith group 
differences in student views are generally smaller than those of Table 5.1-1(a) in Subsection 5.1-1 
which had to do with group differences for factors which could be considered outside students' direct 
control. Within girls, chi-square tests across school-types showed there to be a significance difference 
on item no. 12 (proportionately more girls in mixed schools agreeing, )e = 15.055, df =4, p=0.005. 
Cramer's Vß. 303), but no significant difference on any other item. That is, girls responded to 18 of 
these 19 items in the same way, regardless of school-type. Similar tests within boys brought back 
statistically significant difference results on three items with acceptable cell counts, namely items no. 14, 
16, and 19 (proportionately more boys in mixed schools agreeing in all cases, )e = 10.454, df = 4, p= 
0.033, Cramer's Vß. 325; x2 = 11254, df = 4, p x. 024, Cramer's Vß. 334; )e = 10.438, df = 4, p 
x. 034, Cramer's Vom. 323, respectively). These statistically significant differences within genders 
between school-types all produced effect sizes in the moderate range. Chi-square tests were also 
conducted on the collapsed table, i. e. SA+A collapsed and D+SD collapsed Using the un-collapsed 
table for conducting these tests has the advantage of capturing all of the data as given by the students, 
i. e. it particularly takes into account extreme cases (SA+SD) in the analysis of difference. It could be 
argued that it is these extreme cases that are more likely to reflect `valid' views, i. e. the views of 
students unaffected by bias such as, for example giving a response designed to please the researcher. 
However, using the collapsed table presents the advantage of looldng at those students who registered 
some measure of agreement or disagreement with a particular item, given that the judgment of for 
example SA or A is subjective from person to person. On the collapsed table, there was a significant 
difference between genders for all of the same items as for the un-collapsed table except for no. 12, and 
between school-types there was one additional item which produced a significant difference, item 
no. 17 (x. 331, df=2, pß. 042, Cramer's V==0.156). However, overall from this analysis one can 
deduce that student views by gender were mostly similar across school-types, that is, the views of boys 
were similar regardless of school-type and the views of girls were similar regardless of school-type, but 
that the views of boys and girls were more dissimilar. This result potentially strengthens the case for 
there being no real/appreciable qualitative difference between what (the process that) happens at school 
in these school-types in terms of the teaching of mathematics, and or how students might be 
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experiencing it, and that the `answer' for the student difference in outcomes lies somewhere else. It 
also seems to flag up the case that boys and girls, even in the same classroom. were in some respects 
experiencing mathematics differently. 
As noted at the beginning of this subsection, chi-square tests were also conducted on these Likert-scale 
items using the occupational level of students' parents as variable. These tests produced no 
significance difference on any of tine 19 items for the un-collapsed table, but two items, specifically nos. 
11 and 12 did do so on the collapsed table (i. e. I will still get the job I want even if I don 't pass maths at 
CXC, and Ido not need to think about the work when doing maths, I just have to remember the 17 des, 
respectively). The results of these are given in Table 6.11-3. 
Table 6.11-3: Student Responses to the Likert-scale items, Parental Occupational Level 
Item Response WC IC MC Chi-square tests 
Nall SA+A (31) 13%(13) 21%(17) 3% (1) t=12.007, df=4, 
(209) N (46) 21% (20) 28% (22) 13% (4) p=0.017 
D+SD (132) 
1 
66%(64) 51%(41) 84%(27) 
No. 12 SA+A (59) 36% (35) 25% (20) 12% (4) =10.730, df=4, 
(209) N (68) 24% (23) 36% (29) 49% (16) p=0.030 
D+SD (82) 40%(38) 39% (31) 39%(13) 
Proportions based on the number of students responding in that category, number of students in brackets 
It could be argued that, based on the notion of `chance' behind significance testing, then it could be 
expected that in an analysis of 19 items and using an alpha level of 5%, at least one such item would 
produce a statistically significant difference between group responses simply `by chance'. There is 
merit to the argument, and it could be the case that some of the statistically significant findings just 
discussed are spurious. Although this is unlikely to be the case for the gender comparisons here, it 
could be so for comparisons here between school-type, and also across parent occupational level. For 
example, the analysis which compared student responses between school-type on the whole student 
sample only produced a statistically significant difference on the un-collapsed table for item no. 12. 
However, this item also produced such a difference between school-types on the collapsed table, and 
did do so on the collapsed table across parent occupational level. That it was item no. 12 which was the 
only item to produce such a finding between school-types may not be a chance occurrence as might 
otherwise be interpreted based on findings to be reported later in Subsection 6.4-1. These findings 
(which looked at factors associated with which students of the sample did succeed in their CXC/CSEC 
mathematics) showed that this item (no. 12) was one of two of these 19 items which was statistically 
significantly associated with students passing mathematics. 
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From Table 6.11-2 (also Figure 6.11-1) the statements with which most students agreed were nos? and 
7, Maths is useful in everyday life (92%) and I can do well in maths ifI v1ork at it (93%) respectively. 
There is a disjuncture here though between this result for statement no2 and that for the immediate 
next statement, no. 3 I use maths I learn in school to solve problems outside of school, where. although 
most students indicated some measure of agreement with statement no. 3, only 69% of them did so, 
compared to 92% of students who had agreed with the previous statement. There was a sense here that 
for some students mathematics was important and/or useful in everyday life because they had been told 
so and not necessarily because they had had experience of it, or, amongst others, that they did 
mathematics out of school in ways different to how they learnt it in school. The statements with which 
most students indicated some measure of disagreement were nos. 9 and 15 It doesn't 't really matter i fl 
understand a math problem if I get the right answer (77%) and Word problems are out of place in 
maths because maths is about numbers (75%) respectively. Both these questions could be seen as 
related to students' views of how one comes to know mathematics or what is important in doing 
mathematical problems and also the nature of mathematics. However in relation to this student 
response to statement no. 9 there seems a contrast to students' holding this view, i. e. valuing 
understanding mathematics problems over getting the right answer, and the way in which they 
responded to statement no. 12 where comparatively 40% of students valued thinking over 
remembering the rules in working mathematics problems. These patterns of responses bring into 
question what it may mean to students to understand in mathematics, and to think in mathematics. 
There were a number of statements for which a non-trivial proportion of students gave a neutral 
response. Neutrality could denote several things amongst which are an ambivalence to the statement - 
no opinion either way, or that students were unsure about what the expected `right answer' to that 
statement was. Of the 19 statements, the one which gave the highest proportion of neutral respondents 
was no. 11 like maths (38%). This result is discussed in more detail in the Subsection 6.1-2. Other 
statements with a proportionately large number of neutral responses were nos. 6,12, and 18, Being 
good at maths is passed down frý om parents (27%), I do not need to think about the work when doing 
maths, I just have to remember the rules (32%), and I understand maths better ifI work with my friends 
(32%) respectively. For the first of these, no. 6, the greatest proportion of students disagreed with the 
statement, but yet this represented just over one-half of those responding. If one considers this in 
conjunction with how students responded to the immediately following question, no. 7 I can do K c'11 in 
maths if I work at it, which, as indicated earlier was the statement with which the highest proportion of 
students agreed (93%) there is the suggestion that students maybe of the view that whilst their personal 
success in mathematics was amenable to their efforts, this success in mathematics may' well 
be more 
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easily obtained by some students than others as they might have inherited it. The value of thinking over 
remembering rules has been briefly discussed, and possible implications of how students responded to 
this item and how different student groups responded will be a point to come back to in the sections to 
follow. Also a point to come back to will be the implications of how students responded to item 18, 
the significant gender difference in this, and what it means for classroom processes and how students 
come to learn/know mathematics. Even though more students agreed (47%) than disagreed (21 %) 
with item 18, the high proportion of students who gave a neutral response could be due in part to 
structuring practices in most classrooms that allowed very little of this sort of interaction, and so that the 
way students' responded could have been fi om a position of limited experience of working with 
friends. 
The preceding also suggests that in some respects, it appears that students did hold at the same time two 
or more seemingly disparate views related to mathematics. Another instance of this is in relation to 
items 13 and 18, Discussion is an important part of learning mathematics (84% of sample agreed), and 
I understand mathematics better if I work with my friends (47% of sample agreeing). Thus, whilst 
students are of the view that talking is an important tool in learning mathematics, it seems that this 
tAmg, is, for a sizable proportion of the students, not with their friends. 
6.1-2 liking/Disliking Mathematics, and Reasons 
This subsection sets out findings having to do with students' affect for mathematics, and the reasons 
they gave for why they had those feelings. In doing so, the subsection addresses RA(a) and RQ 1(a) 
relating to students' views of mathematics. The findings come mainly firm questionnaire data which 
directly addressed this issue via both closed and open items. These findings are supported by 
interview data, which are also presented. 
From Tables 6.11-1 and 6.11-2 in Subsection 6.1-1 there was what appeared to be a relatively high 
proportion of students who reported liking mathematics. The finding was unexpected based on my 
own work experience in this context, and also going on the achievement results of previous student 
cohorts. It seemed to reasonably follow that since the mathematics results of previous student cohorts 
had been `poor' relative to other subjects, that more students of this cohort would have negative views 
of mathematics. However, the finding and its direction was relatively consistent throughout the 
questionnaire, for example a higher proportion of boys than girls reported enjoying their mathematics 
classes, and were currently doing so, i. e. forted that Forms 3&4 was the point at which they've 
enjoyed mathematics most. In fact, 68% of boys reported enjoying mathematics most at some point 
in 
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secondary school, whilst only 49% of girls reported to doing so. Comparatively, 58% of students in 
single-sex schools and 57% of students in mixed schools reported enjoying mathematics most at some 
point in secondary school. As a measure of the internal consistency of the questionnaire, correlation 
statistics for the item Do you like maths? with that of the collapsed Likert-scale item I like matt Ls 
(Neutral category filtered) gave a result which was statistically significant at the 0.01 level \NIth 
Spearman's rho equal to 0.872 (results using the unfiltered data set gives Spearman's rho as 0.734 
which is also significant at the 0.01 level). Cronbach's alpha on these two items was 0.838 (265 cases). 
Table 6.12-1 below juxtaposes the student proportions who responded to the items Do you like ninths? 
and I like maths in terms of the former. This table shows that whilst 79% of students who had 
responded Yes to Do you like maths? also responded with some measure of agreement to the statement 
I like maths, only 48% of those who had responded No then responded with some measure of 
disagreement to the later statement, and it is this `shift' of those replying No, now to the Neutral 
category (i. e. 42 students or 40% of those who had replied No) which accounted for most of the 
variation between these two items. Additionally, a comparison of the gender proportions of students 
who shifted showed that there was not a marked difference in these proportions, with 31 girls (43% of 
girls who replied No), and 9 boys (39% of boys who replied No) now moving to the Neutral category. 
Table 6.12-1: Students' Affect for Mathematics 
I like maths/ 
Do you like maths 
Yes (169) No (96) Total (265) 
SA+A 79% (133) 8% (8) 53% (141) 
Neutral 20 % (34) 42%(40) 28 % (74) 
D+SD 1% (2) 
150% 
(48) 19 % 50 
Proportions as a percentage of those responding Yes and No within Do you like malls? Number of students 
in brackets. 
An overarching view students expressed of mathematics was that it was difficult (hard), and this view 
was relatively consistent within and across data collection methods. The first point at which students' 
perception of mathematics as difficult came through was in their response to the first questionnaire item 
which directly addressed mathematics, i. e. Do you like maths? statistical results for the closed part of 
which have been given in Table 6.11-1. The question had an open adjunct asking students to give a 
reason for their answer, and although 63% of the student sample had replied Yes, it was the 37% of 
students who had replied No who gave what turned out to be the most frequent reason for their 
response to this question, that being that mathematics was difficult or hard, Coding of responses as 
difficult/hand was separated from coding responses as not understanding mathematics or that 
mathematics was confusing, responses which could also be interpreted and coded as difficult/hand. 
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Thus, mathematics as diffculvbard was a view students expressed spontaneously (i. e. in response to 
open questions) as well as in response to more direct items addressing this issue, e. g. item 5 of the 
Likert-type questions (see Table 6.11-2, Section 6.1-1). Whilst both males and females thought that 
mathematics was difficult, there was a statistically significant difference in the number of students of 
either sex who expressed this view in response to the Likert-scale item, but not so by school-type. 
Additionally, and in support of the gender related differences of this view, proportionately more boys, 
than girls thought that mathematics was `easy', this response usually given to open questions. There 
were implications in students' responses that their perception of the relative difficulty/hardness of 
mathematics was teacher-dependent as well as topic dependent. 
Other views students expressed in relation to their like/dislike of mathematics, these given in response 
to the open question inviting students to give a reason for their reported like or dislike, related to their 
perceptions of its being fun/enjoyable, its importance/usefulness, that it made them think/use their 
brains, its being challenging, that it was confusing that they did not understand it, etc. Even though 
students thought mathematics was hani, they did in some ways seem to be (pre)disposed to liking 
mathematics, e. g. as in the reason given by a student who had responded Yes to Do you like maths? as 
`[mathematics] works my brains and sometimes it tortures me' (IOM Mi28). In the main though, this 
pre-disposition to liking mathematics appeared to come f -om a view that mathematics was important. 
There was some indication that there were interrelations between some students reporting that they 
diked mathematics, and a sense that they felt that they had to like it due to its perceived importance or 
usefulness in other subject areas and also particularly in the job market, and not for any aesthetic value 
of a like for mathematics itself. Table 6.12-2(a) outlines the frequency of the 10 most common student 
views in relation to the questionnaire item on reason for their like/dislike of mathematics, which is 
followed by Table 6.12-2(b) which gives an example of a student response which had been coded in 
that category of reason (given in order of decreasing frequency, top 10 reasons shown here, some 
students gave responses coded in more than one reason. Definition of codes for this item was given in 
Table 3.5-1, Section 3.5 of Chapter 3): 
8 In excerpts of student responses from questionnaire data, the following convention has been used: the 
first label refers to an assigned sequence number for the student followed by whether the student «ras male 
or female; the second label refers to the student's school. As example, in the excerpt just given, 1OM 
refers to the 100' student who in this case was male; this student was in mixed school 2. 
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Table 6.12-2(a): Top 10 Reasons for Like/Dislike of Mathematics 
Reason Male 
117 
Female 169 Mixed 177 Single-sex 
109 
Total 
286 
hard/difficult 15 (13%) 47 28% 46 (26%) 16 (15°iä) 62 22% 
fav/en'o /fun 26 (22%) 25 (15%) 31 (18%) 20 (18%) 51 (18%) 
im /useful 20 (17%) 23 (14%) 29 (13%) 14 (13%) 43 (15%) 
don't understand 5 (4%) 23 (14%) 20 (11%) 8 (7%) 28 (10%) 
use brain/think 11 (9%) 13 (8%) 13 (7%) 11 (1000) 24 (8%0) 
challenging 10 (9%) 12 7%) 12 (7%) 10 (10%) 22 (8%) 
easy 16 (14%) 4 (2%) 7 (4%) 13 (12%) 20 (7%) 
understand 8 (7%) 9 (5%) 10 (6%) 7 (6%) 17 (60 /ö) 
teacher (+&-) 5 (4%) 12 (7%) 11 (6%) 6 (6%) 17 (6%) 
confusing/mix up 3 (3%) 10 (6%) 9 (5%) 4 (4%) 13 (5°%%) 
Table 6.12-2(b): Reason with Associated Example for Do you like maths? 
Reason Example of student response 
hard/difficult I think it's hard, and am usually behind in it (18F, Mi 1) 
favourite/enjoy/fun I enjoy doing maths 13M, Si2) 
important/useful because it can help me in life (3F, Mi6) 
don't understand I just don't understand it unless it is brought down to a level of understanding 
(19F, Mil) 
use brain/think 
(positive and 
negative) 
it exercises my brains and when doing it blocks out everything else (14F, Si3) 
because you have to think to (sic) much and the problems are confusing (9F, 
Mi2) 
challenging because it is challenging and I enjoy taking on a challenge (18 F, Si 1) 
easy because it is easy (9M, Si4) 
understand I like maths when I understand what I'm doing because when I don't know 
what to do and I can't get it out I'm T set (l OF, Si 1) 
teacher (positive and 
negative) 
because the teacher put it in a easier and meaningful way so we can 
understand it (9M, Mi5); 
... the teacher 
don't take time to teach us. They always saying that we're 
behind. (5M, Mi7 
confusing/mix up hard not interesting at all too mix to handle (5M, Mi3) 
Most reasons students gave for their like or dislike of mathematics on their own could be and were 
associated with whether the student said he/she liked/disliked mathematics, e. g. the reason 
'hard/difficult' was given by students who disliked mathematics. However, reasons associated with the 
teacher and the reason `use brain/think' were given both by students who liked and those who disliked 
mathematics. For reasons associated with the teacher, 10 students had responded that they liked and 
seven that they disliked mathematics. For the reason `use brain/think' 16 students had responded that 
they liked and eight that they disliked mathematics. Additional to this last finding, 9/16 students who 
reported to liking mathematics because it made them think were students of single-sex schools, whilst 
2/8 students who disliked mathematics because it made them think were students of single-sex schools. 
Although these numbers might be regarded as small, they do appear to have some import for findings 
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to be presented later, a habitus in terms of ways of thinking that may be different between non t ivial 
proportions of students in the two school-types. 
Table 6.12-2(a) shows other notable differences in the proportion of students who gave particular 
reasons according to gender and school -type. Proportionately more boys than girls gave a reason 
which could be considered positive, whereas for reasons which could be considered negative. 
proportionately more girls gave a reason coded in that category. Additionally, whilst the top four 
reasons given by girls follow the order given in this table, for boys, their four most frequent reasons 
follow a different order, and the reason hard/difficult is fourth in rank order compared to first for the 
girls. Between school-types, the top reason given is different, with mathematics as hard/difficult being 
the most frequent given by students in mixed schools, whilst mathematics as a favourite, enjo\-able and 
fun was the most frequent given by students in single-sex schools. As was the case between genders, 
there is a marked difference between the proportion and number of students in the two school-types 
who spontaneously gave mathematics as difficult as reason for their response to the closed question. 
A finding coming out of this analysis is the range of the spectrum mathematics occupies amongst 
students, its potential for generating emotionally extreme views. This perspective is further supported 
in more `objective' questions where students were asked to list their two favourite and two least liked 
subjects, and their two best performing and two worst performing subjects. Mathematics and English 
Language featured prominently in all these (see Appendix Dl, Section III, Tables for Q7-Q10 for a 
more expanded presentation of these subject listings), but there were some variations in where 
mathematics ranked according to gender and school-type. This perhaps is not unexpected, as both 
mathematics and English Language are compulsory for students, and so would be done by all these 
students. This would not be the case for other subject areas. Table 6.12-3 gives the three most 
fiequent subjects named by subgroups of students. 
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Table 6.12-3: Students' Subject Rankinuc 
Subject Male/117 Female/169 Mixed/177 Single-sex/109 
Favourite Mathematics 47 POA 36 Mathematics 42 Mathematics 3 
IT 23 English 33 POA 41 IT 25 
English 17 Mathematics 32 English 26 English 24 
Best Mathematics 47 English 45 English 42 English 36 
performing English 33 POA 31 POA 32 Mathematics 35 
BT/TD 13 Craft 21 Mathematics 31 IT 16 
Least Mathematics 27 Mathematics 80 Mathematics 72 Mathematics 35 
favourite History 18 English 28 English 37 History 20 
English 16 IS 22 IS 26 Geography 16 
Worst Mathematics 20 Mathematics 89 Mathematics 75 Mathematics 34 
performing History 16 English 28 English 35 History 19 
English/Literature 15 S sh/IS 16 Biology/IS 17 Spanish 17 
Key. IT = Information Technology, BT = Building Technology, TD = Technical Drawing, IS = Integrated 
Science. 
The only list for which mathematics does not feature in Table 6.12-3 is for females and their 
perceptions of their two best performing subjects. In this list though mathematics (along with English 
Literature) was fourth in the frequency count for best performing subject. Mathematics topped the 
frequency count for 12/16 possible lists in the table, and topped all four lists for the male sub-group. 
Mathematics also was the most frequently named subject for all subgroups of students in reference to 
their least favourite and worst performing subject. The finding of the affect spectrum for mathematics 
does compare in kind to that reported in Hoyles (1982). In that study 14-year old pupils were asked to 
give examples of good and bad learning experiences. Although not specifically a mathematics based 
study, the pupils gave proportionately more mathematics-related examples of both good and more so 
bad experiences than any other subject area. 
The range of the spectnzm mathematics occupied for students also came through in interview 
data, 
although arguably, it would be expected that this would be the case given the basis on which students 
where selected for interview (Subsection 3.3-3). The interview of students began 
by asking the student 
group about their feelings when they realised that mathematics was timetabled 
for a given day. The 
excerpts provided below are some student responses to this question. (In 
interview and observation 
excerpts, the following convention has been used: ... 
indicates a pause in response; [ ... 
] indicates that 
something has been left out of the excerpt; words in double parentheses 
(( )) indicate a `translation' of 
the dialect/local meaning; Int refers to the interviewer, which in all cases was me; 
B, G indicates a 
response firm a boy or girl, and a number following indicates where more than one 
boy or girl was 
present, the order in which they initially responded 
in the interview; the number of boys and pis 
participating in the interview are given along with the school 
in brackets after the excerpt): 
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Interview Excerpt 6.12-1 
B: The same as any other subject. 
Int: [... ] So you don't see maths as being, or you don't treat it as being different to any otter subject? [... ] 
B: Just 
... well, it's not like I have a choice to not do it, just, since I can't, I have to do it. 
[... ] 
Gl: I don't really like maths, so... [... ] ... when 
I see it I just... Sometimes and so I don't go to the class. 
Int: Oh, you scud ((absenting oneself from classes))? 
GI: Yes. [... ] After the period is finished... [... ] ... you just ask the rest students at was going on. 
Int: Well, the fact that you're interested in what went on but you don't want to go to the class, is it 
maths...? 
G1: No, not maths itself... [... ] ... the teacher. 
Int: Oh, okay. You have liked maths in the past? 
G1: Yeah. 
G2: I don't really like maths right now I'm in secondary school because it get harder, so... and some of 
the teachers, but, I don't scud -I don't like it but I still do it 
Int: Because you have to? 
G2: Yeah. 
(1 boy+ 2 girls, Mil) 
Interview Excerpt 6.12-2 
G1: Upset. 
[... I 
G2: Excited 
Int [... ] Why are you upset? 
G 1: Because, it's boring. 
hit: It's boring. And, has it always been boring? 
GI: Not all the time. The teacher makes it like that Other than that, me myself sitting down trying to 
make it, it's boring. 
(2giris, Mi2) 
Interview Excerpt 6.12-3 
B 1: Well, me feel good when me hear a maths because... 
Int Why? 
B1: Me like maths. 
I ... I Bl: Me lub ((love)) to count When me go a bank or shopping or like that 
Int How about the girls - when you look at the timetable and see it's time 
for maths, what you feel? 
Gl: Stepinahell. 
[... I 
G2: Me feel weary. 
hit Wear? Why? 
G2: Feel lak a ((like)), you lmow, e' drawn out Maths pull you down, you don't feel... 
hit Okay. The other fellas - you don't have any feelings - at least not about maths? 
B2: Well, me no have no feelings, laka sobben wha' you have fu' do ((like something Wu have to 
do)). 
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B2: It's for your benefit. If you no wan' do it, you jus' `tap outta class ((If you don't want to do it. you 
just stay (stop) out of class)). 
(6 boys +4 girls, Mi3) 
Interview Excerpt 6.12-4 
B2: I feel saved, `cause that's my subject, I like it, yeah 
[... ] 
B l: Well, to me, I feel very confident that this is corning up `cause we get to lemon something new, 
different for this time, and I know it's very exciting to move on to something else ne«-, that way it's 
challenging for me to accomplish. 
[... ] 
B3: Feel good to learn something more and more every day. 
(3 boys, Si4) 
Interview Excerpt 6.12-5 
G1: I probably will`Ahhhh' [Laughs] 
G3: I don't have a problem, I just, you know... 
G1: But then I realise now that there's nothing I can do about it.. . 
G2: It's just a next subject 
(3 girls, Si3) 
The way students responded in interviews to their feelings about mathematics was consistent with the 
questionnaire data with regard to gender and school-type analysis. Specifically, responses were 
relatively similar between the school-types, but less so between gender. In interviews, boys tended to 
express feelings about mathematics along the lines of neutrality/ambivalence (it was something they 
had to do), or positive feelings (they liked it). Girls occupied a wider range in their responses, but in 
general they tended to be more negative than boys, and a few girls were relatively extreme in their 
expressions of these negative mathematics feelings. These findings from questionnaires and interviews 
were also by and large supported by classroom observations data in the main observation schools, 
where some boys did express that they liked mathematics (Me jus ' lub ((love)) maths '- said by two 
boys in different schools, Si2 and Mi5), and girls expressing negative feelings about mathematics 
(`That was forever boring' said by one girl in Si3 at the end of a mathematics class). The matter of the 
tedium that some students associated with mathematics was also a feature which did come out in some 
classroom observation sessions (see Observation Excerpt 6.22-3 in Section 6.2-2). Additionally, girls 
more so than boys did seem to be more affected by the circumstances of the mathematics, that is, the 
teacher, the topic, the classroom environment, etc. and took more account of these in coming to a 
decision in response to the questionnaire item Do you like maths? On the other hand boys did seem to 
give more consideration to the subject itself when deciding on their response to this question - more so 
than did the girls, and seemed to place less consideration on the circumstances of the mathematics. It 
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ought though to be borne in mind that these findings were general ds, and were not true' 
throughout the data. Even amongst students who reported to disliking mathematics, responses to other 
(more open) questionnaire items did suggest that there had been a time or occasions when they liked 
mathematics. Disliking mathematics was something they had grown into, acquired along the way in 
the process of schooling. Disliking mathematics was a (learned) `response' to certain features of their 
mathematics experience. 
6.1-3 Rating Mathematics Performance 
The findings presented in this subsection Now on from those of the previous subsection. In particular, 
this subsection (6.1-3) represents an attempt to address RA(b) and RQ2, which essentially have to do 
with how students may have come to have the views of mathematics that they reported. It was thought 
that students' views of mathematics may in ways be associated with what they perceived their 
performance in mathematics to be, i. e. how they rated this perffonnance. The findings presented here 
come mainly from both closed and open questionnaire data which addressed this issue. 
The results given in Table 6.12-3 in Subsection 6.1-2 suggested that there was a link between students 
giving mathematics as a favourite or least liked subject and their perception of their performance in it 
Chi-square tests confirmed there to be a highly significant association between how students rated their 
mathematics performance and their response to Do you like maths? The results of this test are shown 
in Table 6.13-1: 
Table 6.13-1: Association between Students' Affect for Mathematics and their Perception of their 
Performance 
Rating Mathematics Do you like maths? 
Performance Yes/181 No/101 
VG-I G 124 69%) 16 16%) 
Sat 40 (22%) 39 (39%) 
UnSat+Poor 17 (9%) 46 45%) 
Chi-square tests (80.456, df2, p<0.001 
Key: VG = Very Good; G= Good; Sat = Satisfactory; UnSat = Unsatisfactory 
Correlation statistics on the 5-point Likert scale item I like maths and students rating of their 
mathematics performance (coded on a5 -point scale with I =Very Good, through to 5=Poor), gave 
Spearman's rho as 0.585, which is statistically significant at the 0.01 level (267 cases). That is, students 
who said that they liked mathematics tended to give themselves a performance rating coded 1 or 2 
(Very Good or Good), and those who disliked mathematics a performance rating coded as 4 or 5 
(Unsatisfactory or Poor). A pictorial representation of this for the whole student sample is given in 
Figure 6.13-1. Table 6.13-2 shows how students were distributed over I like matt Ls. 
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Figure 6.13-1: Association between Students' Degree of liking "Mathematics and their Perception of 
their Performance 
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T able 6.13-2: Student Distribution. Ilike maths 
I like Maths SA A N D SD 
No. of students 57 86 75 31 19 
% Male (within sex) 28°, /0 38% 23% 6% 6°, 'ö 
%Fernale 17% 29% 31% 15% 8% 
%Mi (within school) 22% 33% 25% 12% 7% 
%Si 20% 30% 32% 10% 7% 
On the matter of students' self-reported rating of their mathematics performance, the tables which 
follow outline group statistics for their responses to this item, along with responses to their rating of 
their overall school performance. Table 6.13-3(a) looks separately at the dichotomies of gender and 
school-type, whilst Table 6.13-3(b) looks within each of the dichotomies to see what is happening in 
terms of the other factor. 
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Table 6.13-3(a): Students' Rating of their Performance - Mathematiec and (hPrnll Crhnnl Rating- 
Mathematics 
Male/116 FemaleJ169 Mixed/176 Single-sex/109 AI /285 
VG+G 72 (62%) 69 (41%) 88 (50%) 53 49%) 141(50°/o) 
Sat 30 (26%) 51 (30%) 43 (24%) 38 (35%) 81 (280/, o) UnSat+Poor 14 (12%) 49 29%) 45 (26%) 18 (16%) 63 (22° o) Chi-square tests -15.637, dý2, p4.001 (-5.099, d 2, p=0.078 NS 
Rating - Overall 
School 
Male/117 Female/169 Mixed/177 Single-sex/109 AW286 
VG-+G 68 581/o 111 66%) 116 (65%) 63 58%) 179 62°. o Sat 39 (33%) 43 (25% 42 (24%) 40 (37%) 82 (29%) 
UnSat+Poor 10 9%) 15 (9%) 19 (11%) 6 (5%) 25 (9%) 
Chi-square tests -2.141, dý2, . 343 NS x. 713, df=2, . 035 
Table 6.13-3(b): Students' Rating of their Performance - Within the Dichotomies 
Rating Male Female 
Mathematics Mixed/62 Single-sex/54 Mixed/114 Single-sex/55 
VG-I- 39 (63%) 33 (61%) 49 (43%) 20(361/o) 
Sat 13 (21%) 17(32%) 30(261/o) 21 (38%) 
UnSat+Poor 10(160/o) 4 (7%) 35 (31%) 14(26%) 
Chi-square tests X3.068, d 2, . 216 NS -2.481, df-=2, . 289 NS Rating - Overall 
School 
Mixed/63 Single-sex/54 Mixed/114 Single-sex/55 
VG+G 41(65%) 27(50%) 75 (66%) 36(66%) 
Sat 14(22%) 25 46% 28 24% 15(25%) 
UnSat+Poor 8 (13%) 2 (4%) 11(10%) 4 (9%) 
Chi-square tests x=8.946, d=2, . 
011 0.344, df2, . 842 NS 
For the data of Table 6.13-3(a), the only statistically significant between group difference for these self- 
reported ratings comes from the grouping by sex for mathematics performance, with proportionately 
more boys' rating their mathematics performance on the higher end of the scale than did girls. This 
result for the sex differences in how these students rated their mathematics performance compares in 
kind to that reported in Bartholomew (2000) for how top set students in a UK study had rated their 
mathematics `ability'. In Table 6.13-3(a) the statistics from the overall sample show that students on 
average rated their school performance as being better than their mathematics performance, although a 
look at the group break-down of the statistics in Table 6.13-3(b) shows this not to be the case for boys 
in single-sex schools, i. e. more of these boys rated their mathematics performance on the high end of 
the scale than did for their school performance. Figure 6.13-2 shows these self-reported student 
performance ratings for mathematics and overall school in temis of the proportions of students for each 
of the given categories. These results are given from the perspective of the interrelations of school-type 
and gender. 
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Figure 6.13-2: Students' Rating of their Mathematics and School Performance by School-type and 
Gender 
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Except for girls in single-sex schools, the most frequent rating students gave of their mathematics 
performance was Good. The rating chosen most often by girls in single-sex schools for their 
mathematics performance was Satisfactory (also given as Fair/Passable on questionnaire). This 
`result' seems somewhat contradictory if one considers it in light of the mathematics outcomes of 
previous student groups in these school-types (e. g. Figure 4.2-4(a) in Section 4.2). One factor that may 
be underlying this result, i. e. that proportionately more girls in single-sex schools gave their 
mathematics performance a lower rating than might be otherwise expected f om previous student 
results and compared to the other student groups shown here , 
is the re-grouping for mathematics 
teaching at the beginning of the fourth form year based on the two-tier structure (General or Basic 
proficiency) of the CXC/CSEC examinations which occurred in both girls' single-sex schools. This re- 
grouping for mathematics teaching was a long established tradition in these two schools, passing 
relatively unquestioned into the yearly routine of going from third to fourth foam, and did not occur at 
this (early) stage in any other school except one mixed school which had just started the practice in the 
school year of data collection. Also of note is the increased proportion of girls in single-sex schools 
who rated their overall school performance as Good (58%) compared to those who had done so for 
mathematics (27%) -a difference of 31 % points or 17 students. This result serves to discount the 
possible explanation that it may just be that these girls were generally conservative in rating their own 
performance, as they were prepared to rate their overall school performance more favourably. For 
boys, as can be seen from the graphs, compared to how they rated their overall school performance, 
considerably more of them, regardless of school-type rated their mathematics performance as Very 
Good. No boy in single-sex schools rated their mathematics performance as Poor. Additionally, no 
student rated their overall school performance as Poor, although 15 students did so (nine females and 
four males in mixed schools, and two females in single-sex schools) for mathematics. 
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In addition to being asked to rate their school mathematics performance, students were also asked to 
attribute the reason for this performance by completing the sentence: My perfornunice in maths is 
mainly due to . This was an open question as no categories of answers were provided 
Students gave a total of 270 reasons, most of which could be divided into dichotomous categories for 
the positive and negative of the attributed reason, whilst others were stand-alone reasons. In general, 
stand-alone reasons were given by fewer students, and examples of these reasons include those 
attributed to previous performance/grades (given by 10 students), God/parents (9), carte-"goals (8), 
going to extra lessons (5), or that mathematic was hard (5). Table 6.13-4 outlines the most frequently 
given attributions with examples. (The full list of coded responses for this item along with the number 
of student respondents in the sub-groups can be found in Appendix D 1, Section IV Table Q4(b)). 
Table 6.13-4: Attrihutinu their MathPmatirc PPrfnrman 
Reason No. of Example of reason 
students 
Practice/effort 53 19 Good; constant practice and hardwork (23M, Si4) 
Unsatisfactory because I do not put in enough effort' (37F, Si 1) 
Teacher 26 21 Very Good, [... ] and having a teacher that take time to go through 
it with the class (26F, Mi2) 
Poor, that I don't understand my teacher well [... ] (15F, Mil) 
Understand 13 30 Very Good; my understanding to the math (12M, Si4) 
Unsatisfactory; not asking questions when I don't understand (7F, 
Mi3 
Like/interest 12 15 Good; my love and interest for it (9F, Mi 1) 
Poor, focus level has drop maths makes me tired (5M, Mi3) 
Paying attention 10 7 Good; [... ] listening when the teacher teach (5F, Mi6) 
Unsatisfactory; lack of paying attention in class I tend to 
daydream (24F, Mi5) 
Ability/ 10 5 Good; my own smartness (15M, Si2) 
intelligence Unsatisfactory, the best of my ability but still never pass (28F, 
Mi2) 
From these, students attributed their `success' in mathematics to two main factors, namely their own 
efforts, and factors related to the teacher, `failure' was attributed more widely over four main reasons, to 
a lack of understanding, factors related to the teacher, a lack of effort/not practising enough and a dislike 
or disinterest in the subject There were some other points of note in this analysis. In the main 
responses were distributed over gender and school-type. There were though a few cases, specifically 
those citing ability/intelligence and not understanding where there were notable differences in the 
distribution over the sub-groups considered. Although only five students cited as reason a lack of 
ability/intelligence, these responses all came from girls in mixed schools, whereas of the 10 students 
who gave their own ability/intelligence as reason, eight were boys, and five of these boys were in 
single-sex schools. Of the 30 students who gave `don't understand' as reason, 25 were girls. Although 
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not given in Table 6.13-4, mathematics as difficult/hand was given as reason for their (less than good) 
performance by only five students, four of whom were in mixed schools, which suggested that 
although students did generally think that mathematics was harrt, they did not see this difficulty as the 
main reason for their performance in the subject. As one student said, `... All wl at they need to do is to 
teach it much better and you would see ad erence... ' (19M, Mi2, Likes maths, Rates performance 
Satisfactory/Fair/Passable). 
Students had also been asked a similar question in relation to attributing their overall school 
performance. As few students rated their overall school performance as Unsatisfactoi 1 (recall, no 
student rated their overall school performance as Poor), then the attributions given here were more 
positive than those given for mathematics. Students gave 303 reasons here, the main ones of which in 
order of decreasing frequency were their own efforts (88 students), their classroom behaviour/attitude 
(47), parents (29), a lack of effort (23), goals/career (21), teacher positive (19), and their own 
ability/intelligence (19). (The full list of coded responses for this item along with the number of student 
respondents in the sub-groups can be found in Appendix DI, Section III Table Q 12(b )). One notable 
outcome of this analysis is the number of attributions given to parents/home life for their general school 
performance, 29 such, whereas only eight students attributed parents/home life as a reason for their 
mathematics performance. Conversely, more students attributed success in mathematics to the teacher 
than did so for their overall school performance (26 students to 19 respectively); but so also did more 
students attribute failure in mathematics to the teacher than did so for their overall school performance 
(21 students to one student respectively). This result could suggest that students might be more 
predisposed to seeing mathematics performance as school/teacher dependent than other subject areas 
done in school. 
6.1-4 Mathematics as Hard 
This subsection takes a closer look at the prominent student view which emerged fium Subsection 6.1- 
2, that of mathematics as difficult In coming back to looking at this view, the subsection addresses 
those aspects of RA(b) and RQ 1 &3 having to do with how students may have come to have this view. 
The circumstances of leaming/doing mathematics come into play here, and much of these are 
associated with the mathematics teacher. Findings to be presented in this relation come from 
questionnaire (both closed and open items), interviews and also observation data 
Table 6.14-1 looks at questionnaire data on the cross-tabulation of students' 6ew of mathematics as 
difficult (from collapsed Likert -responses) and whether they had reported to liking it or not (responses 
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to the dichotomous question). Percentages are given in teens of the number of students who responded 
in that way to mathematics as difficult. The table shows that whilst the number of students vx ho agreed 
that mathematics was difficult was relatively evenly divided between liking and disliking mathematics. 
a higher proportion of students who gave a neutral response or disagreed that mathematics was difficult 
did report liking the subject Chi-square tests on these results do show a significant difference 
(y=27.075, df--2, p<0.001). 
Table 6.14-1: Mathematics Affect and its Difficulty 
Maths is difficult Do you like maths? 
Yes (162) No (97) 
SA+A (131 48% (63) 52% (68) 
N (53) 68% (36) 32% (17) 
D+SD (75) 84% (63) 16% (12) 
Number of students in brackets 
Despite the reported statistical findings on students who thought of mathematics as difficult, and those 
who gave this as reason for their not liking the subject, there were students who did not appear to be 
convinced that mathematics was difficult, e. g. the student who gave as reason for responding No to Do 
you like maths?: `Because it just seems hard to me although it is easy' (F16, Mi6). Also, as some 
students did mention in several questionnaire items about mathematics being made simpler or of its 
being brought down to a level of understanding (e. g. in Table 6.12-2(b), Section 6.1-2), it seemed that 
some students had the view that mathematics as done in (secondary) school need not be as difficult as 
sometimes presented. Even at this stage of schooling, some students did seem to be variable in their 
views of mathematics, and although responding No to Do you like maths? also reported periods where 
they did enjoy mathematics usually based on whether they could understand it and on the methods 
teachers used. The following is an extended student questionnaire response which makes this point: 
Questionnaire Excerpt 6.14-1 
Q: Do you like maths? 
R: No, it is hard to understand: keep in memory even though you revise. 
Q: Describe that usually happens in your school mathematics classes. 
R: In math class I get bored instantly probably because I don't understand or teacher does not explain 
properly what we are supposed to do. 
Q: What do you hike most about your school mathematics classes? 
R: Doinga[n] equation orproblem I understand 
Q: What do you like least about your school mathematics classes? 
R: Doing somethingl don 't understand 
Q: Describe that happened in your favourite mathematics lesson ever. 
R. In my favorite (sic) math dass ever I understood everything she taught and the teacher act ally made 
the class interesting and making me actually enjoying the math class. 
Q: What could be done to make maths more interesting to you? 
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R: Teacher actually taking time to explain and eng class lively. (2M, Mi7) 
(Key: Q denotes the question asked, R denotes the response. ) 
Thus, with regard to students' perceptions of mathematics as easy, Run/enjoyable, as well as their 
perceptions of it as difficult (hard), some students did imply in their responses to open questionnaire 
items that these factors were very much teacher-dependent. Teachers `made maths easy' or they 
`made maths fun' were responses given over several questionnaire items. For example, in stating what 
her favourite thing was about her school mathematics classes, a student wrote: `the teacher is .f in and 
simplifies things that are difficult' (F3, Si 1). Some students though did also imply in questionnaire 
responses that mathematics was difficult because of the teacher or teaching methods, e. g. two students 
gave as reason for saying that they did not like mathematics the following: because every teacher has 
a different method of teaching so it is complicated and when you say you don't understand the teacher 
has an attitude towards you' (F27, Mi7); and 'it is to (sic) complicated when more than 1 teacher 
teaches differently on the same topic' (F26, Mi 1). The view of teachers `making mathematics difficult' 
was brought out more explicitly in interview data, as illustrated in the following excerpts: 
Interview Excerpt 6.14-1 
hit: [... ] Do you find that the change in teacher, a change in teacher let's say from 1 form to 2`form in 
maths, do you find that that confuses you any, or... it makes things better, or... 
G1: `Tall ((Notatall)), itmakesthingsbetter. From1 to 2' was good, then the 3`tl form teacher I had, it 
was a bit of problem because he made maths kind of difficult 
hit You think he made it difficult, more difficult than it was? 
G 1: Yes, but moving on to 4th form and meeting the teacher that is there now, she, I think she is bringing 
it back down to where I work in the 1 s' and TO form. 
Int Okay, so bringing it back down meaning the 3" form teacher was... 
G1: He was making it difficult, and he should... `am, the teacher that I have now she bringing it showing 
us the easier way. 
Int Okay, making it difficult in terms of you must do it this way, or... 
GI: Yeah, do it this way, different from the way we learn fitem back then and so on, so he was n"Idng it 
difficult 
(2 Is, M2) 
Interview Excerpt 6.14-2 
Int: [... ] is there any particular comment about maths that you hear people make often, maths is so and 
so... 
B: Boring [drawn out] 
Int Maths is boring? 
B: Yeah, all maths boring. "" to me, everybody, maths 
hand, how they teach it. When some people teach 
it, it's hard. 
(1 boy, Si2) 
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That some students thought mathematics was easy, firn, as well as others thinking of it as difficult, etc. 
are not unusual views. Additionally, that students thought of mathematics as easy or fun because of the 
teacher is not unusual - one of the essential roles of the teacher in teaching mathematics is to make that 
bridge, facilitate the learning of mathematics and make the subject appear accessible and do-able. e% en 
easy for the student (as suggested by F3 of Sil in the questionnaire excerpt previous), although it might 
be arguable whether they are also to make it 'fun". However, the student expressed -view of 
mathematics as difficult because of the teacher, or of teachers making mathematics difficult is unusual 
and was unexpected. The academic literature in this respect does bring out these dichotomous views 
students have about mathematics, that some think it is easy, but also that a marked majority of students 
think of mathematics as difficult. However, the view of mathematics being `made' difficult because of 
the teacher, though it might be somewhat implied, is less widely directly brought out in studies in the 
academic literature. This does not discount the view that some students thought that mathematics was 
difficult in and of itself There was a small group of students whose responses did suggest that 
mathematics for them was a subject that was inescapably difficult/hard, that is, there was no getting 
away from this difficulty/hardness (fu ther compounded by mathematics being compulsory), and this 
difficulty/hardness was almost tangible so much so as to be insolvable, and hence hardly worth their 
effort. The following questionnaire excerpt makes this point: 
Questionnaire Excerpt 6.14-2 
Q: Do you like maths? 
R: No. It is dtl try to understand it but is still hard forme. 
Q: Complete this sentence: My performance in maths is mainly due to 
R: the duty of the subject. 
Q: Give 2 words/phrases that best describe you in mathematics classes. 
R: Lost and unhappy. 
Q: Descnbe what usually happens in your school mathematics classes. 
R. The teacher teaches, but most of the time I do not under. and I do not say anything because I am 
afraid she might get upset with me. 
Q: Describe what YOU (personally) usually do in your school mathematics classes. 
R. I sit quietly and listen and watch the teacher, then try to help myself butl can 't' 
Q: What do you like most about your school mathematics classes? 
R. The teacher tries to keep it interesting' 
Q: What do you like least about your school mathematics classes? 
R: I never understand what has been taught 
Q: How would you saun up your school mauls experience so fa?? 
R. Horrible (21 F, Mit) 
The student in this excerpt does not implicate the teacher in any way about the 
difficulty of 
mathematics - for her, the difficulty 
lay with the subject, and in some ways, also perhaps with her. 
However, it was also the case that some students were of that view that they could 
do better, if not well 
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at mathematics if they had the `right' teacher, or if their present teacher would change their teaching 
method(s), e. g. the following student's response to what mathematics is to him personally : Maths is 
hard and complicated but ifyou have a good teacheryou can pull through. ' (20\L Sit) 
There are indications in Interview Excerpts 6.14-1 and 6.14-2 of the ways in which these students 
thought teachers were `making maths difficult'. In Interview Excerpt 6.14-1, G1 suggests that the 
level of the teaching of mathematics by her thin ! form teacher was not meeting her where she vas, it 
was a level that was too `high' for her to reach. She does not explicitly state language issues, but 
inarguably language is implicated What G1 says in this interview excerpt is in tune with one reason 
given in Table 6.12-2(b) previously on students' reasons for liking or disliking mathematics: although 
coded under `don't understand', the student in that instance also implies that the reason for her dislike of 
mathematics was wrapped up in the (for her) high level at which mathematics was being taught What 
these girls, 19F of Mil in Table 6.12-2(b) and G1 of Mit in Interview Exceipt 6.14- 1, are both saying 
is that mathematics was being made hard via the teaching, but also implied in their responses is the 
assuredness that it does not have to be that way, and that it could be made simpler by being brouglit 
down to a level of understanding. These girls' responses are supported by other student responses to 
open questionnaire items, where level of teaching and a variety of teacher language issues were 
implicated, for example: 
Questionnaire Excerpts 6.14-3 
Q: What style of teaching do you think allows you to learn maths better? 
Simply explaining it properly and bring it down to our level (32M, Mit) 
English type teaching (20F, Mit) 
I thinkEnglish language does (6F, Mi6) 
Q: What could be done to make maths more interesting to you? 
Involve it with youngpeople style or otherwords (sic) youngpeople talking. (2F, Si3) 
Q: What do you like least about your school mathematics classes? 
The way the teacher speaks. She has an accent so sometimes I don 't understand her (IF, Si3) 
Q: What would you personally) say maths is? 
Good is everything but sometimes its hard to understand especially if English is not your first language 
and the teacher is toofast (2F, Mi2) 
Classroom observations do support some of these `problems' outlined by students. For example, it was 
sometimes the case that the teacher would be well into a lesson on a particular topic 
before a student 
would appear to realise the change and ask about it. In one observation session of a 
70 minute lesson in 
Si3 (Session 2), the lesson started with a review of the corrections for a test they had done in the 
previous observation session The test had consisted of five questions, one each on 
finding LCNL 
finding HCF, finding the next term in number sequences, changing number bases and addition of 
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binary numbers operations. Having completed the review the teacher then moved on to operations 
with Fractions, talking with students about BOMDAS and what each letter stands for and that the same 
rules apply for fiactions as does for whole numbers. He then writes on the board: 2'/3 - (11/3-3'. ), but it 
is only at this point that a girl asks if they were finished with Binary and onto Fractions now. These 
transitions which may be relatively seamless to teachers do cause problems for some students, and add 
to the confusion and misunderstandings which students experience, as some students appear to still be 
stuck in the mode of the previous topic without realising that things have moved on, or needing to re- 
orient themselves to different topics. 
6.1-5 What is Mathematics? 
The findings of the foregoing may bring into question what it is students see mathematics as. The 
questionnaire addressed this via the open item What would you (personally) say maths is? This 
question was designed to elicit students' own thoughts of what mathematics was fitem their experience 
of teaming and doing it, that is, to bring out their views of mathematics. The question was designed to 
address RA(a) and RQ1(a). It was also thought that students' responses to this item may give insights 
to their (observed) approaches to doing/teaming mathematics, i. e. RQ1(b). 
Students gave 340 responses ranging over a number of areas which were eventually coded into 17 
categories (definition of codes for this item were given in Table 3.5-2 of Section 3.5, Chapter 3). Table 
6.15-1 shows the responses with frequencies greater than 10 from this question for the whole student 
sample. (A complete list of responses along with gender and school-type break-down is given in 
Appendix Dl, Section IV, Table Q6. ) 
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Table 6.15-1: Coded Responses and Examnlec to What v uld vnu (nercnrually) can, matfic ic? 
Response code No. (%) Example of a response 
of 
students 
Im t/useful 62(221/o) an im t tool in life 2M, Si2) 
Numbers/counting & basic 55(19%) knowing addition subtraction multiplication and division is all I'I 
operations I need (24F, Mil) 
Hard/hard to understand 42 (15%) a complicated subject which should be simplified or not 
taught at all (23F, Mi5) 
Way to use brains/think 34(12%) well... I think it is about using your brain, mind and logic 
(1F, Si I) 
Way of life 30(101/o) everything, it's life without it you know nothing. everything 
you do involves maths (3F, Mi5) 
Problem solving 21 (7%) a helpful method which is used to solve not only educational 
problems but everyday problems (12M, Mi4) 
Don't know 14 (5%) 
Rules/formulas 13 (5%) a bunch of... formulas, signs and sometimes letters... (1 F, 
Si3 
Frustrating 12 (4%) a sin (2M, Si4) 
Percentages are given as proportion of the number of students. 
Here again, mathematics as difficult came through as one of the most frequently expressed views of the 
subject. Of the most frequent responses given, this view of mathematics had the most marked 
difference in the proportions of male and female students who gave it, with 12/117 or 10% of boys 
giving it here, whilst 30/169 or 18% of girls gave this view of mathematics. Between school-types, the 
most marked difference in proportions came from responses coded as way to use biains/thinic with 
26/177 or 15% of students in mixed schools giving it here, whilst 8/109 or 7% of students in single-sex 
school giving a reason coded in this category. The most frequently expressed view of mathematics 
here though had to do with its importance or usefulness. As noted in the definition of codes for this 
item in Table 3.5-2, students who gave this response were mainly giving a peiteption of its 
need/usefulness in the job market and/or its usefulness in getting a (good) job and not necessarily 
its 
usefulness in doing that job, followed by its usefulness in everyday life. That is, students 
do seem to be 
aware of the `critical filter' mathematics can play in the post-school world 
(e. g. on p 15 of Section 1.4). 
Also, the sense of some students tolerating mathematics due to its perceived importance/usefulness 
is a 
feature of some responses to this question e. g. Maths is a very difficult subject if you 
don't catch on 
quickly. But I am determined to learn it whatever it takes because I want to 
be a nurse one w cn. v or the 
other' (22F, Mi2). The importance or usefulness of mathematics was 
directly addressed in two Likert 
scale items, nos. 2&3 given in Table 6.11-2 in Section 6.1-1, namely 
Maths is use /id in everyday life 
and I use maths I learn in school to solve problems outside of school. 
Both items generated agreement 
from most students (92% and 71% of students respectively), and neither statement yielded 
a 
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statistically significant difference between students in any of the student groupings considered for 
analysis (i. e. by gender or school-type). 
As well as mathematics as important/useful, one of the most frequently coded responses to what 
students saw mathematics as was that in temis of number/counting and/or the four basic operations of 
adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing. This view was relatively evenly distributed over gender 
and school-types. Although there were students who had more sophisticated views of mathematics, 
there seemed a non-trivial proportion of students whose perception of mathematics had not moved on 
from what one might have otherwise expected of a primary school student 
6.1-6 1n the Mathematics Classroom 
The findings to be presented in this subsection have to do with how students descnl)ed themselves and 
what it is they do in their school mathematics classes, along with other aspects of these classes. In 
doing so this subsection attends to aspects of the RA and RQ having to do with students' approaches to 
learning mathematics, e. g. RA(c) and RQ1(b). As the teacher is a major player in what happens in 
these classes, this necessarily brings the focus once again back unto the teacher. One of the findings 
coming out of the analysis in this subsection has to do with the `activity' of listening and from this the 
role of language (both the teacher's and the students') in the classroom teaching-learning process. The 
role of `listening' and the language implications for students are discussed. Findings from 
questionnaire data are fast presented, and these are supported in the discussion by data from classroom 
observations and student interviews. In presenting the data, the subsection does get progressively 
discursive. 
Two related open questions were asked in the questionnaire, the first of which required students to give 
two words or phrases that best described themselves in mathematics classes and the second asked 
students to describe what they (personally) did in these classes. As might be expected, there was 
similarity in student responses to these two questions. To the first of these questions, students gave 410 
descriptions coded into 13 categories. Table 6.16-1 presents the complete results on the responses for 
this item (the 13th category, `Other' is not shown). 
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Table 6.16-1: How Students Described Themselves in Mathematics ('laccec 
Code Male/117 Female/169 Mixed/177 Single-sex/109 Total/286 
Trying/willing/participating 27(23%) 53 31% 44 25% 36 (33%) 80 (28'o) 
Listening/paying attention 25(21%) 49 29%) 46 26% 28 (26%) :4 (26% 
Understanding 25(211/o) 16 (9%) 26 (15%) 15 (14%) 41(14%) 
Quiet/well behaved 15(13%) 17 10%) 23 (13%) 9 (8%) 32 (11°, °) Enjoying/likin interested 15 (13%) 18 (11%) 15 (8%) 13 (12%) 28 (1(%) 
Confused/mixed up/lost 5 (4%) 22(13%) 13(7%) 14(13%) 27 (9%) 
Talkative/not listening 10 (9%) 16 (9%) 17(10%) 9 (8%) 26 (9% 
Not understanding 9 (8%) 16 (9%) 21(180/0) 4 (4%) 25 (9%) 
Bored/not interested 5 (4%) 17 (10%) 16(9%) 6 6%) 22 (8%) 
Sleepy/tired/daydreaming 5 (4%) 15 9%) 15 (8%) 5 (5%) 20 (7%) 
Not trying 7 (6%) 11 (71/o) 8 (5%) 10(90/0) 18 (6%) 
Frustrated/stressed 2 (20/6) 8 (5%) 7 (4%) 3 (3%) 10(300) 
Percentages are given as a proportion of the number of students in that subgroup of the sample. 
For the second question (what individual students do in mathematics classes), coding of responses for 
this item produced a list of eight codes. These codes with frequencies are given in Table 6.16-2(a) 
(complete list), and an example of students' responses for each code is provided in Table 6.16-2(b): 
Table 6.16-2(a): Students' Description of what they (personally) do in Mathematics Classes 
Code Male/117 Female/169 Mixed/177 Single-sex/109 Total/286 
Listen/pay attention 53 (45%) 82 (49%) 78 (44%) 57 (52%) 13 5 (47%) 
Work problems/do 
work 
29(25%) 41 (24%) 45 (25%) 25 (23%) 70 (24%) 
T/ to understand 9 (8%) 49 (29%) 41 (23%) 17 (16%) 58 (20%) 
Participate/ask-answer 
questions 
11(9°/o) 25 (15%) 22 (12%) 14 (13%) 36 (13%) 
Talk/play/inattentive 19(16%) 14 (8%) 19 (11%) 14 (13%) 33 (12%) 
Bored/frustrated/do 
nothing 
4 (3%) 16 (9%) 13 (7%) 7 (6%) 20 (7%) 
Sleep/head 
down/dream 
8 (7%) 12 (7%) 16 (9%) 4 (4%) 20 (7%) 
Take notes/write 9 (8%) 7 (4%) 7 (4%) 9 (8%) 19 (7%) 
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Table 6.16-2(b): Students' Reno is of what they (nercnnallvl do in tiathemati" (Th ccPc 
Code Example of student response 
Listen/pay attention I normally listen to what the teacher is saying and do it (7M, 'v ii7) 
Work problems/ do Listen to what the teacher says. Do all the sums given. (17F. Mi4) 
work 
Try/ try to I usually sit in the class and try to understand it or gaze outside the window (16F. 
understand Mi6) 
Participate/ask- To be honest I always like paying attention and try participating the most I can (9F, 
answer questions NEI) 
Talk/play/ Talk when bored, listen when necessary (25M, Si2) 
inattentive 
Bored/frustrated/ do I sit down in front and stare at the board and honestly I have no idea what is going 
nothing on (37F, Si I) 
Sleep/head If the topic is boring I sleep otherwise I pay attention. (28F, Mit) 
down/dream 
Take notes/write In maths class I usually write all the time and try to figure out something I don't 
understand (6F, Mi5) 
Note: Some examples given here were coded in more than one category. 
Where are some notable similarities and differences in how subgroups of students responded to these 
items, which will have some bearing for classroom behaviour and associated inclinations/dispositions 
to be discussed. Between gender from both Tables 6.16-1 and 6.16-2(a), proportionately more girls 
gave a response along the lines of `trying' in mathematics classes, which could suggest that 
mathematics classes for them were places (fields) of struggle. A valid question though is with what 
were students, specifically girls, struggling. Perhaps in support of this, from Table 6.16-1, 
proportionately more girls described themselves during mathematics as confused, bored, and sleepy or 
tired (cf. with the perspective of G2 in Interview Excerpt 6.12-3, Subsection 6.1-3), and proportionately 
fewer girls described themselves as understanding. The gender proportions of Table 6.16-2(a) lend 
support to the direction of the response of being bored, but not necessarily to that of sleeping. Girls 
though more so than boys were more likely to describe the classroom activity of other classmates 
during mathematics as sleeping (see Appendix D 1, Section IV, Table Q7 for this). The comments of 
one teacher given in Questionnaire Excerpts 5.22-1, Subsection 52-2 also support the perspective that 
it was girls who were more likely to be engaged in a behaviour that could be seen as sleeping 
during 
mathematics classes (putting heads down on desks). `Sleeping' and other such 
behaviours (e. g. head 
down, slouching) has in the Caribbean literature been more associated with the classroom 
behaviour of 
boys than of girls (e. g. Pany, 1996; Evans, 1999). The difference in the present study might 
be the 
mathematics context of the study. The other notable gender difference 
is given in Table 6.16-2(a) 
where proportionately more boys than girls described their classroom activity 
in terms of tal in ;. 
playing, or generally being inattentive. It could be argued that the student numbers 
in both these last 
cases, i. e. having to do with sleeping and talkingfplaying etc., are small and that a much 
larger 
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proportion of students described themselves and their mathematics classroom actin ities more 
favourably. However these small numbers are not without meaning these were students' responses to 
open questionnaire items, and in that respect the responses were not coerced from students. That these 
students were prepared to describe themselves and what they did in mathematics in these was perhaps 
deserves the added attention. 
Between school-types there is a relative sameness in the proportions of students who gave the listed 
responses for both tables. In Table 6.16-1 there is some difference in the proportions of students who 
described themselves as confiised/mixed up/lost during mathematics classes, with more students in 
single-sex schools saying so, but this is perhaps balanced by proportionately more students in mixed 
schools describing themselves as not understanding. 
For the student sample, their responses to these questions indicated generally what was one of their 
foremost impressions about learning and/or doing mathematics, which was that it was a subject to be 
listened to, and a subject to be practised. No student specifically mentioned here the need, in 
mathematics classes, to think, that is, no student specifically mentioned the need to think as something 
they actively did in mathematics classes, although some students did give it as a reason why they liked 
mathematics (Section 6.1-2), and some also gave it in response to what they would say mathematics is 
(Section 6.1-5). It may well be that the need to think is wrapped up in student responses of paying 
attention, t yingfasking-answering questions, working/doing problems. That said, there does however 
seem to be some disjuncture here between what some students thought of mathematics - what it is, 
what one needs to do to be doing it - and what they were reporting as their actual experience of doing 
in mathematics classrooms. 
Students were asked a related question in the questionnaire in which they were to describe what usually 
happened in their mathematics classes. This was a more general question in that unlike the two 
questions just discussed, it did not individualize by asking students what they themselves did, although 
some students did use it to say what they did. The aim of this question was to ascertain whether there 
were particular patterns across school-types in what students described as happening in their classes. 
The full list of coded responses for this item is given in Appendix D 1, Section IV, Table Q7. The two 
main activities students' outlined as usually happening in their classrooms were the teacher 
teaching/explaining work (given by 92 students), whether this be a new topic, correcting previous 
work/homework, and the students doing work or being given work to do (given 
by 75 students). 
Students also used this item to give their impressions of what other students were doing 
during 
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mathematics classes, and the issue of `other' students being noisy or disruptive in class (given by 4 
students) was given here, although some students responses suggested that it was the school 
environment (and not specifically other classmates that was noisy. This was the third most fi equent 
activity coded for overall responses to this question, but in particular it was given by more than one-half 
of the student sample in one of the single-sex schools (Si2). Following on, the next most frequent 
activity given (by 36 students) was students' listening/learning. 
Students frequently described their mathematics classroom activity as listening or paying attention. 
But, just what does this activity entail? Davis (1996, p38) described listening as a participatoryactivity, 
so that the listener, although he/she may not speak, is not held silent, as whilst listening, the listener 
questions, challenges, etc., i. e. he/she thinks (cf also to Voloshinov's (cited in Wertsch, 1991) notion of 
laying down answering words (see p130 for quote) in the process of coming to understand a person's 
talk). Davis goes on to point out that hearing and listening are not the same thing, with hearing being 
the sensory capacity upon which the ability to listen lies. In particular, hearing is undifferentiated, that 
is, whilst we can (are physically able to) hear, we hear everything, whereas listening is orientating, in 
that we listen to someone/thing or listen for someone/thing - listening nannws the focus of what it is 
we hear, allowing for the start of the process of making sense of the hearing. If one takes these 
conceptions of hearing and listening into the mathematics classroom that some of these students 
described, it would seem to the case that what some students labelled as the activity of `listening', was 
actually, for them `hearing', as although they were attempting to listen to the teacher, they were only 
really hearing him/her. What was coming through for some students firm the teacher's 
talk/explanations were undifferentiated sounds; as discussed in Section 6.1-4 earlier, students had 
written in questionnaire responses about the need on the part of the teacher to make things simpler, to 
break things down, to explain better, that `English type teaching' would allow them to learn better. 
This reference to using English or English language when talking is used locally in A&B to mean 
using language that they (the listener/hearer) can understand. Again, from the responses of some 
students, in such cases it seems that their attempts at listening to the teacher had invariably become 
laboured (Davis, 1996, p50), e. g. for the student who responded `I usually listen and take in : hat I ccnn 
and get bored doing so' (5M, Si2) in answer to what it was that he did in mathematics classes. 
A notable general finding from observational data in mathematics classrooms (and also observed 
in 
some schools whilst administering questionnaires) was the difference in language used by teachers and 
students. For the observation schools, more so in two schools (Si2, Mi5) than in the other (SLR), 
students used the local dialect (usually called dialect in A&B, but also called Creole (ref 
Chapter 2) in 
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other parts of the Caribbean) when talking to each other and also sometimes to the teacher, whereas the 
teachers tended to use a more `standard' (although at times informal) form of English when speaking to 
students. At times it appeared to the researcher, listening in the role of an `outsider', that two quite 
distinct languages were being spoken. Whilst it may be the case that some students were specifically 
choosing to speak in the local dialect rather than `standard' English, for example, as believed to be the 
case for the boys in Si2 (see examples from observation excerpts below), it was also the case that some 
of the language heard being used by some students during these sessions was from students «ho could 
not, rather than would not, do so, as there were instances where students unsuccessfully attempted to 
address the teacher in `standard' English (this observation made in school Mi5). The observed 
disjuncture between the language being used by teachers and students has possible implications then 
for what students were `hearing' when they were `listening'. The following examples are taken from 
classroom observation field notes. 
Observation Excerpt 6.16-1 
The teacher asks the class for factors of 12x2. This is followed by students' responses, which the teacher 
writes on the board. 
From the board 
12x2 - x2,6,3,2,4,1, x, 12,12x2,6x, 3x, 2x, 4x, 4x2,3x2,2x2,6x2,12x [represents order in which given 
by students] 
The teacher then says to the class; `Plenty of factors', to which a girl at the front of the class responds: `Fu 
dat liklde subben de/? ' ((For that little thing there? )) 
[... Later in the same class] 
The teacher writes on the board: 
2x2 + 9x +4 [This is the first example given where the co-efficient of x was not 1] 
and says to students `I dare somebody to try this one using trial and error. ' A boy at the back says ' Dat dey 
hard nuh' ((Ibat (one) is hard, you know)) 
(Excerpts from Observation Session 2, Mi5) 
Observation Excerpt 6.16-2 
On arrival at the class, the teacher tells students that they are to get a short test There is some dissention to 
this with various students saying- `Me nar do no test' ((I am not doing any test)) [... ] 
Whilst the teacher is writing the test on the board a boy says to him, `Sir, my pen stop work. Can I use a 
pencil? ' The teacher replies `Yes'. The same student comments loudly (to no one in particular) `Since 
last 
year dis man gi' aiwe dem subben nuh. ' ((Since last year this man gave us these things you 
know 
(referring to what has been written on the board))) [... ] 
One boy after submitting his test paper, comments - 'If me fail dat test, me wan' blow - serious talking' 
((If I failed that test, I deserve to be caned, seriously)). Another (different) boy says: `There is a possibility 
that I might fail the test `cause me see that me do something wr ng. ' 
(Excerpts from Observation Session 1, Sit) 
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Rather than two distinct language forms though, some writers have described the dialect situation (in 
the Caribbean) as more of a continuum, with speakers `located not at points on the continuum but in 
zones, the range of the zones corresponding to the range of their ability to manipulate linguistic forms. ' 
(Alleyne, cited in Thompson, 1984, p 161). Some forms of the English dialect spoken in A&B (and the 
Caribbean) are closer to the `standard' English than are others, as is illustrated in Observation Excerpt 
6.16-2 where the talk of some of the boys is closer to the recognisable 'standard' English than the talk 
of other students given in both excerpts. For example, in Observation Excerpt 6.16-2 the boy who 
addressed his request to use a pencil to the teacher in that request used a form of English closer to the 
recognisable `standard' than he - the same boy - then later used in commenting in general on the 
nature of the work the teacher was writing on the board.. The boys of Si2 displayed a greater versatility 
in which form of the English language they chose to use, depending (but not always) it seemed on 
whom they were addressing, i. e. they appeared to occupy a greater zonal range of the language 
continuum, than did some students in W. In these classroom observations carried out in Sit, but 
especially in Mi5, most often there appeared to be little overlap on the continuum of the language being 
used by the teacher and that being used by the students. One possible consequence of this disjuncture 
of languages being used in the mathematics classroom is that students find themselves having to listen 
more intently to what the teacher says not just as a matter of hearing and trying to understand the 
mathematics, but also as a means of hearing, and perhaps trying to understand the spoken words, and 
indeed perhaps even translating those words to that of their more comfortable vernacular. 
Student interviews further supported the idea that language and students' ability to understand or de- 
code it, or their level of access to the language of the teaching did play some role in how they could 
`know' the mathematics. The following are three excerpts firm student interviews which support this 
view. 
Interview Excerpt 6.16-1 
Int: [... ] is maths different from the other subjects? 
G1: Yeah 
G2: Not really. 
GI: Yeah, maths deal wid ((with)) too much a numbers. 
G2: English too, `cause English... 
[... ] 
GI: And you have word problems. 
G4: Maths more complicated because the teachers and them the way they explain 
it they nah ((not)) 
really go through certain steps, step to step... 
GI: They nar ((do not)) explain properly. 
G4: They jump from one place to the other. 
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G3: It entails English too `cause the worded problems. 
Inc Uh huh, that means you need to be able to do what? 
G3: Read, wr derstand, read and interprd 
[... ) 
G4: Yeah, yes, it's true nuh ((you know)) because some of the words in maths, fight, in order for you to 
work out the maths and so you have to know the meaning of the word or so, so it's basically English or... 
[... ] 
G5: No, like, nuh, it's like, that `okay' Jere ((there)) mean like that's what he's trying to say, is like, «ha' he a say? Me no know one Ling he a say nuh ((I do not know one thing he is saying you know)), 
all me a hear ajus' words a come out a he mouth 
(4+2 girls, Mio) 
Interview Excerpt 6.16-2 
Int: Do you find that if you talk maths with your friends in maths class and you talk maths with your friends you understand better dm... 
G's: Yes, yes. 
G2: I can say yes, definitely yes with that. 
G 1: Some of them have an easier way to break it down than the teacher. 
G2: Or explain. Yah, and when we find out we say `Why he couldn't just say that? ' 
G1: Yeah 
G2: Instead ofhaving all this long long list of things and we not getting to the point 
(3 girls, Mi5) 
Interview Excerpt 6.16-3 
Int Is that [needing to use `brain power' in maths] different from your other subjects? 
G1: Yes. 
G2: No. 
G1: Some 
G2: It's different from some, not all. 
GI: Some, because like, `am Principles of Business, you just write notes, memorise,.. . 
[... ] 
G3: And subjects like English B [literattme] I find it similar because you have to think and analyse. 
Int So, in English B you have to think and analyse, and in maths you have to do the same? 
G1: Yeah 
(3 girls, Si3) 
In Interview Excerpt 6.16-1 the group of students brought up that their level of command of the 
English language did at times affect how they understood the mathematics teacher, or some words 
used by the teacher. As the students had brought the matter of English (language) up, I had in this 
interview continued by asking the group about the meaning of the fairly commonly used phrase in 
mathematics problems `at least', for example as in `How many students scored at least 10 marks'. Half 
of the students present thought the phrase meant 10 or more, and the others thought it meant 10 or less. 
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In its 1992 report on the mathematics examinations, CXC had in its general comments noted that terms 
such as "least', and `at least' posed difficulties for most candidates', prefacing this by saying that 
`proper use and interpretation of words and phrases need to be stressed at both proficiencies. ' (CXC, 
1992, my emphasis) However, outside of mathematics classes, this way of expressing for example, 10 
marks or more, is uncommon in the students' everyday language, in the dialect spoken. The comment 
of G3 later in this interview excerpt, that in order to do word problems in mathematics one needed to be 
able to `read, understand, read and interpret' is instructive. Her comment is supported by G4 in the 
same interview, who suggested that one needed to know the meaning of some words in maths before 
being able to attend to the mathematics itself. For mathematics, there is another layer added to what 
students need to be able to do to be successful. The students in making these comments seemed to be 
more concerned with the language of mathematics questions rather than with the mathematics content 
itself making the point that reading was a necessary but insufficient condition in beginning the process 
of solving these problems. G3 in Interview Excerpt 6.16-3 does make some similar references when 
she likened mathematics to English literature in that both required a student to be able to not only read, 
but also to think and analyse, i. e. make sense of the content given. 
Related literature on language in the Caribbean supports what it is these students may be implying. 
Craig (cited in Thompson, 1984, p 167) for example has noted some possible consequences for the 
otherwise Creole speaking young child being taught from the beginning to read `standard' English, one 
such being that these children would have difficulties relating the written words with the meanings they 
represent to the end that whilst some children may learn and be able to say what the word is, they may 
be doing no more than `barking at the print' as some children may be unable to make sense of their 
reading. This is further complicated by the fact that Creole/dialect remains largely a spoken and not a 
written language within the Caribbean. Whilst this situation of reading without meaning may be 
expected to have been reduced with increasing years of schooling, the comments of the students in the 
Interview Excerpt 6.16-1, and in particular that of G4 towards the end of the excerpt given here do 
suggest that there may be times in mathematics where this (reading without meaning) is in effect what 
happens. 
The student G5 towards the end of Interview Excerpt 6.16-1 provided the means for beginning to 
deconstruct what may be involved when some students refer to being attentive or listening in 
mathematics classes, and her comments also provide support for some of the discussion earlier. For 
her, although she tried to listen, what she was doing was hearing, so that she was at times unable to 
make sense of what had been said, as much, it appears, from trying to understand the mathematics as 
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from trying to understand the words being used by the teacher. There is a suggestion here that the 
words in use that she was hearing are sometimes unfamiliar to her, and so she has little means of 
forming connections with her existing language and mathematics structures. Forming connections for 
some students in mathematics classes may well be at a premium as earlier in Interview Excerpt 6.16-1 
the interviewee G4 criticised the approach of teaching mathematics on offer because of the 
disjointedness of the approach. The teaching, perhaps because of a concentration on what words the 
teacher was using, and the mathematics content itself were lost to her. In listening to the teacher, and 
hearing his words, she was also having to consciously try and understand the teacher and the words or 
language in use. 
But what recourse did students have when they did not understand what the teacher was saying? 
Students could, and did from classroom observations, say so when they did not understand. But there 
is evidence that they did not always do this, and that some students did not do this. When they did do 
so however, it was noted that a frequent strategy used by teachers was to repeat or re-explain what they 
had just said. It, for want of a better term, seemed to be the default strategy for this situation. There 
were students who welcomed this strategy (e. g. see Questionnaire Excerpts 6.16-2 later this 
subsection). The strategy though brought across the impression that teachers' interpretation of 
students' not understanding was that they had not listened, or perhaps that they (the teachers) had gone 
through too quickly and so needed to repeat what was said, slowing it down as necessary. This 
impression from classroom observations was also supported by a student in interviews who noted that: 
And if you have a problem with the maths subject right, and you explain the teacher, he ga' ((he is 
going to)) jus'say, you weren't listening - that's thefirst thing' (G4, Mi4). 
The process of coming to understand another person's talk has been described as follows: 
To understand another person's utterance means to orient oneself with respect to it, and to find the proper 
place for it in the corresponding context. For each word of the utterance that we are in process of 
understanding, we, as it were, lay down a set of our own answering words. The greater their number and 
weight, the deeper and more substantial our understanding will be... Any true understanding is dialogic in 
nature. (Voloshinov, given in Wertsch, 199 1, p54) 
From this, an interpretation of what G5 says at the end of Interview Exceipt 6.16-1 is that at times she 
had found that she had limited `answering words' to lay down to those being used by the teacher in 
mathematics classes, and hence little scope for orienting herself to what was being said (cf also with 
the sense in which `orient' was used by Davis (1996) given earlier on p125). A similar situation 
appears to also be the case in the students' comment in Interview Excerpt 6.16-2. where the 
language 
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of a mathematics content had at times been made more understandable when explained by a friend 
than when been done by the teacher. In that interview excerpt; the problem as described by the student 
G1 when referring to breaking it down could be interpreted as one of a level of language use, and cold 
be seen as a problem of disjuncture of what zones along the language continuum the teacher and 
students were operating in. Where this disjuncture means there is little overlap of these zones, then 
students' access to `answering words' in their attempts to understand the mathematics is restricted. As 
outlined earlier in Subsection 6.1-4, in student questionnaire data various students did also refer- to 
`breaking things down' as a means for them to understand the mathematics better, or something they 
liked about their teacher. Implicit in these comments is a reference to language, perhaps both the 
technical language of mathematics, and also the otherwise communicative language being used to get 
ideas and concepts across. 
So, it may be that this overt focus on `listening' or `paying attention' in mathematics does `get in the 
way' of actually learning mathematics for some students (e. g. quote given at the beginning of Section 
6.1 from Ruddock et al cited in Boaler, 2000, p4). It may also be that this is more so the case for a 
greater proportion of students in mixed rather than single-sex schools. It could be argued that students 
in mixed schools have been able to pass English Language based on the data of Section 4.2, and on that 
basis the strength of language as a factor that gets in the way of learning mathematics is somewhat 
reduced. The data of Section 4.2 show that for students in mixed schools between 50-60% of them 
have been successful in English Language for the years given (e. g. Figure 42-4(c) and Table 4.2-2(b)). 
However, a look at the proportion of students who have been successful at the two higher grades 
(Grades I and II) in English Language shows this proportion for students in mixed schools to be on 
average approximately 25% of the successes, whereas that for students in single-sex schools is on 
average approximately 70% of the successes. In other words, more than one-half of students in mixed 
schools who have over these years been successful in English Language have been so at the lowest of 
the grades possible for success, Grade III, whilst for students in single-sex schools the Grade III has 
consistently been the grade at which the least proportion of students have been successful. Whilst 
students in both these school-types did describe what they did in mathematics classes as listening 
(Tables 6.16-1 and 6.16-2(a)), there maybe a greater `distance' to be made or more to be done by, some 
students in orienting themselves so that they can come to understand in the sense given by Voloshinov 
(cited in Wertsch, 1991, p54), based on what their initial starting point in subconscious language use is 
(i. e. the form of the language they are predisposed to use). 
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It might also be argued that students would have access to a simpler form of talk,, ia each other. as has 
been suggested by the girls in Interview Excerpt 6.16-2, thus reducing the distance or the work which 
needs to be done in orienting themselves to understanding the mathematics. Whilst not discounting 
that this does happen, it had been noted from classroom observations that students, but more so gas, 
tended to work individually on questions when given class-work, and only appeared to communicate 
to each other about the mathematics when they encountered a problem, or as a means of checking their 
work. (For a gender comparison on students' perspectives on doing mathematics with others, see item 
no. 18 in Table 6.11-2, Subsection 6.1-1; compare also this finding on students' classroom behaviour 
during mathematics to what teachers had to say in Questionnaire Excerpts 5.22-1, Section 5.2-2). The 
following excerpt provides the perspective of a group of students on the matter of working in groups, 
when asked why they tended to work by themselves when given work to do. The behaviour had been 
noted during observations in their mathematics classes: 
Interview Excerpt 6.16-4 
G3: No, we try and work it out ourselves. 
G 1: First ourselves and wherever we're going wrong, we ask around for help. 
G2: That's the fight way. 
hit That's the right wa? 
G3: I think that's the right way, because... 
G2: They will never know your real ability. 
G 1: Exactly, because when CXC comes, we're not going to have... you understand? 
G2: If we're all here, and we're all working together all the time, we'll never know our real ability. 
GI: Exactly. 
(3 girls, Si3) 
Thus, students had restricted access to the use of the `talk' aspect of language as a resource for their 
own use whilst in mathematics classes, which meant that they had few extended opportunities to 
publicly express and/or display their mathematical mis-/non/-understandings not only to the teacher 
and the class as a whole, but more informally to their classmates and friends. This could also therefore 
mean that they were generally unable to aid their thought processes via this means of talk 
(Pimm, 1987, 
p23). There is almost some sense in which link(s) is/are missing in the learning process. 
Student responses to these classroom related questions, and others, also brought to the 
fore the 
importance of the teacher in students' school experience of mathematics. The 
issue of the 
mathematics teacher and things attached to him/her were brought out over several questionnaire 
items, 
including questions that did not directly address `the teacher', and also 
directly and indirectly in 
interviews. Asking students specifically about their views of their mathematics teacher 
had attached 
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ethical implications, so such a question was not directly put to students. However, and as might be seen 
from the preceding, students did speak both positively and negatively about mathematics teachers and 
mathematics teaching. Most of the extended questionnaire responses students gave were usually 
concerned with the mathematics teacher or mathematics teaching, for example the following responses 
from students in a question inviting any other comments: 
Questionnaire Excerpts 6.16-1 
It is not really that people do not like maths but instead take long to understand Take me for an erwnple 
Some work I did not understand in primary school I still don't understand it It is not because I am dunce is 
because I am not quick in learning things so I would really have to sit dove n and take time to undei sta i) ml it cvul 
sometimes the teacher would say I am not spending all year on one topic so I would not understand the topic 
fully as they say all horse don't run alike so is not everyone is meant to learn something quick so is just tine 
and patent (sic) you need to teach maths and you should have put in the questionnaire if yoga- teacher takes 
time with you to show you a sum. My answer is no. (18F, Mit, Dislikes mathematics, Rates p. formancc' as 
Sa ti sfa cto ry/Fa i t/Passable) . 
Maths should be made more ft n and exciting for the students instead teachers just going on the board and 
telling us to do something Maths teachers should be extremely patient with their students because all of us 
don't run at the same pace. (23F, Sil, Dislikes mathematics, Rates performance as SatisfactoaylFair/ 
Passable) 
I love the subject maths sometimes, I am really trying my best to pass the subject but I just don't seem to hcn c 
the right maths teach (sic) yet (25M, Mi 7, Dislikes mathematics, Rates pef jonnance as Unsatisfacton ). 
This is not to say that all student responses concerning the mathematics teacher were negative. As 
some findings in the preceding subsections do illustrate, students did also have positive things to say 
about their mathematics teacher (e. g. Subsections 6.1-2,6.1-4). Further to those results, in other 
questionnaire data to an open item, 73 students gave the teacher or things related to him/her as what 
they liked best about their school mathematics classes, and this response was the most frequent 
response given to this question. Comparatively 29 students gave the teacher as what they liked least 
about those classes. (For a complete list of coded students' responses to these items along with 
fiiequencies, see Appendix D1, Section IV, Tables Q8 and Q9). Examples of student responses which 
gave the teacher as what they liked best are: 
Questionnaire Excerpts 6.16-2 
Ilike the teacher mostly because she explains and makes sure the students wxkn"Id (6F, Si]) 
Teacher is in, formative (25M, Si2) 
The teacher is very patient with us and hies to go over as much as he can (6F, Si3) 
The teacher explains the work very well (18M, Si4) 
My teacher has patients (sic) with me (9F, Mil) 
When you don't is derstand the teacher usually, explain it over again (32M, Mit) 
When she [the teacher] give (sic) realistic examples. (7F, Mi3) 
I like when the teacher is ans ? ring my question when I don 't understand (18F, Mi4) 
It is fun and the teacher make (sic) it that 11 1, 
(9M, Mi 5) 
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The teacher isfimny and kind (14F, Mi6) 
The teacher goes slow (16F, Mil) 
These examples provided are also used to illustrate that there was at least one student in each school 
who gave the teacher and/or things related to him/her as what they liked best about their mathematics 
classes. The examples also serve to illustrate what it is that students value about their mathematics 
teacher and mathematics teaching. The teacher breaking things down, explaining the work well, re- 
explaining and taking note of students' concerns when they don't understand, having patience, going 
slow, being knowledgeable, using examples in teaching that students could relate to were features of 
responses students gave to various items throughout the questionnaire. Wrapped up in some of these 
student questionnaire responses were also issues that could be related to the language being used by the 
teacher, whether it be the technical language of the mathematics itself or the form of English that was 
in use, as was suggested by students' responses provided in Questionnaire Excerpts 6.14-3 in 
Subsection 6.1-4. 
6.1-7 Students' Views oftheir Parents' Expectations and Mathematics 
As noted previously, along with teachers, parents are a part of the environment of students' schooling 
and hence also of their mathematics. Parents, and their expectations of their children's mathematics 
have significant import for the dispositions that students bring with them to the classroom, how 
students perceive it is that they can be, what they can do, whilst learning mathematics. In other words, 
parental expectations are an important aspect of how it is students may view the need to be successful 
in mathematics in school (e. g. in Section 1.3 and the idea posited that a reason Caribbean/Jamaican 
students do not perform well in mathematics was due to low parental expectations). As such, the 
findings to be presented address in some ways RA (c) and RQ1(b)&2, that is, those having to do with 
students' approaches to leaming/doing mathematics, how they may have come to have those 
approaches, and inter-relations of these approaches with their mathematics performance. Student 
questionnaire data did not directly address any parental issue about students' and mathematics, but 
interview data did. Thus, the findings to be presented here come from students' responses during 
interviews. 
During interviews students were asked if their parents had any particular expectation of them with 
regard to mathematics, and how this expectation may be different from (or the same as) that in other 
subject areas. Thirty-four out of 40 students directly responded to these questions. For students in 
single-sex schools, 8/11 (72%) thought that their parents would `make a fuss' if they failed 
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mathematics, with two students saying that their parent(s) would do so `sometimes'; the remaining 
student did not think that his parent would be too hard on him, as he (the student) did not want to do 
mathematics. For students in mixed schools, 13/23 (56%) thought that their parent(s) would make a 
fuss if they failed their mathematics, whilst the other students did not think that this situation would 
particularly matter to their parent(s), and in some cases that their parent(s) would be fairly 
accepting/understanding of such a situation. The following are six interview excerpts which illustrate 
the view of some of these students regarding this issue, with examples chosen to reflect the school- 
types: 
Interview Excerpt 6.17-1 
Int [... ] do you find that your parents have any particular expectations of you in terms of maths, 
meaning... 
Collective: Yes 
G3: They say that's one of the most important subjects. 
[... ] 
Int Yes? So they expect you to pass? 
Collective: Yes. 
G2: `Cause my Mom's a teacher so... and she teaches maths.. 
[... ] 
hit [... ] and is that maths in particular, or is that any other subject, let's say you're doing 8 subjects and 
you failed Home Ec., [... ] would she be, he or she be the same way about that as if you had failed 
maths? 
Collective: No. 
hit No, they'd be.. . 
GI: Because I got 63 for mid-term maths and 54 for OP, they still ignored the OP and just told me about 
the maths. 
Int Oh, okay, so they'd be harder on you about the maths? 
G1: Yes. 
(4 girls, Si I) 
Interview Excerpt 6.17-2 
B l: [... ] my father would nonnally drill me into getting my multiplication and everything 
but sometimes 
I didn't understand what he was doing this to me for so that he could make me challenge more and 
more other problems coming up [... ] 
Int [... ] do you find that your parents have any particular expectations of you with regard to maths? 
That 
is, let's say, [... ] you're doing 8,9 subjects and you take home your report and you've 
failed 
maths, but you passed everything else, would they really get down on you? 
B 1: Sometimes. 
B3: Sometimes. 
lit Sometmes? 
B2: They're expecting hundreds always. [... ] If I get like 95.. . 
Int That's bad? 
B2: Yeah 
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(3 boys, Si4) 
Interview Excerpt 6.17-3 
Int: [... ] Do you find that your parents have any particular expectations of you with regards to maths' 
Like, let's say you passed all your other subjects and you failed maths, would they make a fuss? 
G2: Yes. 
G1: Yes. 
Int: Yes? 
G1: They would make a fuss because they say mats and English make you go to college, and they- want 
you to go to college. 
Int: So they would make a fuss. 
G2: Yes. 
Ind: Same reason? 
G2: Yeah 
B: Same thing. 
I ... I 
hit: 
... 
Let's say you had failed Accounting but passed everything else, would they make the same sort of 
fuss about that? 
G's: No. 
(1 boy+ 2 girls, Mil) 
Interview Excerpt 6.174 
hit Okay. You find that your parents have any particular thing they expect about you in maths? 
G1: Nuh 
Ind Like if you take home, let's say you doing 8,9 subjects, and you failed maths would they make a 
fuss? 
GI: No 
Int ... 
And you passed everything else? 
G4: No. 
I ... I G3: If I failed maths, they'd make a fuss. 
Me: They'd make a fuss? If you passed everything else but you failed maths ... 
You don't know? 
G2: I don't know. 
I ... I G l: Fume Mummy nar mek no fuss `cause she know me no lub maths. ((My Mother will not make a 
fuss because she knows I don't love maths. )) 
[... ) 
G3: Well, she knows I love maths. 
Int Let's say you passed everything else but failed hmmm Agri Science say, I don't know if you 
do it, 
would she make a fuss? 
G3: No. 
G4: Yes man. 
G1: Yes. 
G2: Because Agriculture takes a lot of money, you see, you have to buy a lot of things. 
[... ) 
G2: Okay, in school, it takes a lot of money. 
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Inc So if you failed it she would fuss? 
G2&4: Yeah 
G1: All the money 
G2: `Cause she's spending her money and we're failing the subject, but I always pass Agri. 
(4+2 girls, Mi4) 
Interview Excerpt 6.17-5 
Int: [... ] your parents, do you find that your parents have any particular expectations of you with re_=d to 
maths? 
G3: Um hum. 
GI: Well, yes. 
Int Yes? 
G2: [Laughs] I don't even know. 
Int: You don't know. Yes. Let's go... let's take you first 
G3: `Am, like if today I did a test and get it back, and, I fail, my Dad and my Mom would say, `How you 
fail maths, how you fail maths? You supposed to pass. These are easy, why you fail it? ' 
[... ] 
Int Okay, if it were Social Studies, and you failed Social Studies, would they have reacted the same va/? 
G3: Yes, sim... similar. 
[... ] 
G2: My parents, all they would tell me is work harder, work harder. 
[... ] 
G l: All of them would be mad. They would tell me I need to do better, and how I could fail it because I 
go to extra classes... 
Int Um hum. For maths? 
G l: ... they would expect me to pass 
it because I go to these extra classes. 
(3 girls, Mi5) 
Interview Excerpt 6.17-6 
Int: [... ] Do you find that your parents have any particular expectations of you with regard to maths? 
[... ] Let's say you passed everything else and you failed maths, would they have made a fuss 
about that? 
B: Well, yeah, because for maths, you have to... it's a compulsory subject for CXC and right now we're 
4t' form students, we're supposed to be like, grasping, getting it to go on to CXC level.. 
lit So, she'd make a fuss about that? 
B: Yeah. 
Int: Or he. 
G: Not my mother. 
Int: She wouldn't make a fuss if you failed maths? Why? 
G: Because I always fail it 
Int: You always fail... 
G: She's glad because I pass it now. 
Int: She would be glad if you passed it - but she wouldn't say any hing if you failed it? 
G: She says she had the same problems before. 
(1 boy+ 1 girl, Mil) 
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These data from students of their parental expectations with regard to their mathematics performance 
are second-hand data since they were not directly obtained from the students' parent(s). However, the 
import of these students' responses is just that - they are from the students and thus represent students' 
perceptions; it is what students' think are their parents' expectations. One could argue that students 
may then be influenced in some ways to act out in schools to reflect this perception of parental 
expectations, particularly in cases where the learning/circumstances may well to them seem difficult 
(e. g. see references to sleeping during mathematics classes (Tables 6.16-1,6.16-2). and also absenting 
oneself from such classes (e. g. Interview Excerpt 6.12-1), this last given particularly by students in 
mixed schools as something they did do or could do). 
Although limited, one of the other findings that concerned parental expectations and mathematics 
concerned the sex of the parent. When students did specifically identify a parent as not being upset if 
they failed mathematics, this parent was always the mother, this is not to say that all mothers would not 
be upset - some students did highlight that their mother would be upset if they failed mathematics - 
but, the point being made is that no student in identifying who it is that would not be upset, specifically 
identified a father. This, amongst other things, may also be a product of with whom the child lived, and 
more students in mixed schools lived with their mother only than did students in single-sex schools 
(Tables 5.1-1 and 5.1-2, Section 5.1). During fieldwork in A&B there were only two instances in 
which specific mention was made of a father in connection to mathematics; both these instances 
occurred in each of the boys' single-sex school, and had to do with the boys doing mathematics with 
their father. The first instance occurred in the Interview Excerpt 6.17-2 given by B 1, where he spoke of 
his father's drilling him with his multiplication when he was at primary school. The second instance 
had occurred in an observation session in Sit, where one of the boys had shown me some work on 
Binomial expansions, work which he said he was doing with his father. 
Additional to this finding of students' perception of parental expectation of their school mathematics 
performance, there is present in the responses of some students in the mixed schools (G's 1,2, &4 in 
Interview Excerpt 6.16-5 and G1 in Interview Excerpt 6.16-6) their perception of the value their parents 
would associate with the need for their success in mathematics and other subjects in school if the parent 
had to in any way pay/provide extra help outside of what was normally required, e. g. paying/providing 
for extra mathematics lessons outside of school, or paying for materials needed in school. Whilst this 
perception might well also be present for some students in single-sex schools, such considerations did 
not feature in the responses of any of the 11 students interviewed from the single-sex schools. It may 
well be that the interview sample of students from the single-sex schools is limited, and so that this 
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finding is an artefact of the sample used. On the other hand, one could consider this finding in relation 
to the number of schools used, this extra provision/money aspect was not mentioned by any student in 
the four single-sex schools, whilst it was mentioned by student(s) in two of the seven mixed schools. 
This finding potentially points to a disposition -a habitus - some students perceived their parents hold, 
that anything that is paid for is of greater value than anything that is free, and some of these students 
may well, subconsciously, bring this disposition with them to school and schooling processes. 
6.2 STUD ENT5 DOI NG AN D LEARNING MATHEMATICS 
Section 6.1 addressed mainly (but not only) students' views of mathematics. However, it seemed 
pertinent to include some perspective on these students doing and learning mathematics, in order to be 
able to address RQ1(b), RA(c) and those aspects of RQ2&3 about students' approach to doing and/or 
learning mathematics. To this end, this section contains two further subsections, the first of which 
presents findings and interpretations from students' attempts at an algebra task given during interviews, 
which is followed by findings and interpretations from data obtained in classroom observations. As the 
subsections include interpretations of the findings, they are discursive in nature. The interview data 
revealed some student approaches to doing mathematics, possibly indicating how they were learning 
mathematics. The observation data in particular provided snapshots of students in mathematics classes 
doing and learning mathematics. These snapshots allow for a look at the more micro-level processes 
that may have influenced some of these students' views reported earlier in this chapter concerning what 
these students do in mathematics classes and how they approach doing and/or learning mathematics in 
these classes. It also brings out some of the `micro-interactional processes' whereby students' use of 
what they know and how they are disposed to use it and also to be in mathematics classes may 
represent a good fit or not to that expected, i. e. the `institutionalized standards of evaluation' (Lareau & 
Weininger's qualitative conceptualisation of cultural capital - see Section 2.2 p28 ). Since classroom 
observations involved observations of things as they were, the topics covered in the classrooms 
observed were not the same, so a cross analysis of how students' responded to the same mathematics 
question is impossible from observation data Observation data though do provide information on how 
students may have been predisposed to think and be in mathematics classes, and to doing mathematics. 
The algebra task given during interviews represents the only mathematics question to which a cross- 
school analysis is possible of the same task/question. 
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6.2-1 From I nteMews - T1 e Algebra Task 
As mentioned in Subsection 3.3-1, the interview schedule had been revised in sitar to include (amongst 
other revisions) an algebra task. This decision had been made as it had been noted from questionnaire 
data that a number of students had specifically referred to algebra, usually to say that they did not like or 
did not understand it, although a few students did give it as a topic area in mathematics that they liked. 
Additionally, during the course of the first interview conducted, a student had specifically mentioned 
that `Sometimes algebra no mek no sense ((does not make any sense)) ' (B 1, Mi3). The algebra task 
was not given in this first school, but was given in all the other participating schools. Amongst other 
things, as mentioned in Subsection 3.3-3, there were time constraints on the interview in NO, and also 
it was the interview which involved all members of the participating class. 
The following was the task given during interviews. It was generally asked as indicated, sometimes 
pointing to the terms on the paper on which they were written: 
How would you do this? If you saw this on a mathemaues paper, what would you do? 3a + 4b - 7a 
+2b. 
The question was asked in 10 of the 1l participating schools. The task came to a mathematically 
correct end in 3/4 single-sex schools and 2/6 mixed schools, a result which compares to the proportion 
of students who are successful in mathematics in the CXC/CSEC examinations of students in these 
school-types from the documentary data of Section 4.2. The interview excerpts presented here are 
firstly for 4/6 mixed schools, three which had given a `wrong' answer and one which gave a `right' 
answer, and secondly for all four of the single-sex schools, with the school which had given a `wrong' 
answer given last. These results for 8/10 schools are presented in order to show similarities and 
differences in students' approaches to doing the task. Findings from the task mainly relate to students' 
use of rules, and inclinations in use based on students' gender and school-type (read social class). In the 
excerpts presented, wherever students appear to be invoking the use of a (new) rule, these passages 
have been highlighted 
Interview Excerpt 6.21-1 
G 1: You sinp1ify it. 
11... ) 
14,01001-001 
G 1: All the a's.. . 
B: You group the like teens. 
Int: Okay. And what you mean by `like terms'? 
G2: 'Am... 
B: The a's. 
Int The a's? [... ] And? 
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G1: Theb's. 
iii, 
Int: Okay. Why 
G 1: Because it not going tobe right. 
B: You can get an answer if you `am multiplying it 
hit ON okay, but not if you adding it? 
B&G's: No. [... ] 
B: Because you can't add letters. 
[... ] 
G 1: You could a do it nuh ((you know)), but it going to not, if you going to do it, it going to be wrong. 
Int: Okay. Okay, just tell me how you would group the a's together... 
GI: You put.. . 
[... ] 
B: You have 3a and you have... 
G 1: You put... 
B: 
... minus 
7a, so you have 3a minus ... 
G 1: No, you put the 7 first you put... you don't bring... you don't... you carry the smaller number, you 
don't carry the larger number. 
Int: Okay, that's, that's what you said. Do you agree with her? 
B: Yeah, that's that the teacher said. 
Int: Carey the...? 
B: Smaller number 
G 1: Smaller number, you don't cant' the larger number. 
Int: Okay, so what does that mean? I don't understand what that means. 
G 1: You see like you have 7, you carry the 3a over on that side, so you have 7a mints 3a. 
[... ] 
hit: Do you agree with what she said? 
G2: Yes. 
B: Or 7a plus 3a 
Int You going to.. . 
G1: No... 
B Because it's a number witho a sign is basically as positive. 
Int Okay... so... 
GI, You carry... this is positive, so when you cany it on the opposite side you always like, if it going to be 
negative or positive, you al", ays change the number. 
Int: Okay. Do you agree with that she said? 
B: What? Could you repeat that? 
Y 
öu always... if you have a positive and you going to move it on the opposite side, you al aays 
carry... you always change the sigma, because it not going to be right... 
[... ý 
3: So tie m YOU change fl-le SIPIS, 
G: Yes. 
Int: So, you age with what she says? 
G2: Yes. 
Int: Sometimes you change the signs? 
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G1: No... 
Int: I just want to know, when you put the a's, there's a, there's a 3a, which you've said is positive, and 
there's a 7a, I just want to know, when you put them togedler, what do YOU "rite, how do ou 
write the 3a and the 7a? 
GI: It goin' be negative 7a minus 3a. 
Int Do you agree with her? 
B: Yes. 
G2: Yes. 
I ... I Int: Okay, what will happen with the b's nov!? 
G1: It going to be the... 
B: You do the same thing ... 
G 1: It's the same thing, but it going to be positive 4a.. . 
B: 4b 
G1:... positive 4b minus... 
B: Because of the signs. 
G 1: 
... minus, minus, minus negative.. minus 
2b 
Int: Okay. Do you agree with her? 
B: Or you can, sometimes, sometimes, I would put, you have positive 4b because you already have the 
signs and then and you have a plus sign between the 7a and the 2b, so the 2b already has a sign, so 
it's gonna be positive, you don't really put the sign in front of the number because a number 
without a sign.. . 
G 1: You already know it's that 
B: 
... 
in front of it is positive, so you have 4b plus 2b. 
(1 boy+ 2 girls, Mil) 
Interview Excerpt 6.21-2 
G3: 
... 
int... 
Int. Theirs what? 
G2: Group the'am.. . 
G3: The lke ter - ... 
G2: The like tennis. 
G3:... together. 
Ind The like terms are like which ones? 
G3: 3a 
3G's: 3a and 7a 
G 1: You put them together. 
Int Uh huh. 
3G's: And 4b and 2b. 
G 1: You put them together. 
Int Okay. And how would you put the a's and the b's together? 
G3: You say 3a... 
Int: Uh huh. 
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GI: You transmit it over hie: 
G3: Trans'am... no... 
G2: And put... and then it becomes ... 
G3: 3a... positive 3a minus 7a and, you say, plus 4b.. . 
G1: It's... 
G3: 
... negative 4b plus.. . 
G1: 2b. 
Int: Do you agree with what she said? 
2 would go over here and become negative from the 4. 
Int: Do you agree with what she said? I think she said something different to what you said 
[... ] 
G3: Well, it can do both ways... 
G 1: It can work both ways. 
G3: 
.. 
'cause you gonna get the same answer. You supposed to get the same answer. 
(3 girls, NO, 3 girls) 
Interview Excerpt 6.21-3 
hit All thea's... 
G: And then put , all the b's tobet per. You say 3a `am plus 7a, and just write the answer, 10, then 
4b minus 
2b.,. 
[... ] 
Int: Okay. You heard, you heard what [Name] said? You agree with her? [... ] 
.B1: You put all the a's together. [... ] The negative sign supposed to become a positive sign. 
Int: The negative sign supposed to become a positive sign. Okay. You agree with what he said? 
[... ] 
B2: `Am, I don't know, no. 
Int No, you don't agree with that part Okay. Well, what, what do you think is supposed to happen next? 
Af ter you put the a's together, what happens? 
B2: You add 7 and 3 [... ] and you add 4 and ? and subtract what you get from... 
Int: Oh, okay, so you add 7 and 3 and get 10a? [Nods head] And 4 and 2 and get 6b but you write 10a 
minus 6b you mean? 
B2: You add 3 and 7, you get 10a, and 4 and 2 you get 6b, and then minusbb from 10a. 
(1 girl +2 boys, Mi6) 
Interview Excerpt 6.21-4 
the li ... [Pause] G2&3 You grou 
G3: And then, if you say.. . 
G 1: xAtnj then vOU go try eve ything 
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G4: If you moving them, when you moving then to the other side of the `am... the sips dem fain' 
d=&-ýe 
G2: Okay, you go say 3a plus 7a 
G3: 3a take away 7a, and then you say.. . 
G3&2: 
... plus 4b plus 2b 
(4+2 girls, Mi4) 
Interview Excerpt 6.21-5 
G1: Group lice terms together.. . 
Int Group like terms together. Like temps means? 
G 1: Like what's common 
G3: 3a and 7a and 4b and 2b. 
G 1: Then you see whats con mr on between the first and open brackets and- 
G3: Yeah. 
Gi : ... a's outside and then say 3 minus 7, and then you say b and 4 plus 2. 
G2: No... [drawn out]. You sure? You just put the like teens together and find out the answer 
hit: Okay. 
G2: You just do them together and you just find out the answer. This minus this and that plus that. 
[Points as she says to the 3a, 7a, 4b, 2b, in turn. ] 
Int: You agree with what she said? 
G1: Yeah, you can do it that way. 
G4: You can work it out 
hit I don't necessarily want to know the answer, I'm just asking how you would have done it 
G2: Is it 6b minus negative 4a, minus 4a, and then that's the answer, barn. 
(4 girls, Si 1) 
Interview Excerpt 6.21-6 
B: Well, I can tell you the answer from this, but... I would just put that with that, and that'ýith that, that 
would, take away that from that and add that to that [Boy indicates by pointing, putting the 3a 
with the minus 7a, and the 4b with the 2b, and that he would take away 7a from 3a and add 4b to 
2b. ] 
(I boy, Si2) 
Interview Excerpt 6.21-7 
B2: So 3a minus 7a... [... ] ... 
Plus 4b plus 2b. 
Int: Do you agree with what he said? 
B 1: Yes I do. 
I ... I 
B3: Yes. 
hit And? 
B2: Like when you add 3a plus, no minus 7a, that's minus 4a, plus 6b. 
[... ý 
Int: So it's a case of doing what to the `am... to the variables? 
81: Grouping.. R like to 
h 
(3 boys, Si4) 
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Interview Excerpt 6.21-8 
G3: Gr like t 
Int: Group like terms? 
G2: Yeah, group the like terms. 
[... ] 
G3: The b's and the a's. 
G2: 7aß 
G1: 7a's and 
G3: You group them together. 
G2: Yeah, you group all the a's and all the b's and then you work the sum. 
Int: I don't want to know the answer, but, how would you put the b's together? 
G3: 4b minus 2b? 
I ... I G1: Ah eah.. . 
Int 
... and 
how would you put the a's? 
GI: And 3a -plus 7 
G2: Plus 7a 
Int: And everybody agrees with that? 
G2: Urn hum. 
G3: Yah 
(3 girls, Si3) 
A total of eight rules were identified in overall student responses firm the 10 schools, to include: group 
like terms; can't add (different) letters; carry the smaller number (let the smaller follow the larger); a 
number without a sign is positive; when carry (transmit, move) to the opposite side, change signs; 
sometimes you change signs; find what's common, and put in brackets; try everything. With respect to 
the `rule' of moving the smaller rather than the larger term made explicit by G1 of Mi 1 in Interview 
Excerpt 6.21-1, but also apparently guiding the response of G1 of NO in Interview Excerpt 6.21-2, an 
example of a teacher giving this rule did appear in classroom observation sessions in Mi5: 
Observation Excerpt 6.21-1 (from a session about two months prior to interview) 
The lesson is a review of algebra, and the teacher has asked the class to solve: 
3x-1=5x+6 
The teacher says to the class that the equation has four terms, and asks the class what to do next. Some 
students say that like terms should be moved to the same side. The teacher asks the class if there is a 
choice of what to move. Some students (notably fewer than before) say `Yes'. The teacher says that 
usually, you would let the smaller follow the bigger, like if you go out with your younger brother, he 
usually would follow you. A girl says `We're dealing with maths now nuh'. The teacher says `Maths is 
about life. ' The teacher goes on to say that any of the tenns can move, but it is usually easier to let the 
smaller follow the larger, that is, taldng 3x over to the side with 5x. (Excerpt from Observation Session 6, 
Mi5) 
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In giving the task, the rule of grouping like teams together was expected, but the `other rules' students 
invoked were not Within this rule-use there was some difference in how students in some schools 
made use of rules in giving their response: for some students, rules were things to work with, select 
amongst, ease in and out of as needed; for other students, any rule, once given by the teacher, NN as to be 
used.. Some students in explaining how they would work this task used rules with an at-home-ness, 
ease or sense of ownership (feel for the game) not apparent in the responses of other students, to an 
extent which made the use of rules virtually invisible; other students used any and all rules that seemed 
even vaguely relevant to the context to an extent which made the use of rules starkly visible. Students' 
orientation to using rules was different, and this difference tended to run along the lines of school-type 
and gender. 
More specifically, some students in mixed schools showed an inclination to rule-use which drew their 
attempt to work through the algebra task to be more about the rules than the mathematics. With regard 
to the gendered nature of rule-use, it appeared that girls were more inclined than boys to use mies. The 
situation though is arguably somewhat unclear particularly within mixed schools as it was mainly girls 
who participated in interviews. That said, in Interview Excerpt 6.21-1, although the boy did use rules, 
he did seem to invoke their use mainly as a means of defending his response, and not specifically as a 
disposition to their use. In one case he appears to distance himself from a rule (when moving carry the 
larger) by saying `that's what the teacher said. ' However, it is a boy in Interview Exceipt 6.12-3 who 
invokes the rule of changing signs. There was also some inclination to aale-use in the girls' single-sex 
schools. In Interview Excerpt 6.21-5 (Sil), G1 used brackets and picked out common terms, whilst in 
Interview Excerpt 6.21-8 (Si3), in addition to grouping like terms, the girls appear to be using a rule of 
changing the signs of whatever is being moved, although they do not explicitly say so. Whilst G1 of 
Si 1 in Interview Excerpt 621-5 might be deemed to `overuse' rules in working through the task, her 
rule-use does result in a choice which is not inappropriate to the task. Overall there seemed to be less 
of a tendency for girls in single-sex schools to use niles compared to girls in mixed schools. For 
example, in Interview Excerpt 621-2 for Mi4, even though the girls do come to a mathematically 
correct answer (largely based on the efforts of G3), others of the girls gave responses that indicated an 
intent/inclination to use some of these `other' rules. The boys of the two single-sex schools if anything, 
showed a disinclination to use rules (Inter-view Excerpts 621-6,6.21-7, schools Si2 and Si4 
respectively). In neither school does a boy explicitly invoke the use of a rule, and in Interview Excerpt 
6.21-7 one boy, B 1, only does so when asked at the end of the solution. 
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Thus, m their attempts at this task some students in single-sex schools seemed more able to see the 
mathematics beyond the rules e. g. Interview Excerpts 621-6 and 621-7, whereas those in mixed 
schools seemed to lose sight of the mathematics because of the rules (e. g. Interview Excerpts 62 1-1 
and 6.21-2). Rules given to mediate the working of algebra questions had for some students. more so 
those in mixed schools, constrained, rather than facilitated the process. For some students mies given in 
algebra were literally taken at face-value as things to be used whenever they encountered algebra 
questions, whatever the context. In employing the use of rules these students were in some ways taking 
a mathematical hammer to the question with the hope that some thing would eventually be right, this 
interpretation supported by the comment of G1 of Mi4 in Interview Excerpt 621-4 when she says 
`... try everything' giving this as a strategy for solving such tasks. There was a general tendency for 
students in mixed schools to make more use of rules and to use otherwise irrelevant and/or incorrect 
riles for this context. These particular students' responses also tended to be more hesitant and halting 
than those of students in single-sex schools. It would be difficult to say that students in mixed schools 
had not learnt anything in their mathematics classes, but the mathematics they had learnt at least from 
this example, was clouded in rules which they had not made sense of Even in explaining how they 
would work the task, these students' choice of words or language-use still arguably had more of a ring 
of a teacher's voice than that used by the students in the single-sex schools, e. g. in addition to the 
language of the rules used, use of `transmit' by G1 of Mi5 in Interview Exceipt 6.21-2, which G3 
appears to try to correct in the next line, but gives up on having also apparently forgotten the `correct' 
teacher-word. It was as if these rules were not their own; they were someone else's tools which 
students were having to carry about and `try out' in algebra contexts. These students had an orientation 
to using rules as being inherently `good', that their use would make the mathematics `right' as it was 
the teacher who had given the rules. This orientation to rule-use by students in the two school-types 
provides a perspective of Boundieu's description of the relation of habitus or embodied cultural capital 
and field. Students in single-sex schools, in particular the two boys' single-sex schools did appear to 
have a certain taking for granted-ness about nile-use in their approach to working this task having 
encountered a playing field of which they felt themselves a part, they were like `fish 
in water' 
(Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992, given earlier in Section 22, p26). However, it seems the case that some 
students in the mixed schools were feeling the `weight of the water' (ibid), had no sense of a 
feel for the 
game in relation to the fact that the task was algebraic, and so were prepared as a coping strategy to 
`try 
everything'. 
It may be assumed that these teacher-given rules for student use were given with the 
best of intentions, 
that of facilitating the manipulation of algebraic terms, and perhaps even to relate mathematics to 
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students' everyday lives as Observation Excerpt 6.21-1 suggests. However, the language and 
intentions of the teachers are at times in conflict with students' predispositions in ways of thinking and 
making sense of situations. For example, `moving to the opposite side' is often said by teachers in 
relation to the manipulation of algebraic terms in solving (linear) equations, but from the evidence of 
this example some students in mixed schools seemed to have not recognised the speciality of that 
algebra context for the use of that rule, nor what teachers mean by `opposite side' as it seems any 
movement of an algebraic term constitutes moving to an other, i. e. `opposite' side. The language use 
and teaching norms of teachers in mathematics, e. g. giving rules, formulas, and the teachers' 
expectations of how students will make use of these rules have come into contact with a disjuncture or 
misfit of how some students may be predisposed to interpret these rules, that is, not as a selection of 
tools to aid the working of mathematical (algebraic) tasks, but as a set of tools to (always) be used. In 
Interview Excerpt 6.21-4, G1 of Mi4's referral to And then you go try everything' suggests that trying 
everything was not a strategy or approach peculiar to the context of this task, but was an ongoing and 
continual `resource' some students drew on in algebra and arguably other mathematics contexts 
perhaps when unsure or not recognising what was required. These micro-level processes (e. g. trying 
everything, using any teacher-given seemingly relevant rule) having to do with the ways in which 
some students may be predisposed to think and be and so mediating how they make use of what they 
`know' (from what they have been taught) are the resource or embodied cultural capital available for 
them to draw on, and are what some students are otherwise coordinating with but this in ways not 
consonant with that expected by the teacher (e. g. Lageau & Weininger's conception of cultural capital 
given in Section 2.2 p28). 
Bernstein's recognition and realisation rules (2000, p 17) also provide a micro-level perspective via 
which this difference in orientation to using rules based on these students' school-type 
(read social 
class) can be viewed. In the schools where this task was given, all students recognised the algebra 
context and were able to determine what rules `might' apply, but as discussed previously some students 
seemed unable to take the further step of distinguishing amongst these rules to 
determine which one(s) 
may be appropriate for the particular context In Bernstein's terms, these students appeared 
to lave 
limited access to an answering `legitimate text' (Bernstein, 2000, p 17). Specifically, recognition rules 
allow persons to `recognise the speciality of the context they are in' 
(ibid, p17) whilst r alisation n. iles 
present the means via which persons are able (or not) to respond appropriately 
(to answer) to the 
speciality of the context Bernstein goes on to say that 
Many children of the marginal classes may indeed have a recognition eile, that 
is, they can recoguse 
e 
power relations in which they are involved, and their position 
in deem, but they may not possess ththe 
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realisation rule. If they do not possess the realisation nde, they cannot then speak the expected legitimate 
text. (2000, p17) 
With respect to this algebra task some students seemed aware of a somewhat powerless position in 
being able to `answer' or produce the `expected legitimate text', and so overcompensated by trying to 
mathematically subdue such questions (`try everything). Alternatively, students' recognition of a 
powerlessness in such contexts could also lead to some surrendering and doing nothing, as suggested 
and concluded by G5 in Mi4, despite the efforts of one girl, G3, to convince the other interviewees of 
the worth of algebra. Interview Excerpt 6.16-9 illusiates the dispositions of some students in this 
interview to algebra: 
Interview Excerpt 6.21-9 
G2: [... ] it depends on the topic they teaching `cause I like fractions and so, but something just wrong 
with me and Algebra. 
Int: You don't like Algebra? 
G1: Neither me. 
G2: It's not that I don't like it nuh... 
Int: It makes sense to you? 
G1: No. E no mek no sense ((It does not make any sense)). 
[... ] 
G3: It make sense, `cause suppose you don't know something in the world you can use it. [Laughter] - 
Find out what it means. 
GI: When you go work you ga ((are you going to)) have anything to do with b and a and x? 
G3: So, if you're at the workplace and you don't know what something is... 
G l: Ask somebody dat ((that)) know. 
[... ] 
G3: Say you have an unknown, you don't know something, and you have a variety of things linking 
chains you can... 
G2: You go say x something. 
G3: 
... work out the problem and 
find out what the answer be. 
G l: Me no see why no body need fu' know how fu do dat, all a dem a counting ((I do not see why 
anyone needs to know how to do that, all of that is counting)) 
[... ] 
G5: Sometimes you like see all dem things in algebra right... sometimes e no mek no sense say me ago 
do it [algebra] because me nar go understand ((Sometimes you see all those things in algebra, 
right, ... sometimes 
it does not make sense that I try to do it because I will not understand. )) 
(4+2 girls, Mi4) 
Surrendering for some students thus appeals as a legitimate coping strategy in mathematics classes 
when the mathematics just does not make sense, or is beyond the scope of where they are in ten-ms of 
making sense of the level of mathematics (example, see the actions of the girl in Obser% ation Excerpt 
6.2-2 in Subsection 6.2-2 to follow). Surrendering or doing nothing was another disposition some of 
these students brought with them towards algebra and mathematics. It is noteworthy that when given 
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the algebra task later in the interview from which Interview Excerpt 621-9 was taken G5 of ßi24 did 
not participate in giving a response (see Interview Excerpt 621-4), although she had been quite vocal in 
giving her views of mathematics during the interview. Specifically, Boundieu (1984) suggested that 
doing nothing was a characteristic of the working class, `a resignation to the . 
inevitable' (p3 when 
their habitus (embodied cultural capital) encountered a field in which there is a sense of powedessness. 
The findings presented here do bear similarities to those reported in Cooper & Dunne (1998,2000) and 
Cooper (2001) specifically in teens of what becomes obvious (or not) to students based on their social 
class backgrounds. Their work with primary age children in the UK was based on the use of realistic 
(i. e. questions set in an everyday context) versus esoteric (ones set in more abstract contexts) 
mathematics items in assessment. They noted that working class students become distinctly 
disadvantaged by the use of realistic items in mathematics assessment, suggesting that when faced xýith 
such items these students did not always recognise the speciality of the mathematics context, and so 
tended, as an initial strategy, to draw on their everyday knowledge of such contexts in approaching a 
solution (e. g. Cooper & Dunne, 1998, p 119). The findings presented here are limited in that only an 
esoteric item was used. However, this item did appear to discriminate between students in the two 
school-types in a way similar to that reported in Cooper & Dunne (1998; also as that in Lubienski 
(1997) for an American context) for realistic mathematics items. It may be that although it is an 
esoteric item type and so would norrnally be expected to reduce the extent to which students are likely 
to draw upon their everyday `common sense' knowledge and so increase the `obviousness' of the 
mathematical context, the arguably `foreignness' of the algebra context produced alternate approaches 
amongst some students. These approaches could be termed of an all-or-nothing nature; rather than 
attending to the specific speciality of this algebra context (e. g. there was not an `other side'), some 
students, more notably those in mixed schools, seemed to fail to make a further recognition step and 
saw only the algebra context. Thus, they used rules without any finesse or appreciation for what Might 
be appropriate for this context With an awareness amongst interview students in mixed schools of a 
relative powerless position with respect to algebra (they did not understand it, did not like it) and that 
their everyday knowledge would not do, there seems sufficient evidence to suggest that there was then 
a disposition to draw on what mathematics they did know. But, in doing so, some students drew on all 
the mathematics they knew that might apply in the context. There seems a case to be made that there 
was more at play here with the way some students approached the task than simply the mathematics; 
and that some students were using the mathematics they knew in ways that had little to do with the 
mathematics, perhaps drawing on how they knew to be in everyday contexts and this in an other Wi sc 
`foreign' situation. The foreign-ness of the algebra context appeared to have decreased the obviousness 
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of the mathematical task for some students. According to Cooper (2001, p248) `this sense of the 
`obvious' or the `appropriate' has to be learned, either in the home or the school... opportunities for 
learning what is appropriate in school mathematics may not be equally distributed across social class 
cultures' (p248). This sense of the obvious in mathematics questions, this `feel for the (mathematics) 
game' seems a form of embodied cultural capital less available to students in the mixed schools, given 
their propensity to take things at face-value. Further, if one incorporates the assessment of the frmnction 
of schools given by Bounlieu (1973, p84, given in Section 22, p29), the opportunity for acquiring this 
form of cultural capital whilst in school is made more difficult for some children as schools have tended 
to implicitly demand such competencies of all students rather than transmit them. 
But, in some sense, the behaviours described in students' approaches to the algebra task was how some 
students, more notably a greater proportion of those in mixed schools (and girls), knew how to be in 
mathematics contexts. It therefore does not seem improbable to conceive of this wa' of being as 
mediating how some students approached doing mathematics in general. That is, in doing 
mathematics, where realisation failed, some students then appeared to be reaching beyond the confines 
of the mathematics content to find some way of organising their approach to the mathematics. In doing 
so these students were finding coordination with how they knew to be (a part of their embodied cultural 
capital), and this way of being was mediating how they used (or not) available mathematical tools and 
so how they did mathematics. That students were using rules to mediate working through the task is 
evident (more explicitly so in some cases than others), and that some students were using them in ways 
further mediated by something else outside the evaluative standards expected also seems evident. It is 
posited that the way in which all students may be predisposed to using rules in working mathematics 
questions is mediated by what resources they are able to trade on, i. e. their embodied cultural capital. In 
the case presented here, this embodied cultural capital, that is, dispositions to trying everything without 
paying due attention to the question itself or looking beyond surface features, dispositions to using any 
and all rules in the expectation that some thing would eventually be right, dispositions to surrendering 
to the inevitable when faced with a context to which they are not attuned (e. g. algebra), dispositions to 
questioning why they would need to know this in the real world as someone else will know, these 
dispositions do not serve students well as they are not (always) a good fit to that expected, even 
implicitly demanded in schooling and mathematical processes. This is not to suggest that students in 
single-sex schools embodied `more' cultural capital than those in mixed schools, but the cultural capital 
embodied and brought to school by some students in mixed schools might be less valued in 
educational and mathematics teaching and learning processes. 
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6.2-2 From Observations 
This subsection will statt with an overall description of each of the three schools/classrooms in which 
observations were carried out. This will then be followed by an extended synopsis of one session from 
each of these classrooms. For this synopsis the third session of observation in each school vas chosen 
in order to reduce possible subjectivity in choosing an `interesting' lesson, and also to illustrate the 
typicality of these classes. Additionally, the third session in each case occurred more than one month 
into fieldwork activities, and it was thought that students would have become more accustomed to my 
presence in the school and classroom. The third session also reflects a point before any video- 
recordings of classroom sessions had taken place, and so potentially reduced chances for students and 
teachers to `play up' for the camera. The extended synopses are then followed by shorter excerpts of 
some classroom exchanges. These episodes serve to support some of the findings given earlier and 
also to illustrate the degree of `typicality' of the preceding extended synopsis for each 
school/classroom. It was thought that a look inside students' mathematics classrooms would put the 
mathematics views of students into perspective, and whilst providing `answers' to students' 
mathematics approaches, may also address aspects of the RA and RQ having to do with the 
interrelations of views and approaches and ultimately performance, i. e. RQ2&3 and RA(c). Outlining 
data from classroom observations necessarily brings some focus specifically on the teachers of the 
classes that were observed. 
The Schools and Mathematics Classes 
All three schools (Si3, Si2 and Mi5) were located in or on the borders of the capital city. Si3 was the 
school in which a class set rather than a mathematics teaching set had been given for questionnaire 
administration (Subsection 3.3-3). The students of Si3 had been re-grouped for mathematics teaching 
based on the CXC/CSEC two-tiered Genera /Basic syllabus, and the classroom reality of this for the 
participating students of this school had just started in the school year (when fieldwork began) 
beginning September 2004. Most of the students would have been taught in the same class groupings 
for the prior three years of secondary school. This re-grouping for mathematics teaching may be 
considered an established tradition in this school. The group being observed was the lower ability 
group of their class; there were two fourth form classes each divided into two groups of General and 
Basic, so that there were two parallel General groups and two parallel Basic groups for mathematics. It 
had been noted that the class's timetable, which was permanently on the back blackboard in the 
classroom, had mathematics qualified in this way, i. e. Basic maths, General maths, which were taught 
at different times. Additionally, in questionnaire data from this school 10! 18 students had also so 
qualified the mathematics they were doing (nine students had written General maths and one student 
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had written Basic maths), something that occun-ed with only one other student of the entire sample 
outside this school. The school followed a Day rather than a weekday timetable so that the actual 
weekday on which the class had mathematics was variable. The class size of the group being observed 
had 10 girls, which meant that there were a lot of empty desks/chai1s in the classroom. Students tended 
to sit in the same seats however. In almost every case, I arrived to meet the teacher in the class or I 
arrived at the class at the same time as the teacher. The teacher of this class made the most visual use of 
textbooks of teachers in the three classrooms observed, doing so both to assign students work (usually 
from the assigned student textbook) or to use in teaching (both from the assigned student textbook and 
other texts). The students had very little in the way of `down time'. The school itself was always very 
quiet, and only on rare occasions was a child seen outside a classroom, usually appearing to be on the 
way to somewhere rather than loitering. This group of students (girls) although they did talk to me 
outside of usual class time, did not do so at all during mathematics class times, and never asked me for 
help with any assigned work. Students of the other two classrooms had done so. 
The class set in Sit was one class set of three for the fourth form level. Most of the students had been 
kept in the same grouping since first form (Year 7), and the camaraderie amongst the boys was 
apparent The class size for this group as on the class list was 30 boys, and each boy had his own desk 
and chair. Unlike the two other classrooms in which observations were carried out, the teacher of this 
class was not always present during observation sessions - on one occasion he was particularly late for 
the class and on two other occasions he was present for some time but left (once for a significant period 
of time and the other permanently) during some point in the session. He did usually, but not always 
leave work for the students to do though, either assigning work from the text book, or giving work for 
one boy (the monitor) to put on the board On this latter occasion this boy, the monitor, then took on 
the role of teacher when writing the work on the board, explaining the work as he wrote it on the board, 
checking the work of other of his classmates -a role which the other students seemed to accept. This 
teacher was the only one of those observed who did actively put boys into groups to do assigned work, 
and when he did not do so, he appeared to be the most tolerant of those teachers observed when the 
boys did work in groups or consulted with each other about assigned work. In reference to textbook 
use, this teacher used the textbook on some occasions to assign students work; otherwise, he did not 
make any visible use of textbooks in his teaching. Of the three classrooms observed, this set of boys as 
a group was the most rowdy - this perspective also supported by what the boys themselves reported 
in 
questionnaire data, where more than one-half of them described their mathematics classes as noisy (see 
in Subsection 6.1-6). However, the students of this class were amongst the highest proportion of 
students by individual school who responded Yes to Do you like maths? (ranking 2' behind the other 
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boys single-sex school), with the most frequent reason given for their response being that they enjoyed 
mathematics, that it was firn -a reason seemingly more connected to the mathematics itself When 
asked after one lesson about the behaviour of the boys during lessons, the mathematics teacher had 
replied that `boys will be boys'. This set of students (boys) more than any of the other class sets 
observed did ask me about work when they did not understand, or tried to draw me in in some way to 
helping them with assigned work or to check their work 
The class in NO was the second grouping of four sets, grouped for overall `ability' and not specifically 
for mathematics. In each subsequent year level from the first foam these students would have 
undergone such a re-grouping each year, so that the group mix each year could potentially be quite 
different from that of previous years. Thus, the mathematics experience of students to this point would 
have been different from that of students in the other two schools. Indeed, during interviews two of the 
students reported to not having had a mathematics teacher during one term of the previous year in the 
third form. Checks of the students' reports for this class from the previous year do appear to support 
this, as mathematics grades were missing for a number of the students (10/35), which usually is an 
indication that students had been without a teacher. The class size for this group as on the class list was 
35, but there were not ever 35 students present in any of the sessions observed. Despite this, the class 
was slightly short on desks and chairs and so in some observed lessons in the classroom there would be 
one or two students with either a chair but no desk, or no chair so that they sat on a desk. The 
mathematics teacher of the class observed in this school made the least use of any textbook. Assigned 
work for students was usually written out on the board, and on only one occasion did the teacher visibly 
have a textbook in the class which he used to get examples of work in the topic being done. However, 
this teacher's non-use of the student assigned textbook seemed to be a way of trying to `protect' 
students from the mathematics. In doing so he perhaps unwittingly took on a role that made him 
almost the sole mediator/facilitator of what mathematics the students came to see and know. 
Additionally, as this teacher did not use the textbook he may have given the impression that the 
textbook was not `good enough' as students modelled this behaviour and also did not use the textbook. 
This school too was the noisiest of the three schools in which observations were conducted. Usually, 
on arrival at the school, there seemed an inordinate number of students who appeared to be simply 
`hanging out' outside classrooms. 
Extended synopses and shorter excerpts f om observation sessions in each of the classrooms (Si3, Si? 
and Mi5) now follow. In presenting these synopses there are issues related to the type of talk students 
engage in, to whom the talk is directed, the language of the talk (form of English used 
by both teachers 
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and students), the dishibution/locus of mathematical authority in the classmoms. There are also issues 
to do with how students (mis)interpret the language (instructions, notes, questions) from teachers, and 
also how teachers interpret questions etc fi am students. The excerpts also reflect things having to do 
with how mathematics is presented to students, and how students come to know their mathematics. 
These issues will be discussed following the presentation of the excerpts. 
Extended Synopses 
Observation Excerpt 6.22-1 
These are periods 5 and 6 of an 8-period day (allotted time 80 minutes). Thene are nine girls in the class. It is 
the start of the lesson, and the teacher tells the class that they are going to be starting Consumer Arithmetic, and 
will begin by looking at profit and loss. He asks students who can tell him at a profit is. In unison, some of 
the girls say that it is a gain. One girl extends by saying when you sell something for more than wu bought it 
for. 
The teacher then dictates (from a book) to the class: A profit occws when your revenues exceed yola- 
expenses. ' One girl says `Okay... ' [drawn out, as if to say, If you say so... - possibly not understanding the 
words? ] [... ] After dictating the teacher writes on the board: Profit = S. P. - C. P. [... ] 
The teacher asks students who can tell him what a percentage is. After some mumblings, some students say to 
him that it is a number over 100 times some other number. The teacher then says 'Well, a percentage is a 
number over 100. ' He then asks, if looking for a percent profit, you are looking `in terns of wt hat? ' There is no 
real response from students - they just look at each other, and then back at him [I am not sure myself what it is 
he is asking/ looking for]. 
The teacher gives an example by giving a cost price and selling price, and asks what the profit is. Students say 
that it is $10 (which it is). The teacher then asks if someone wanted the percentage profit, would that be 'in 
terms of the cost price or the selling price? ' The students, in unison reply the selling price, and one girl then 
says you look at both. The teacher then says that it is in terns of the cost price since for percentage profit 'Wu 
want to determine it in ternzs of what it cost you to get it' There is an `uncomfortable' silence from the 
students. The teacher asks if there are any questions - there is no response from students. 
The teacher then goes through a similar explanation for finding percentage loss. During this explanation, one 
of the girls interrupts by saying `But... , however the teacher does not stop, and the girl did not continue. At 
the end, the teacher asks again if there are any questions. Again, there is no response from the students, though 
there are some giggles. 
The teacher now asks the class for an expression for percentage loss. One of the girls says that it is loss over 
selling price multiplied by 100 over one. The teacher asks her why selling price. She replies that it's because 
that's what you sold it for. The teacher repeats the same explanation he gave before (see above) of why it is 
over cost price, says `Okay, goad' and tells students to take this example [Of note, he did not give them any 
chance to ask questions, nor did he ask this time if they had any]. The teacher dictates the following example: 
A shopkeeper buys 25 cricket balls at a total cost of $150. (a) He sells them for $8 each. What was his 
percent profit? (b) He sells them for $5 each. What was his percent loss? 
He asks the class how to proceed. One of the girls says that you have to find how much he bought one ball for. 
The teacher replies `Okay, if you want to go that route' He then writes on board (repeating each line as he 
writes it on the board). 
25 cricket balls @ $150 
sells them @ $8 each 
C. P. = $150 
S. P. =$8x25=$200 
The profit =S. P. -C. P. 
=$200-$150=$50 
The percent profit = )yroft x 100% 
C. P. 
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= $50/$150 x 100% (and after canceling... ) 
=3333% 
=33% 11 
Towards the end of the lesson the teacher announced to the class that he was going to be dictating home ýo k 
to which one girl says `If we don't get the class work how xw going do the home work? ' (Observation Session 3, Si3) 
Observation Excerpt 6.22-2 
These are the first two periods of an 8-period day (allotted time, 70 minutes). There are the usual number of 
boys in the class (30), and every boy sits at his own desk with a chair. On my arrival several of the boys 
shout that they are not doing any test today (on the two previous observation sessions the boys had gotten a 
test). The teacher arrives about 5 minutes later, and gives two boys two sets of test papers to return to the class. 
One boy says to the boys distn'buting the papers `97hen you see my paper just gi ' ((giw)) ,i& George, jwt gi ' Miss George. ' The boys do, and the boy has received 21/23 for one test and 16/19 for the other. [... ] 
The lesson for the day is on straight-line graphs. The teacher says to the class that they should have graph 
sheets, and one boy asks 'Today? ' The teacher then asks the class how many of them have graph sheets. Five 
boys raise their hands. The teacher re-phrases and asks how many of them have graph sheets here. Now two 
boys raise their hands. The teacher says to the class that it seems that they have forgotten that they were 
supposed to bring graph sheets to class. Some boys tell him that he did not say today. The teacher writes on 
the board: 
Straight Line Graphs, and writes an example on the board. [... ] 
Some students are copying f om board Others are overtly looking in their Science textbooks (Integrated 
Science and Biology), which they have open on their desks. (I had earlier asked a boy if they were getting a 
test and he said yes). From the board: 
Examples Draw the graph of y= 6x. Use values of x from -3 to 2. 
Steps 
Prepare table values 
Write coordinates 
Plot points 
Draw straight line through points 
A boy asks if they should write that - the teacher replies `yes, write everything'. 
The teacher calls a boy forward to the blackboard, saying that he was talking. The boy says that he was just 
asking a question - the teacher says to him that that is still tallaing. The teacher tells the boy to complete the 
table he has drawn up for y-values. The boy does so quickly and conecdy, with some input from the boys at 
the front of the class, although it did not appear that he really needed the help. When he is done a few boys 
applaud [... ] 
The teacher says to class that we' will look at another example, then will give a chance to generate points. He 
tells students to copy what the boys have written. [... ] 
(Other example) From the board: 
2) Draw the graph of y-2x - 4. Use the values of x from -5 to 5. 
The teacher calls a boy forward to the board [so far, the teacher has called boys to the board who at the time 
just prior had been doing something that might be deemed out of order (e. g. tallcing, standing, etc. )] 
Fmm tha heard 
x -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 
3 4 5 
2x 
-4 
y- T- 
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The teacher says to boy that he will let him finish first columns and that he (the teacher) .. kill start him off He 
continues by saying, `We are lookingfor 2x - 4. We will do in pieces ' He does the first one, saying '2 fries - S=.... 'A boy (not the one at the board) says ` 10'; the teacher says, `and now-4 is.... 'A different bo,, -. (this 
boy is and has been standing at the classroom door for most of the class, invariably fanning himself and is not 
the one at the board), says T. The teacher says `Hold on, wait... ' The boy corrects and says '-14'. 
The teacher now leaves the boy called to the board to complete the whole table. The boy who is standing at 
the classroom door says to the boy at the board, `See the sequence? ' The boy at the board correctly completes 
the table. When he is finished, the boy at the door says 'That's my boy! ' 
The teacher now calls a different boy to write the coordinates. The boy, looking at the table, writes at first (-5. - 4). The boy at the door says to him `Boy, you retarded' Some other boys tell him it is -10, other boys that it is 
-14. The boy is unsure, erases the -4, leaves the -5. The boy at the door takes the chalk from him and %ýrites 
on the board (10, -14) as the 1 coordinate. The class laughs. One boy firom the class says to the boy called 
forward to the board 7t's x and y, x and y. ' 
The teacher calls another boy to the board to write the coordinates. The boy does so con'ectly. Before leaving 
the board, however, the teacher tells him that he has missed something. The boys of the class tell him that it is 
the commas between the brackets [of each pair of coordinates] e. g. (5, -14), (-4, -12), etc. One boy says to this 
boy (the one at the board) `Even dunce me know that ' (Observation Session 3, Si2) 
Observation Excerpt 6.22-3 
It is the last two periods of the school day (periods 7&8, allotted time, 70 minutes). I am sitting in the second 
row from the back, between a boy (on my right) and a girl (on my left). There are also 2 boys sitting in the 
back row directly behind the boy and girl between whom I am sitting. At the start of the class there are seven 
boys and 22 girls, but during the lesson two other girls and later one other boy arrive. The 29 students present 
at the start are all sitting at a desk and chair, the two girls who arrive late sit on two chairs (no desks) and the 
one boy who arrives late sits on a desk in the front The lesson for the session is on Binary Operations. From 
the board: 
If x* y= 2x + 4y, what is 3* land 1* (2 * 5) 
The teacher asks the class how is the 1" different from the 2' Students say that the TO has brackets, and you 
must do the brackets first The teacher says that he will give them two questions to work out to see if they 
understand From the board 
1) Ifx=3, y=- 4, find the valueofx2-2y. 
2) Ifa*bmeans 4ab, find thevalue of2*3. 
Some students say to the teacher that they did not get any with x2 the last time. The teacher asks the class what 
is x2 equal to - some students say x times x 
The girl sitting beside me asks the boy behind her How much you get? ' The boy says `negative IT, then 
questions (as if to himself) whether it is positive or negative. He appears to re-work the question then tells the 
girl pwitive 17'. The girl asks him positive 17 a' de one wid de sign? ' ((Is positive 17 the one with the 
sign? )) She then says that she doesn't understand the 2'd question. In talldng to her, she thinks that the * 
means to multiply, has focused on the end of the question, so that it is 2x3=6. I say to her that the * can 
mean anything, its meaning is not fixed, and that Wu need to look at what the question says the * means, each 
question on its own, and in this question it says that * means 4 times a times b. After looking at the question 
for a while longer the girl puts aside her mathematics exercise boob and takes out her POB text book, 
appearing to read it. [... ] 
The teacher writes five more questions on the board and tells students to work on than quickly. From the 
board: 
Ifa=3, b=2, c=-1 
1) a+b 2) a2+b 3) a2-c3 4) a-c 5) 3c+5a 
b 
In working on no. 3, the boy beside me toms to the boy behind him and asks him if you have 
53, «bat do you 
do. The boy tells him by writing it out that it is 5x5tc5, and then the boy who has provided the answer asks me 
if that is right. I say `yes '. However, the boy beside me still writes -13 as 3.1 ask him about it, and 
he tells me 
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thatit is -1 x -1 x -1, which is 1I ask himwhat is -1 x -1, hetellsme, and I then ask him \tfiat is 1x -l . and he tells me -1, then hits his head with his hand. (as if dawning realisation). The teacher -wes through solutions with whole class. [... ] 
The teacher writes on the board for the class If x*y means y, find the value of 9* 16. 
Some students say that they've never seen the ý sign before (they indicate this by pointing to the sign on the board). One student shouts out that it means square root. 
The boy at the back and left of me asks me if his answer is right to this question. It is, but he leas «ri tteu: 9x 
16 = 144 = 12 I tell him that his answer is right, but that he needs to put in the square root signs in all the 
processes just before he actually takes the square root. 
The teacher gives another question for the class to do: If a*b means 2ab2 + 1, find the value of 3*5 
The boy behind me on my right in working this question leaves offthe first `2'. I ask him why he has done so. 
From his response, it seems that he does not know what to do with it [... ] 
Some students tell the teacher that they do not understand. The teacher goes through again, saying, for 
example that they need to substitute numbers for variables, substitute means replace, or take out and put in. 
The teacher asks students, 'What expression will we be replacing in? ' A girl says in 3*5. The teacher 
continues asking this question to different students around the class, with each giving him the same answer. 
The teacher returns to the board, saying that he will `spread out the expression'. He asks the boy sitting on the 
desk in the front to do so. The boy says: 2 times a times b times b plus 1' The teacher then asks another boy 
what the value of the `a' is in this. The boy does not respond The teacher asks the boy sitting beside me and 
he says 3 
The teacher then works through on the board: 2x3x5x5+ 1=151 [... ] 
The teacher now gives the class the following question to do: 
If x*y means 3x-y, find the value of (a) 1*2 
He tells the class that he will give one minute for them to do that, and that there are some tortoises in the class. 
Shortly after, the boy in the back and right of me loudly announces that he is finished The teacher asks him 
for his answer, and he says T. The teacher asks the class if anyone else got 2. Some students shout that the 
answer is `I '. The same boy says that the answer is 2, then looks back at his work, corrects and says no, it is 1. 
After this, the same boy says `Me can't do no more, jack me head a hat me. '(0 cannot do anymore, my head 
hurts))' 
The teacher writes part (b) on the board: (1 * 2) *4 saying that this is the last one. 
The boy in back and left of me says aloud (almost immediately) that the answer is -3. The teacher asks him if 
he did it in his head. He replies `yes 
The two boys behind me keep asking (not directed to anyone in particular) if it is not 1: 30 yet (the scheduled 
end of the school day). 
The teacher asks a particular student how is (b) different from (a). The student does not respond He asks 
another girl, and she says It has a4 in it' Another student says that it has brackets, whilst another says that it 
has three constants. 
The teacher himself works part (b) on the board. [... ] 
At the end of the class, before packing up his books, the boy on my right asks me what does this (points to the 
* symbol in his book) mean. I say that it means whatever you've been told that it means in the question, it 
doesn't have a fixed meaning, it changes from situation to situation, and that he needs to read each question 
where it comes up to see what meaning has been given to it It seems that he expects it to mean the same thing 
all the time, for example, to multiply or to add, and is the source of his confusion. He says `thanks 'and goes. 
(Observation Session 3, Mi5) 
Shorter Episodes 
Observation Excerpt 6.22-4 
The lesson is on simple interest, and the teacher has written the simple interest formula on the board along with 
what each letter stands for. After working on an example from the textbook with some input 
from the class, 
the teacher says that they will now look at how to find other parts of the simple interest formula, if given 
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interest. Various girls say `I don't understand ; `I don't remember, `I don't l "' etc. The teacher sa`s to 
them 1 will give them to you. ', and he writes on the board: 
I= PRT 
100 
T= 
He has left the part after the equal sign blank and says to the class that they need to bring over 100, and since 
dividing by 100, they would take it across and ... 
He leaves for students to `fill in'. A girl says multiple by 
100. The teacher says to the class that they don't need to learn this formula for Time, as there is a way to find it 
mathematically. He writes on the board: Ix 100 = PRT x 100 
100 
Some girls respond to this Wha.... ? Do it the other way. ' 
The teacher writes again on the board saying as he does so: 
I=PRT 
100 
100 xI= PRT `takeover 100 and multiply' 
100 xI=T `so, for T, bring over PR and... '; some students complete, 'divide' 
PR 
The teacher says to students that he is giving it to them so that in case in an exam, under press, they forget, 
then they would be able to work it out. One girl (G1 in interviews from this school - e. g. see Interview 
Excerpt 6.3-3 in Section 6.3) says to him `Iprefer to just memorise it That way you are giving us is confusing 
me. I don't understand what you have there, and I look in the book and I understand ' There follows some 
discussion amongst students and teacher on this. The textbook has just given the formulas. There is active 
resistance amongst some students to learning, seeing, or trying to understand what the teacher is doing. Finally 
the teacher says to the class `The book has made you lazy. All it has done is given you the fornudas. 'G1 says 
`Exactly, just learn them. ' (Observation Session 7, Si3) 
Observation Excerpt 6.22-5 
The students are working on addition and subtraction of Matrices, to which the students have just been 
introduced in this lesson. One boy says to another after having checked his answers against that of the boy. 
`Wha' 2 plus -2 be? How you get -4? Is not 0? Wha '1 plus -1 be? ' Later in the class a boy says to another 
who has been using a calculator `Those numbers are easy. The numbers aren 't even past 10, and all you 
using calculator. ' The boy with the calculator replies to him `The negatives are killing. ' (Observation Session 
12, Si2) 
Observation Excerpt 6.22-6 
The teacher has given the class five minutes to solve the following simultaneous equations: 
-2x+y=-S 
3x+y=17 
Students work individually for about 10 minutes. The teacher then asks a student (boy) for the first step. The 
boy says `Put in brackets'. The teacher says No', and asks another student (boy) for the first step. This 
second boy starts to say 'Lookfor one of the variables... ', and the teacher takes over and says `Look 
for one of 
the variables to eliminate. ' The teacher then continues, asldng the class who chose to eliminate x, and why 
they chose x. One student says Because x comes before y'. (Observation Session 9, Mi5) 
Aspects of these observation excerpts support some of the points made in the Subsection 62-1 on 
students' attempts at the algebra question. These include, for example, in Observation Excerpt 
6.22-} a 
female student's insistence on rules/formulas for working out the answer to other terms in the simple 
interest formula; the inclination to clutch at anything, any rule or proced re that may seem even 
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vaguely relevant, e. g. put in brackets' in Observation Excerpt 5.32-6, and a sort of reverting to 
everyday thinking when the rule has not been accepted, e. g. `because x comes before y' in this same 
last excerpt. 
During observations in Si3 it was noted in field notes that the teacher of this class did tend to introduce a 
topic by tallying with the students about what they knew about the topic. However, in giving notes on 
words/terms associated with the topic, this teacher also tended to use a more formal version of 
language, usually taking definitions from a textbook rather than using the ideas just discussed «ith 
students. This teacher made much more use of the assigned student textbook than did teachers of the 
other two classrooms observed. With regard to the extended Observation Excerpt 6.22-1, throughout 
this lesson it seemed evident to me that students were not understanding the mathematics, this ficvm the 
long pauses and nervous giggles when the teacher asked if there were any questions. Student, had 
problems with the form of language in use, as might be interpreted in the excerpt given, and this even 
though they consistently throughout the observation period in this classroom spoke a form of English 
closer to the `standard. ' than any of the other two student groups observed. The way the teacher chose 
at the start of the lesson to define `profit' set the tone for the rest of the lesson of the excerpt given here. 
Throughout this lesson (and other lessons that followed in this topic area) students appeared to be 
unfamiliar with the meaning of words and terms used, e. g. words/terms such as `incurred', per annum, 
the varying uses of marked price/cost price, selling price/sale price, down payment/deposit to refer 
essentially to the same thing, and this, as well as having some problems with the mathematics, e. g. not 
understanding why some things/sums of money/percentages obtained en route to an answer were 
subtracted, others added, etc. The teacher's response to this last was usually to go through again what 
was written on the board, or what he had said before, saying for example that percentages found were 
added or subtracted because `it' was a profit or loss. During the lesson of Observation Excerpt 6.22-1 
the teacher appeared intent on getting through a volume of work quickly saying at one point that this 
work was easy, disregarding, it seemed, that students were not understanding. His aim appeared to be 
to teach - he seemed to have had a set agenda in mind, with little allowance 
for contingencies that may 
have been associated with where the students were. At several instances in this lesson he did ask 
students for their input on particular concepts/notions he wished to introduce, but then he seemed to 
disregard students' offerings to give as notes conceptions of his own or a textbook's. This perspective 
is supported by his approach to working the question with the cricket balls. He had asked students for a 
method to start, and despite a student offering a legitimate way of starting the question he proceeded by 
a way different from that offered, and no further consideration of the student's offering is made. 
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It had been observed too that in this classroom (as also to an extent in the others obserti-ed) during 
teaching the mathematics was very much tied to formulas. Students were usually given a formula for a 
particular concept, (e. g. in Observation Excerpt 622-1 that for profit) this formula was written on the 
board, and the solution of examples that followed usually centred around use of the given formulas. 
What tended to then happen in other classes is that if a question asked fora word or term that students 
could not find in a formula, some of them appeared to be at a loss as to what to do. But, the teaching 
was very much centred about solving mathematics questions in this way by using these formulas, so, in 
some way the student's (GI) resistance to actually having to think about how to re-arrange the 
variables of the simple interest formula was a learned behaviour, as she was there, in this class, being 
asked to think in a way she did not normally have to when doing mathematics. 
It had been noted during observations in Mi5 that the mathematics teacher of this class did seem aware 
of a disjuncture in language, in particular with the language of mathematics, as he did take care to give 
students notes on the meaning of words/terms that he wished to use in whatever topic area he was 
teaching, and invariably during the lesson questioned students on what those words/ten-ms meant as he 
used them. He used such expressions as `spread out' for `factorise' and also for `expand' as in 
Observation Excerpt 6.22-3, `take out and put in' for `substitute', `the number in front of for 
`coefficient', amongst others. In this classroom too, more than the other two classrooms observed, the 
teacher tended to give students notes on the steps of a procedure, writing these on the board. However, 
I was left with the sense that this concentration on correct mathematical language in this classroom was 
being directed at an inappropriate audience. This is not to say that such practices ought not to be 
attempted. But, it may be the case that this overt focus by the teacher on language may in some ways 
have distracted these students from the mathematics. There is some support for this, I think, in the 
attempt at the algebra task by three girls from this classroom (Interview Excerpt 621-2 in Subsection 
6.2-1) and the exchange between G1 and G3 where one has used `transmit' seemingly for `transpose' 
and the other tries to correct her but seemingly cannot recall the 'correct' word. Other support for this 
comes in another lesson where students were worldng on factorising quadratic expressions. The 
teacher in giving notes to the class had given a list of steps, the first step being that students were to 
multiply the coefficient of x2 by the constant However, in looking at the work of individual students 
near where I sat and talking to them, there was evidence that students knew the meanings the teacher 
had associated with the terms as they could repeat them to me, but had no sense of their practical use in 
the work given, nor could transfer their learned meanings to the questions before them. These students 
in this particular lesson were taking the coefficient of x2 to be the constant in questions where the 
coefficient of x2 was 1, even though they could repeat what the teacher had given to them as the 
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meaning of `the coefficient of x2'. It seems that in the earlier whole class exercises these students had 
completely missed any contextualisation of `the coefficient of x2', and now given work on the same, 
could recall the meaning of the term, but could not fit this meaning into its use in the given context 
This phenomenon has been likened to learning words in a foreign language, where the dictionary 
meaning of words is known, but there is no feel for them in contextualised speech (Luria, 1981, p 176). 
Here again, I thinly there is a mis-match between the ways in which students have used their acquired 
knowledge and the ways expected by the teacher. 
In the lesson given here in Observation Excerpt 6.22-3 for NO the teacher seemed to miss the point of 
what some students were not understanding. The teacher had treated as similar two levels of 
substitution, one, a direct substitution of numbers for letters - variables as he would have called them - 
into mathematical expressions, and the second, substitution into binary operations, arguably a higher 
order level of substitution as the student has to make sense of more abstract ideas. In this latter 
substitution the student needs to be able to make links amongst three rather than two things; he/she has 
to make sense of the meaning given to whatever symbol has been used for the binary operation, and 
also realise how that meaning connects to the letters and numbers given/intended for substitution. 
Using the four students near where I sat as a sub-sample of students in the class, there were two 
students, the girl and boy between whom I sat who both thought that the `*' symbol used in the binary 
operations was an indication to multiply. These two students were not making the necessary 
connections of the meaning of the `*' to the expression given, treating the `*' as an operation having a 
fixed meaning of its own. However, in addressing the claims of a lack of understanding by other 
students, the teacher does not make the link of the meaning of the `*' itself - he moves seamlessly 
amongst the three ideas given in the question without referring specifically to the 's'. The girl beside 
me soon abandoned her participation in the lesson seemingly on this account, and whilst the boy 
persisted in participating in the lesson, it is clear from the question that he asked me at the end of the 
lesson that he still had not grasped what it is that the `*' symbol represents. It was not that the boy 
could not substitute; he had been able to work through the questions given that involved a direct 
substitution. However, he had not been able in the class to make sense of the more abstract ideas 
connected with the `*'. 
Also in Observation Excerpt 6.22-3 in Mi5, the behaviour of the girl beside whom I sat is illust alive of 
some of the micro-level processes that occur in mathematics classes that get lost in statistical 
data. This 
girl was not unwilling to learn mathematics; via her initial participation she showed an 
inclination to 
`play the game'. She did participate in the class, but to the point that she may well 
have deemed that 
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she could. Her question to the neighbouring boy about whether the answer of negative 17 referred to 
`de one wid de sign' indicated a more fundamental level of not understanding mathematics. It 
suggested not only that she did not understand directed numbers, but that she had no concept of the real 
mathematical meaning of such an answer, for her, -17 was just a symbol for something -a number 
presumably, and had little meaning in relation to anything else. In a Bourdieuian sense, despite her 
inclination to `play the game', she had no real `feel for the game' (Boun: lieu & Wacquant, 1992, p 128; 
see also Section 2.2, p25-26), and what she had as resource to trade on in this game based on the `rules' 
in operation of that classroom was not of the sort that allowed for her to acquire any better feel for the 
game and so perform well in it. Her misunderstandings here went beyond the level of the topic being 
taught. So, she did what for her would perhaps in the circumstances be the next logical thing to do - 
abandoning the mathematics (cf. `approach' of doing nothing). The fact that she abandoned the 
mathematics for another subject supports the interpretation of her having an inclination to learn, but that 
in this case it was the (level of) mathematics that got `in her way'. 
The excerpts from Si3 and Mi5 contrast somewhat with those of Si2 (Observation Excerpt 6.22-2, 
6.22-5). The boys of Si2 were more offen left alone with the mathematics by the teacher, both when 
the teacher was present, but also at times when he sent work to the class for the boys to do. These boys 
were more active in learning mathematics - both physically, getting out of their seats, moving around 
the classroom, certainly talking with each other, and perhaps also cognitively in that since the teacher 
took what may be considered as a more sub-ordinate role in directing activities in class, the boys then 
were given and took on more responsibility for their mathematics learning. However, the excerpts 
also highlight an inclination on the part of students to take teacher's instructions literally, at face value, 
for example in the exchange about whether the boys had graph paper. There seems evidence too of a 
reduced `struggle' on the part of these boys with having to overtly attend to language - as for example 
in an exchange near the end of Observation Excerpt 6.22-2 where the boy says 'A'S x and y', rather 
than `co-ordinates', even though co-ordinates had been in the language of what the teacher had written 
on the board. However, there is no doubt that most of these boys knew what to do, even 
if they might 
not have used the formal correct mathematical language in the process. 
One of the observations about the conduct of classes in Si3 and Mi5 in particular was the 
bit by bit 
nature in which students were 'dispensed' mathematics, and the regularity of this occurrence. 
That is. 
in most of the classes observed, unless a test was being given, students were given a 
(closed) 
mathematics question to work on, invariably told to work on 
it `quickly', and then corrections of that 
piece of work were done before another 
`piece' would be dispensed. Teachers were in a «ay- 
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`possessive' of the mathematics, giving out a little and then `quickly' taking it back to have a look 
before giving it (or others) out again. It seemed essentially to be a case of rationing the mathematics. It 
could just be that this is the way in which these teachers taught, and may be a strategy- used to have all 
students at the same place in terms of where they may have reached in the mathematics. However, it 
inarguably led to actions or behaviours which were less agentive on the part of students, that is, a 
reduced capacity to be creative in mathematics classes, and allowed for a close adherence to the mies, 
formulas, and methods of the teacher and textbook - i. e. less room for students to think creatively and 
reduced control over how far in mathematics classes students could govern their own learning. In these 
two classrooms, the teachers did give an impression that mathematics was to be done quickly, the 
teacher in Si3 sometimes used the word in a string, saying on one occasion Quickly, quickly, quickly, 
quickly'; the teacher in NO in addition to using the word when he gave students wont, also at times 
gave a specified number of minutes in which students were to do assigned work. There was not a 
recorded instance in field notes where the teacher of Si2 used `quickly' to students. 
One other commonality in the teaching learning process in all of the classrooms observed was that in 
whole class oral question-and-answer sessions, students' answers, whether right or wrong were hardly 
ever examined. `Wrong' answers were usually ignored, given no account of and questioning usually 
stopped when the `right' answer had been given. Therefore, at least from these sessions, there was 
limited opportunity for students to learn from their mistakes, other than to learn that a mistake had been 
made. What the nature of the mistake was, why students thought that the answer was the one given 
(whether right or wrong), where in the process to an answer a student had gone wrong, etc. were not 
dismantled, so the scope for students to hold on to particular misconceptions was fertile, as they had 
few opportunities to confront the reason for their work being wrong. The teacher's response of `No ' in 
Observation Excerpt 6.22-6 serves as an example. Whilst it is possible to solve simultaneous equations 
in which the use of brackets would facilitate the process, e. g. as in using a substitution method, the class 
to that point had only been exposed to the elimination method, and the teacher's response of NO' 
suggested that the use of brackets was wrong rather than that that was not the answer he was looking 
for. 
In all three of these classrooms, and as illustrated in the excerpts here, the students seemed to be in a 
constant battle with language use in addition to their struggles with the mathematics. However, the 
level of this struggle with language seems of a lower order in Si2 than perhaps it was in Si3 and Mii, 
even though the students of Si2 did speak a form of English closer to that of the students of 
Mi5 than 
those of SO. The teachers of Si2 and NO did seem to be more aware of these language struggles than 
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did the teacher of Si3. It maybe that because the students of Sit spoke amongst themselves more, they 
then had more immediate access to `a more appropriate level of language... made possible through 
dialogue amongst the students' (Zevenbergen, 2000, p201) and hence alternate means (resources) of 
coming to understand/leam the mathematics, a means that was less accessible in the other classrooms 
observed. The excerpts also point to dispositions in thinking of students towards learning and doing 
mathematics. For example, some students of Si3 had seemingly dispensed with the notion that 
mathematics did or needed to make sense; for them the sense was in learning the rules and formulas for 
working particular topic areas, and this was their survival mechanism for learning mathematics. In 
Observation Excerpt 6.62-4 which comes from this school, whilst it is the case that only one student 
(G1 of interviews from this school) objected to the teacher's efforts to show how the simple interest 
formula may be manipulated to make other variables the subject, none of the other girls objected to 
what this girl had said about understanding by learning the formulas, and indeed as a group they were 
resistant to the teacher's efforts in this respect. But, in some ways, this was a learned behaviour, it was 
in this way that most of their observed mathematics classes were conducted. 
6.3 MATHEMATICS, STUDENT IDENTITY, CULTUREAND SCHOOL 
How some students felt about themselves in relation to mathematics has been a theme running 
throughout the interpretations presented of students' expressed views. This section presents findings 
that deal mainly with student behavioural patterns in mathematics classes, how these patterns may 
reflect conformity or not to expected positions, and the relationship to mathematics students may then 
have formed It is an attempt to interpret and explain in part some of the gendered differences in the 
mathematical experience of boys and girls that has appeared evident in the views they have expressed 
in the findings presented thus far. The section then later turns the focus onto cultural traditions that 
become entrenched in how `school' is enacted, in particular the practice of ability grouping and the 
implications of the practice in/for mathematics. There are two subsections to follow. The first of these 
looks at the notion of `learning by the rules', which refers to both cognitive and social aspects of 
how 
some students seemed to be learning mathematics. The second subsection looks at the messages 
which students take away from ability grouping practices, both in mathematics and also 
in the more 
generalised ability grouping which occurs at the point of entry to secondary school. 
It is posited that 
both these types of ability grouping influence the identities students develop, and the dispositions the\, 
enact in their mathematics learning. The two subsections address the issues outlined 
through the notion 
of identity, and the influence of culture and school. The subsections are aimed at addressing 
specifically RA(b)&(c) and RQ3&2. The subsections that 
follow are particularly discursive in nature. 
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6.3-1 Darning by the Rues 
One of the findings of this study in relation to students' identity and mathematics learning has to do 
with observations carved out of classroom proses` ; in mathematics, and how very much `gendered' 
these processes were. The work of gender/gendering here is of the type described by Connell (1987), 
where its function as played out in the classroom was as a verb. According to Connell (1987. p 140). 
gender's functions in society would be more visible if it was seen as a verb - to gender, so that 
gendering was a doing word, and the sexes could be gendered into positions expected by society, and 
not one(s) that they necessarily would naturally hold. Using Connell's idea of the function of gender 
yielded for me an interpretation that the observed student behaviours and identities in these 
mathematics classes were positional, that is, they were identities students were taking on as they rniaJ t 
have subconsciously perceived to be befitting wider societal and teachers' expectations, and for girls in 
particular was not necessarily how they would otherwise be; i. e. they were learned behaviours, learned 
identities. This finding was one for the group of students observed, and so denotes the pattern of things, 
although there were deviations from this patter. 
There were distinctions between the ways in which boys and girls behaved and were allowed to be 
(positioned themselves and were positioned) in classroom interactions whilst learning mathematics. 
This distinction for the most part went beyond school-type although boys and girls in single-sex 
schools tended to represent the extreme of cases. Girls in the main were very much of the mould of the 
`ideal student'. In general they took notes, writing whatever the teacher wrote on the board. When 
given work to do in class, they tended not to interact with other classmates whilst doing this work, 
doing the work on their own (as generally expected), with frequent referrals to their notes, tending to 
use each other at most as a check on their answer. In this relation, they were generally quiet whilst the 
lesson was in progress and usually did not overtly talk to other classmates. Boys, on the other 
hand, 
whilst they did take notes, did not always do so, tending to either talk to each other or nearby classmates 
whilst the teacher wrote on the board, or alternatively appeared to be listening to the teacher whilst 
he 
wrote on the board (e. g. see comment of boy in Table 6.16-2(b) who gave what 
he did in mathematics 
classes as `talk when bored, listen when necessary). Sometimes they were caught out on taking or 
having the notes as the teacher would erase the board before they had written them. 
In relation to this 
too, they would at times specifically ask the teacher if they had to take notes of what 
he wrote on the 
board. When given work to do, boys would almost immediately work along with a neighbour 
(in the 
mixed school this was often, but not always another 
boy), talking about how to do the work, less often 
observed referring to notes, and tended to use each other 
(or other students) more than as just a check 
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on the answer. In the mixed school in which observations were carved out the boys were more likely 
to `get away' with this behaviour as they were few in number- (ratio of boys to girls being about 1: 2). 
and they tended to sit in the middle or back of the classroom, which was also the obsen ed pattern in 
most of the mixed schools whilst administering the student questionnaire. (In fact, a similar choice of 
seating by boys has been noted in other lid in the Caribbean (Parry, 1996). In my study, ,N hRst I 
believe it to be the seating choice of students in the mixed classroom in which observations were 
conducted, that was perhaps not always the case. In Mi3 for example, I noted that all six boys sat in 
one row at the back of the classroom whilst the four girls sat in one row at the front of the classroom. 
On enquiry, the students said that that had been how they were seated by their form teacher. ) 
These observed behaviour patterns are supported by the students themselves in data gathered fmm 
other methods. In questionnaire data for example and students' response to Likert-scale item no. 18, 
there was a significant difference between the way boys and girls responded to I understand maths 
better if I work with my friends, where proportionately more boys than girls indicated some measw-e of 
agreement with the statement (57% and 41 % respectively, Table 6.11-2, Subsection 6.1-1). The work 
pattern of boys tending to work in groups and girls on their own is also supported in data given by the 
teachers (Questionnaire Excerpts 5.22-1, Subsection 5.2-2). Also in questionnaire data proportionately 
more boys than girls (16% to 8%, see in Table 6.16-2(a), Subsection 6.1-6) gave responses coded as 
`talk/play/inattentive' in describing what it was that they did in mathematics classes. In interview data 
girls of Mi4 gave the following as reason why at times they kept quiet in class: 
Interview Excerpt 6.31-1 
G2: They say they understand right, but they don't understand. 
Int But why would you say you understand if you don't understand? 
G2: Because the teacher go fly inns passion. 
G 1: They `-aid they goin' kip back the class 
[... ] 
G2: `Cause when the teacher buss up students, you wouldn't want to ask nothing `cause you `fraid the 
teacher might buss you up too, so it's better not asking the teacher, it's better not knowing 
(4+2 girls, Mi4) 
One boy of Si4 also gave as reason a fear of keeping back the class for why he did not ask the teacher 
to go over something he did not understand ; however his fear did not appear to extend to the teacher 
himself, as he and another interviewee noted that 
Interview Excerpt 6.31-2 
B 1: I'd go quietly to the teacher. I don't want to be inter ipt (sic) the other persons who arge trying to 
learn 
too, `cause you know if I do that I'm holding back the class. 
[... I 
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B3: I just try walk it min different ways but if I still can't get it, go to the teacher, or go to a friend. 
(3 boys, Si4) 
These patterns of classroom behaviours were not without implications for the ways in «buch students 
were learning mathematics. For girls, they tended to be more reliant on the notes they had taken, ti ing 
to `match' a problem to one done before. Also they were more inclined to try to use all rules/guidelines 
given by teacher in their approach to working a problem (Section 6.2). These patterns of behaviour 
could be seen as in effect keeping girls just that much further away from the subject matter of the 
mathematics, allowing for them to think less, engage with the mathematics content less. For girls, the 
good fit of their profile to that of the `ideal student' appeared to be working against them. Being quiet, 
appearing to listen, taking notes, working individually were for girls covering a `multitude of sins' as 
these allowed for them to appear `busy' in mathematics classes as a `cover' for engaging less with the 
mathematics content. They approached doing mathematics mechanically, aiming to just get through it, 
sort of like walking in shoes that did not fit As some girls alluded, being quiet in mathematics classes 
did not necessarily mean that they were listening or understanding what was being said (e. g. in Table 
6.16-2(b), Subsection 6.1-6 responses of 16F of Mi6 and 37F of Si l ). In effect, they could be seen as 
`paying the price for sugar and spice' (Boaler, 2002) in their school mathematics classes. Alternatively, 
boys more often than girls appeared to be visibly `off-task'. Because they appeared to be less reliant on 
notes, and more likely to talk, they were then more likely to talk to other classmates about how to do 
the work (including making their answers public). Their approach to the mathematics, at least in whole 
class interactions was less lisle-bound or mechanical than girls (e. g. compare Observation Excerpts 
6.22-1 and 6.22-2 given in Subsection 6.2-2; see also comments of teachers in Questionnaire Excerpts 
5.22-1 and 5.22-2, Subsection 5.2-2). Thus, given work to do in class, this approach more often 
positioned them to think through the problem in its own terms, rather than trying to `match' it to one 
they had done before. The approach brought them that much closer to (involved them more with) the 
content of the mathematics than perhaps was the case for a larger proportion of girls, and so allowed for 
boys to think more, engage with the mathematics more. For boys, these behaviour patterns were 
working for them in the sense of allowing them to make (more) sense of the mathematics, entering the 
`space' of mathematicians. They were comparatively more `comfortable' with the mathematics - 
shoes fit For boys, their (less than ideal) classroom behaviours appeared to be working for them. 
There was more of a sense of `entitlement' (Holland et al, 1998) or ownership amongst boys that 
mathematics was something for them. But, it may be that both boys and girls were engaging with the 
form of mathematics that they have come to know from their classroom experiences of it, and that the 
nature of this mathematics was for girls more rule-bound than the nature of the mathematics boys have 
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come to know (see Subsection 6.1-3 for more specifically on the views of boys and girls on the nature 
of the mathematics). These observations perhaps explain somewhat the direction of the of t 
responses ofboys and girls, regardless of school-type, /social class (Subsection 6.1). 
An interpretation of the findings concerning gender patterns of classroom interactions is that in 
mathematics classes, girls were positioning themselves and being positioned more in relation to 
expected gender socialisation nouns - i. e. behaving by the rules of what was expected of them more in 
terms of gender behaviour, and this carried over into their ways of learning in the classroom - i. e. 
learning by the rules on two counts, social norms, carried over into classroom behaviour and so into 
using what (i. e. rules, guidelines) was given to them by the authority figure of the teacher. As boys 
tended to be less eile-bound or mechanical in their approach to doing mathematics, they were also 
fulfilling societal expectations/rules of expected male behaviour - acting with authority. Boys in 
mathematics classes, were positioning themselves (taking up subject positions) that showed a sense of 
entitlement - their behaviour signified an `at ease-ness' or `comfort' not seen as much amongst girls. 
Proportionately more of them were flexible in their approach to the mathematics, were able to `move 
about in the (space of) mathematics'. 
This pattern of classroom behaviour though is consistent with that reported in other Caribbean literature 
of student classroom behaviour (e. g. Evans, 1999), and has been traced back to how boys and girls are 
socialised in the home, where the prevailing maxim is to `tie the heifer and loose the bull' (given in 
Figueroa, 2004, p 147). This maxim means, in essence, that girls are expected to conform, behave, stay 
in-doors, etc., whilst boys are expected - even encouraged to misbehave, be outdoors, etc. 
Boys 
occupied a wider and larger social space than is usually allowed girls. These behaviour patterns were 
arguably being played out in the mathematics classrooms, both literally and figuratively (e. g. the 
comment of the teacher of the boys of Sit to the behaviour of the boys as `boys will be boys' (given in 
Subsection 6.2-2). In the girls' single-sex school, it was observed that some girls did on several 
occasions attempt to work with other girls when given work to, but they were invariably sent 
back to 
their seats by the teacher. It was girls of this classroom who in Interview Excerpt 6.16-4 of 
Subsection 
6.16 noted that working on their own was `the right way' of doing mathematics problems. 
In the 
mixed school, the teacher had one day become rather upset with the students exactly 
for the tendency 
of looking at the work of others for checking answers, saying to them: 
It's because you're looking at somebody's book. And if you remember what happened at mid-term, only 
about two people passed, so what is the advantage of looking at somebody else's 
book? You don't know 
if he's right and you're wrong. That's why you all are failing. You're cheating by looking at other 
people's book, and they're failing. (Observation Session, Mi5) 
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However, because of where boys physically positioned themselves in this classroom, they were more 
likely to `get away' with just such behaviours. 
But, there are also some seeming paradoxes here. Whilst the demonstrated and observed approaches to 
doing and learning mathematics did appear to be more overtly rule-bound for girls (e. g. Subsections 
6.2-1 and 6.2-2 respectively), it was boys who in direct questions were more likely to describe their 
mathematics approaches in this way. In the overview of Subsection 6.1-1 and the results presented in 
Table 6.11-2 for example, proportionately fewer boys than güls recorded some measure of 
disagreement with statement nos. 9&12. By disagreeing with statement no. 9, students would 
essentially be saying that they valued understanding a problem over getting the right answer, however 
proportionately fewer boys than girls had this view (disagreed) about their work in mathematics (69% 
to 83% respectively), which could denote a valuing of product over processes which inarguably is 
provided by a concentration on rules/formulas. By disagreeing with statement no. 12 students would be 
saying that they valued thinking over remembering rules; again here, proportionately fewer boys than 
girls had this view about their work in mathematics (33% to 43%). It could be that in addition to 
having these views about learning in mathematics, the more social nature of their mathematics learning 
for boys served as a form of cultural capital, that is, an added resource which is more accessible to them 
in mathematics f om social expectations. These social expectations are a better fit to their habitus, and 
so they are able, in mathematics to use these expectations as a means of mediating what they do whilst 
leaming/doing mathematics, e. g. talking to each other and so having access to `a more appropriate level 
of language' (Zevenbergen, 2000, p201, see also in Subsection 6.2-2, p165), and are thus able to trade 
on these in classes for a `good' performance. Their access to this form of cultural capital is 
further 
aided by their smaller numbers. Girls on the other hand had less access to this form of cultural capital, 
and indeed, the form of this cultural capital (societal expectations) was different for girls. Thus for girls, 
a concentration on rules or formulas in their learning/doing of mathematics was not `balanced' with 
access to a more appropriate level of language during classes, inarguably leaving mathematics 
for them 
as a mystifying subject. 
6.3-2 Ability Grouping Me55ages - who is Mathematics for? 
There was another aspect in which the structuring practices of some schools, specifically re-grouping 
students for mathematics classes, appeared to have a direct and 
immediate impact on the students' 
developing mathematics identity (e. g. see also Zevenbergen, 2003; Boaler, 
Wiliam, & Brovm. 2000). 
In the two girls' single-sex schools, students had just been re-grouped 
for mathematics teaching at the 
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start of the fourth form year in line with the two-tier structure of the CXGCSEC mathematics syllabus. 
i. e. General and Basic - and this coincided with the start of data collection for this study. As mentioned 
in relation to Si3 (Subsection 6.2-2), this practice was a long established `tradition' - it was the way, 
things were done in both girls' single-sex schools, but this re-grouping was not done in either of the two 
boys' single-sex schools. Boys at the school-leaving stage in the two boys' single-sex schools were 
entered by their schools for the General proficiency level of the examination. In one of the boys' 
single-sex school, the CXC/CSEC mathematics Basic examination was done by boys at the end of the 
fourth form before moving on to doing the General proficiency of the examination at the end of the 
fifth form (see footnote 4, bottom of p74). In the other boys' single-sex school, the principal revealed 
that during the late 1990s the school had tried out the Basic proficiency of the mathematics 
examinations, entering some boys for that tier. This trial however was deemed to be unsuccessful as 
examination results were then worse than they had been prior to the trial, in that the boys «vere getting 
the lowest possible grades at this Basic proficiency level whereas before few boys had been getting the 
lowest grade possible at the General proficiency level. According to the principal, it was as if being 
entered for this (lower) tier of the examination had conveyed to the boys the message that they were 
only at that level and so condemned them to fail. Thus, they behaved in that way, giving up on 
mathematics, and thereafter did not bother to try. The Principal did go on to say too that generally a 
child was placed at a disadvantage in being entered for the Basic proficiency of the examinations, as 
they could not get anywhere with it, including further studies and/or employment as the society does 
not value this proficiency of the examination; even if a child got five subjects at the highest grade for 
the Basic proficiency (Grade I) they still could not get anywhere as someone looking at a results slip 
would value more the fact that a child had written the subjects at the General proficiency of the 
examinations even if they had not obtained a passing grade, as the impression would be given that 
he/she had at least reached that level of proficiency as he/she had been selected for it. 
Having been a part of this education system, I had been pre-disposed to taking for granted this re- 
grouping for mathematics teaching `tradition' in the girls' single-sex schools, seeing it as a matter of co- 
incidence without any cultural meaning attached However, as I have become more deeply involved in 
the data, and having read more on the history of education in the Caribbean, I no longer 
hold that 
opinion as tightly. Given the traditional outlook of the single-sex schools in particular, 
it may well be 
that there is more significance to what does and does not happen with regard to the structuring of the 
mathematics curriculum in these schools than might immediately met the eye, especially 
for someone 
who is/has been a part of that structure, and also for the present participants/stakeholders 
in that 
structure. There is something about this way of doing things that 
has been allowed to pass 
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unquestioned into a `tradition' in these schools. There may be an underlying gendered outlook 
operating perhaps at a subconscious level which dfiwts the accessibility of the mathematics curriculum 
in these schools, with which, i. e. sex, of students can and cannot do mathematics, and that some girls 
just cannot do it 
One possible effect of this regrouping practice seemed connected to how students in these schools saw 
themselves in relation to (being able to do) mathematics, and the relationship they developed with 
mathematics. Table 6.32-1 provides a more de-segregated analysis of the statistics for the numbers and 
proportions of students responding No (as proportionately more of the sample gave this response) to the 
questionnaire item Do you think every school child can do maths to CXC level? Group statistics for this 
question in terms of those responding Yes were given in Table 6.21-1. 
Table 6.32-1: Resuonding No to `Do you think every school child can do maths to CXC level? ' 
School -type Male/106 Female/159 Total/265 
Sin e-sex 20/48 (42%) 40/52 (77%) 60/100 60% 
Mixed 32/58 (55%) 49/107 (46%) 81/165 49% 
Whole sample 52/106 (49%) 89/ 559 (56%) 141/265 53% 
Girls in single-sex schools responded No to this question in significant proportions. In rank order of the 
11 participating schools, they were fast and second for the number of students who responded No. Chi- 
square tests show there to be a significant difference between boys and girls in single-sex schools (( = 
12.927, df = 1, p<0.001), but not so for boys and girls in mixed schools. There was also a significant 
difference between girls in the two school-types ( =13.760, df = 1, p<0.00 1), but not so between boys 
in the two school-types. The finding of a significant difference for this question between girls in the 
two school-types is particularly notable, given the finding outlined in Section 6.2-1 on the Likert-scale 
items, where of the 19 items only one item produced a significant difference between the responses of 
girls in the two school-types. That is, girls, regardless of school-type, tended to respond to closed 
questions in the same way more so than boys of the two school-types. Students were also asked in an 
adjunct open question to give a reason for their response. Of the 226 reasons coded (94 for those 
saying Yes, 132 for those saying No), by far the most frequent reason given came from those who said 
No, and this reason had to do with students' perceptions of the nature of mathematics ability and how 
one might `have/get' it, so that some students/people just did not have the ability to 
do mathematics or 
to do well in it (For a complete list of coded responses to this item, see Appendix 
D 1. Section IV, 
Table Q23. ) Eighty-eight students gave this as a reason for their saying No, reasons coded in this 
category given by 67% of the total number of students saying No, and 39% of the overall 
226 reasons 
given. Further, this reason for saying No was given by 34 of the 
40 girls (85%) in single-sex schools 
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who had said No, disproportionately high to their representation in the overall student sample and of the 
number of students who gave this reason. The following excerpts represent some of the 'typical' 
reasons coded in this category, given for replying No fromm girls in single-sex schools (hijiest 
proportion replying No - 77%): 
Questionnaire Excerpts 6.32-1 
because not everybody has the aptitude (IF, Sil) 
because everyone is not mathematically inclined (6F, Sil) 
some people just can't (9F, Si 1) 
everyone is not one smart in that subject area. For e. g gme (36F, Si 1) 
some students were not made for maths (33F, Sil) 
because maths uses a lot of common sense and some of us just lack it Most students seem to fail maths most 
of the times (IF, Si3) 
not everyone has the brains for it (13F, Si3) 
These responses from these girls are similar to those given by some teachers who had also replied No 
to this question on their questionnaire (Questionnaire Excerpts 522-3, Subsection 5.2-2). An 
interpretation of these girls' responses is that they communicated a sense of dis-entitlement, dis- 
inheritance - of something being available, but then being taken away. This feeling is akin to that given 
in Holland et al (1998, p125), that is, the sense of being `disqualified or inappropriate'. That these girls 
had this perspective, and also given that proportionately more of them than other girls or any other 
subgroup in the sample felt that a person had to be `made for maths' in order to do well in it might have 
come about from the practice in their school of re-grouping for ability for mathematics teaching 
(setting). The re-grouping practice which took place in mathematics appears to have propelled these 
girls to this view of others, and themselves, and the possible relationships to mathematics available. 
That is, that being good at mathematics, and further, having the capacity to succeed in it to external 
examination level was not equally distributed throughout the population. That it may be the re- 
grouping practice that fostered this view of having to be `made for maths' in order to do well in it is 
buttressed by the further finding that in ranking schools according to the number of their students who 
gave this as reason for responding No to this question, the school which was third after the two girls' 
single-sex schools was the mixed school (Mi7) which had also just returned to re-grouping its students 
for mathematics teaching. In that school, 10/16 students (63% of those who said No, 34% of students 
in the class; four males and six females gave this response) who had replied No gave a reason coded in 
this category. There seems some warrant to the perspective that some, i. e. this `critical incident'. 
contributed to these girls having this view of others (and themselves) in relation to mathematics. 
It is 
likely that their responses are based on their own relative experience of learning mathematics, their 
possible selves (Kao, 2000), where the thesis goes that students will respond to questions e. g. about 
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rating themselves in relation to what they know of the group that they are in (other students with whom 
they are learning - influence of ability ing). 
Interview Excerpt 6.32-1 following provides the perspective of girls from the single-sex school «fiich 
led the way in giving this type of response to the open question. At the start of the fourth form these 
girls had been put into three tiered groups for mathematics. Two of the groups were being taught the 
General proficiency of the CXC/CSEC syllabus whilst the third group was being taught the Basic 
proficiency. These girls were from the second (or lower) of the two General mathematics groups. 
Prior to this re-grouping in the fourth form the girls would have been kept and taught in the same class 
groupings for the first three forms. 
Interview Excerpt 6.32-1 
Int: [... ] How about the other students in your maths class? Are there any people you'd call a math- 
person in that math class... in your math class, somebody who seems just naturally good at maths 
or something? 
G1: Not in our group. 
Int Not in your group? 
G3: It depends on the topic. 
[... I 
G 1: Somebody who's good at one topic, somebody is good at something else 
Int: Okay, outside your group then, is there anybody who you think is just naturally good at maths'? 
All: Yes 
GI: Yeah, lots ofpeople. 
[... ] 
Int Do you consider yourself a math person? 
G2: Not really. 
Gl: No. 
G4: No 
Int: Why not? 
G2: Because, it's just not me. 
hit It's not you? 
G2: It's not me. 
G3: Too many numbers. 
Int: Okay, what's you? 
G2: Me is English 
G 1: English Literature. [Some laughter] 
G4: English Lit 
Int English Lit is you, maths isn't you? What about the maths, it's too - what? 
G3: Too manynumbers. 
[... ] 
Int [... ] How about you? [... ] Would you call yourself a math-person? 
G4: No. 
Int: Because? 
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G4: I don't know. I've been good at maths in primary schooL 
Int. ]even when you were good at it you didn't think you were a maths-pffson? 
G4: No. It was just easy. 
G1: It was just easy. 
G3: It was easy. 
G2: It was easy to you, but.. . 
G4: Yeah 
Ind But you still didn't think you were a math-person? 
All: No 
Inc You just more thought of yourself as a... 
G2: English 
Int 
... English person? 
G2: Even though I don't usually speak it, I speak dialect, but, English is me. 
(4 girls, Sit) 
Earlier in the interview the girls had suggested some reasons for why they did not feel themselves 
aligned to mathematics, and having identified two business subjects (POA - Principles of Accounts 
and POB - Principles of Business) as subjects they looked forward to, had this to say about why they 
preferred these subjects: 
Interview Excerpt 6.32-2 
hit You look forward to that subject - why? 
G2: Because it's just how she tallos about the subject and we discuss, and its fun. 
Int And you don't discuss in maths? 
Gl: Not really. 
G4: Not really. 
G3: It's all numbers. 
GI: Not just.. . 
Int Not just? 
G3: It's all numbers, so.. 
Int All numbers? And there's nothing to discuss in numbers? 
GI: Well, we don't do a lot of discussion with them. 
In Interview Excerpt 6.32-1 in identifying that there were not any `math people' in their group, it might 
well be interpreted that these girls were implicitly bringing the issue of the re-grouping for mathematics 
into focus, although they do not ever in the interview explicitly do so. Additionally, they also pointed to 
what yardstick they were using to assess whom it was that they considered math people - responding 
positively to the question of whether there were such people/students outside their (mathematics) 
group. These extracts suggest that in identifying themselves as not being mathematics persons, these 
students were also connecting to how the subject was being taught and hence the ways in which they 
were allowed to learn or come to know the subject matter, and not only to their perceptions of their 
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ability in the subject. This might explain the repeated reference by G3 (and this continued throughout 
the interview) to mathematics being all rntmbers ' or `too marry numbers '. with the suggestion that 
mathematics for her was stark, impersonal, distant, leaving little room for inputs of herself wulst 
English provided such scope. English and the business subjects gave some room for manoeuvre, for 
expressions of self, whilst mathematics constrained them to be a certain way «-teich was outside their 
developing understandings of themselves. It was as if being in mathematics involved a pretence on 
their part, in that it required their reaching outside themselves to something they were not, a persona 
that did not `fit' how they would otherwise comfortably be, whilst English and the business subjects 
allowed them to be. Being in mathematics required a fit to a pre-determined mould (i. e. references to 
mathematics students being `made'), whilst English and the business subjects allowed f eer access, a 
more flexible mould. This perspective enhances the idea of these students' mathematics identity as 
being positional, in that the ways in which they were learning mathematics, being in mathematics 
classes, was forcing them to be (behave, think , etc. 
) in ways which they would not otherwise be 
(unnatural). The way these students expressed themselves in relation to mathematics points to their 
having taken up or `sutured' (Holland et al, 1998, p33) themselves to the position afforded them, by not 
attempting to claim positions to which they felt they were not (or no longer) entitled (ibid, p 126), or not 
to enter worlds of which they were not (or no longer) a part. 
Having introduced the idea of `suturing' of a person to a subject position, Holland et al (1998) then 
reject it as, for them, it carries the image of person and position arriving `preformed at the moment of 
suturing' (bid, p33), preferring instead the term co-development However, ideas of suturing from its 
everyday meanings do work in my interpretations of this context, that is, suturing as a joining of things 
together, and also suturing in its medical sense, that of closing wounds to initiate the healing process. 
The analogy of suturing works for these girls in the sense of a closing of wounds caused by the 
message of the re-grouping practice, as it provides a means whereby the healing process could start; it 
also works in the sense that they then could be said to be suturing or joining themselves to the position 
afforded/allowed them, entering the mathematics spaces to which they were being assigned. 
For these 
students, their almost daily `lived world' of learning mathematics in school classrooms 
had taken on a 
different genre. This world had excluded them to the extent that they were no longer allowed to enter 
the space of learning with the `more able' of their colleagues, persons with whom they 
had generally 
shared learning experiences for most other subjects over the last three years - they were not 'smart' 
enough. Thus, having been `told' so, and that relatively publicly in the high stakes arena of their school, 
they accepted and had already taken on the personae of the position `thrust' on them - they were 
already `talking the talk' of the average mathematics student This may or may not 
be the identity these 
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students would have developed in relation to mathematics if things had continued as they had done 
before, but there is a sense that they have been propelled into this view of themselves by the regulating 
effect (Lerman, 2001, p98) of the re-grouping procedures. 
Arguably a feature of how this group of students responded in Interview Excerpt 6.32-1, is that, in their 
efforts to not go beyond their entitlement in mathematics, even when they did find mathematics easy, 
they felt that it was not anything of their doing, i. e. it was not because they belonged to the world of 
`able maths students', but because the mathematics was easy. For example, in that excerpt the girls all 
replied No to seeing themselves as `maths-people' even at times when they thought they had been 
good at it. Success, when it was had, was attributed to things/circumstances outside themselves rather 
than seeing it as any `goodness' of their own. Thus, having been indirctly `told' they were not the 
most able mathematics students, then being able at mathematics was a `no go' area for them, and any 
signs of just such characteristics were a chance occurrence, or otherwise a matter of common sense, 
something anybody would be able to do, so that evidence of their being able at maths were discounted. 
The students appeared reluctant to enter the space of the `able maths student', and distanced themselves 
fiom any such identity. They perhaps did not want to be viewed as `passing' (Fordham, cited in 
Holland et al, 1998, p 132) in such privileged worlds, especially as they had been `told' that they did not 
belong there. They had accepted the identity then of the average mathematics student, and in doing so 
distanced themselves somewhat firm mathematics, as if any closer alliance would involve an 
`impersonation, acting as if one is someone.. . one 
is not' (ibid, p 132), and they might once again be 
found out and identified therein as `foreigners', not belonging. Mathematics classes, perhaps hastened 
by the re-grouping procedures connected to the subject, brought these students almost en masse to 
ideas of what they were not, and hence to what they were. They had learned more than the subject 
matter of mathematics, they had also learned that they were not `maths-people'. These students' 
experience is consistent with the conception of learning as a process of becoming via participation in 
practices (Wenger, 1998) and that this participation `positions' persons to `perform their own 
trajectories through them' (Lerman, 2001, p88). 
The girls who participated in the interview from the other girls' single-sex school presented a more 
vivid and powerful picture of the influence of ability grouping practices in mathematics on what 
identities have now become available for them and their reduced agency in `perform[ing] their own 
trajectories through' their participation in these practices. This group of students intervle\ved were a 
part of the class (Si3) in which observations had been conducted of Si3, and their classroom 
has been 
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described in Subsection 6.2-2. As mentioned there, this group of girls was one of two parallel Basic 
mathematics groups (there were also two parallel General mathematics groups): 
Interview Excerpt 6.32-3 
Int: How do you feel about maths being compulsory If you had a choice, would you have chosen it?.. 
G1: Nope [... ] 
G2&3: No, no. 
G3: Well, it's okay, `am, well, I think they should let you do what level of maths you need for what you 
plan to become. 
G1: Exactly. [... ] 
Int: Would you call yowseelf a math-person? [... ] 
G2: No. 
G1: No. 
[... I 
hit You d fink of yourself as a Basic maths person? 
G2: Yeah 
G1: Yeah, me too. 
G3: I don't really like, okay, like, `am, General maths has a lot of like functions, like, f bracket x bracket 
and all those stuff... 
G l: Yeah, and I'm not that kind of.. 
G3: ... I like business maths, Consumer Arithmetic and all that 
G1: Yeah 
hit Okay. Is there anybody in your... not necessarily in your maths class, but in your form class that you 
think is a math-person? 
G1: Oh yeah, the Chinese girl. [... ] She's brilliant She can work any maths subject... 
G3: Any subject at all at a time. 
I ... I G1: Anybody who has a good brain in maths, it's like, they know they're gonna get a good job and, you 
know... 
hit So the disadvantage to doing... 
GI: Basic maths, you're not sure about the future. 
G3: Exactly. 
G2: Ido not believe that 
G 1: That is my fear. I am not sure about the future because Pm... bare. 
G3: And I want to be an accountant and I see Basic maths in my way. 
G1: Exactly. 
Int Basic maths in your...? 
G3: Way. 
GI: I want, like, if I'm going to university I don't want to tell them I doing Basic maths `cause like, you 
know... 
G2: I'm not afraid to say I'm doing Basic maths, because I'm doing it. 
G3: I'm not afraid of saying it nuh ((you know)), but what I'm saying I shouldn't have to do it if I don't 
want to do it. 
G2: I don't see that it's get'ring in my way any how because I am doing my work, it's not like I'm not 
doing it. I'm doing it maybe at just a lower level. Because you just have... Okay, I'm doing the 
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same amount of work, I know General is doing a little bit mane than me, but I'm still doing 
something that General is doing, so, I don't look down on myself because I'm doing Basic maths. 
G3: `Am, also, the students that do General maths, they look down on us. 
G2: Not all. 
G3: Not all of them, but some of them. Some of them was with us, and just went over. 
G1: I find that the Antiguan society is like, if you're a maid, it's like people don't care nothing, if you're a 
doctor, people will more see, respect you, you understand. I find that society is very... I guess 
that's why we fear our future, you know. 
(3 girls, Si3) 
It is the girls themselves in the interview who bring up, more explicitly than the girls of Si 1, the issue of 
levels of mathematics and via this the re-grouping for mathematics that had occumad. An interpretation 
of this reference to levels of mathematics is that brought through by ideas of privilege and power and 
the constraints these hold for these girls, the mathematics spaces into which these girls felt they could 
comfortably enter. These ideas are more poignant in this interview than with the girls of Si 1(Interview 
Excerpt 6.32-1). Privilege, power, status are all notions intertwined with positional (relational) identity 
(Holland et al, 1998, p125), and the girls' responses in Interview Excerpt 6.32-3 does bring these 
notions across, especially with GI's reference to maid and doctor, professions which she seems to be 
contrasting as what may be allowed (the possible self) by access to Basic and General tiers respectively 
of mathematics. Two of the girls in this interview, GI and G3 do seem to be acutely aware of a `class- 
ness' about mathematics, a social ordering that had come about because of the way that mathematics 
learning and teaching had been structured in their school. The structures associated with learning 
mathematics in their school, and the experience of mathematics these students then had, had for these 
students become `a critical process' in unveiling `their conditions within a system of class division' 
(Valero, 2004, p 14). In a similar vein, Bourdieu provided the following perspective of the function of 
mathematics in schools: 
Often with a psychological brutality which nothing can attenuate, the school institution lays down its final 
judgments and its verdicts, from which there is no appeal, ranking all students in a unique hierarchy of 
forms of excellence, nowadays dominated by a single discipline, mathematics (1998, p28). 
It appeared to be the case that GI and G3 of Si3 had a perspective that if mathematics could be used in 
that way in their school, it potentially would also occur in the world outside school As mentioned in 
Subsection 62-2, in listing the subjects that they were doing, nine of the 18 students who completed the 
questionnaire in this school identified themselves as doing `General' mathematics. One other student 
identified as doing Basic mathematics, and another student who had written `Basic maths' then `whited 
out' the word `Basic'. The other students had just written mathematics. (Data hum the 2006 
CXC/CSEC mathematics results for this school show that of the 18 students who completed the 
questionnaire, nine students had indeed done the General proficiency of the examination, and six 
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students had done the Basic proficiency, three other students could not be matched. ) This qualifier of 
mathematics on the part of the students might have had much to do with the practice of the school of 
now describing mathematics in this way (see in Subsection 62-2). However, there seemed more here 
than might otherwise meet the eye as being a part of school practices. In stating that they were doing 
General mathematics, the students in this school who had done so in completing the questionnaire 
were separating themselves from others of their peers who were doing Basic mathematics, and 
claiming `rights' and privileges as members of a particular group of people. They were in effect laying 
claim to spaces, saying that they `belonged' to the group of `able maths students. ' What had for years 
been `mathematics' (primary through to the first three years of secondary school) had within a few 
weeks of being enacted been qualified by type of mathematics, and hence signified, as intimated by the 
students' responses to the open item, that mathematics was for smart people (firm Subsection 3.3-1 the 
questionnaire was administered during the first month of the new school year). Being selected for 
General mathematics was a status symbol within this school, a view somewhat confirmed by one of 
the mathematics teachers within the school who noted that being selected for the General mathematics 
class was not necessarily good for some of students, as it resulted in some of them thinking that they 
had arrived, that the selection process was the examination, and they therefore tended to relax their 
efforts (Field-notes). Outside this school, there was only one other student who had qualified 
mathematics (or any other subject) in this way, and that was in the other girls' single-sex school (Si 1). 
The practice of ability grouping practices in (for) mathematics was changing who these girls could 
become, altering trajectories, altering identities. Being put into Basic mathematics for two of these 
girls went beyond merely a re-grouping of students for easier teaching (Sukhnandan & Lee, 1998). 
The implications were more far reaching socially and academically. Limitations were now placed on 
their possible academic and career trajectories on leaving school. The sifting effects of the discipline of 
mathematics had reduced their agency not just in the mathematics classroom, but also in their academic 
and career goals. G1 in Interview Excerpt 6.32-3 refers to being bare - perhaps a reference to a feeling 
of a loss of control, reduced agency, over her planned goals. She was being pigeon-holed into 
something she did not see herself as, being denied access to a social world she could imagine herself a 
part Mathematics had power and status, and a qualification, i. e. a pass in it assured one of a good job. 
This then accorded persons respect. Without mathematics, which was equivalent to doing Basic 
mathematics, she was open and vulnerable i. e. `bare', unprotected from the wiles of those in more 
powerful positions. According to G3, this was already occurring in the `lived world' of their school. 
Some class/form mates, specifically those who had gained entitlement to General mathematics and 
hence the position of privilege (Holland et al, 1998, p 127) that goes with it, were already `looinag 
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do' on them, and the loss of respect was already occur ing. For both these girls, Gl and G3, their 
position was vulnerable and the situation would became even more dire after they left the relative 
protection of their school for that of the Antigua State College, where deponents were differentiated 
by what uniform you wore. There, their braininess or not would be more visible to a wider society. 
Both GI and G3 share similar perspectives on how they saw these sorts of relations in 'Antiguan' 
society, and the perspective they present is a rather class-ist, elitist one. 
For G3, Basic mathematics was a hindrance to what she wanted to be, her future image of herself She 
had intentions of becoming an accountant, and perhaps with some justification, Basic mathematics was 
not a means to that goal, but was blocking her path, standing in her way. She was the fast of the group 
to bring up the issue of level of mathematics (near beginning of Interview Excerpt 6.32-3). The 
rationale she offered for who should be allowed to do what (level) mathematics is the rationale outlined 
in the CXC/CSEC syllabus (see in Section 1.4). Rather than being an opportunity, Basic maths was for 
her an obstacle. She revealed later in the interview that she was going to out-of-school classes for 
General mathematics. In this way she was trying to regain some control over her desired trajectory. 
The two girls G1 and G3 were unwilling to accept from their perspective what seemed the position and 
positional identity being afforded them by the practices of their school based on different levels of 
mathematics proficiency, and one of these girls had already devised a strategy to re-position herself 
Thus, whilst these two girls did appear to view the re-gn)uping practices of their school as exclusionary 
as might also be interpreted to be the view of the students of Si 1, their perspective appeared to be one of 
wanting to belong, to enter that world of the `able maths student', unlike the students of Si 1. 
G2 presented a less class-ist view of the implications for her of the mathematics re-grouping, and her 
perspective was one more based on her perception of her ability in mathematics. She was more 
accepting of Basic mathematics as a level more suited to her ability. She was willing to accept, and did 
take on the identity of a Basic mathematics student. She had effectly already `sutured' herself to the 
position chosen for her, but this suturing was one of a different genre, not one of attempts to heal a 
wound, but of one of finding, accepting, and joining herself to her assigned `position/place'. In this 
way, her acceptance of the position afforded her was dissimilar to that of the students of Si 1 in that she 
did not seem to see her position as exclusionary. She appeared to be more content with this position 
She was more willing to adjust her career goals in light of the new direction she might therefore be 
required to take. She had said earlier in the interview that she once wanted to be an accountant, 
but that 
she no longer wanted to be one as according to her `now it's kind of being challenging'. 
She did seem 
to have become aware that this career choice might not be as feasible but denied that it was because of 
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the mathematics. She later identified herself as an Office Procedure (business) type person. She had 
simply re-routed her career goals into something which she deemed a less demanding aspect of the 
same area, making the best of the hand dealt to her. For her, although some doors might have been 
closed because she was doing Basic mathematics, she saw some others as still being widely open. 
As previously mentioned, the practice of ability grouping for mathematics, at least at this stage of 
schooling, was largely confined to the two girls' single-sex schools, although one mixed school (NO) 
had just started the practice. The responses of students in other schools particularly to the question of 
whether there were maths-people' in their classes will now be considered. Boys in the two other 
single-sex schools did appear to have much more positive views of themselves in relation to 
mathematics (e. g. the affect and performance rating responses outlined in Sections 6.2-1,62-2,6.2-3). 
They were also more inclined than any of the other subgroup of students to think that all secondary 
school students could do mathematics to CXC level (Table 6.32-1). Despite this however, there were 
some of them who, like the girls in the single-sex school, also thought that a person had to be `made for 
maths'. From Table 6.32-1, although more of this group of students replied Yes, their most fi-equent 
reason for their response came from those responding No, and again had to do with this `made for 
maths' view, with 10/20 (50%) of the boys who said No giving this as reason. 
In response to the question of whether there were `maths people' in his class, the lone boy interviewed 
from Sit had this to say. 
Interview Excerpt 6.32-4 
Int Are there any math-people in this class? 
[... ] 
B: One, two, three, four, yeah. 
[... ] 
hit Are you a math-person? 
B: Nuh ((No)) I am not a work person. 
Int You are not a work person? 
B: I don't do any kind of work For the first term)uu just cruise. 
Int The last two terms is work? 
B: Harder work. 
(1 boy, Si2) 
Although this boy did not identify himself as a `math person', he did qualify this by noting that he was 
not a `work person'. He did however appear to have a sense of his `position' in mathematics relative to 
that of other boys in his class. This was the boy, who towards the end of the extended Observation 
Exceipt 6.22-2 given for his school in Subsection 62-2 had said Even dunce me know that'. His 
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relationship with mathematics appeared relatively ambivalent, and it was arguably wrapped up in his 
overall `attitude' towards school and doing work in school. He had not developed any particular 
relationship, positive or negative it seemed, with mathematics. His school mathematics experience did 
not appear to be marked into a process of becoming (Wenger, 1998) identifiably distinct from his 
overall school experience. Holland et al (1998) do note that there were cases where some people never 
really form any particular relationship, any particular identity in a group, although they are members of 
that group. Despite this however, although the boy in this interview did not consider himself a `maths- 
person' he appeared to have no doubt that he could be, if needed, successful in mathematics, and that 
being successful in mathematics (i. e. passing the subject) was entirely within his control, which was not 
necessarily the case for the interviewed girls of the single-sex schools. He expressed a guter sense of 
agency - that is, a capacity to act on his mathematics world, than did the girls in the two single-sex 
schools discussed previously. The following provides more of his view in this respect 
Interview Excerpt 6.32-5 
Int: Which of those you think affects your performance most? Effort, [... ] or your natural ability, or 
whether or not you're interested in the topic, or [... ] 
B: I would choose that one. (Boy has chosen interest) 
Int: If you're interested in the topic? 
B: I not interested 
hit: So, if you're interested you work better'? 
B: Um hum. 
Int Okay. 
B: If I don't have to do the work, I don't do it 
I ... I Int And what makes you decide if you have to do the wont or not? 
B: Once I fail I not goin' fail again. 
The three interviewed boys of the other single-sex school (Si4) considered themselves `math-persons' 
although one of the boys did qualify this by saying that it depended on the topic. This perspective of 
themselves in relation to mathematics should also be read in conjunction with that given in Interview 
Excerpt 6.12-4 in Subsection 6.1-2), which represented the responses of these same boys to the 
prospect of mathematics being timetabled for a particular day. In that excerpt B2 
in fact claimed 
`ownership' of mathematics - 'tat's my subject', which could 
be infer- d as pointing to a sense of 
entitlement. B2's response also conveys a sense of belonging, of being rescued; rather than 
approaching mathematics with a sense of trepidation as does come through 
from some other students' 
(girls') responses (see examples of these in the interview excerpts in Subsection 
6.1-2), his response 
conveys a sense of being rescued - 'Ifeel saved '- of belonging, of a sort of 
`coming home' as it were 
when it was time for mathematics (cf with Bouidieu's notion of 
habitus finding a field of which it is a 
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part -'fish in water', see Section 22, p26). These boys too do support some of the points made by the 
girls of Si3 with regard to being seen as able to do well in mathematics - that such `ability' accorded a 
person respect, e. g. a response given by B2 in relation to mathematics and the job market: 'itl Seri d hev 
[employers] look at your report or look at maths they see it's good, respect, they respect you. ' There is 
power and privilege to be had in being able to do well in mathematics, and these boys brought this out, 
but in ways opposite to that brought out by the girls in single-sex schools. For these boys, there was, as 
it were, a sense of expectation of being a part of such a community, of having access to the privileges 
that come with success in mathematics. For these boys, rather than a constraint, i. e. 'mat ss in my wtir y' 
as given by G3 of Si3 in Interview Excerpt 6.32-3, mathematics was for them an affordance, a 
possession, i. e. `my subject', a tool to be used to get to where they wanted to be, a gateway which 
would allow them to be whom it was they could see themselves as becoming. In comparing the 
responses of these boys to those of the girls in the single-sex schools it becomes easy to see how the 
identities in mathematics that the girls formed were hard-earned standpoints (c£ Holland et al. 's `hard- 
won standpoints', Section 2.1, p20) the girls had formed `for themselves' fivm their lived experiences 
of mathematics in school. 
Interviewed students in mixed schools all identified students in their classes, both boys and girls, whom 
they saw as `maths-people'. In two cases other students in the interview identified one student also 
being interviewed as a `maths-person' - and in both cases these identified students were girls. The 
relationships these students had developed, and were developing with mathematics seemed to be much 
more in a state of flux compared especially to that of the girls in the single-sex schools. However, in 
some cases the mixed school students also brought across notions of power, privilege and respect that 
become attached to other students they saw as being good in mathematics. In several of the interviews 
the students also brought across the idea that some of these students in their classes whom they 
considered as `maths people' tended to be unwilling to share what they knew, to help other students in 
their classes who asked for or needed help with their mathematics (a point also made by the girls of 
Si3 
concerning students they considered `math-people'). The following three excerpts provide a sense of 
these ideas in the views of students h mixed schools. 
Interview Excerpt 6.32-6 
hit [... ] Are there any math-people in your class, people who are, just seem to be naturally good at 
maths? 
All: Yes. 
[... ] 
Int: Are they different from the other- people in the class? 
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G l: Not really, because if you don't understand they will help you. 
[... ] 
B: But you have to ask them. 
G 1: But not all of then, some of them will help you, but not all. 
[... ] 
G 1: Say they like, okay, like, they can do it better than you, so sometimes and so when you have to ask 
them to like help you, or, some of them like, if they know they're better, and you don't unc i Land, 
and they ask if you don't undeswnd, and sometimes and so they help you do it, lice, and some of 
them they don't like, if you ask them, you have to ask them like tree and four times before they 
can help you. 
(1 boy+ 2 girls, NE 1) 
Interview Excerpt 6.32-7 
hit [... ] are there any math people in your class, people you would consider math people? 
G 1: [Identifies the other girl being interviewed, G2, in addition to two boys in her class]. 
Int Are they similar to the other people in the class, or different? 
G1: Different. [... ] `Cause when we're doing maths others will ask around ask around ask around, but 
they will never ask. [... ]They will give, but theyll never ask because they know how to do it 
Int 
... so they work by themselves? 
G 1: They work by themselves. 
[. .. ] 
Int [... ] let's say you get back a test, and [G2] has gotten 90, and you've gotten, let's just say 20, [... ] is 
there any particular way that [G2] might be, the other students might react to [G2] and how they 
would react to you in the class? [... ] 
G1: I'm going to feel left out because every minute they're going to be asking [G2] for answers, and I'm 
going to be like, why nobody wants to ask me. 
Int Oh, so okay, they sort of respect [G2] .... 
G1: ... More than they respect me. [... ] They just ignore me and 
don't ask me nothing they keep asking 
[G2], [G2]. 
(2girls, Mi2) 
Interview Excerpt 6.32-8 
Int `Am, are there any math-people in your class, people you would call a math.. . 
G's: Yeah [... Girls identify one boy and throe girls from their class] 
[... ] 
Int [... ] do you find that you can go to these people and ask them to help you if you don't understand? 
G's: No... 
Int You can't? 
G1: Sometimes. 
Int No, sometimes? 
G3: [Identifies the boy named earlier as the only person she/they can ask for help] 
Int why 
G2: He all, no... one day we can't find them.. . 
G1: Yeah. 
G2: ... the other, they 
ignore us.. . 
G1: Yeah 
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Int: Do you think they look down on you because you don't urxlmtand... 
G2&3: Yes. 
G 1: Well, something like that. 
G3: Yes, yes, a straightforward yes. 
[... ] 
G3: 
... the 
last time I asked [teacher's name] for my, my, my marks, before school close, and [two of the 
girls named earlier] were asking, and because they pass, and he told me I fail, so I want to know 
why I fail and how much I got, and they say `Don't you hear the man say you already fail, «ha' 
you a boder he fa'? ... 
Whä' you a boder he fa? ' ((Why are you bothering him? )) 
(3 girls, M5) 
As mentioned, there was more of a sense of fluidity about the mathematical relationships the students 
in mixed schools have formed. There was a sense that even at this penultimate year of schooling, some 
mixed school students were still relatively unaware of their position with respect to mathematics. They 
rated their mathematics performance in relative terms similarly to that of students in single-sex schools, 
and boys in particular had on average rated their mathematics performance similarly to their overall 
school performance (Table 6.13-3(b), Subsection 6.1-3), although previous CXC CSEC results 
suggested otherwise. This though might, amongst other things, be a function of what is essentially the 
`ability grouping' carried out prior to their entry to secondary school (see Subsection 3.3-2 and also 
Sections 3.5 and 4.1). 
The practice of `ability grouping' students for secondary school entry may have contributed in mixed 
school students having what might be seen as a false sense of security about their relative position in 
relation to mathematics, essentially allowing them to view their mathematics performance in better 
terms than might otherwise be the case. This could result in more relaxed approaches, more relaxed 
efforts in their doing and learning of mathematics, an approach with no real sense of `urgency' 
concerning the state of their mathematics performance. `It's all the same', i. e. they have no choice in 
having to learn it, and so they just have to make do (e. g. boy in Interview Excerpt 6.12-1, Subsection 
6.1-2) was one of the perceptions of an approach some students adopted to mathematics, the identity 
they developed with mathematics. Whilst it is `true' that this was a perception gained from both 
students in mixed and single-sex schools (e. g. Interview Excerpt 6.12-5, Subsection 6.1-2), one could 
argue based on the evidence of the history of past performances in the CXC/CSEC 
(mathematics) 
examinations that `the same' of mixed schools is at a different level from the `the same' of the single- 
sex schools. `It will all turn out right in the end' is another of the approaches 
interpreted from 
interview responses of particularly mixed school students, this in part fmm the way 
in which they 
responded to the algebra task. Whilst some of these students expressed what could 
be interpreted as 
unease about the ways in which mathematics was 
being taught or a realisation that they did not 
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necessarily understand what they were learning and doing (e. g. Questionnaire Excerpts 6.14-1.6.14-3; 
Interview Excerpt 6.16-2), there was a sense in which as it was coming firm the teacher, and as they 
had managed to pass tests sometimes, it would all `come out in the wash' eventually. Further, even 
where students expressed unease, they seemed to be generally unsure of what it is they could do to turn 
this about in their favour (e. g. G5 in Interview Excerpt 6.21-9, Subsection 62-1). Students can (and 
do) develop a `mathematics habitus' (Zevenbergen, 2003, p6) or a form of mathematical identity based 
in part on what and who is available in the environment in which they are learning, Extending from 
Zevenbergen, this habitus or embodied cultural capital thus becomes a resoi. ute some student use to 
trade on in mathematics. These interpretations of the positional i. e. relational, (Holland et al, 1998, 
p127, see also in Section 2.1, p20) identity that as a group students in mixed schools develop would 
inarguably have implications for the availability to them of success in mathematics at the CXC CSEC. 
Students were not unaware of these expectations implicit though they might be that were placed on 
them by society in general because of what school uniform they wore. In response to the open 
questionnaire item of the advantage of going to their particular school (Appendix Al, Section III, Q3), 
of the 29 reasons coded as `top/good school', only one student in a mixed school gave such a reason 
(see Appendix D 1, Section III, Table Q3). As example, one girl in a single-sex school had given as 
response to this question, when you go to [name of school] people look at you in a whole different 
light' (17F, Sil). These were/are the everyday social implications of the `cultural practice' (Boaler & 
Wiliam, 2001, p78 in reference to this practice in the UK for mathematics teaching) of a generalised 
ability grouping that students live with in A&B. Faced with these expectations, students in the various 
school-types `know' that there are certain standards of perfomlance that they must (or not) live up to, 
and this in practice includes performances in mathematics. Whilst this is 'true' for school and school 
subjects as a whole, the documentary data of Section 4.2 suggests that the implications of the ability 
grouping practices are most stark for perfomlances in mathematics. 
Smith (2003, p466) has made the point that `If learning is constructed as participation in a community 
of practice... then the nature of that community is a crucial factor in the quality of learning. ' According 
to Wiliam & Bartholomew (2004) writing from a UK context, in learning mathematics a student's 
school is not as crucial a factor as which set they are in. However, in this Caribbean context, the 
documentary data of Section 42, and the findings to be presented in Subsection 6.41 to follow show 
that school can indeed be a crucial factor in students' mathematics learning but the schools in this 
context have been `setted' from the outset All learning does not result fivm intentional teaching and 
some students learn more from the (social) practices of schools than the subject matter of classrooms. 
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Further, as schools embody the social order and logic of the education system and wider society in 
which they exist (Smith, 2003), students come to learn implicitly about what is valued in these areas. 
In an elitist educational system, and with mathematics the most elite subject of them all the students of 
the two girls' single-sex school had learnt much more (through the ability grouping practiced for 
mathematics) about mathematics and its regulating/gate-keeping role in wider society than anything the 
subject matter alone of mathematics could convey. They also learned about themselves, and «bat they 
could, and could not be. But, much earlier, from `lessons' learnt at the point of entry to secondary 
school, all students had come to develop a sense of identity that perhaps in ways mediated how they 
thought they could be when leaming/doing mathematics. 
6.4 CXC/CSEC RESULTS FOR THE STUDENTSAMPLE 
This section attempts to address the RA and RQ that deal with student performance in mathematics e. g. 
RA(c), RQ 1(c). There are two thither subsections to come. The first of these addresses which students 
of the sample were successful in the CXC/CSEC mathematics examinations of May/June 2006. In 
doing so, a number of factors are looked at in order to determine the association, if any, of variables 
within these factors and student success. These factors include student background data (e. g. those 
provided in Section 5.1) and also student views (e. g. of those given in Subsection 6.1-1). Student 
CXC/CSEC results in English Language are also provided both for comparison and also to ascertain 
the possible association of language as a factor in the mathematics successes. The second subsection 
provides a profile of four students in the mixed schools who were successful in mathematics. The 
students were chosen as some of their views of mathematics via questionnaire and/or interview 
excerpts have been provided in the previous subsections of this chapter. The profiles suggest that in 
order to be successful in mathematics, these students may have taken on a more agentive role than that 
allowed in their classrooms in their learning of mathematics. 
From the 286 participating students in the study, CXC/CSEC mathematics results from the May/June 
2006 examinations were found and matched for 222 students. Two hundred and nine students of the 
sample had been entered for the General proficiency of the mathematics examinations, although one 
student did not sit the examination. Thirteen students of the sample had been entered for the Basic 
proficiency of the examinations, but three of these also did not sit the examination. In terms of those 
entered, this distribution for the sample students represented a 16: 1 ratio in favour of students being 
entered for the General proficiency of the mathematics examinations. The corresponding statistic for 
the school student population from which the sample was drawn is 15: 1 (797 school students for the 
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General proficiency and 52 for the Basic proficiency). Unmatched data were missing for a variety of 
reasons, including not having enough details from some students from the original sample in order to 
do the match (e. g. students who choose not to give background details, e. g. their names, date of birth in 
questionnaire data. Additionally, there were a number of students (52) whose names and/or dates of 
birth obtained from questionnaire data could not be found in the statistical results for their school; it was 
inferred that the most likely reason for this had to do with these students not reaching the fifth form to 
write the examinations in May/June 2006. For persons whose names could be matched, there were a 
few students who were absent fiiom the examination. It will be mentioned here that 7! 10 of the students 
of the sample who sat the Basic proficiency of the mathematics examinations successfully completed 
this examination as defined by CXC/CSEC, four students obtaining a Grade II and three students a 
Grade III. Of the ten students who sat this level of the mathematics examination, six were from Si3, 
and did include the three girls who participated in the interview from this school (Interview Excerpt 
6.32-3). However, the focus of this section, as has been that of the study, will be on those students who 
sat the General proficiency of the examinations. There was though one notable finding concerning the 
Basic proficiency of the examinations that will be mentioned here. This concerns the mixed school, 
Mil, which at the start of data collection for this study (September 2004) had just returned to re- 
grouping students for mathematics based on the proficiency levels of the syllabus, having abandoned 
the practice around the beginning of the 2000's and entering all students for the General proficiency of 
the mathematics examinations. The school ought to then have entered its first cohort of students for the 
mathematics Basic examinations from that scheme in the May/June 2006 examinations. However, 
whilst 15 students from the school had been entered for the Basic proficiency of the mathematics 
examinations, no student actually sat the examination. 
6.4-1 Who Succeeds in Mathematics? 
Table 6.41-1(a) provides statistics on the CXC/C SEC mathematics pass rate results for the student 
sample compared to that of the school student population from which the sample was 
drawn. Similar 
results for English Language are also given in Table 5.51-1(b) (all students of the sample who could 
be 
matched had been entered for the General proficiency of the English examinations). 
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1 LLIIiC u. Y1-1 a aa, n ,e to r uiawon k, om arson t. Aý iLýr, l: nass Kates tor Mathe matics 
Pass Rates Sex School-Type 
Male (S: P 
83: 311) 
Female 
125: 48 
Mixed 
124: 562 
Single-sex 
84: 23 
Overall 
208: 7 
Sample 
(208) 
48% (40) 48% (60) 23% (28) 86% (72) 4% (100) 
Population 
(797) 
39% (122) 34% (165) 19% (104) 
1 
78% (183) 36%(287) 
S--No. students m sample; Y=No. students in population; Number of students in brackets 
Table 6.41-1(b) Sample to Pouulation Comparison CXC/CSEC Pass Rates for Fnulich i . anmnaoe Pass Rates Sex School-Type 
Male (S: P = Female Mixed Single-sex Overall 
85: 334) (135: 517) (129: 594) (91: 257) (220: 851) 
Sample 64% (54) 79% (107) 61% (79) 90% (82) 73% (161) 
(220) 
Population 60% (201) 74% (385) 59% (352) 91% (234) 69% (586) 
851 
Table 6.41-1(a) shows that although the student sample writing the General proficiency of the 
mathematics examinations represented 26% (208/797) of the overall school student population writing 
the examinations, those of the sample who passed mathematics represented 35% (100/287) of the 
students who did pass. Similar statistics for Table (b) show that students of the sample who passed 
English Language represented 27% (161/586) of all students who did pass, much closer to their 26% 
(220/85 1) representation in the overall student population. For 8/11 of the schools used in the sample 
(all four single-sex schools and four of the seven mixed schools), the sample pass rate in mathematics 
was higher than that of the school (for one mixed school the pass rates were the same as all students of 
the school had failed mathematics); whilst for 5111 of the schools used in the sample, the sample pass 
rate in English was higher than that of the school (for one single-sex school pass rates were the same, as 
all students of the school had passed English). 
From the proportion success rates of the student sample compared to the population from which 
it was 
drawn, there appears to be a marked difference in these proportions for mathematics, less so 
for English 
Language. Binomial one-sample tests of proportions were conducted in order to ascertain the 
`significance' of these differences between sample and population success rates. According to 
Siegel 
& Castellan (1988, p37), the one-sample binomial test can provide answers to the question of whether 
a significant difference exists between observed and expected proportions 
for a series of dichotomous 
data. A one-sample test is appropriate in this case as the sample is being compared to the population 
f om which it was drawn, and the sample is a relatively large proportion of this population 
(-2610). For 
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mathematics, these tests gave p<0.001 for the 2-tailed test, whilst for English Language, p=0202 for 
the 2 tailed test. 
There is a need here to say something further about the typicality or not of the student sample used in 
the study. With respect to the population of students who did write the CXC/CSEC examinations in 
May/June of 2006, the student sample used represents about one-quarter of that population, Mhich, in 
most cases is a relatively large sample. However, whilst appearing to be fairly representative in terms 
of the proportion which was successful in English Language, the sample used was significantly more 
successful in mathematics, the focus of this study. This is a confounding and unexpected finding of the 
study, as it was hoped that the student sample class who participated in the study would be 
representative of the population from which it was drawn. Of course, it may be that the fourth form 
class chosen by the principal or mathematics teacher/HOD for participation in the study was in some 
way more mathematically `able' than others of their colleagues in the fourth form year. Whilst not 
disregarding this as a possibility, the strength of it as the only explanation is weakened by the non- 
significant difference between the proportions successful in English Language. It should be noted that 
based on Table 6.41-1(a) the participating study student sample which could be matched for 
CXC/CSEC results contained a higher proportion of students of the population of students in single-sex 
schools than it does for the mixed schools (84/235 or 36% and 124//562 or 22% respectively), and 
from Section 4.2 it is this group of students who have `traditionally' been markedly more successful in 
mathematics. However, these proportions (36%: 22%) are similar for English Language (Table 6.41- 
1(b)), and the same `fact' of `traditional' success rates applies and therefore would arguably invalidate 
the basis of this last as explanation. An alternative explanation for the significantly different 
mathematics outcome for the student sample compared to the population could be that participation in 
the study may in some ways have acted as an intervention in these students mathematics learning. The 
comments of some students, noted in the questionnaire section on `other comments' implied a possible 
positive effect of participation in the study, e. g.: 
Questionnaire Excerpts 6.41-1 
I think maths is not that hard, but you have to put your head there and go to after school 
lesson To be honest 
with you I want to go but I don't have the money at the moment so I would have to wait Laztd next year when 
I 
reach in fifth form, at this moment my sister is going to do her exam so she is going 
lesson that's K /n -I can not 
go now But in the mean while I will go home an (sic) practise some maths on my own and 
I thing [thin'V 
they should make maths moref in (24F, Mit) 
[ 
.. 
]I feel confident about mathematics now that I have answered these questions ('F, 
Si]) 
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The results of Table 6.41-1(a) were further broken down in order to gain a sense of which of the sub- 
groups had produced marked differences in mathematics outcomes compared to the population. Table 
6.41-2 provides the statistics on this break-down. 
Table 6.41-2: Sample to Population Comparison of Pass Rates for Mathematics - the Subgrou 
Cf. Sex Sample School population 
Male Female Male Female 
School- 
Sin e-sex 33/41 81% 39/43 91% 83/109 76% 100/126 79% 
Mixed 7/42 17% 21/82 26% 39/202 19% 65,360 18% 
Chi-square tests on these numbers for the student sample again show there to be highly significant 
differences within sex between the school-types, i. e. between girls of the two school-types (&-47.877, 
df---1, p<0.001, phiý=0.619) and between boys of the two school-types (=33.846, dgl, p<0.001. 
phi=0.639). The differences within a particular school-type between sexes though are not significant, 
i. e. there is not a statistically significant difference in the pass rates of boys and girls in mixed schools, 
nor between boys and girls in single-sex schools. The table also shows that three of the four sub-groups 
of the student sample had higher pass rates in mathematics than the population firom which they were 
drawn, but that males in mixed schools of the student sample had a slightly lower pass rate than that of 
the population. 
Further chi-square tests were carried out on the sample to compare the proportions of students who 
passed mathematics against a number of factors and their variables used in the student sample. 
The 
results of these are given in Table 6.41-3: 
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Table 6.41-3 Sample Student Passes for Mathematics against a number of Factors 
Factor Variables Student Passes Chi-square Tests 
Sex (208) Male (83) 48% (40) 77.001, df 1, p=0.978, 
Female (125) 48% (60) phi=0.002 
Secondary school- Mixed (124) 23% (28) =79.958, df-ý- 1, p<O. 001. 
type (NIH/Si) (208) Single-sex (84) 86% (72) hi 0.620 
Secondary school- Government (180) 44% (80) &=7.068, df=1, p=0.008, 
type G/P 208 Private (28) 71% (20) him. 184 
Primary school type Government (117) 34% (40) &=-23.405, df=1 p<0.001, 
(198) Private (81) 69% (56) phi=0.244 
Parent educational primary (21) 38% (8) (-10.885, df=2, pß. 004, 
level (110) Ssecondary (44) 36% (16) Cramer's Vß. 315 
Tertiary (45) 69% (31) 
Parent occupational MC (29) 76% (22) y=-12.503, d 2, p=0.002, 
level (165) IC (64) 53% (34) Cramer's V=0.275 
WC 72 38% (27) 
Adult at home (206) 2-parent (104) 58% (60) 7.124, df--2, p=0.028, 
Mother only (88) 39% (34) Cramer's V 0.186 
Other (14) 43% (6) 
Rate maths VG+G (103) 48% (49) =1.092, df=2, pß. 579, 
performance (207) Sat (60) 53% (32) Cramer's V=0.073 
UnSat+P (44) 43% (19) 
CXC English (P/F) Pass (151) 56% (85) 14.895, d -1, p<0.001. 
(208) Fail 57 26% (15) hi=0.268 
Do you like maths? Yes (133) 49% (65) 0.100, d1 1, p=0.752, 
(206) No 73 47% (34) hi 0.022 
Maths is difficult SA+A (96) 49% (47) x--4.112, df=2, p=0.128, 
(190) N (38) 61% (23) Cramer's Vß. 147 
D+SD (56) 39% (22) 
Would you choose Yes (148) 53% (78) &-3.757, df-ý-1, p=0.053, 
maths (197) No (49) 37% (18) hi=0.138 
Don't think, just SA+A (54) 33% (18) (7.590, df2, p 0.022, 
remember rules N (66) 53% (35) Cramer's V=0.200 
(190) D+SD (70) 57% (40) 
Boys better at maths SA+A (32) 28% (9) --6.051, df2, p=0.049, 
than girls (192) N (51) 51% (26) Cramer's V 0.178 
D+SD (109) 52% (57) 
Percentages are given as of the total of number of students within that category vanable. kor example, for 
secondary school-type (Mi/Si), 28/124 or 23% of students in mixed schools had passed the mathematics 
examinations. Number of students in brackets. Effect size measures given on all factors for comparison. 
From the estimates of strength of association, Table 6.41-3 shows that the factor most strongly 
associated with students' success in mathematics was type of secondary school as mixed or single-sex. 
The strength of this factor is of the order of Cohen's (1988, p81) `as high as they come' 
for educational 
research. Other background factors looked at in Section 5.1 (Table 5.1-1(a)) show relatively moderate 
associations on student success in mathematics, although the order of their magnitude 
is somewhat less 
than the associations with school-type reported earlier. Figure 6.41-1 shows the actual 
distribution of 
the CXC/CSEC mathematics grades for the student sample comparing the school types mixed and 
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single-sex. (Passing Grades are I-III; although the grading system is on a 6-point scale, no student of 
the sample who could be matched obtained the lowest grade, a Grade VI. ) 
6.41-1: Distribution of the CXC/CSEC Grades for Mathematics 
No. 
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From the results presented in Table 6.41-3, of note is that there was not a statistically significant 
difference in the pass rates of male or female students. Additionally, two main student views discussed 
previously, i. e. whether or not students liked mathematics (Subsection 6.1-2) and their views on the 
difficulty of the subject (Subsection 6.1-4) did not yield statistically significant differences in the 
proportions of students who actually succeeded in it. That is, whether or not a student was later 
successful in their CXC/CSEC mathematics was not significantly related to whether they liked the 
subject, or thought that it was difficult. Nor was later success in any way related to how students had 
rated their mathematics performance, with sample proportions of those who passed relatively evenly 
distributed over whether they had rated this performance as Very Good/Good, Satisfactory, or 
Unsatisfactory/Poor. Further, of the overview of students' responses to closed questionnaire items 
presented in Subsection 6.1-1 in Tables 6.11-1 and 6.11-2, students' views were only significantly 
related to eventual success in mathematics on two of these items, namely numbers 12 and 19 of the 
Likert-scale (collapsed) items (last two factors shown in Table 6.41-3). (For the dichotomous item on 
whether students would choose mathematics if it was not compulsory (see Table 6.11-1) there was a 
difference which was approaching significance - shown in Table 6.41-3). For both Likert-scale 
items, 
no. 12 Ido not need to think about the work when doing maths, I jagst have to remember the Hiles, and 
also no. 19 Boys are better at maths than girls there was a higher proportionate pass rate amongst 
students who had given a neutral response and/or disagreed with the statements than 
for those students 
who had responded with some measure of agreement 
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Simple logistic regression analyses were conducted using passing or failing the CXC CSEC 
mathematics as dependent variable against those factors from Table 6.41-3 which were significantly 
associated with pass rates (and that one approaching significance). The simple regression analyses 
were conducted in particular to obtain answers for the proportion of variation in success (or not) which 
could be attributed to these factors as separate independent variables. 
Table 6.414: Results for Simnle Loo ictic Reureccinn nn (-`XC/('CF(-' Mathi math P c-Jý>> 
Factor Chi-square Significance Proportion of Variation Odds Ratio 
explained (from (from Exp(B)) 
Na elkkerke R2) 
Secondary school-type 86.670 <0.001 45.5% 20.408 
' Si (208) 
Secondary school-type 7.232 0.007 4.6% 3.125 
(G/P) (208) 
Primary school type 23.895 <0.001 15.2% 4.312 
(198) 
Parent educational 8.156 0.004 9.5% 2.137 
level (110) 
Parent occupational 12.642 <0.001 9.8% 2.182 
level (165) 
Adult at home (206) 5.479 0.019 3.5% 1.712 
CXC English (P/F) 15.406 <0.001 9.5% 3.606 
(208) 
Would you choose 3.796 0.051 2.5% 1.919 
maths (197) 
Don't think, just 6.613 0.010 4.6% 2.564 
remember rules (190) 
Boys better at maths 4.542 0.033 3.1% 2.288 
than girls 192 
Note: d. =l in each case 
The results of the simple logistic regression provide further support for the findings of Table 6.41-3 on 
the strength of the school-type factor as mixed or single-sex on student success in mathematics. When 
the factors are considered separately, it accounts for 45.5% of variation in the pass/fail rates, by far the 
greatest proportion of the factors. The odds ratio results also indicate that based on this factor, all other 
things being equal, a student is approximately 20 times more likely to be successful in mathematics if 
he/she was in a single-sex school. 
A series of multiple logistic regression analyses were also conducted in order to determine a 
combination of factors which together each made significant contributions in explaining the proportion 
of variation in the pass/fail rates for the combined model. All factors from Table 6.41-4 were entered 
via a simultaneous entry method except parental educational level as its use would mean that 
approximately one-half of the student sample for whom grades were had would 
be excluded. The 
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model showed that in the combination of factors, only the three factors of school-type made significant 
contributions to the proportion of variation in pass/fail rates. The model was re-run with those three 
factors only, and the results of the multiple logistic regression are given in Table 6.41-5. 
Table 6.41-5: Results of Multiple Logistic Regression on Student Background Factors «ith 
CXC/CSEC Mathematics Pass/Fail as Denendent Vai iahte 
Factor Wald df Significance Odds Ratio Regression Results on 
model 
Secondary school-type 39.158 1 <0.001 58.824 &=104.067, df---3, 
(Mi/Si) p<0.001, N=198; 
Secondary school-type 10.447 1 0.001 13.541 tiagelkkerke R2=0.545 
(G/P) 
Primary school-type 10.407 1 0.001 3.941 
(G/P 
The results of the multiple logistic regression analyses show the strength of the school-type factor of 
whatever typing and stage of education, and in combination with home and student view factors 
effectively overrides the statistical significance of these other factors. In tandem this three school- 
types account for 54.5% of the variation in which students pass or fail the CXC/CSEC mathematics 
examinations. Of particular note though is the odds ratio column which once again re-enforces the 
strength of the school-type (at secondary level) as mixed or single-sex. Even in combination Mth these 
other factors which make significant contributions to the combined model, this typing of secondary 
schools means that students in single-sex schools were approximately 59 times more likely to be 
successful in the CXC/CSEC mathematics examinations than students in mixed schools. That said, 
one ought though to bear in mind that this school-type, and indeed all the school-types looked at are 
confounding factors as they also `contain' i. e. are associated with these other home background 
factors 
(see Table 5.1-1(a), Section 5.1). 
Student home factors were then combined with the (same) mathematics views factors in another series 
of multiple logistic regression analyses. Although this produced a model with a significant p-value 
(t=21.974, df=6, pß. 001; proportion variation explained = 18.3%), the only significant 
factor in this 
model was parental occupation. The simple logistic regression results 
for this factor were given in 
Table 6.41-4. Finally, the analysis was re-nut using the three student mathematics views 
factors. Once 
again, although a significant model was produced (y=12.058, df--=3, pß. 
007; proportion of variation 
explained 8.6%), only one of the factors was found to be significant, that 
having to do with thinking 
versus remembering rules. The simple logistic regression results 
for this factor were given in Table 
6.41-4. Through these series of analyses, the most important factors accounting 
for student success, in 
mathematics were those to do with school-type at 
both primary and secondary level. It is instructi,, e 
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that through the process of re-running the tests the only student view which was in any way 
significantly associated with students' eventual success or failure in mathematics is that relating to 
thinking versus remembering rules when doing mathematics, and this only when nun in combination 
with other student views. From Table 6.11-2 in Subsection 6.1-1, this view had been one of the few 
student mathematics views which produced a significant difference between the school-types. And, it 
is this school-type factor which is being seen here as being extremely influential in predicting student 
success or failure in mathematics. 
Chi-square tests were also carried out to determine how some of these student background factors were 
operating within the particular school-types, single-sex or mixed. Specifically, these tests were done on 
the four factors, namely, primary school-type, parent educational level, parent occupational level and 
adult at home. Only for the first of these factors, i. e. primary school-type, was there found to be a 
significant difference in the numbers of students who were successful in the CXC/CSEC mathematics, 
and this only for students in mixed schools. Twelve of the thirty-two (12/32) or 38% of students in 
mixed schools who had attended a private primary school had been successful whereas 15/87 or 17% 
of students in mixed schools who had attended a government primary school had been successful; 
t=5.474, dgl, pß. 019, phi-=0.214. Within school-type on all other of these four background factors 
there was not a statistically significant difference in the proportions of students who were successful in 
the examinations. This result suggests that what is being seen on the whole student sample as a 
significant difference in mathematics success rates based on parent educational level, parental 
occupational level and adult at home is a sort of `nib-off effect of the type of school a student is in. 
However, one needs to bear in mind that the way in which students are allocated to or get to be in 
particular secondary school-types is not random. There is at the outset highly significant differences 
and moderate to high associations in the proportions of students in these secondary school-types based 
on these four background factors (refer to Tables 5.1-1(a) and 5.1-1(b) in Section 5.1). Specifically, a 
child is more likely to be in a mixed school if he/she attended a government primary school, lives with 
his/her mother only, has parents who are working class and whose (parents') educational level is 
secondary or less. Alternatively, a child is more likely to be in a single-sex school if s/he attended a 
private primary school, lives with both parents, has parents who are middle and/or intermediate class 
and whose educational level is secondary or tertiary. Having segregated the student population thusly. 
then it seems that at least for mathematics, the type of secondary school does take over 
in influencing 
student success in mathematics. Thus within a school-type, the school-type 
factor appears to level the 
playing field for students of these varying home backgrounds in terms of success 
in mathematics, 
awarding success (or failure) evenly to students regardless of home 
background; but between school- 
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types it awards this success at different levels (see Figure 6.41-2 following for an illustration of this, 
recalling that a grade of I, II or III is deemed as `successful' ). In other words, once in a particular 
school-type, a child's home background largely does not appear to matter in terms of gaining success in 
mathematics, but from the outset, this home background is highly influential in doing what needs to be 
done in order for the child to gain access to the secondary school-type that increases his'her chances of 
such success. 
Figure 6.41-2: Means Plot of CXC/CSEC Grades, Comparing School-type and Parental 
Occupational Levels within that School-type for Mathematics and English Language 
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Key: a, b, c refers respectively to middle, intermediate and working class parents; Mi and Si refer to the 
school-types mixed and single-sex as used previously. 
Similar tests as those caned out and presented in Tables 6.41-3 and 6.41-4 for success in mathematics 
were also carried out for English Language, and the results of these are shown in Tables 6.41-6 and 
6.41-7 for comparison: 
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Mia Mib Mic Sia Sib Sic Mia Mib Mic Sia Sib Sic 
Table 6.41-6: Sample Student Paccpc far Fnoiich I 
. anon a ý. m.,, n t%11 ., c 
Factor Variables Student Passes 
a Mý. a VL J 
Chi-square Tests 
Sex (220) Male (85) 64% (54) -6.576, df -1- 1, pß. 010. Female (135) 79% (107) hi=O. 173 
Secondary school- Mixed (129) 61% (79) (22.660, d 1. p<0.001, 
type ' Si (220) Single-sex (91) 90% (82) phi==O., ), -,, 1 Secondary school- Government (185) 72% (133) X2=0.986, df--I. p=0.321, 
type G/P (220) Private (35) 80% (28) phi=0.067 
Primary school- Government (121) 66% (80) &7.986, di=1 p=0.005, 
type (207) Private (86) 84% (72) phi=O. 196 
Parent educational primary (21) 57% (12) x. 373, df--2, p=0.009, 
level (114) Ssecondaty (46) 80% (37) Cramer's V=0.287 
Tertiary (47) 89% (42) 
Parent MC (30) 89% (27) (=11.899, d 2, pß. 003, 
occupational level IC (69) 84% (57) Cramer's Vß. 262 
(174) WC (75) 62% (48) 
Adult at home 2-parent (109) 84% (91) =10.530, df2, p=0.005, 
(218) Mother only 64% (60 Cramer's V=0.220 
Other (15) 67% (10) 
t'ercentages are given as of total of number of students within that category/factor variable; Number of 
students in brackets 
Table 6.41-7: Results for Simple Logistic Regression on CXC/CSEC English Language 
Pass/Fail 
Factor Chi-square Significance Proportion of Variation Odds Ratio 
explained (from (from Exp(B)) 
N elkkerke RI 
Sex (208) 6.775 0.009 4.6% 2.270 
Secondary school-type 24.845 <0.001 15.5% 5.780 
' Si (220) 
Primary school-type 8.321 0.004 5.7% 2.636 
(207) 
Parent educational 8.454 0.004 11.3% 2.532 
level (114) 
Parent occupational 12.023 0.001 9.9% 2.511 
level (174) 
Adult at home (218) 8.131 0.004 5.4% 2.017 
From Table 6.41-6, here again, student success (i. e. passing) in English Language was more strongly 
associated to school typed as mixed or single-sex than to any other factor. However for English 
Language, secondary school-type is more weakly associated than it had been for mathematics. Two 
other findings from this table are notable. The first of these has to do with the other way of typing 
secondary schools, that is, as government or privately owned; this factor was not significantly related to 
students' success in English Language but it had been for mathematics. Secondly, the student's sex 
was statistically significantly associated with success in English Language, with proportionately more 
girls being successful; it had not been so for mathematics. The results of the simple logistic regression 
with CXC/CSEC English pass/fail as dependent variable (Table 6.41-7) confirms school-t}pe 
(mixed 
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or single-sex) as the factor accounting for most of the variation in pass/fail rates, all other things being 
equal. However, these results also show that school-type as mixed or single-sex accounts for markedly 
less of the variation in pass/fail than it did do for mathematics. The same is also the case for all the 
other background factors looked at here. These findings for English Language, combined with the 
related findings for mathematics where all ways of typing school yielded significant differences may 
add credence to the view that mathematics is largely learnt at school; this notion will be considered 
thither in Chapter 7. 
As had been done for the mathematics results, a multiple regression analysis was conducted entering 
(via simultaneous entry) all the factors from Table 6.41-7. From that analysis, three factors emerged 
(school-type, gender and parent at home) as making significant contributions to variations in pass'fail 
rates for the model, and another multiple regression analysis entering these three factors was conducted. 
The results of this last are shown in Table 6.41-8. This combination of factors for English language 
which together made significant contributions to the `best' model accounted for 24.7% of the variation 
in English Language pass/fail rates. 
Table 6.41-8: Results of Multiple Logistic Regression on Student Background Factors with 
CXC/CSEC English Language Pass/Fail as Dependent Variable 
Factor Wald df Significance Odds Ratio Regression Results on 
model 
Secondary school-type 
(Mi/Si) 
17.057 1 <0.001 5.988 x38.207, df3, 
p<0.001, N=206; 
Gender 12.484 1 <0.001 3.670 Nagelkkerke Rß. 247 
Parent at home 5.697 1 0.017 1.952 
Analyses had been conducted which looked at how the success or failure of students in mathematics 
was distributed over the grade they obtained for English Language and vice versa. These analyses 
were done in order to ascertain whether there was some link between students passing mathematics 
and a `measure' of their facility in the English Language. Tables 6.41-7(a) and (b) show the results of 
these: 
Tahle (_41-9(aL" Sample Students' Success in Mathematics distributed over English Language Grade 
CXC English CXC Mathemati cs Chi-square Tests 
grade Pass Fail x2 = 27.935, dß-4, 
1 27 7 p<0.001 
2 34 25 Cramer's V=0.366 
3 24 34 
4 11 35 
5 4 7 
100 108 
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Table 6.41-9(bl: Samn1P ShidPntc' Cnrrpcc in Ti n-rlich I ný,.....,. ýý . ý; ýý..: i.... a 
CXC Mathematics CXC English 
_ ___ - 
Language 
al I%. l _V. 1 IJI IIWII 
Chi-square Tests 
grade Pass Fail )e =16.033, df=4, 
1 4 0 p=0.003 
2 32 4 Cramer's V=0.278 
3 48 11 
4 32 17 
5 35 25 
151 57 
3naueu areas correspona to the areas of concentration of students. 
Both analyses yielded statistically significant results. However, the analysis which looked at student 
success in mathematics and how that distributed over a measure of a facility in English (Table 6.41- 
9(a)) was more highly significant than that which looked at student success in English and how that 
distributed over a measure of a facility in mathematics. That is, it seemed to be the case that students 
who were successful in mathematics were aided in this by a facility in the English Language - of the 
100 students who passed mathematics, 85 of these had also passed English Language, but that a facility 
in English Language did not guarantee success in mathematics - of the 151 students who had passed 
English Language, 67 of these had failed mathematics, 59 of whom were students in mixed schools. 
6.4-2 Against the Odds? 
As given in Table 6.41-1(a) from the study's student sample there were 28 students (seven boys and 21 
girls) out of 124 in mixed schools who had been successful in mathematics. This result was 
particularly notable for the sample of girls from mixed schools as there was a marked proportion of 
them who were successful compared to others of their group in the overall school population (Table 
6.41-2). On these bases there seemed some wanant to investigating further those students within 
mixed schools, and a seeming `culture', that is, a way of being and habitus, i. e. (subconscious) 
disposition to failing mathematics, who nevertheless succeed. Five of the seven boys (83%) had 
responded Yes to Do you like maths? (75% of all boys in mixed schools had done so), whereas only 
7/21 (33%) girls had done so, this proportion for girls being much lower than the way girls in mixed 
schools had responded to this question (53% of all girls in mixed schools had done so). Outside of this 
finding, there did not appear to be any other remarkable finding fmm this sample of students other than 
that previously mentioned as pertained to type of primary school attended, as other background data 
and student views were much in line with how sample students had responded to questionnaire items. 
A sub-sample of these students were selected in order to be able to profile what it is, the something that 
these students may have had that enabled them to be successful in mathematics, seemingly against the 
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Mathematics Grade 
odds. The criterion for selection was based mainly on finding such students who had also participated 
in interviews as it was felt that the interview data would provide the means for making better sense of 
these students' questionnaire responses and their ways of thinking in relation to mathematics. From 
the sub-sample of students in mixed schools who participated in interviews (29 students made up of 10 
boys and 19 girls; however seven students could not be matched, two boys and five girls) there were 
three girls who had been successful in the mathematics examinations. None of the interviewed boys 
from mixed schools who could be matched had been successful, and therefore questionnaire responses 
from one of the seven boys from the main student sub-sample will be profiled. The profile data 
presented for the three girls comes from questionnaire and interview data 
From the students in mixed schools who participated in interviews the girls who were successful in 
mathematics were G1 of Mil, G1 of Mit and G3 of Mi4 in interview excerpts used earlier in this 
chapter. Two of these girls (of Mil and Mit) had in questionnaire data responded No to Do lvu like 
maths?, both giving a reason coded as mathematics as difficult. These girls though had apparently 
found `ways to be' that better suited their learning of mathematics than that on offer in their 
mathematics classrooms. A more in-depth profile of each of these girls will be given following. A 
common finding about all three of these girls and their ways of thinking was in the responses they gave 
regarding their views of their parents' expectations of their school mathematics. All three girls had 
responded in interviews that their parent(s) would fuss or be upset if they failed mathematics. Again, 
this is not to say that all students in mixed schools who thought that their parents would fuss or be upset 
if they failed mathematics eventually passed the CXC/CSEC mathematics examinations. However, 
also of note is that of all the students who participated in interviews, including those in single-sex 
schools, it was only one student from a single-sex school who had responded that their parent(s) would 
not make a fuss or was unsure of their parents' reaction who was eventually successful in mathematics, 
and this was the boy of Sit. 
G1 of NE I at the time of interviews had just turned 17 years old She had obtained a Grade III for 
mathematics and a Grade IV for English Language, meaning that she had failed English Language. 
She had passed a total of seven subjects. She had attended a government primary school. 
She gave her 
entry year to secondary school as 2000, which would mean that she had repeated a prior 
form during 
her years at secondary school. She gave the adult at home as her mother, giving 
her mother's 
occupation as a maid, an occupational level later categorised as working class. 
She did not indicate her 
mother's educational level. In addition to responding No to Do you like maths?, this giri 
had listed 
mathematics as one of her two least liked subjects and also as one of 
her two worst performing 
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subjects. She had rated her mathematics peifonnance as Poor, being one of only 15 students in the 
whole study student sample to do so. She attributed this performance to a lack of enjoyment In 
relation to some of the other questionnaire items discussed so far, this girl did not think mathematics 
should be compulsory `because sit (sic) do not pass mathematics like the other si rbjects '. She had 
also responded No to all three items on whether she thought mathematics was compulsory . whether 
she would choose mathematics if it was not compulsory, and whether she thought all secondary school 
children could do mathematics to CXC level (see Table 6.11-1 Subsection 6.1-1 for overall student 
sample statistics on these items). From questionnaire data she was selected for interviews as one of the 
`waverers' as despite responding No to Do you like maths? she had chosen the neutral category for the 
Likert-item Ilike maths. She described what she did in mathematics classes as mainly taking notes. In 
response to the questionnaire item about what she saw mathematics as, she had said 'nurths is a subject 
that you have to do to got into a collage (sic) or to get a job in the near fiebere '. She later gave a similar 
response during interviews when asked of parental expectations with regard to mathematics (Interview 
Excerpt 6.17-3, Subsection 6.1-7). In Interview Excerpt 6.12-1 Subsection 6.1-2, this girl had 
expressed that she did sometimes absent herself from mathematics classes not because of the 
mathematics but because of the teacher. However, she also noted that she compensated for this by 
getting notes on the lesson from other students. It maybe the strength of the motivation of getting into 
college and/or getting a job which may have in some way predisposed her to making the effort to do 
mathematics. This girl was also somewhat critical of others of her classmates whom she found to be 
less willing to help when other classmates did not understand the mathematics (Interview Excerpt 6.32- 
6, Subsection 6.3-2). During the interview this girl also said that outside of school she did sometimes 
watch a local television prone called Mastering Mathematics, saying that she liked how the 
instructor presented the mathematics as he went through `step by step'. According to her if the 
programme was on and she did not particularly want to watch it she still did as `sometimes your 
parents telling you, watch that please, and you don't want to really watch but because you want them 
to stop begging ((harassing)) on you, you just watch it'. Despite her claims of not liking mathematics, 
this student did not seem to be unwilling to try to do some mathematics, as in the algebra task, along 
with mainly the boy of the interview group from this school, she gave one of the more persistent 
attempts at delineating how she would work the task, an attempt that was heavily reliant on pules 
(Interview Excerpt 621-1, Subsection 6.2-1). Her attempt at the algebra task also highlighted that 
although she claimed to absent herself from mathematics classes, she had learned some mathematics, 
although it was shrouded in rules. 
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G1 of Mit was at the time of interviews 16 years 10 months old. She had obtained a Gnade III for both 
mathematics and English Lmguage, and had passed a total of six subjects. She had attended a 
government primary school, and gave the entry year to secondary school as 1999, which would 
suggest that she had twice repeated some earlier foam(s) during her years at secondary school. She 
lived with both parents. One of her parents worked at a local airline company and the other as a maid 
supervisor, so that her parental occupational level had been categorised as intermediate class. She had 
indicated that her mother had attended college, and this was the highest educational level of the adults at 
home. She had rated her mathematics performance as Unsatisfactory. She attributed her mathematics 
performance to `the best of my ability but still never pass' which had been coded as lack of ability As 
had G1 of Mil, this girl had listed mathematics as one of her two least liked subjects and also as one of 
her two worst performing subjects. She also did not think that mathematics should be compulsory,. and 
had responded No to the three questionnaire items on whether mathematics should be compulsory, 
whether she would choose mathematics if it was not compulsory, and whether she thought all 
secondary school children could do mathematics to CXC level. From questionnaire data she was also 
selected for interviews for her school as one of the `waverers' as she had responded No to Do you like 
maths? but had then chosen the neutral category for the Likert-item I like maths. She described herself 
in mathematics classes as being attentive though talkative but also noted that `if the topic is bonng I 
sleep otherwise I pay attention'. She had described mathematics as `basically addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division'. This was the girl who first made explicit during interviews the view of a 
teacher making mathematics difficult (Interview Excerpt 6.14-1 Subsection 6.1-4), and also of a 
teacher making mathematics boring. During the interview she expressed a discontent with the 
individualistic way in which teachers tended to expect students to learn and do mathematics (Interview 
Excerpt 6.12-2 Subsection 6.1-2), alluding later in the interview that she did not study (or learn) in that 
way, but rather did all of her homework or class assignments, as much as possible, by working with her 
friends. Although she did not like mathematics, she seemed in some way consciously disposed to 
being successful in it because of her prefemad career choice which she listed as `sole trader' and what 
she perhaps thus saw as a need to be successful in mathematics if she was to be successful in her career 
choice. In questionnaire data she had initially responded Yes to Do you mathý?, giving as reason 
that `my addition, subtraction, multiplication, division so that when I grow to control my money no one 
can rob me'- but she had then erased this (though it was still visible) in favour of No because to me it 
is hard'. However, it was a point that she returned to in interview data about the usefulness of 
mathematics, saying: 
G 1: The disadvantage is [to doing poorly in mathematics], these are disadvantages because [ ... ] me 
having my own business, I won't be able to count and knowing how to do this and that to get, so people 
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can np me from my money and so on, so I would make, instead of malting a profit, I would make a loss [... ] And it's good to know maths so that you would make a profit. (Mi2) 
Thus, she gave a view of mathematics as a sort of protection or guarantee against the wiles of society 
(cf this view of mathematics with that of GI of Si3 in Interview Excerpt 6.32-3 Subsection 6.3-2 and 
the view that without mathematics she was `bare ). 
Both girls, G1 of Mil and G1 of Mit, had found other ways to be in mathematics classes that may 
have aided their quest at success in mathematics. These girls seemed more distinctly aware than some 
others of their classmates of a mismatch between how they would otherwise be, and the \ -ays 
demanded of them in mathematics classes in order to gain some access to the mathematics. Rather 
than continuously adjusting their habitusdispositions to that demanded of the mathematics classroom, 
they had found ways to adjust the learning of mathematics to a context that better suited them, either by 
taking notes and asking other classmates for help when needed, or by working whenever possible with 
friends on class or home assignments. In this way, they displayed some degree of agency, some 
capacity to re-make the mathematics world of their classes to a context that better suited their habitus. 
Perhaps this was possible for these girls too based on what was an underlying awareness of an 
expectation from home of success in mathematics, that is, despite flaunting the . rules, their 
behaviour 
with regard to success in mathematics was nonetheless in some ways mediated by their perception of 
parental expectations. They had found ways to work within the evaluative standards required of school 
and mathematics classes which were arguably at the edges of the expected `rules', but which were 
better suited to accord them some modicum of success. 
G3 of Mi4 however presented somewhat of a different profile to the previous two girls. G3 of Mi4 
was 14 years 11 months old at the time of the interview. She had obtained a Gnade II for both 
mathematics and English Language, and had passed a total of eight subjects. She had also attended a 
government primary school, and gave her year of entry to secondary school as 2001, which would 
indicate that she had not repeated any prior form during her years at secondary school. She lived with 
both parents; one of her parents was a bartender, and the other a shopkeeper, which meant that her 
parents' occupational level had been categorised as working class. The highest educational level of 
either parent was secondary education. Unlike the previous two girls profiled, this girl had responded 
Yes to Do you like maths?, and also had listed mathematics as one of her two favourite subjects and as 
one of the subjects in which she performed best. As her reason for liking mathematics she had mitten 
I don't know Ijust love it' She had rated her mathematics performance as Very Good, being only one 
of 14 females in the entire student sample to do so. She attributed her performance in mathematics to 
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her efforts, also including here what I sow I will surely reap', a statement \\ hich has some ring of a 
parental tone to it. She had responded Yes to all three questionnaire items on whether she thought 
mathematics should be compulsory, whether she would choose mathematics if it vas not compulsory 
and whether she thought all secondary school children could do mathematics to CXC level. From 
questionnaire data she had been selected for interviews for her school as one of the students who 
responded consistently throughout the questionnaire that she liked mathematics. indeed choosing the 
strongly agree category for the Likert-scale item I like maths. Although she also expressed Jews of 
mathematics as useful, her questionnaire responses did suggest that she liked and enjoyed mathematics 
on its own merits. She described what she did in mathematics classes as 'look listen and lea, ii ', and 
implied in other places that if one paid attention to the teacher, then one would learn mathematics. 
This was the girl who during the interview in her school essentially guided the direction of the algebra 
task towards a`coact' end (Interview Excerpt 6.21-4, Subsection 6.2-1). Again during the interviewe, 
she was the student who had identified that in order for students to do well in mathematics they needed 
to be able to 'read, understand, read and interpret' (Interview Excerpt 6.16-1, subsection 6.1-6). 
supporting the views of other girls in the interview that a facility in English language did help in doing 
mathematics. This girl was the one who tried to persuade her classmates of the value of algebra outside 
of school (Interview Excerpt 6.21-9, Subsection 6.2-1). The transcript of the entire interview from this 
school suggests that she may have eventually been pushed out of the discussion as the interview went 
on, as the other interviewees continued to express discontent with mathematics and its learning. 
G3 of Mi4 had in ways bought into the demands of school, bought into the ways that school and 
mathematics classes required of her in order to be successful. Alternatively, it may also be that she did 
not `buy in' so much as that what was being required of her, the way she found she needed to be in 
mathematics classes was not too far removed from how she would otherwise be, that is, not 
far 
removed firm her habitus, and the dispositions and resources - cultural capital - she brought with 
her 
to school from familial investment - as may be evidenced in the statement about reaping what you 
sow. During the interview in her school, the other interview students had identified 
her as the `math- 
person' in their class, saying that she was not different from others of their classmates other than that 
she was quiet. She was the only student from her school to be successful 
in the CXC CSEC 
mathematics examinations. Her disposition to being quiet, and also how she 
described what she did in 
mathematics classes seemed to be a good fit for what is ordinarily 
demanded of students in 
mathematics classes, and together with the embodied cultural capital 
in the foam of these dispositions 
she brought to school may have positioned her to make better use of the ways of 
learning mathematics 
on offer than others of her classmates. She, in a Boudieuian sense, 
had a `feel for the game', an 
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awareness of what she needed to do and how she needed to be in order to be successful in school 
mathmimfies. 
The boy (2M, Mi7) whose extended questionnaire excerpt was given in Subsection 6.1-4 (see 
Questionnaire Excerpt 6.14-1) had been successful in mathematics. He had obtained a Grade II for 
mathematics, but had not passed English Language, getting a Grade V. He had passed a total of five 
subjects. The boy had not given his date of birth on the questionnaire. He had attended a private 
primary school, and gave his entry year to secondary school as 2001, which would mean that he had 
not repeated any prior form during his years at secondary school. He lived with his mother, had given 
his mother's occupation as a supervisor, which had been categorised as intermediate class. He 
indicated that he did not know the educational level of his parent(s). He had given mathematics as one 
of his least liked subjects and one of his worst performing subjects. He rated his mathematics 
performance as Unsatisfactory, being one of only 10 boys in mixed schools (out of 62 boys vwho 
responded to this item) to rate their mathematics performance as Unsatisfactory or Poor (Table 6.31- 
3(b), Subsection 6.1-3). He attributed this performance to a `lack in interest'. In some ways 2M of 
NO was unusual amongst boys of the sample (responding No to do you like maths) and also amongst 
the seven boys of the sample who did pass mathematics. As previously mentioned, five of the seven 
boys had claimed to like mathematics, and as such had rated their mathematics performance as Good. 
This boy, 2M of . 
ll, 'Ii7's questionnaire excerpt had been given to serve as an example of a student who 
did not seem convinced of the difficulty of mathematics, and who, though responding No to Do you 
like maths?, responsed to other items in a way which could be interpreted as suggesting that he could 
like mathematics, if he could understand it. As if in confirmation of this interpretation, he had 
responded with Agree to the Likert-scale item I like maths. His questionnaire responses to open items 
did imply that he was in a `quest for understanding' (Boaler, 1997, p292) in mathematics classes. The 
reason he gave for disliking mathematics - `keep in memory', suggested that his approach to 
mathematics (or the one he found himself having to do) was very much based on memorising, some 
awareness that this rote memorisation was not serving him well, and that what he really wanted to be 
able to do was understand mathematics. Additional to the information given in Questionnaire Excerpt 
6.14-1, the two words he used to describe himself in mathematics classes were `bor e confi csed '. He 
had responded No on the two items concerning whether mathematics should be compulsory, and 
whether he would choose it if it was not, but Yes to that concerning whether he thought every 
secondary school child could do mathematics to CXC level, citing as reason if t1 rev ti t ai it to 1 un ca 
successful job'. It is believed that this boy may be an example of a student for whom participation in 
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the study did have some positive effect, and perhaps an `awakening of consciousness' (Bourdieu. 1990. 
p116; see also in Section 2.1, p27) as his responses concerning mathematics did seem to become 
progressively positive through the questionnaire. For example as reason for his response on the last 
open item on the questionnaire on preferred profile on leaving school whether «ith or vtithout 
mathematics (see Appendix Al Section IV, Q29) he had responded `although I don 't like it my driwm 
profession may include a little knowledge in math'. He earlier in the questionnaire indicated his car=- 
choice as doctor. 
Bourdieu's theory of cultural reproduction offers an explanatory model for differences in the general 
patterns of educational success between students from different social/cultural backgrounds. However, 
Moore (2004) has noted that the theory offers much less for differences in such success for students 
from otherwise similar social/cultural backgrounds, i. e. cases that are exceptions to this model. 
According to Moore, Bourdieu is not entirely silent on this issue, although what he has offered (in 
conjunction with Passeron) is characteristically vague. The notion important for Moore (ibid) is that of 
`degree of selection' (p453, which he cited from Bourdieu & Passeron), saying that exceptions to the 
rule have tended to go through a process of more rigourous selection than other members of their 
group, relying on an interaction of their available cultural capital and this rigour. He quotes the 
following from Bourdieu & Passeron: 
... 
it is clear why ... the working class students come top 
in the subgroup of Latinists because they 
doubtless owe the fact of having done Latin to a particularity of their fwnily iaackgrotaul and because, 
coming from a class for which this route is more improbable, they have had to manifest exceptional 
qualities in order to be channelled in this direction and persist in it (cited in Moore, 2004, p453: his 
emphases) 
Moore then pointed out that Bourdieu & Passeron had little else to say of nature of the `particularities' 
and `exceptional qualities'. They did offer though in a footnote a comment which suggested answers 
to what these particularities and exceptional qualities are might be found in social/cultural intra-group 
differences. It is there, in combination with the notion of `degree of selection' that I look for possible 
explanations for the success of these students profiled. 
The students profiled here are exceptions to the explanatory model. But what `degree of selection' or 
particularity of family background might there be that may have contributed to their success 
in 
mathematics? All four of the students did seem to have an `awareness' about their mathematics 
performance and/or the possible implications of the process of learning mathematics they were 
finding 
themselves in and how that fitted or not how they would otherwise be. This `awareness' of themselves 
in relation to mathematics was arguably not widespread amongst others of their classmates 
based on 
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the tenor of their responses and particularly their perceptions of their mathematics performance (, see 
Table 6.13-3(b)). All three of the girls during interviews had thought that their parent(s) would be upset 
if they failed mathematics. From Subsection 6.1-7, although limited, this 'result' for students 
interviewed from mixed schools was less widespread compared to students in single-sex schools, and 
so could be seen as a particularity of these students' family background The girls of Mi 1 and Mit had 
both had extra year(s) of mathematics, having repeated previous forms; this may speak to a more 
rigourous selection. Both G1 of Mit and G3 of Mi4 lived at home with both parents, which, for the 
overall student sample was significantly associated with success in mathematics (Table 6.41-3). This 
home situation was less common amongst students in mixed schools than was living with Mother onl N, 
(Table 5.1-1(a)). The boy, 2M of NO had attended a private primary school, which for the whole 
student sample and notably within mixed schools was also significantly associated with eventual 
success in mathematics; it was also less likely to be a feature of the primacy school-type of students in 
mixed schools. Both the boy and G1 of Mit had parent(s) whose occupational level had been coded as 
intermediate class. Parent occupational level had also been significantly associated with mathematics 
success for the whole student sample, with 34/64 or 52% of students whose parent(s) had been coded 
at the intermediate class level being successful (Table 6.41-3). However, parent(s) at the intermediate 
class level was a feature associated with 33% of students in mixed schools (Table 5.1-1. Section 5.1). 
But, these particularities seemed relevant to the students profiled here on an indivicbial basis; other than 
for the already noted exception of p nary school-type, there was not a pattern to these amongst the 
other students in mixed schools who had been successful in mathematics. But, perhaps that 
is the 
nature of particularities. Thus these particularities, whilst they may serve as necessary conditions 
for 
success in mathematics of students at an individual level, are for other students neither necessary nor 
more importantly sufficient conditions for such success. 
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7. DISCUSSION 
This chapter sets out a more general, macro-level discussion of the findings of the study. It is an 
attempt to draw the findings together and to present interpretations that stand more `outside' the context 
of study. Thus, the focus of the discussion is not specifically to address individual RA or RQ but to 
address them from a more integrated and holistic perspective. 
There is a point that ought to be kept in mind concerning the main student sample in considerations of 
the findings of the study. The student sample who participated in this study represented a sample from 
an already select group of students, having been successful in negotiating the CEE (and to a lesser 
extent the post-primary examinations) to gain access to secondary school, and further to have survived 
at least the first three forms of secondary schooling to still be there at fourth form (in particular, refer to 
the discussion for the school year 2003-2004 at the beginning of Section 4.2). As mentioned in 
Chapter 1, attrition rates in secondary schooling in the Caribbean are high, and this is no less `true' in 
A&B. In light of this consideration, some otherwise surprising findings, e. g. the proportion of students 
reporting to liking mathematics, might not be as surprising, as there would arguably be some intrinsic 
want, disposition even, in these students both for education (almost 100% of the sample saw education 
as important for future success), and also for mathematics, to be successful in mathematics (as they saw 
this as being needed in order to get a good job). 
This chapter contains three main sections in which the study's findings are discussed. The first of these 
sections also contains three subsections. The first main section looks at some findings of the study 
from the perspective of a disjuncture where expectations fall somewhat short of realities. The second 
main section looks once again at the notion of interplay from the study's title. A conception of 
interplay had been offered in Section 2.1. Looting at interplay once again serves as a basis 
for 
discussing what could be considered the more abstract aspects of the RA and RQ, those 
having to do 
with inter-relations, i. e. RA(c) and RQ2. The third section marks a more 
direct discussion from 
theoretical perspectives of the notion of agency, with also efforts to see what 
it might look like from the 
findings of the study. 
7.1 LIS) VNCftRE 
There seemed ninning through the findings of the study the 
idea of a disjuncture. The term 
`disjuncture' has been chosen to describe a difference between things which are epected to 
be similar 
(oxford paperback Dictionary, 2001). The expectation of similarity is, for me, crucial to the 
idea of 
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disjuncture being proposed in relation to the study's findings. It is because things are expected to be 
similar that they are often missed, glossed over, misrecognised even in the Bounlieuian sense (see in 
Section 2.1 p31), in being taken for something other than what they are. The disjuncture comes in 
various forms, some of which are as follows: firstly, in some students' expectations of what 
mathematics is and what they find themselves doing in mathematics classes; secondly. disjuncture in 
language, and expected student proficiency in use (to include making sense of use of «Titten and oral 
interpretations of); thirdly, of some students' expectations falling short of the observed realities, e. g. in 
the area of perception of their performance and actual outcomes on external examinations, in particular 
for boys in mixed schools, amongst others. From all this, one does get the sense that the mathematical 
underachievement (undeiperfoimance) of students `is more apparent than it is real' (Gates & \'istro- 
Yu, 2004, p53-54), that is, that there is some evidence that the `apparent' low performance of students 
in the CXCICSEC examinations for mathematics is not necessarily a `real' reflection of an inability in 
the subject. It may however be more of a reflection of other social and cultural student background 
factors, some of which students bring with them to school as habitus, embodied in the form of what 
cultural capital they have to offer to trade on in school for success. Further, of the subjects that students 
study in school it is the outcomes in mathematics that seem to best contain the mixture of these 
social/cultural factors (from documentary data presented in Section 42, also the findings and discussion 
of Subsection 6.4-2). That is, whilst a greater proportion of students in mixed schools seem to have 
been able to overcome disadvantage that may be associated with home background and other cultural 
factors both in English Language and across other subject areas, fewer of them seem to have been able 
to do so in mathematics. According to Gates & Vistro-Yu, (ibid, p54) the apparent versus real notion 
of the underachievement of working class students in mathematics has been so contrived - that is, 
education systems and the position of mathematics in such systems are so set up that they allow for and 
are complicit in this underachievement occurring. It seems in A&B, the context of this research, the 
mathematical undeiperformance is something that, amongst other reasons, has happened, or been 
allowed to happen in some sense unwittingly, by default, due to the set up of the educational system, 
the associated history of the system and the way society works/what society values. This default 
position arises because it seems that alternative positions have not been duly considered and given 
opportunity to happen. 
7.1-1 Difficult Mathematics 
Asking students directly Do you like maths? might be considered a potentially biased and simplistic 
way of getting at or addressing the issue of students' views of mathematics. There is the problem of 
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what it is students mean when they say that they like or dislike mathematics. Attaching the adjunct 
open question asking for a reason for their response in some way dealt with the issue of «hat it is 
students may mean by liking or disliking mathematics. The advantage of asking the question in this 
way though is that it is direcrt, and is pitched at a level with which students could engage. Further, it 
served as an opening `ice breaker' towards getting at students' views of mathematics. and it in the 
present study did serve adequately to open the conversation on student views of mathematics and how 
it is they may have come to have those views. As seen from the findings outlined in Subsection 6.1-2 
the question did serve to bring out what has come to be a prominent student view of mathematics in 
this study, that it is difficult, and further that some teachers make it so. 
The student perception of mathematics as hard/difficult deserves more consideration. In giving the 
reasons for their answers to Do you like maths?, although only reasons which included the words hard 
or difficult were coded as such, students did use other words or terms that could be interpreted as 
hard/difficult, for example, saying that mathematics was confusing, that they did not understand it, that 
it was a `brain buster', that it was challenging (this usually from students who said they like 
mathematics), etc. Perhaps there has been an inadequate appreciation of this `fact' by some teachers 
as well as policy makers in this Caribbean context. That is, apart from an acknowledgement that 
mathematics is cognitively demanding and considered difficult by many, there seems to be little else 
done in order to facilitate its learning or teaching in schools. For example, mathematics leaning may 
be impeded by the practice of placing its teaching, in particular at the primary level, in the hands of 
persons whose personal experience of the subject has not been one of success, and not seeing this as an 
inherent problem in the way mathematics teaching is structured in the education system. This situation 
is fu ther compounded at the secondary level where, for the most part, the teaching of mathematics is 
placed in the hands of someone who has had some previous success with mathematics and therefore 
may not or cannot see the difficulty that there may be for the student (e. g. the apparent disjuncture in 
students identifying algebra as a topic area they did not like, whilst this area was the most frequent 
given by study teachers as their favourite to teach). It seems to be the case that even if a teacher sees 
mathematics as easy for themselves, as a part of their profession and what it is they need to do in 
classrooms as a significant mediator of students' mathematics, he/she ought to be able to see 
mathematics as difficult, what it is in particular topic areas that may be difficult for their students (e. (, y 
Shulman, 1986, p9). 
This is not to say, for example, at the primary level, that a certification or qualification in mathematics 
guarantees improved teaching; but, on the other hand, it is difficult to see how no such certification or 
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qualification improves access to such guarantee, especially when there has been a tradition (culture) of 
provision at the primary level of teachers who have no such qualification in mathematics. In other 
words, it is difficult to ascertain how students maybe appropriately introduced to mathematics, or for 
that matter what type of mathematics it is they can come to know, when the introducer him herself 
does not really `know' what he/she is introducing. In the context of the study, some students in their 
schooling and learning of mathematics are likely to have moved from one extreme to another, fi in 
teachers in primary schools who had no qualification per se in mathematics, to some teachers in 
secondary schools who consider themselves specialists in the subject and cannot see mathematics as 
difficult, how it may be difficult for students. This for me is another case of disjunctwe. 
In a sense, it could be said that there is a situation where mathematics teaching at one stage of schooling 
is placed with (some) persons who are not good enough, and at the next stage with (some) persons who 
are `too good' (e. g. in an inability to see mathematics as difficult). Invariably it is the student «ho is 
largely left (and often on his/her own) to negotiate this divide between the mathematics teaching at 
different stages of school and in different forms in schools. There is a sense in which mathematics in 
schools is structured so as to let many in (mathematics is compulsory for all students at all stages of 
schooling), but its teaching is structured to let few out. The situation arguably appears to shore up the 
end almost it seems at the expense of the beginning. This is undoubtedly problematic especially so in a 
subject area already generally seen and structured in the curriculum as hierarchical. Greater 
consideration and attention needs to be paid to mathematics teacher recruitment and continuing 
professional development at both primary and secondary stages of schooling. The primary stage is as 
crucial as the secondary stage as all primary teachers are expected to teach mathematics, and so all 
ought to be seen as mathematics teachers. The findings of this study suggest that poor quality at the 
primary stage of schooling is not always (nor perhaps often) redeemable in the secondary stage. 
The concern is that with mathematics and its teaching in A&B, it ought not to be business as usual. 
There is a general concern that students' achievement in this subject is low, but as has been 
found in 
this study, low achievement in mathematics is more markedly a `problem' in mixed than 
in single-sex 
schools. It is arguably the case that the schools themselves are making a 
difference in these 
achievement levels; the findings of Subsection 6.4-1 are pertinent here. However, given the year on 
year consistency of the outcomes and with different student cohorts, there seems sufficient evidence 
to 
posit that there is also some other underlying consistency of structure that contributes to 
the observed 
achievement than that which might be solely attributable to schools per se. 
That is, whilst student 
achievement in mathematics could be attributable to (what happens 
in) schools, there appears to also be 
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something else at work mediating student achievement that maintains the observed consistency in 
achievement levels within and between the school-types seemingly regardless of year-on-year 
differences in individual students and also (though over longer time flames) differences in teaching 
personnel. Mathematics, and its teaching, cannot be treated as `any other subject' if there is areal desire 
for achievement levels to rise. Mathematics and its teaching also ought not to be treated as any other 
subject given the crucial social role it plays in the opportunities a child may reasonably expect to have 
upon completing secondary school (re: Subsection 6.3-2). As with Moses & Cobb (2001). access to 
mathematics and mathematical success for some students in A&B can be seen as a civil rights issue, as 
without it their school-leaving horizons are limited.. 
Teachers remain one of the more confounding influences on students' experience of school 
mathematics (e. g. Ruthven, 2001). The teacher is a factor which is at times easy to overlook, or 
perhaps intentionally avoided due to the complexities involved in dealing with this `factor'. Wiliam & 
Bartholomew (2004, p279-80) noted the `tricky business' of educational reform largely due to the 
inextricable link of a teacher's personality with his/her daily practice. Other studies have pointed out 
the crucial role of teachers in facilitating learning, both in their pedagogical approach, and also in the 
way they treated students (Boaler, 2000; Nardi & Steward, 2003). This teacher influence in education 
in general is also true in the Caribbean, where the 1999 student attitude survey in the OECS had found 
that 
teacher interest and support is the most important predictor of liking for school and of the level of effort that 
students make in the classroom. Among the variables measured, it is also the only significant predictor 
other than age and gender - in other words, the only modifiable determinant - of academic performance 
(Hinds et al, 1999, p82) 
In exploring the notion of teachers making mathematics hard, there was a recognition of a need to 
reacquaint with possible meaning(s) of the words `make' as well as `hand' or `difficult'. In the context 
used, these may be, but are not limited to the following: 
For `make': to cause to exist or happen, to bring about, to create; to cause to be or become; to prepare, 
fix, to get ready or set in order for use, to engage in, to carry out, perform; to achieve, produce, or attain; 
to institute or establish, to enact (source: YourDictionary. com, http: /hv«w. yourdictionar ln) 
For `hard': requiring a great deal of endurance or effort. For difficult needing much effort or skill to 
do 
or undmtand, causing or full of problems. (source: Oxford Papai)ack Dictionary, 
2001). 
The notion of `make' that students used in relation to conveying the idea that teachers 'make' 
mathematics hard/di licult has to do with a causing to be or become, which could 
be related to how 
mathematics is prepared or readied for presentation, or perhaps how it 
is engaged in, canned out or 
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performed Thus, when some students suggested that teachers were making mathematics hard, the 
sense obtained was that some teachers were preparing, engaging in, carrying out, and producing a 
mathematics that required much effort and/or skill (perhaps out of the oniinary) to do, to learn or to 
understand, so that there was almost as it were two forms of hardness/diffiiculty, a `no way in' hard, i. e. 
the mathematics was impenetrable, as well as a `no way out' - i. e. if in, the mathematics was 
insolvable; so that teachers were making be something that need not be so. 
Thus, students thought that they could learn from mistakes they made in mathematics (item 17 in Table 
6.11-2, Subsection 6.1-1,79% sample agreeing); but in classrooms observed there seemed little 
opportunity, little allowance given for students to learn from such mistakes during actual class time. 
Students have come to have a view that speed was important in doing mathematics (item 14 in Table 
6.11-2,65% of sample agreeing), so it seems they were given little space to struggle, to see struggling 
as a legitimate way to be in learning mathematics (see Pendlington, 2005 on this). This has 
implications on students having time in mathematics classes to think, to think through working a 
problem, and may explain in some way their responses to item 12 of Table 6.1-2 where overall 40% of 
the sample disagreed that they needed to think other than remembering rules in mathematics. 
Arguably, the way mathematics is taught in some of these classrooms, the bit by bit nature in which it is 
invariably dispensed and taken back, lends itself to students coming to have this view. Mathematics 
has also been made difficult for some students due to a tendency of some teachers to disallow student- 
student interactions in class, such as talking to each other, working together. Learning mathematics 
was seen by a fair proportion of students as an individual enterprise as less than half of the sample - 
47% - agreed that they could learn mathematics better if they worked with their 
friends (item 18 in 
Table 6.11-2). Rather than promoting individual thinking on the part of students as might be the 
intentions of the teacher, disallowing such interactions inarguably makes the child more reliant on the 
teacher, and may also explain the teacher view of girls being more teacher-dependent than boys (e. g. 
Questionnaire Excerpts 5.22-1 and 5.22-2, Subsection 5.2-2), as it is girls who were more likely to 
approach learning mathematics in this `expected' way (Subsection 6.3-1). 
This situation, especially at the secondary level, has the potential for opening up gaps 
in students' 
learning of mathematics -a situation which several students alluded to. 
These gaps were being made 
and further widened in students' learning of mathematics as teachers were not always meeting students 
where they were. The starting point of the teaching was at times too 
far for some students to make the 
connection or `bridge' (as used by Pickering, 1995, p 116) to the 
learning. Further, too often it appeared 
to be that the responsibility for making the adjustment, the need to `bridge' was 
being placed fully on 
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the shoulders of the students. Given how largely teacher-directed these mathematics classroom, are 
from student descriptions, then opportunities to like mathematics or not, to see mathematics as 
difficult/hard or not, are mediated by teachers. The teacher is the purveyor of these students' 
mathematics, supplying what mathematics the students get, how it is and should be known and or 
understood, and ultimately how that mathematics is experienced. In fact there is a real conflict as 
teachers and students appear to be at cross-purposes. Some teachers appear even to students to be 
aiming to get through the syllabus, whereas students in the main are aiming, or trying to understand the 
mathematics. The result of these conflicts is that often, in the mathematics classroom there is little 
convergence of aims. 
It is important to keep in mind, however, that the mathematics as hard is the perception of only some 
students. Some students who responded Yes to Do you like maths? did in fact refer to the teacher as 
`making maths easy', or `making maths fun'. However, the idea or theme that it was the teacher . 'ho 
was doing the making of mathematics still applies here. These refenals by some students to the role of 
the mathematics teacher in the classroom do highlight just that, that in these teacher-directed 
mathematics classrooms, it is quite often the teacher who is making the mathematics, i. e. it is he/she 
who is the one preparing, engaging in, talking, and bringing about the mathematics. Students get little 
opportunity to do much else than listen, and hope to learn. And, too often students find themselves 
being required to learn in the way the teacher knows, and are given little space to learn in ways more 
suited to them. The focus is on the teacher and the teaching; the reason for teachers entering the 
classroom has been to teach, and at times there seems less importance accorded to learning (cf 
introduction in Burton, 2002, p158). Greater consideration ought to be given by teachers to `be aware 
of sensitivity to the needs of her (sic) students or she is in danger of assuming a teaching style that 
satisfies her own needs instead of the motivational needs of her students' (Grouws & Lembke, quoted 
in Malloy & Malloy, 1998, p251-252). The implications of the caveat of this statement seem to apply 
for example in Observation Excerpt 6.22-1 (Subsection 6.2-2) where students at the end of the class 
were clearly dissatisfied. Therefore, some students find the mathematics being made i. e. engaged in, or 
enacted in such environs, hard. 
Caribbean mathematics classrooms ideally should give students more opportunities to make 
mathematics for themselves. My impressions of some of the classroom observations 
had been that the 
teacher was at times reluctant to let students do the mathematics their way, reluctant to 
let go of the 
mathematics. But this presents mathematics to students then as a ready 
done thing. Students would 
well benefit from seeing the doing of mathematics as more of its reality, a messy, sometimes 
torturing 
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affair, and this means that they should be given more opportunities to get their hands dirty by 
participating in the making of the mathematics, especially with the teacher and/or classmates. There is 
much room for diversification in A&B mathematics classrooms. Perhaps students have come to see 
mathematics as hard/difficult because they have not been given the time or the space to see it in any 
other way. For the most part, the sample students seemed to be in no doubt that they could do 
mathematics, given the right resources to do so. One of those resources was time, and included the 
pace at which mathematics teaching occurred A teacher's over-emphasis on speed may be coming at 
the expense of students' perception of a need to think beyond remembering rules. Thus, students may- 
not see struggling as a part of learning mathematics. 
That said, teachers remain a far too easy target. An explanation that accounts for the differences in 
outcomes of students by school-type by laying `blame' at the feet of teachers and teaching processes, or 
wider, that the processes of the education system unequally distribute (mathematics) teachers (cf 
background information on teachers in the two school-types, given in Subsection 5.2-2) as it does 
students would be inadequate in this study given the consistency of these outcomes. From student 
questionnaire responses, there was not any appreciable difference in how students of the two school- 
types described their classes, what happened in these classes, what they (the students) did do in the 
classes. Additionally, whilst there did seem to be some pattern in the experience and qualifications of 
mathematics teachers in mixed and single-sex schools the differences were not significant. But, giving 
to everyone, i. e. in this case, students, equally when these students begin at different starting points (in 
terms of the fit of what resources they have to that expected or implicitly demanded of schools) seems a 
more covert case of `symbolic violence' (Bourdieu, in Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992, p 167) as it serves 
to further uneven the playing field. Some students, due in part to features of their home background. 
are better positioned to make the `expected' use of these equally distributed resources. According to 
Bourdieu, symbolic violence is a violence (in other words, an injustice) that is perpetuated on a person 
`with his or her complicity' (bid, p167) due in large part because it is misrecognised as a violence 
(injustice), as it is the way things are done, have been done, it is `the order of things' (ibid, p 168). 
Gates 
& Vistro-Yu (2003, p40) have highlighted the issue of equity versus equality in mathematics 
education. Equity promotes not the notion of equal instructions for all students, 
but rather that all 
students should be given the appropriate resources that will enable equal access to mathematical 
success. 
But, classrooms are not neutral places. Both teachers and students bring with them 
' baggage ' of 
various sorts that may impinge on what is possible in the classrooms 
for the teaching and learning of 
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mathematics. One such has to do with who mathematics is for, discussed in some detail in Subsection 
6.3-2. From Subsection 5.2-2, some mathematics teachers in A&B are entering classrooms «ith an 
underlying view that not every student therein are `made' for the mathematics they are teaching. From 
the qualitative results associated with Table 6.32-1 (Subsection 6.3-2), a non-trivial proportion of 
students (88/265 or 33% of those responding) shared a similar view. Providing 'equal mathematics' 
creates a situation where it is the student who has to be moulded (i. e. `made') for a fit, or altemati't vely 
who has to seek ways of positioning him/herself to make sense of what is on offer. That ' equal 
mathematics' is inflexible. However, mathematics can be `made' so that it fits the students for whom it 
is intended, and this includes mathematics at the General proficiency of the CXC/CSEC. This form 
of mathematics is more flexible. It could involve both teachers and students in its `mating', 6%ing 
students opportunities to learn in the ways more suited to their identities. This form of mathematics, 
`equity mathematics' would also mean that teachers would need to be prepared to use more variety in 
their teaching, as well being prepared to `let go' of the mathematics. 
7.1-2 language 
The unconsciousness of language, and that it might be a factor that could influence some students' 
learning of and performance in mathematics had been taken for granted in the initial proposal and 
design focus of this study. As with Braunfit (cited in Robertson, 1999, p75), the factor of language had 
been so familiar, its larger than life nature so universal as to render it virtually invisible, so that language 
was not a particular focus of the study, and may well have remained that way if the study design had 
not incorporated in particular an observational data collection method The pre-designed questionnaire 
instrument did pick up on some points of language (e. g. refer to Subsection 6.1-6), and in interviews 
students did also allude to language issues, especially in the (choice oo language groups of students 
used in the interview itself However it was in observational data that the issue of language, and how it 
may `get in the way' of students' mathematics learning made more forcefully. Many times when 
students said that they did not understand, it was not always about the mathematics as it was about 
specific choice of word(s) of the teacher and/or textbook. In some cases, it was the not knowing what 
was meant by a word or term used in a question that prevented some students fivm working on/doing a 
question which, when given the meaning of the word/term, the student could then go on to do. This 
finding is not without implications for the CXC/CSEC, whose philosophy of question-setting for the 
mathematics examinations (which, perhaps it ought to be considering the more global context within 
which the examination qualifications must be set) is one of mathematics as problem solving (CXC, 
2001, p1 for the 2003 version of syllabus). Thus, for these Caribbean students, proficiency 
in language 
does matter in mathematics, and it matters more than perhaps is cun-ently accepted, as the students 
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must be able to more precisely wade through the words of a question, making sense of these words and 
interpreting what is being asked of them, usually with not as much scope for error in interpretation as 
might be allowed in other more discursive subjects. Students in two different schools, Si3 and `1i4 did 
directly link the need for proficiency in language with being able to do well in mathematics, one 
likening mathematics to English Lim in the need for students to be able to anal,, ze just what is 
`going on' in the question. However, because language was not a particular focus of the study, a 
deeper exploration of this factor and examples of how it impedes or facilitates mathematics learning 
has proved to be somewhat of a limitation to the study. 
On the matter of the disjuncture in language use, Craig (1971, p376, citing firm Stewart), made the 
point that to the Caribbean child, `English is neither a native language nor a foreign language. ' Despite 
what may seem the datedness of this observation, the point made is no less valid or relevant to today's 
Caribbean; it remains a crucial point. If one considers the nature of the teaching process for 
mathematics, and the pervasiveness of language in this process, this `state of play', that is, situation in 
the field in a Bourdieuian sense, has important implications for the teaching and learning process of 
mathematics in schools. There is a general perception in A&B, carried over into (secondary) 
classrooms, that everyone speaks and understands `standard' English, and in particular that the 
language that an individual person speaks is English. The result is that a student can perhaps recognise 
and appear to understand `standard' English `far out of proportion to his (sic) ability to produce it ... 
[thus giving] the illusion that the target Standard English is known already' (Craig, 1971, p377). There 
is almost as it were a failure on the part of at least one teacher observed to recognise the language of the 
teaching as a possible impeding factor in students' mathematics learning. Matters of students' not 
understanding were often seen, and perhaps even dismissed as `because you were not listening' (e. g. 
comment of G4 from Mi4 given in Section 6.1-6, p 130) with the impression given that careful listening 
will produce mathematical understanding. The possibility of language as an interfering variable in 
students' understanding of the mathematics was given short shrift, in some sense even by the teacher 
who did seem to recognise that some students may have problems with the formal form of the 
`standard' language (from Subsection 62-2). But, and as has also been noted by Zevenbergen (2001, 
p39), students who may be seen as disadvantaged because of their social class background are usually 
not seen as being disadvantaged by their language, especially when there is a general perception that 
such students are native speakers of the dominant language. In some of the classes observed. and also 
in some of the schools visited, `standard' English was at most an additional 
(or second) language (e. g. 
as used by Setati, Adler, Reed & Bapoo, 2002, p 129) for a marked proportion of the students, 
in that it 
was a language being spokenfused in the (school) environment of the students 
(used by teachers and 
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some students) but not the language some students (unconsciously) graNltated to/used M= speaking 
to each other, sometimes also to the teacher, and in other infom contexts/situations, e. g. duu ng break- 
times, etc. In effect, `standard' English could not be said to be the linguistic habit-is of a large 
proportion of students. Further, these observations were more prevalent in the mixed schools visited 
although it was also present in (some) single-sex schools. 
According to Austin & Howson (1979, p 163, commenting on that given in Strevens) a key question in 
any considerations of how language factors may play out in the mathematics teaching_leaming process 
is `Do the teacher and learner share the same (first) language? ' These authors go on to elaborate this 
point, stating that `the language of the learner... its `distance' from that of the teacher [and] its 
`distance' from the language in which he is asked to work mathematically... ' were key issues for 
consideration with respect to language and mathematics. There does seem to be some legitimacy in 
stating that the answer to the question of whether teachers and learners share the same (first) language is 
not always nor as simple as `yes' in the A&B setting, for whilst teachers may share the local dialect. 
they did not, in my classroom observations and school visits, instruct in it, nor generally use it when 
talking to students. With specificity to mathematics education though, it seems that the `distance' 
between the language being used by the teacher (and where used the language being used in textbooks) 
and that more readily accessible to learners is further exaggerated as (some) students are having to first 
de-code (translate) the spoken or written words, and then assign mathematical meaning to them. 
Whilst it might be true that in these settings some students deliberately choose to speak dialect in 
classroom exchanges for a variety of reasons (e. g. Mercer & Maybin, 1981, p80) as believed to be the 
case especially amongst the boys of Si2 (e. g. Observation Excerpt 6.16-2, Subsection 6.1-6; 
Observation Excerpts 6.22-2 and 622-5, Subsection 6.2-2), there is a sense that this form of the 
language is the only easily accessible language for others. Thus, in having to `pay keen attention' to 
what the teacher is saying, or in having to concentrate efforts on understanding every word the teacher 
says, another layer of imperviousness (difficulty) is being added in the process of learning mathematics, 
and the mathematics becomes further removed or perhaps even lost to some students. 
Robertson (1999, p81) writing on issues of the `language' of instruction in the teaching of English 
versus a foreign language in the Caribbean has noted that whilst Canbbean English language teachers 
may teach with the assumption that students' first language is not English, the teaching of a foreign 
language is premised on just this assumption. This latter assumption is not confined to foreign 
language classrooms, and in particular it extends to mathematics classrnoms, arEuably itself a `foreign' 
language to many students. That such conflicts of language exist in classrooms other than the English 
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language classroom in the Caribbean context, and the implications of flus for the student has been 
noted: 
... 
it is in areas other than language teaching that the problem is more severe. The pupil in the class 
designated 'English" is focused on language and conscious of the necessity to be on his guard. However. 
in other subject areas his attention is directed to a different content; the tocbookQ assume control of the 
official language as does the teacher, in most cases... (Carrington, cited in Pollard, 1983, p35. my 
emphases) 
This unconsciousness of the possible interference of choice of language in use in the teaching-learning 
process in subject areas other than English is not only true for the student, but also for the teacher. The 
teacher in these other-than-English classes is perhaps `less on guard' that his/her choice of language 
might not be universally understood by all students, not only for technicality of terms, but also for the 
choice of language, i. e. the form of English in use. In the classrooms observed during this study this 
awareness or not of the choice of English word-use was evident to varying degrees. In one classroom 
in particular, the teacher appeared to defer authority of choice of language/word-use to textbooks, etc., 
or to `talk' the mathematics in a `textbook', i. e. `standard' English way. The area of the spectrum of 
dialects of English that the teacher used in classes was very much close to the end one may see as 
`standard' English 
It seems then that there may be a case made that language does play a non-trivial role of getting in the 
way of students' learning of mathematics. Its potential interference may be lessened if perhaps students 
had more opportunities amongst themselves to openly use talk as a resource (Adler, 1999) in 
mathematics classes. However, in the classrooms observed, particularly that of Si3 and Mi5 but less so 
in Si2, the responsibility for `talk' was very much in the mouths of the teachers, and any such talk from 
students was in a more subsidiary and often covert form. This finding from observations is also 
supported by students' responses to questionnaire data, for example, their description of what they did 
in mathematics classes (Subsection 6.1-6), which indicated for the most part a relatively passive role. 
Students had few legitimate opportunities to express their mathematical understandings and hence 
participate in any meaning-maldng processes, both amongst themselves or with the teacher via this 
medium. Also coming from this is that `a more appropriate level of language' (Zevenbergen, 
2000, 
p201, see also in Subsection 6.2-2, p165; Subsection 6.3-1, p170) was largely 
inaccessible to most 
students in some of these classrooms. Further, as shown in observation excerpts 
from Si2 (Observation 
Excerpts 6.22-2,6.22-5, Subsection 6.2-2), when students did have more legitimate access to their own 
talk as a resource for learning, the nature of the mathematics discourse was of a 
different genre as it 
moved beyond a subconscious focus on language to a more overt 
focus on the mathematics. To this 
point, if their language in talk and more specifically a 
dialect form of English is the form of embodied 
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cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1997/1986) or resource (Adler, 1999) some students bring to mathematics 
classrooms as the best of what they have to trade on for mathematical aaccess, their possession of this 
resource is de-valued in that field, and their access to this success is restricted. 
Adler (1999) elaborated on the idea promoted by Lave & Wenger that transparency of resources is a 
necessary condition for access to a practice. This idea, applied to the resource of language and talk in 
the mathematics classroom means that transparency is achieved when language (talk) as a mediating 
tool is both visible `so that they can be noticed and used', yet also invisible `so that attention is focused 
on the subject matter, the object of attention in the practice. ' (Lave & Wenger, given in Adler, 1999). 
When there is an imbalance in this relation to the extent that the resource of language (talk) becomes 
increasingly `visible', i. e. loses transparency (as is the case from findings from this study), then the 
practice (learning mathematics) is no longer accessible, and there is a sense in v, hich the whole is lost- 
i. e., attention is necessarily re-directed from the subject matter, and the parts do not (always) re- 
constitute the whole. 
In these Caribbean educational systems, there is capital imbued in the `standard' English language. It 
was the language of teaching in the secondary schools and classrooms visited, and where the textbook 
was in use, it was also the language of the mathematics textbook. In particular, it is the language of the 
CXC/CSEC examinations, including the mathematics examinations at both proficiency levels. 
Interestingly, of the classrooms consistently observed, disjuncture in the form of language in use 
appeared to be more of a problem in Si3 and Mi5 than in Si2, this even though the students of Si2 
spoke more consistently the local dialect form of English than did students of Si3. This finding as 
related to the class of Si3 is particularly important as this was a single-sex school with students from 
more advantaged backgrounds than those in mixed schools. Moreover, fiom observations in this 
school, the students, more so than any of the other observation schools, consistently spoke a form of 
English which was closer to the `standard' English. Additionally, it is this school for which all students 
had been successful in the CXC/CSEC English Language examinations (mentioned in Subsection 6.4- 
1, p 190). The teacher of this class, although tending to introduce a topic by way of an informal 
discussion with students, in giving notes on the topic tended to defer authority of what 
words/terms/concepts may mean to a textbook. These students nonetheless did seem to have problems 
with this more formal form of the English Language which was the medium in which they we 
having to learn their mathematics. The teacher of NO was also particular about Mathematical 
language use in his teaching, although as mentioned in Subsection 62-2 he did not usually 
have a 
textbook in the classroom whilst teaching. He, however, took pains to give students notes of relatively 
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informal meanings for various mathematical terms that would come up in a topic, and to use those 
mathematical terms in his teaching, invariably checking by asking students --xhat such terms meant 
What may have eventually occurred is that students did learn what the terms did mean, but this in some 
way may have detracted from the actual learning of the mathematics. What both these teachers did in 
their teaching may be seen as insisting on correct mathematical ideas for words or terns, or the use of 
such correct mathematical words/terms which in some sense may have conveyed the image that the 
language of mathematics was the language of the `standard' English. These teachers appeared to hold 
an implicit belief in the `innocence of words and transparency of language' (Maclure 20W ". p 12), and 
this, in the `standard' form of English, as an appropriate tool or resource to get mathematics ideas 
across in classrooms. Implied in this is that if students listened well, they would then be on the way to 
learning the mathematics. Thus, the mathematics for students becomes shrouded in a laver of language 
that students did not always understand, and at times it is this layer of language that some student`, are 
finding impenetrably hard. 
But there are power relations involved in language, and language, despite its universality and apparent 
invisibility, is (also) not neutral. The findings of this study have shown that there are implications for the 
form of English on offer in teaching mathematics, the accessibility of these fomms to the learners, and 
consequently, which students get included in and which (unwittingly) get excluded fivm learning 
mathematics. Thus, within the teaching of mathematics in these classrooms access to and flexibility in 
the `standard' English had indeed become a 'treasure' (e. g. Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992, p 146) -a 
form of cultural capital that is implicitly demanded of all students although there is some evidence that 
this `treasure' was not equally distributed across students of all social backgrounds. As given and 
alluded by the girls of Mi4 in Interview Excerpt 6.16-1 (Subsection 6.1-6), in order to be able to do 
mathematics well, a student needed to have a level of command of the `standard' English to be able to 
read and interpret what was being said and/or asked That is, the student needed to be able to do more 
than `bark at the print' (from Craig, cited in Thompson, 1984, see also Subsection 6.1-6, p129). That 
students spend much of the time in mathematics classes listening to the teacher when this teacher- 
language is for some students non-trivially different in form to that of their usual everyday linguistic 
habitus has implications for what learning can take place. In addition, this latter situation is further 
complicated by the fact that some words/terms are essentially `foreign' as they are not a part of the 
language even in the `standard' form students may hear every day. If one considers these last two 
points in combination, it is not difficult to see how student listening may become laboured, to the point 
of its not being fine-tuned beyond the realm of hearing (e. g. Davis, 1996, see also in Subsection 
6.1-6. 
p125). Again, this point is supported amongst others by the interview students of 
Mi4 (Inter iew 
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Excerpt 6.16-1, Subsection 6.1-6) where one girl says that sometimes in mathematics classes all she 
can hear are words out of the teacher's mouth but that she does not understand. 
Wells (1999) in commenting on Cole's interpretation of the mediating role of tools used in 
sociocultural activities such as education noted that in order for tools to effectively cam- out their 
mediating function, they must fulfill two requirements, namely they `must be capable of contributing to 
the achievement of desired effects in the world, and... they must be in the hands of a person «ho 
understands their meaning and mode of functioning in relation to the goals of the activity they mediate' 
(p138). The use of language as a mediating tool in the teaching-learning process of A&B (and 
Caribbean) mathematics classrooms has not always been able to successfully meet these two 
requirements. As noted there is some disjuncture between the language of instruction and the language 
with which most students are most comfortable, so that perhaps in some cases the analogy is applicable 
to teachers and textbooks using a `wrong' tool for a particular purpose, or in other cases using the 
`right' tool but in an inappropriate way. This last analogy can be seen in relation to the hands in which 
the tool rests, i. e. the second requirement for effective tool use, but it would be unfair in these 
cireurnstances to simply lay `blame' at the feet of mathematics teachers. The problem of language and 
education in general in A&B, and indeed in the wider Caribbean, is more of a systemic one, in a failure 
of education policy makers to reconcile the language realities of the majority of the population and 
hence that brought to school by most students, with what actually happens in schools. With respect to 
language, schools have generally not been starting where the children are. Robertson (1999, p83) has 
argued that `where language fails, the entire education prone is in jeopardy', and later questioned 
the political will of those in charge of educational change in the Caribbean to overhaul rather than tinker 
with the system. In his argument he called for a more conscious awareness of the `intimate 
relationship between language and education' (p83). He incorporated a quote from Shuy in his 
argument of the importance of attending to language in educative processes which I think aptly 
describes the situation in the Caribbean and A&B with respect to language and mathematics education: 
Education is to be given credit for recognizing small glimmers, from time to time, of the fact that learning 
relies heavily on language. The journey toward understanding this fact, however, has been ponderously 
slow and difficult, not simply because of the invisibility of the subject, but also because of the 
false 
information, incomplete knowledge, and stereotypes of language which educators inherit and pass along to 
future generations with discouraging faithfulness. (cited in Robertson, 1999, p83) 
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7.1-3 other things 
There are some other things that seem from the findings of the study to be at a disjuncture. This 
subsection will address these. The subsection starts however with a look at language factors, but from a 
perspective different from that in the previous subsection which had to do with disjuncture in classroom 
language forms. The perspective taken here has to do with the seeming disjunctures, paradoxes even, 
concerning language factors and mathematics performances for subgroups of the sample as relates to 
the findings from Subsection 6.4- 1. 
The consistency of the differences in performance outcomes that exist between the two school-types 
used as the main area of consideration in this study suggest that these differences are more than simply 
an artefact of student views (attitudes, beliefs) in these school-types, of the effort or lack thereof that 
successive student groups within these school-types put into doing/learning mathematics. If anything, 
the similarity in proportions across school-types of student views about mathematics highlighted in the 
overview in Subsection 6.1-1 shows that it is not specifically student views that may be constraining or 
facilitating success in the subject. Perhaps the performance differences ought to be expected and 
allowed for. However, it is arguably the case that students in mixed schools have largely been able to 
overcome the marked-ness of those differences in other subject areas - possibly through choice, in 
choosing subjects they are good at - and also in English Language, but this success has been more 
difficult to access in mathematics. Why this might be remains an elusive and beguiling question. If 
mathematics is learned largely at school, then surely the effect of school ought to be to even out the 
advantages of one group over another in this subject area, distributing success equally across social 
groups within it regardless of type of school. Further, one would expect that for a subject such as 
English Language, in which some students arrive at school with an advantage over others due to the 
linguistic capital they have gained from the home/family (and the better fit of this to that demanded 
and/or expected in schools), then all other things being equal, schools would be more likely to distribute 
success unevenly across student social groupings therein as some students would have continual greater 
access to forms of this cultural capital outside as well as inside school. However based on the sample 
students in this study, whilst within a school-type success in mathematics does appear to 
be relatively 
evenly distributed across social groupings, there remains a wide disparity of this success 
beten 
school-types -a proxy for the concentration of students of 
different social classes. Additionally, there is 
on average less of a disparity of such success in English Language between the school-types. 
Further, 
within a school-type, whilst single-sex schools have distributed English 
Language success relatively 
evenly across student social groupings, within mixed schools there 
is some difference of the 
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distribution of level of success particularly between middle class students and the other social 
groupings, such that the English Language outcomes of the middle class students in mixed sA hoofs is 
more similar to that of students in single-sex schools than it is to students of other social gings 
within the mixed schools (e. g. Figure 6.41-2, Subsection 6.4-1). 
Thus, there is a mixture of the expected with the unexpected in the findings of this study «ith regard to 
student outcomes in mathematics, and in comparison to what happens in English Language. That 
within a school-type, schools have been able to award success in mathematics relatively evenly across 
student social groupings does support the notion of mathematics being learned largely at school; 
however, that such success is significantly different between school-types suggests that there is 
something significantly different about the school-types themselves that is mediating what the 
mathematics outcomes are. Whilst one cannot discount the mix of students in the school-types along 
with the whole notion of school ethos as one such factor, the pattern of student background factors in 
these school-types was also found to be significantly different, and highly so. That is, the situation 
regarding a student's success in mathematics for which secondary school-type accounts for most of the 
variation is largely premised on the socioeconomic situation of parents and some of the choices they 
make, and this before the child starts school. Further, the effect of socioeconomic factors and parent 
choice seems to be more influential in mediating student outcomes in mathematics than in English 
Language. If one accepts the initial premise then that an area such as language is largely learnt at home, 
and therefore schools would further exaggerate any differences that students bring with them in this 
aspect, the `truth' of the premise seems more valid in mixed than in single-sex schools, as single-sex 
schools seem to have been able to evenly distribute success to students regardless of home background 
to a better degree than what happens on average in mixed schools. An interpretation of this finding 
could be that home background influences are more wrapped up in the English Language outcomes of 
middle class students in mixed schools, whereas single-sex schools have been more successful in 
negating the effect of home influences. But, the fact that middle class students in mixed schools have 
not been able to do any better than their colleagues of other socioeconomic backgrounds within this 
school-type in mathematics whereas they have been able to do so in English Language suggests that a 
facility in English Language does not guarantee success in mathematics. It could also suggest that v. 1th 
regard to the learning of mathematics, it does very much matter with whom a child is learning, that 
is, 
the learning community in which a child is positioned (e. g. Linchevski & Kutscher, 1998; Burton, 
2002; Smith, 2003), perhaps more so than it does for English Language, say. That said, the findings of 
Subsection 6.4-1, and particularly the results of Tables 6.41-9(a) and (b) do suggest that whilst a 
facility 
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in the standard English Language does not guarantee success in mathematics, success in mathematics 
is made less likely without it 
In addition to the apparent paradoxes of the English Language results and the relation to mathematics 
results between the school-types, there are also paradoxes of the findings of the results bet veen the 
genders. As girls were significantly more successful in English Language than were boys, then it 
would be expected that if language is a factor in the learning of mathematics that girls would also have 
been more successful in mathematics than were boys. However, this was not the case for the student 
sample (Table 6.41-3), and for the overall student population, proportionately more boys had been 
successful in mathematics than had girls in the 2006 examinations (Figure 4.2-3(a) and Table 4.2-1, 
Section 4.2). It may be that in their learning and doing of mathematics, as boys during class time 
accessed more legitimate forms of mathematics through their talk, boys come to know their 
mathematics differently (from girls) and are less dependent on English Language per se for success in 
mathematics. Girls on the other hand in their learning and doing of mathematics during class time 
accessed less these more legitimate forms of mathematics via the language in use, and thus are more 
dependent on the mathematics being in a (similar) language in which it was learnt in order for them to 
be successful. These are highly speculative arguments, but they offer an explanation for the seeming 
paradox of girls being more successful in English than boys, but tending to be less so in mathematics, if 
language is a factor in these successes. What I am positing is that the issue of language, based on the 
evidence of classroom processes during mathematics found in this study, may be more of a factor for 
girls than it is for boys for success in mathematics. 
But, Bourdieu wams against semiologism, that is, reducing matters of communication to being simply 
due to a difference in the power relations that exist between the persons communicating (see Bourdieu, 
1997/1986, p54), arguing that other forms of capital and a person's access to these also underlie what 
shows up as differences, for example in educational achievement. (Bourdieu also in the same paper 
makes similar warnings about economism, that is, reducing group differences to being merely about 
matters related to differences in economic capital). Heath (1983, p343) took a similar line of argument 
within the whole aspect of language and linguistic capital, citing from her study that differences in 
educational achievement ran deeper than that which may be associated with differences in 
formal 
language strictures, as these achievement differences also had to do with a whole 
language 
socialization process, how it is a child, from home, may have come to be able to interpret the questions, 
statements, pieces of language (e. g. interpretation of `rule') that may be taken 
for granted in the 
dominant, though in the context of this study minority, culture. Further, there are matters of embodied 
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cultural capital or habitus, that is, what it is students may subconsciously do, the unspoken regularities 
(e. g. Bourdieu, 1990, p64) they have come to live by, which impinge on what their actions are likely' to 
be particularly when they encounter fields in which what embodied cultural capital it is they have to 
trade on is given little currency. 
In putting forward the notion that aspects of a student's culture may in some way be mediating their 
mathematics learning, the concern is with those aspects that a student co-ordinates with, shaping how 
he/she knows how to be in the world, guiding actions/behaviour, shaping identities. These are aspects 
that a student acquires before starting school, but also importantly are still on-going du ing the 
schooling process, explicitly, but more often implicitly conferred. These are matters of dispositions, 
some of which some students bring with them, like baggage, to school, and mathematics, learning 
mathematics in school. Others are learnt through schooling processes. Such dispositions from the 
findings of the study include for example valuing what parents may have to pay for and giving less 
value to things that are `fiee'; seeing as a viable option absenting themselves from classes if they do not 
wish to attend or sleeping in such classes; a disposition to finding space for failing a subject such as 
mathematics based on what is perceived to be parents' expectations with regard to success in the 
subject. This last aspect, parental expectations of their child's mathematics should not be discarded off- 
hand. Although reporting on students' participation in advanced mathematics, Ma (2001) had found 
that parental involvement (which included parental expectations) were more important determinants of 
students' future participation in such courses than were peer influences and teacher expectations. It 
seems to follow that Ma's finding in relation to advanced mathematics would have importance as to 
how it is that the students of that study would have approached the learning and doing of secondary 
level mathematics. 
In the present study, other dispositions that students embody include taking rules at face value and in 
some cases misrecognising the speciality of mathematical contexts in questions; in some of these cases 
reverting to knowledge from everyday experiences as a strategy/approach to solving such questions; 
over-using rules and formulas given by the teacher as, since given by the teacher they were inherently 
`good' and would make the problem right; or, alternatively, being overcome with a sense of 
helplessness and doing nothing, valuing rote memorization of rules over thinking through questions; 
and also, going through mathematics in a sort of haze of unawareness, e. g. as relates to their rating of 
how they were doing in the subject (Subsection 6.1-3). Arguably, these dispositions fall short of the 
evaluative criteria required for success in mathematics; but these dispositions also represent the waN, 
some students use (and know how to use) what they know, that is, they represent what are students' 
6 
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`strategic use of knowledge' (from Lareau & Weininger, 2003, p569, see also in Section 2?. p28) for 
learning in mathematics classes. Further, as has been shown in the study, these dispositions together 
constituted a pattern that was more likely to be found amongst students in mixed schools than those in 
single-sex schools. And so it was that it was students in mixed schools who were more likely to 
embody patterns of dispositions that did not fit well with expected evaluative criteria for mathematic, 
even though, in some case, these patterns of dispositions did fit well with how the teaching was 
conducted. What seems to be another matter of disjuncture is what the intentions of the teacher are in 
what it is students would take away from the mathematics teaching, and what it is that students become 
focused on, and do take in during learning (e. g. Observation Excerpt 6.21-1; the attempts at the algebra 
task of students f om Mil and Mi5, Interview Excerpts 6.21-1 and 621-2 respectively). `\hen 
teaching is constituted as a `one size fits all' activity, the learning that results is invariably differentially 
acquired, and especially so when students' access to inter-actional activities amongst themselves is 
reduced. 
But, in some ways, I also want to argue that A&B students who have survived and are still present in 
schools to the fourth and fifth foams of secondary by and large are not without the inclination to play 
the game, participate in the field of learning mathematics. The extended observation excerpts provided 
in Subsection 6.2-2 do lend some support to this sense, as also do the student profiles provided in 
Subsection 6.4-2 of the students in mixed schools who did pass mathematics `despite the odds'. There 
is a sense in which students may not know how to learn mathematics, what it is that may work best for 
them, as the ways in which they have been allowed to learn mathematics have been limited. 
7.2 ! NTERPLAYS 
Coming back to interplay at this point might seem a strange point of departure after the discussions of 
disjuncture in the previous section. Interplay seems in opposition to disjuncture in that interplay 
suggests, as conceptualised in Section 2.1, that things are linked to each other in some way, that they 
relate, or inter-relate in some way. There is evidence amongst the findings presented that there are such 
links, such relations and inter-relations. It is an exploration of these interplays that is the focus of this 
section. 
A point of note with regard to the findings of this study has to do with the 
finding of significant 
differences as well as no significant difference, i. e. similarities between subgroups of the sample. 
It is 
an important finding and `significant' in its own right that within gender, students across sch(x)l-t,, s 
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had more similar views of mathematics than differences. That is, whilst there were statistically 
significant differences between boys and girls on a number of closed questionnaire items, girls as a 
group, regardless of school-type, and boys as a group (although there were more int a-group 
differences) tended to agree or disagree in similar proportions to opinion statements. This finding 
potentially points to factors outside the boundaries of school, and suggest some socializing effects, fivm 
the home and/or what students may have subconsciously taken in from society, that may be shaping 
the gendered views (in that they are products of a learned social stereotyping) students eventually come 
to hold about mathematics. 
I am aware that I have used `gender' as the preferred notion in the study where `sex' might be the more 
appropriate word (e. g. in making comparisons between males and females, boys and girls) and also 
that there are instances where `sex' and `gender' have been used interchangeably. I am also aware that 
the literature does highlight a difference between how these terms have come to be conceptualised (e. g. 
Leder, 1992). However, it seems to be the case that what may have started as sex differences for the 
student sample had eventually come to be played out as gendered differences. In this 
conceptualisation, gender is seen as a response variable (e. g. in Boaler, 2002; compare also to Connell's 
(1987, p14) conceptualisation of gender as a verb rather than as a noun given earlier in Subsection 6.3- 
1, p 166), where the nature of the way a child behaves in certain contexts is as much a product of how 
he/she is expected to be and perceives to be expected of him/her. In this study, this gendered nature of 
being does seem to have formed a part of how it is boys and girls respond to mathematics. In 
mathematics classes, girls were less likely to talk and/or work with friends as they, amongst other 
things, perceived this to be what was expected of them, e. g. doing things `the right titiuy' (Interview 
Excerpt 6.16-4, Subsection 6.1-6), for some even though it went against their habitus, that is, their 
natural inclinations of being. For boys, there seemed a closer meeting of habitus and (positional) 
identity, as the ways they were and in some cases allowed to be in mathematics were for the most part 
in sync with their natural inclinations. Although, to some extent, from the classroom observations in 
the mixed school the students as a group were not generally allowed to talk or work with each other, 
the boys in that class had found ways to be, via physical positioning, amongst others, that allowed them 
once again to be in ways they would ordinarily be. That the ways students responded in mathematics 
were gendered does point to the way in which learning in mathematics had for these students become 
tied to cultural norms (e. g. Leder, 1992), but that these ways are `gendered' rather than `sexed' also 
does allow room for hope, as, according to Leder (ibid, p607), such gendered processes are more 
amenable to change. 
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As regards the make-up of the student sample, there is some indication that the sample of boys in 
secondary school is of a more `elite' status than the sample of girls (see Table 5.1-1(a), Section 5.1). 
Keeping in mind that there are fewer boys in secondary school than girls, proportionately more of the 
boys are in 2-parent households, had attended a private primary school, and had a parent %xihose 
occupational level could be categorized in a higher socioeconomic grouping. Although none of these 
(social/background) differences is statistically significant from girls on its own, together they do show a 
general pattern in the direction of boys who are still in secondary schools to the fourth form being from 
more `privileged' backgrounds. Taken from another perspective, there seems to be some evidence 
here from the make-up of the student sample, that background factors associated with socioeconomics 
(and outside of schooling, although arguably the two are interrelated in this issue) may be largely 
accounting for the rate of survival of boys in secondary schools, seemingly working to disadvantage 
boys in general. That said, it also appeared to be the case that in a sense `social class', where it did 
operate in schools and in relation to mathematics, worked differently for boys and for girls. That is 
there seemed to be some expectation of whom mathematics is `naturally' for. In schools mathematics 
teaching was differentially organised, this more pertinent for single-sex schools, but arguably also the 
case in the mixed school observed as boys were able to position themselves to make this so. Also 
within schools teachers had different expectations about mathematics for boys and girls in that 
markedly more of them thought that boys were better than girls, and girls were in fact in rank order 
third following boys and both/neither/don't know. Parents as a group too had different expectations of 
sons and daughters, evidenced in an overall pattern of rating the performance of sons as better than that 
of daughters, factors which could potentially serve to disadvantage girls. 
In the Interview Excerpt 6.32-3 two of the girls of the single-sex school spoke as if they had already 
failed mathematics, this despite not writing the CXC/CSEC for another P/2 years. The girls spoke in 
this way due to their being positioned to follow the Basic mathematics syllabus. Thus, they talked of 
`basic maths in my way', that with `basic maths, you're not sure about the future' as one was left 
`bare'. These girls were very aware of the social role mathematics played in where it is they could go, 
what they could reasonably expect upon completing school. There are distinct power relations 
involved in being able to do mathematics and doing well in mathematics. This aspect has been alluded 
to by students, e. g. in the matter of mathematics according someone respect and some students do 
appear to be unconsciously yet acutely aware of these power relations with regard to mathematics. and 
their position within these. Based on the documentary evidence provided in Section 42 of adults 
coming back to (re)taking the CXGCSEC mat iematics, it is for females more so than males that 
mathematics appears to be getting in the way. Whilst it may well be that these out-of-school 
female, 
ý9 
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are coming back to mathematics for their own satisfaction, it seems more likely the case that they are 
finding mathematics `in the way' of allowing access to desired career paths. Bailey. w itinng from a 
Jamaican context has also suggested that this gendered positioning of girls in the school curriculum 
may also be getting in their way in the world beyond school: 
The focus on the quantitative gains that Jamaican women have made in education, hone er, masks the fact that ... these same females, because of where they are positioned in the school's c fficuhun, actually have less of a competitive advantage outside the school than their male counterparts... the resultant 
explanation of male under-achievement therefore needs to be challenged ... because society obviously has different expectations for males and females in terms of the social currency of certification. The under- 
achievement of males in the educational arena, has not resulted in parallel under-achievement in the 
economic and political spheres. (Bailey, 2004, p67-68) 
Thus in some ways, the behaviour of students in school in relation to mathematics and the gendered 
similarity of student views suggest that the effect of gender was `trumping' social class in the ways 
students of either gender come to form self-understanding of and for themselves in mathematics. 
The data and descriptions and data outlined in Subsections 6.2-1 and 6.3-1 respectively of the way girls 
tended to approach learning and/or doing mathematics goes against the grain of that reported more 
recently in the literature of girls and their mathematics (in particular the work of Bowler). But, there are 
senses in which the relationships the girls of this study then come to form with mathematics, their 
understandings of themselves in relation to mathematics are similar to that which has been given by 
Boaler (1997,2002). Some girls, whatever their school-type, gave the sense that they were just trying 
to get through their school mathematics, at best surviving, at worst enduring the experience. Although 
overall more than one-half of them had chosen Yes to Do you like maths? analysis of their further 
responses suggested that they chose this response perhaps due to a predisposition to liking things, and 
that they in fact did not particularly like the mathematics they were having to learn in school - it was 
something they had to do, so they were just getting on with it they perceived it to be important in 
improving life chances, whether for further education or in the job market, and so they had to like it, in 
effect. There does appear to be some willingness on their part to engage with the mathematics, but the 
form of mathematics they were having to engage with was not part of their understandings of 
themselves (e. g. comment of G2 in Interview Excerpt 6.32-1, Subsection 6.3-2 and mathematics being 
`not me ), not a part of their habitus. It is perhaps this realisation that they just were `not getting it', not 
understanding what they were doing, and being at a seeming loss as to how to redeem this situation that 
girls, more so than boys, expressed more negative views about mathematics. Thus, as a coping 
straategyperhaps, and with an eye to its perceived importance, some girls were just thing to get through 
it. Some of them had dispensed with the notion of mathematics making sense, and were prepared to 
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use strategies e. g. rote memorization, a strict adherence to rules and formulas, matching to a pre%ious 
example, rather than thinking through the questions, as comes through in the Observation Excerpt 6.22- 
4, Subsection 6.2-2. For some girls, doing well in mathematics did not necessarily translate into a 
liking for the subject, an identity with the subject, as mathematics did not allow for them to be who they 
understood themselves to be. 
To this point, there is a sense in which the responses of some groups of students to questionnaire items 
about mathematics were with a degree of unawareness of their `true' position withsTect to 
mathematics. This, I think, is particularly so for boys in mixed schools who reported in great number to 
liking mathematics, and the majority of whom rated their mathematics performance as I'eiy Good or 
Good (e. g. in Table 6.13-3(b), Figure 6.13-2, Subsection 6.1-3). This is not to say that these boys 
might not like mathematics even though their performance was not good; but, as shown in Subsection 
6.1-3, there was a significant link between students' liking mathematics and the way they rated their 
mathematics performance. Whatever their in school grades in mathematics may have been, it is 
questionable what message it is that some students take away from these; that is, boys and girls mavv, be 
interpreting their in-school mathematics grades differently. This may also explain why girls in single- 
sex school responded as they did with respect to liking mathematics and rating their mathematics 
performance, as, in some way, they seemed to have interpreted the re-grouping practices of their school 
as being `told' that they were not good at mathematics. As cited in Ruthven (2001, p362), some 
students may not consider poor grades as indicative of their not doing well in a subject unless they are 
specifically told so. This perspective, in this study, seems to be particularly `true' for boys in mixed 
schools. But, it is also boys in mixed schools who also were more inclined to think that they could get 
the jobs they wanted even if they failed mathematics (item 11 from Table 6.11-2, Subsection 6.1-1) - 
and based on Bailey's (2004) perspective outlined above, and the statistics behind who comes back to 
mathematics in A&B, these boys might not be wrong. Whilst these boys might have been relatively 
unaware of their school position and mathematics, perhaps they were more acutely aware of 
their 
societal position and (the need for) mathematics. 
But, based on outcomes in the CXC/CSEC, it is students in mixed schools (and possibly more the girls) 
for whom mathematics has consistently been `in the way', as proportionately more of them 
have been. 
and based on the results of this study's sample students continue to 
be unsuccessful in mathematics. If 
the system of selection to secondary schools in A&B was explicitly and openly made along 
the lines of 
social class, then there might justifiably be concerns of exclusion. 
However, because it has bevn 
constructed as being based on merit, in particular, academic merit, and a 
`reward' of school choice to 
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those students who have done well, the selection process is painted with the brush of legitimacy which 
A&B society seemingly has come to accept. Society has then also come to accept what appears to be 
the equal distribution of resources after the selection process, as this perhaps is seen as ring every 
child an equal chance. What has failed to be recognised, misrecognised even, is that from the outset the 
potential beneficiaries of these equal resources were not `equal' at the start. 
With respect to the interplay of gender, social class and mathematics then, the following represents an 
emerging picture. Girls positioned themselves in relation to expected classroom nor s of behaviour, 
but it is this positioning which might in fact be contributing in constraining their learning of 
mathematics, what and how mathematics is learned. However, with respect to outcomes *more 
privileged' girls in these respects had better outcomes, even though both female groups in the present 
study reported similar disaffection with mathematics. So, girls were more inclined to express 
disaffection with mathematics, and were finding it to be hand perhaps because the way in \\hich they 
were learning the mathematics was hand. But, paradoxically, some interview data suggested that girls 
behaved the way they did in mathematics because that was how they thought they had to be (i. e. 'the 
right way ). Thus, girls were positioning themselves, and were being positioned in mathematics classes 
in ways that did not provide a good fit for mathematics learning. Conversely, whilst boys positioned 
themselves in more deviant ways in relation to the expected norms of classroom behaviour, this 
positioning was providing a better fit for their learning, or at least engaging with the mathematics 
subject matter, and allowing for more of a sense of enjoyment of mathematics. Perhaps they were 
enjoying mathematics more because they were learning it more in ways that facilitated sense making, 
i. e. ways that were `less hard'. But, again, paradoxically, the enhanced perception of confidence in their 
`ability' to do mathematics might be getting in the way of their perfonnance outcomes in the subject as 
the outcomes in the CXC/CSEC mathematics (see Sections 42 and also 5.5-1) suggest may be 
occuning. Despite whatever these gendered positions may be though, it is their school-type -a proxy 
for social class position - that `trumps' gender in their CXGCSEC mathematics achievement. 
What this analysis has shown is that whilst gender and social class may represent some of the main 
factors to be considered in explanations of student mathematics outcomes, their contribution as sources 
of the explanations do not have equal weight If one looks towards the process of learning mathematics 
and students' affection for the subject as indicative of outcomes, data from the present study suggests 
that the weighting of gender and social class in providing explanations for this is reversed. 
The 'best 
answer' for improving mathematics outcomes seems to he in improving the social conditions of 
the 
students. There are no easy answers. 
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7.3 COMING BACKTOAGENCY- THEORETICALANI) EMPIRICAL PERSPECTJVE5 
In conceptions of agency, human agency, and how is it enacted, is presented as a dialectic process. In 
delineating a concept of human agency, one ought to bear in mind that this `agency' must take place in 
a context, one which conforms in various ways to some `structure'. In the literawre-conceptions of 
agency, there is an implied sense of structure associated with the concept of agency. Examples of the 
literature-conceptions include: from Holland et al (1998, p3, see also in Section 2.1, p2)). agency is 
mediated, i. e. structured, by the identities an individual forms in situ; in Pickering, (1995, p 18) human 
agency as already tamed by culture, i. e. structure (e. g. Pickering, 1995, p 18); also in Pickering (1995, 
p 17, see also in Section 2.2, p26), of human agency, characterized by intentionality, having to 
accommodate existing contingencies and thus being susceptible to `tuning' via a process of `resistance 
and accommodation' (Pickering, 1995, p22). That is, the process of human agency always occurs in 
relation to or in answer to some other `structured' process. Sewell (1992) has noted that it is difficult to 
define what is meant by `structure' without re-using the woad in defining it. He does give what he sees 
as three problems with the use of the term, which points towards how it tends to be conceptualised in 
the literature. The first two of these problems are related, and will be the focus here. Firstly, and in 
what for Sewell is the main way in which the notion is used, structure in social life tends to be 
associated with `rigid causal determinism' (p2), with direct cause-effect relationships, and so is 
impenetrable to change. Within this conceptualisation of structure `the efficacy of human action' (p2) 
- or agency, is overlooked as a viable possibility. Secondly, and related to this first formulation of 
structure, is how change is dealt with. Rigid causal determinisms suggest a stability of processes which 
then allow little room for change, so that change, when it does occur is more often placed outside the 
structure, or at a point of break-down of the structure. Put together, these formulations of structure do 
not allow for the existence of independent human action within them. 
In Giddens' stºucturation theory (cited in Barnes, 2000), 'structure' is seen as a resource for individuals 
to draw on and use -a tool - rather than specifically as a constraint detaining human action. 
This 
view of structure thus discounts the role of social structures in determining what individuals do. 
Individuals who are acting agentively use the social tools of structure available to them as resources to 
re-make their world, and in this way actively contribute to the re-making of the social system itself In 
this formulation of structure, structure is juxtaposed with the idea of human agency. This agency has 
to do with an individual's capability to act within the social system of which he she is a part and to 
transform it (e. g. see in Barnes, 2000, p26) - thus putting change very much as central to the 
idea of 
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agency. For Giddens, `It is analytical to the concept of agency that a person (i. e. an agent) "could have 
acted otherwise" ' (Giddens, cited in Barnes, 2000, p27), 
In this study, mathematics, learning mathematics in school, constitutes the cultural world or field of the 
lived experience of interest. In this `world' identity has to do with students' undemtandin,, of 
themselves in relation to mathematics, mathematics learning, and the relationships they form «ith 
mathematics. For some students in the study, their view of mathematics, and the relationship they then 
form with mathematics, has for them been formed via harrt-earned experiences (cf hard-"won' 
standpoints) in the cultural world/field of mathematics in their schools. This I think is particularly- so for 
the students - the girls - in single-sex schools. In a sense it seems that having been made a« are - 
brought to a level of consciousness - of what their schools' (teachers') thoughts are of their `ability' in 
mathematics, the girls thus formed understandings of themselves in relation to mathematics, which in 
some ways also comes to be an understanding of themselves in relation to what it is they can'may be - 
their life trajectories. These self-understandings, these identities, have in ways been theist upon them; 
but some of the girls are less accepting of these identities, and so create a space for answering these 
positionings to remake their world, to be more agentive in relation of what mathematics can do for 
them. For some of the girls, the position afforded them in mathematics, placed mathematics as a 
constraint - outside them, as exemplified by the girl's statement, `maths in my way'. This seems to me 
to be a particular example of external structure determining these students' actions, what it is they then 
can do to `answer' 
Within these structures, that is, the set up of the educational system and how mathematics itself is 
positioned and structured within this, how is it possible for an individual to exercise agency? Where 
does agency lie? There seems a case to be made for what it is students do with the hand that is dealt to 
them. The profiles presented of students in mixed schools (Subsection 6.4-2) who succeeded in 
mathematics suggests that some of these students (specifically G1 of Mi 1 and G1 of Mi2), having been 
dissatisfied, discontent even with the form of mathematics, and the way in which mathematics was on 
offer in their schools, re-positioned themselves in ways in relation to the mathematics that gave them 
more control over their own learning of mathematics. This action, within the mathematics structures 
that exist within schools and outlined in this study, are highly agentive, and could arguably at times be 
seen as particularly deviant. But, some of these students were nonetheless able, and found the space to 
carve out a new position for themselves in relation to mathematics, and one that better suited their- ways 
of learning. Also, the degree of agency exercised by the students profiled did come with some 
awareness, and `awakening of consciousness and socioanalysis' (Bourrtieu, 1990, p 
116, given also in 
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Section 2.2, p27) that the position they were in with respect to mathematics was not the one they 
wanted to be in. The other important point is that these students found ways to be itithin their habitu 
that allowed for some chance at success in mathematics. That is, they found ways in which the 
embodied cultural capital that they brought with them to school, e. g. talldng/«-orking with friends, 
getting notes from classmates, how they made strategic use of what knowledge and skills they had. 
would have value even within these süuctures, and so that they would be able to trade on these for the 
chance of mathematics success. 
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Chapter 8 
Concluding Comments 
8. CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
This final chapter contains four sections. The fast of these presents a summary of the main findings of 
the study, these primarily in relation to the RA and RQ, but also other findings that are «orth«-hile 
within the context. The second section looks at what I think are some of the limitations of the study, 
what I would do with the benefit of hindsight This provides a platform for suggesting ass 
worthwhile for further study. The third section then turns to the strengths of the study, the possible 
contributions it makes to the field of education and education research The chapter concludes .N ith 
some suggestions for possible ways forward for education policy within the Caribbean 
81 SVMMARYOF MAIN FINDINGS 
In this section I come back to the RA and RQ, summarising what I think are the main findings in 
relation to them, as well as the sections/subsections which addressed them in more detail. 
Table 8.1-1: Summary of Study's Main Findinc s in Relation to RA and RO 
RA/RQ Where Summary of main findings 
(mainly) 
addressed 
RA(a)/ RQ1(a) 6.1,6.3-2 Majority of students reported liking mathematics, boys more so: 
Student views however, prevalent views were mathematics as difficult, important, 
challenging, ' confusin easy, Mjoyable, boring 
RQ1(b) 6.2,6.3-1, Adherence to rules/formulas and steps of a procedure, individualistic 
Approaches 6.1-6,6.1-7 (gender-dependent), a subject learned by listening and practising 
room to fail for some students due in part to perception of parental 
expectations/values 
RQ 1(c) 6.496.1-7 School-type at both levels crucial, these are all predicated on home- 
Performance types; students' mathematics views seemingly much less associated; 
parental expectations more closely linked 
RA(b)/RQ3&1(a) 6.1-6,6.1-7, Teacher very much involved in students' mathematics views; 
What factors 6.3 parental expectations/values also involved in views, but to a seeming 
involved in views; 5.2-1,5.2-2 less degree than teachers; also some perception of societal 
how come to have expectations based on school-type 
those views; issues 
reflected in views 
RA(c)/RQ2 Inter- 6.4 6.3 Views and approaches inter-related via a sort of gendered 
relations 
, 
expectations; these expectations in turn a product of students' (and 
also teachers' and parents') (subconscious) perceptions of societal 
positionings. Seeming disjuncture between views and ormances 
As outlined in Section l. l, a starting point of this thesis had been that there would be a link between 
students' views of mathematics and their performance in the subject. The study did find that students' 
mathematics views appeared to be linked to their perception of their school performance (Subsection 
6.1-3), but that this link breaks down at the point of performances in external examinations (Subsec Lion 
6.4-1). That said, given that the starting point of this study was premised on the notion that them vere 
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problems in the mathematics teaching-learning in the Caribbean and A&B in particular, it is easy to 
lose sight of the fact that more students than not reported to liking mathematics, and in particular, boss 
overwhelming so. This is a positive general finding of the study, especially given the perspective 
within the region of boys underachieving and under-participating in school One other notable general 
finding has to with the student view of mathematics as difficult because of the teacher, and althou 
giving this difficulty as the main reason why they did not like mathematics, also displaying a 
willingness to not see this difficulty as a reason for their perfommance in it (e. g. Table 6.13-4. Subsection 
6.1-3). Also notable is the finding related to students' perception of the social role of mathematics. 
Whilst students generally perceived mathematics as important for access to places upon finishing 
school, the ability grouping practice in the girls' single-sex schools seems to have brought this reality 
closer home for these students. There have also been overarching findings. One such has to do with 
the factor of language. This factor as an issue has been raised, both by the students themselves and also 
from observation data. In this study, language as a factor is elusive, almost intangible, as it is difficult at 
times to specifically say `This is a language issue,. Indeed, in the Caribbean context and the apparent 
seamlessness of language use along a spectrum accepted as `English' it is easily misrecognised, and for 
that reason, its strength as a factor in students' mathematics learning becomes strikingly important. 
Another of the overarching findings has to do with the factors of gender and social class. These factors 
have permeated the findings of the study, which show that issues to do with students and mathematics 
are not just about their gender, nor are they just about their social class. There is no one simple `catch- 
all' phrase that can adequately summarise the findings on these issues for all students, as the findings 
are different depending on which sub-group of students is being looked at, and which mathematics 
issue is being assessed. As had been noted in Section 72, the `best answer' for improving student 
outcomes in mathematics seems to he in improving their social conditions, but this does not resolve the 
gender and affect issues which seem to be coming in large pact from classroom processes. 
8.2 LIMITATIONS OF TH E STUDY - IF I HAD IT TO DO ALL OVER ALAI N 
One aspect that was limited in this study has to do with getting at students' thinking when they offered 
answers to mathematical questions. There was a thought that there would 
be some scope for 
addressing this in classroom observations. The limitation arose to a 
degree due to an aim of studying 
classroom processes as they were. Teachers however very rarely asked students a reason 
for answers 
offered, whether `right' or `wrong'. Very often there was very 
little \vhich could be done in the 
immediately `afterwards' of a mathematics class for asking students about such thinking, 
in part 
because students were off to other classes, or in a rush to leave school at the end of 
the day. This is an 
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aspect though that in the Caribbean context is worthy of further investigations. As seen for example in 
Subsections 6.2-1 and 6.2-2, students very often have quite legitimate reasons «-hý- they offer the 
(sometimes seemingly nonsensical) answers that they do. Also in relation to this, it would have been 
instructive to investigate in a more meaningful way specific differences in the wa}s students firm the 
two school-types approached doing a variety of the same mathematics questions/tasks. This I think 
may have brought out further differences or similarities in the ways some students may have been 
predisposed to think, what strategies they employed in working through mathematics problems. 
The study presented here was a case study focused mainly on an aspect (i. e. the student view) of the 
mathematics educative process in A&B. Limitations of finance, time and access restricted much of 
the data collection to A&B. It would have been useful to have gained some wider Caribbean 
perspective on this issue in order to determine a feel for the transferability of findings to other- 
Caribbean contexts. As previously mentioned, a week was spent doing data collection in the nearby 
country of St. Kitts-Nevis. The choice of StKitts-Nevis was opportunistic as in geographical terms it is 
the closest to A&B of other Caribbean territories, but also and importantly, it had seemed their 
CXC/CSEC mathematics results had consistently been better than those of A&B and Caribbean 
averages (e. g. see Appendix F for more on this, including a comparison of CXC/CSEC results für 
some selected Caribbean countries). It had been thought prior to fieldwork that there «was possibly 
something `more right' going on in StKitts-Nevis than might be the case in A&B. However 
fieldwork did reveal that there were a number of mediating factors in the results of this territory, to 
include, for example, that a greater proportion of their students wrote the CXC/CSEC mathematics 
examinations at the Basic proficiency level than is the case in A&B, and also that whilst all students 
who continue in school must do mathematics to the fifth form, not all students who do reach fifth form 
are required to do the mathematics CXGCSEC examinations as is the case in A&B. 
Another limitation of the study has to do with the confounding factor of findings related to the single- 
sex school-type. In A&B and the Caribbean, school-type is associated with parents' occupational 
status and educational level. In A&B single-sex schools are the preferred school-type of all parents for 
their children, but tend to be realised by those could be considered more `middle class'. However, it is 
probable that some of the performance differences noted in mathematics between school-types of 
mixed or single-sex could be attributable to the factor of the gender-mix of the schools in addition to 
factors related to the students' home (social) backgrounds. There would have been some scope 
for 
investigating this factor if access had been gained to the two main private mixed schools in A&B (see 
in Subsections 3.3-2 and 3.3-3). However, the inclusion of these schools would have presented some 
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problems of interpretation of data, as although they are 'private' (hence fee-paying) schools, they have 
not traditionally been the schools of choice for (middle class) parents. 
That language issues may be involved in students' performance in mathematics was not a direct focus 
of the study, and in ways, this also presents some limitations. As has been noted by Zev enbergen 
(2001, p39, also given in Subsection 7.1-2, p219), students from otherwise disadvantaged backgrounds 
are often not perceived to be disadvantaged by their language, especially when it is felt that everyone 
does speak and understand the dominant language. This observation by Zevenbergen is especially true 
of the Caribbean and A&B context There could be an unwillingness to perceive language as a 
problem in students' learning of mathematics, especially when it seems from the CXC/CSEC English 
Language results that students are passing English Language. Robertson (1999) has noted such 
unwillingness on the part of policy makers in the Caribbean in what he termed a `refusal to recognize' 
(p84) in relation to the importance of language issues in education. However the findings of the present 
study suggest that this, i. e. issues surrounding language, is an area within Canbbean mathematics 
education in need of more focused research. 
8.3 STRENGTHS OF THE STUDYAN D CONTRI BV IONS TO THE FIELD 
This study has paid particular attention to what students have had to say about their learning of 
mathematics and this within a Caribbean setting. As cited in Jenkins (2006), this is not to privilege the 
student voice as being in any way `more true' than that of the other stakeholders in education, `but it 
provides a crucial element still too often overlooked' (Nixon et al, given in Jenkins, 2006, p49) in 
educative processes. This student-voice, especially in Caribbean educational research, has been 
largely under-researched. As noted in the introduction (Section 1.3), studies in education in the 
Caribbean have tended to focus on more general education issues and within this, issues related to 
gender and the end product of achievement results, and also on issues related to teacher education This 
study provides a unique perspective in the Caribbean in that it gives voice to students' concerns, and 
this in a key curriculum area which has important implications for the opportunities they can 
reasonably expect to access on leaving school. 
Within the Caribbean, this study highlights in more detail the need at the student level for a wider locus 
of concerns in education. An overt focus on gender issues may have contributed to an unwitting lack 
of attention at other potentially more problematic issues which may be impacting educational 
achievement, e. g. those related to language, social class and ties to school-t`pes. The study also 
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highlighted the perceived social role of mathematics education and ho«w, in the Caribbean, it may stand 
in the way of the educational (and career) aspirations of particular groups of students, i. e. those tium 
less privileged backgrounds, and to a lesser extent, girls. This positions the mathematics beint taught in 
Caribbean schools as the preserve of (more) middle class boys (as this is the group of students to both 
like and perform wellin it) strikingly similar to how it has been characterised in Western countnes. 
Many of the findings of the study are not necessarily `new' to those which have been reported in the 
academic literature on mathematics education in Western countries. That some of these findings 
`mirror' situations that exist in Western countries perhaps ought not to be surprising. As has been noted 
in Section 1.2, Caribbean education systems continue to be based on a British model, and so could be 
expected to reflect some of the problems inherent in this system. According to Louisy (2001, p432) the 
Caribbean region has a `historical predisposition to adapt to external influences' (my emphasis) and 
this is no less the case in education. That said, on a more international basis, the fact that the context of 
the study was in the Caribbean taps into a gap that is present in the field of education and mathematics 
education. Studies of educational processes in small states are limited, and studies of mathematics 
education more so. Louisy (2001, p435) further made the point that the Caribbean region has been 
`grossly under-represented' in educational studies. She goes on to quote the following from Brvck: 
... whatever the eventual answers to the problems of educational provision 
in small states might be, they 
will more likely be found if there is much more research both into particular and general issues in this field 
This means more in-depth case-studies of individual systems as well as more comparative analyses across 
the numerous range of small states (Brock, cited in Louisy, 2001, p435). 
The context and methodology of the present study has attended to aspects of how questions related to 
educational provision in small states may be addressed as identified by Brock. The study has attended 
to an educational problem within the Caribbean, i. e. the apparent underachievement of students 
in 
mathematics, via an in-depth case study of one such territory, A&B. This is a strength of the study, 
and represents one of its contributions to the field of educational research. 
8.4 WAYS FokwAR1) 
In some ways the problems identified in this study as pertains to the 
learning and teaching of 
mathematics may well not be the ones that educators or persons responsible 
for policy decisions want 
them to be. The problems are complex, they are not `nice' and addressing them would 
involve drastic 
changes in re-thinldng the structure of educational systems, and what 
learning looks like both 
cognitively and physically, amongst others. It would involve paying greater attention 
to what happens 
in schools at both the primary level in terms of teacher recnutment and secondary 
level. It would seem 
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to follow that if some teachers enter classrooms with a view that not all secondary school students can 
do mathematics to CXC level, then petiaps, implicitly they may teach mathematics ' accordingly' (e. g. 
in Gates & Vistm, -Yu, 2003, p44). This adds credence to the student ti iew and interpretation thereof 
of mathematics being `made' by some teachers in ssibly difficult. Gates & Vis-tro-Yu (bid) ask 
the question `Is Mathematics for All? ' It seems legitimate in the context of the findings of this study. 
also taking into consideration that Caribbean countries have taken on a mandate of providing 
secondary education for all by 2015 (UNESCO, 2000; also given in Section 12, p 1-2) to question the 
position of mathematics education at the secondary level in this mandate, and what mathematics is 
meant, and for who `all'. It seeins almost illogical to require all students reaching a certain level of 
education to do the CXC/CSEC mathematics examinations as is the case in A&B when the curriculum 
and education system itself is set up in such a way which almost ensures the failure of a majority of 
students. Teacher education and in-service support are crucial here. 
It is useful once again to be mindful of the sampling strategy for selection of the student participants in 
this study. There are key points here; they were students in the fourth form of secondafy schools (re. 
see Subsection 3.5). These points did mean that in the A&B context an unknown but sizable 
proportion of teenagers would have already been excluded fiom the study (based on what is known 
from Chapter 4 of the process of reaching this stage and level of schooling). No account is taken of 
out-of-school teenagers, as in the main they would not have sat these CXC/CSEC examinations. Thus, 
the study's student sample could be seen as an `over-selected' group of teenagers. That the findings 
and results reported in this study are what they are for an otherwise over-selected group of teenagers 
has substantive policy implications as A&B (and the Caribbean) move towards universal secondary 
education. Simply rolling out such education across the board without due consideration of 
problematic areas addresses issues of access, but not those concerned with the quality of such 
education. The indications from this study are that student success in mathematics in such a situation is 
an area most primed to be adversely affected by such a move if things remain as they are and some 
strategic planning is not employed to address the issue. Attention needs to be paid to what 
happens at 
the primary level of schooling if one accepts, as the findings of Subsection 6.4-1 suggest, that this 
level 
of schooling continues to be one of the factors more closely associated with student eventual success in 
mathematics at the end of secondary school. It may be that subject specialists 
in mathematics should 
be employed in primary schools for teaching throughout the years of primary school. 
This is not to 
disregard what happens in secondary schools, as again from the findings of Subsection 
6.4-1 and the 
discussion in Subsection 7.1-1 there are indications that the secondary experience can compound 
primary experiences in mathematics learning. It may also be that the 
definition of success in the 
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CXC/CSEC may have to be reconsidered, particularly (but not only) in how society i iews such 
success- Inarguably students need to be offered more ways to be pfui in mathematics as a means 
of increasing their access to such success (Bowler. in press, p2l -22). 
But, and as has been highlighted by Jennings (2001, p108), even when teachers do receive the 
necessary (pre-service) training they find their efforts to implement much of what they have learned 
thwarted in the field of practice for reasons which included the examination orientation of schools and a 
predisposition of principals for `familiar methods' of teaching. This could explain in part why 
mathematics education in the Caribbean has retained much of its `traditional' character. If changes are 
indeed wanted in the levels of end-product mathematics achievement, there is a fundamental need to 
re-think the whole conception of learning, and how teaching and learning are s uctured in the 
education system and in schools. Some of this has to do with ability grouping practices. Repeatedly 
the education literature in developed countries show there to be little to be gained in terms of leaf ring 
from ability grouping practices both generally (Sukhnandan & Lee, 1998) and in mathematics (e. g. 
Boaler et al., 2000; Gates & Vistro-Yu, 2003), and further such practices tend to provide 'slight 
benefits' to students in higher ability groups `at the expense of significant losses' to students who get 
placed in lower ability groups (Boaler et al, 2000, p633). This is one other way in which sch(x)ls 
`contribute' (Boutdieu, 1998, p19, his emphasis) to the perpetuation of social inequalities, remaining 
very much a social `conservative force' (Bourdieu, 1974). And, mathematics seems within Caribbean 
education a prefen'ed locus for the continued perpetuation of such social inequalities and conservatism. 
Following on fii)m the comments of Hickling-Hudson (2004; given in Section 1.3, p5), she continued 
to note (as did Griffith, 2005) that despite the changes in Caribbean education brought on by the 
introduction of the CXCs, the examinations, in tandem with stratified education systems continue to 
perform a `neo-colonial, exclusionary function' (p298). This seems particularly `true' in relation to 
mathematics education. There seems a need for a greater awareness of just these processes at all levels 
of the education system. Also, there is a need for recognition of the implications of the social role of 
mathematics, and that an overhaul of, rather than tinkering with, the education system is needed in 
order to address problems in mathematics education, and that such ovethaul must also consider the 
social conditions of the students whom it serves. 
The result that students in the main and especially boys reported to liking mathematics offers a starting 
point for a way forward. Despite what may seem as against the gain, there is a willingness. disposition 
even on the part of students to like mathematics. Further, the study shows that some students are able 
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to succeed in mathematics despite what may seem otherwise inswlnountable odds. That is, there is a 
will on the part of students to succeed in mathematics. What is now arguably needed is the social. 
cultural, and political will to make this happen. 
-----Concluding 
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Appendices 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIXA: THE QUESTlONNA! RES 
Al: The Student Questionnaire 
Dear stet, 
This questionnaire forams the first part of a study being undertaken by a for - teacher, Patricia Gage, tot s the 
attainment of a PhD degree in mathematics education at the University of Leeds, England. The study seeks to 
understand Canbbearv'Antiguan students' views about mathematics, and s that help in forming these \iews. 
Your participation in this study is key to det ning its success. As part of that, I would appreciate if }vu would 
complete this questionnaire - there are no right or wrong arwx s, just your honest opinion is being sought, 
The questionnaire is divided into 4 parts. Individual responses (to all pails) will be kept confidential, and anon\nvnv 
will be preserved in the actual report of the study. You name (and contact number) is being asked for follo« -up 
purposes only, in interviews to follow (to expand on some of your responses). 
If you have any additional comments, or wish to contact me for any reason, I can be reached at 
pd(pat«i hotmail. coni 
Thanks in advance for your assistance. 
Patricia George 
..... Section I- Personal Dents..... 
Name: School: 
Contact number/details: 
Sex: Male[-] Female f1 
Date of Bi : (day/month/year) 
Country of birth: 
Vi I laige/Communiiy where you live: 
Former Primary School attended (please also indicate in the line below the table whether this 
school ms in Antigua & Barbuda or not, it more that one ; 
Private Government 
; dhooi, just give kost one) 
Did you attend pre-school (before primary school) Yes 
Entered into secondary school as: (tick one) --] 
primary student post-primcry student 
t, b Fý 
r 26) 
Yew^ of entry into seco ldcry school 
1. What job/cweer do you hope to have after finishing schooling? 
2. What subjects arre you doing now in 4: '' form? 
3. Reason for your choice of subjects: 
4. Which 4 of these subjects do you think wiII be most important to you for your chosen 
job/career? 
5. Which 1 of the subjects you named in no. 2 do you think will be least important to you for )our 
chosen job/career? 
6. Do you think that hcwing an education is important? 
Yes 
Q 
No 
Q 
Give a reason for your answer. 
7. What after-school activities/lessons, etc. are you involved in? 
8. How do you usually get to school? 
Bus JJ Car Q Wadk Q Other fI 
9. After finishing this (your present) school, which one of the following to you hope to do? (Tick 
one) 
College(if this, state which deportment) 
Depc'tment: 
ABIIT (A&B Institute of Information Technology) 
School/University outside Antigua and Barbuda 
Work in Antigua and Barbuda 
Work outside Antigun and Barbuda 
Other lease i) ----- 
8 
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10. Do you obtain on a)k way-e/pocket money? Yes No 7 
11. Do you have on after-school/W-lime job? Yes Q No Q 
12. Religion/Church: 
13. About how often do you to church? 
More than once a week Once a week 
Once a month F-I 
Never 
Q 
ýbrdy eve I1 
14. Give 2 words/phrases that best describes you in genera!. 
..... Section 11- Home Detcis..... 
1. In the table below, 
" In column 2., place a tick (ý for yes or a amass (x) for no if the adult named in column 1. lives 
at home with you, 
" Only answer the remaining columns (3 - 5) for those adults you've ticked (v') in column 2; 
" *In the column 5, choose the educational level from the set {none completed, primary, secondary, 
college/A'level, university degree, don't know) for the adult you've tacked (ý in column 2. 
1. Adult 2. At 
home 
3. Cowtry 
of birth 
4. Occupotion *5. LAST 
edicatiord level 
completed 
Mother 
Father 
Grmdmother 
Grandfather 
Other relative 
Guardian 
Other (please 
specify) 
_ 
2. Number of children in your household (18 yrs. or less; count yourself if you fit): 
-----Appendices---- 
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..... Section III - Views an Schorf.... . 
I. Do you like school? 
Always Q 
:h diy ever 171 
most times 
never 
F-I 
sarietimes 
2. What is the highest level of education you hope/expect to complete? 
Form 5 F-I College (name department) F1 
Bo. chebrs/first degree Q Masters degree [: ] 
PhD. 
Q1 
Other (specify) 
3. What do you see as the main advmntcge to YOU (personally) of cgoing to your particular school? 
4. Do you think that going to school is important? Yes jf No 
Reason for answer: 
5. Give 2 words/phrases that best describe YOU in school. 
6. Which ONE of the following statements BEST applies to your views of schooh (tick ONE) 
- School is for learning. 
- School is for socializing with friends. 
- School is for learning, with the added advantage of 
socializing with friends. 
- Socializing and learning are equally important aspects of 
school. 
- School is a way of passing time. 
7. Which are your 2 favourite subjects at school? 
8. Which 2 subjects do you perform best at in school? 
9. Which are your 2 (east liked subjects in school? 
10. Which 2 subjects do you perform worst at in school? 
Appendices----- 2 ^( 
11. What are the 2 most imporrtmt reasons why you would like a subject? 
12. (a) How would you ante your overall performance in secondary school? 
Very good [-] Good 
Unsatisfactory/ 
Could be better 
Satisfactory/ F-] 
Fär/Pa ssable 
Poor [-] 
12. (b) Complete this sentence: My performcnce in school is mainly due to 
--- - . Section 
IY - You and MMarthen 1fics...... 
1. Do you like maths? Yes 
Q No Q 
Reason for answer: 
2. Do you enjoy your school mathematics classes? 
Al" Q Most times Q Sometimes Q 
Hardly ever 
Q Never Q 
3. When did you en joy mathematics the most? 
Primary school Forms 1-2 
j Forms 3-4 a Never [-ý 
4. (a) How weld rate your secondary school mathematics so far? 
Very good Good 
Q Satisfactory/ 
Fair/Passable 
Unsatisfactory/ rt Poor 
Could be better 
4. (b) Complete this sentence. My performance in maths is mainly due to 
5. Give 2 words/phruses that best describe you in mathematics classes. 
6. What muld you (personally) say moths is? 
ýýl 
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7. In 1 or 2 sentences, describe what usually happens in your school mathematics ckýsses. 
8. In 1 or 2 sentences, describe what YOU (personaly) usually do in your school mciThematics 
classes. 
9. What do you like most about your school mathematics classes? 
10. What do you like least about your school mathematics classes? 
11. Describe what happened in your favourite mathematics lesson ever: 
12. In ci word or phrase, how would you sum up your school maths experience so far? 
13. What could be done to make maths more interesting to you? 
14. What style of teaching do you think al lows you to learn maths better? 
15. If you do not understand or know how to do something in maths, which of these do you 
USUALLY do? (fick one) 
Ask a friend 171 Ask the teacher 
Li 
Try and figure it out yourself F-I Nothing Q 
16. How do you prepare for a maths test? 
-----Appendices---- 
17. Who helps you with maths homewwa^k' 
18. What is your opinion about using a caiiwkttor in doing maths? 
19. What is your opinion about the usefulness of your mathematics text book 
20. Do you think mathematics should be compuL% y to CXC level? 
Yes F-] No L1 
Reason for answer: 
21. Why do you think mathematics has been made compulsory to CXC level (by Ministry of 
Education)? 
22. If mathematics was NOT compulsory, would you still choose to do it to QCC level? 
Yes [7] No H 
Reason for aiswer: 
23. Do you think that every secondary school child can do mathematics to CXC level? 
Yý Q 
Reason for answer. 
` F-I 
24. Do you think that generally in Antigun and Ba°buda, it is important to have passed 
mathematics at CXC level? 
Yes li No F-I 
Give a reason for your answer. 
25. Do you expect to pass your CXC maths? Yes 
F-I No 
Reason for answer: 
- If Yes, would you then take maths if you do 
further studies? 
Yes LJ No ll 
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Reason, for answer: 
- If No, would you re-sit some later time? 
Yes FIº, b 
Reason for answer: 
26. Do you go to extra maths lessor (ocrtside of school)? 
Yes 
Yes, but does not make o difference 
! Rlo, don't need to 
No, but need to/will start 
No, will not make a difference 
27. Which of the following bestdescribes how you feel most often in school maths classes? 
Happy/ 
Noying 
Interested Confident Worried or 
crvdous 
Frustrated Bored or 
Sleepy 
Lost or 
confused 
Other 
(please 
q)ecify) 
28. Cansider the followrng, aad cce it to rr*x1 to the ytes tky7 bebrw, 
A writer in the Antigua Sun newspaper, commenting on what was perceived cis Antigua and 
Barbudds poor mathematics CXC results (2003), had this to say: - 
The nation of Antigua and Barbuda is locked in a... "Mathematics Paralysis"... The fact that there 
is a mathematics paralysis is evidenced by the fact that there is no public outrage, no public 
debate and no articulated or published plan to change the shocking and unacceptable results ... 
We have accepted our plight. It is business as usual ... we 
have not only accepted out plight, but 
have accommodated it! 
The comment was based in Dort on the followinq statistics: 
Yew 2000 2001 2002 2003 
% persons pctssing maths (CXC general 
ha, 
34 31 36 38 
What do you think of the writer's comments? 
29. Which profile below would you prefer to leave school with? 
7 eject passes, ] OR 6 eject passes 
Q 
but not maths with maths 
Y7ß 
-----Appendices----- 
Reason for answer: 
[RB. Qiestion 30 continues on the next pope, However, use the ice below to tell me about 
anything related to mcithema1ics (your views, feelings, etc. ) that you think I have missed in this 
re. ] 
Also, thanks very rauch for you ar stns. 
30. In the table below, indicate your level of agreement or di-qagreement with each statement by 
placing a tick in the appropriate box. 
# Statement Strongly Agree Neu trc Disagree Strongly 
agree dissx yee 
1 I like maths 
2 Maths is useful in eventclay life 
3 I use maths I learn in school to 
solve problems outside of school 
4 It is okay in my country to say T 
don't know ma ft. 
5 Maths is a difficult subject 
6 Being good at maths is passed 
down from parents 
7 I can do well in maths if I work 
at it 
8 I usually do maths homework 
9 It doesn't really matter if I 
understand a math problem if I 
get the right answer 
10 It is impossible for me to do well 
in maths at CXC without extra 
out-of-school lessons 
11 I will still get the job I want even 
truths at QCC if I don't pass 
12 - Ido not need to think about the 
work when doing maths, I just 
have to remember the rules 
13 Discussion is an important part of 
learni maths 
14 It is important in maths to be 
able to work quickly 
15 Word problems are out of place 
in maths because maths is about 
-Appendices----- 
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numbers 
16 In maths, knowing how to 
multiply is more important than 
k1owi when to multi 
17 Making mistakes in maths helps 
me to learn 
18 I understand maths better if I 
work with friends 
19 Boys are better at maths than 
girls 
A2: The Parent Que ionnaire 
Dear Parent, 
This questionnaire forms a part of a study being undertaken by Patricia George (former teacher, Mathematics and 
Chemistry at OCS and PMS) towards the attainment of a PhD degree in Mathematics Education at the University 
of Leeds, England. The study seeks to understand Caribbean (Antiguan and Barbudan) students' \lews about 
mathematics and how these relate to their mathematics performance. In addition, the study hopes to determine 
how such things as the students' image of themselves, views about school, or society in general, or other reasons, 
may influence their views about mathematics. 
I would appreciate your participation in the study by your completing the questionnaire attached Please feel free 
to give your full, honest opinion on each question. Individual answers will be kept confidential, and anonymity 
will be preserved in the actual report of the study. 
If you have any additional comments, suggestions, concerns, etc., I can be reached at 
P. P. George(a education. leels. ac. uk or patpari(&homml. co n 
Thanks in advance for your assistance. 
Patricia George 
. 
Aböütyourcld 
1. Is your child (forom you axe completingthis questionnaire) a 
boy Q or OT I? 
2. What is your cbAd's cute of birth) 
Mattics Deters-. 
( /n )O 
1. I-bwwoukl you descnbe your child's secorxlazyschool nudrni6cs perform 
(fick one) 
Pezfomunce 
Vety 
Good 
Satisf to /Fair/ Passable 
Urisatisfacto /Could be better 
Poor 
2%6 
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2. 'Mn ido, c)u think is the nit ünportant rmson for yaurchild's secondaryschool mal-is- peifom x: (as i &aM 
in No. I above)? 
Do y ou e v-t yaur child to tss nr the at CXC level at the end of 5di fonn? 
Ycs 
ý 
No Q 
Besson for ycxu- amvxr. 
4. Matlxrmtics and English Lmpage have been irnde compukoryto (XC level bythe kxa1 Mui-uyof Education. 
Do you t ink that maths shouki be compulsoryto this level) 
Yes Q No Q 
Reason for your answer. 
5. If maths were not coi ory, would you require that your child take to IXC level.? 
Yes Q No Q 
Reason for your answer. 
6. W bat comment about n the has your child expressed to you nest often? 
7. Do you think your child's school imths perfoinance is better than, worse than, or similar to your own? 
Better Q Worse Q Similar Q 
%%ydo you thinkthis is the case? 
8. Do you like ntis? Yes F-I No Q 
Reason for your answer. 
9. What would you (personally say nuihs is? 
10. Mat usually used to happen in your truths classes at school) 
-----Appendices----- 
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11. In a void or phrase, howwould}ousumup)a school nivis epeii 
12. Which of the follow BEST descnbes ouused to min n-sd n1 mihc cc? (T"Y-k n) F-happy/ Interested CcnMent Warned or 
ar cs 
Fnwated Bored or 
S 
Lost or 
Chd sed 
Chr (pes 
13. What comrrrit(s) about maths do you nuke to your child? 
14. Do you find that you need to l ow/use maths in yourevei y1fe oral wor? 
Yes Q If this, in what wxys or when 
No Q If this, reason for ansvcr 
15. Have you ever used ac Bator to do rrmths? 
Yes Q No Q 
16. W= is your opinion (w i reason) of school cbb7dreri using a marin doing rniths? 
17. Do youthinkthat ge i inArmgua and Barbuda, it is important to have passed rr nmrics at CIXClevd 
Yes No 
Reason for your answerr. 
18. Wth which profile beelowwouldyoupreferforyourchild to leaveschooP 
7 subject passes, 'II OR 6 subject passes 
Q 
but not maths maths 
Reason for your answer: 
19. W Antig= and Baihxian attitude orwayof diikng do )outhinkmayknoe 
howyour chid does m om? 
-----Appendices---- - 
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20. Aw: termthe Antigua Sun neaspaper, coram on w w& perceived as that r z's poor riýahemmL. F, C XC resuhs (2003), had this to say. 
°11 nation of Armaa and Barbuda is ticked in a... "Niathemati Paralysis" ... The 
fart that dk! re is a paralysis is eviderx ed byte fact that these is no pubbc outrage, no pubic debate and no tithed or pushed plan to change the shocking and urw-cejtab]e resuks ... We 
have wed ourp It is bum m as usual ... výe 
ha« na onlyaccepted our plight; but have acconnnodated r-' 
The cow was based. in tart on the fnllrnvmia crat t- 
Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 
% persons passing maths (C XCgeneral 
grac6 I, II, IR) 
34 31 3b 38 
What do youthinkof the water's commit) 
21. In the table below, hidthe your level of agreement or disagreermi with each statement byp a ti* in the 
appropriate box 
# Sý Strongly Agree Neuoral Disagree Stier-; agree 
agree 
1 Maths is useful in ev lfe 
2 It is okayinArmgua and Barbuda to say I 
don't know Midis). 
3 Maths is ad fficuk sub 
4 good at imths is hmd=y 
5 Mychild can do vA in nohs if he/she 
works at it 
6 It doesn't reallymatter if mychAdunderstands 
a math problem if he/she gets the rig 
ansv&r 
7 It is impossible formyclv1dto do well in 
nnths at CXC *hout extra out of-school 
lessons 
8 MYchildvAI still get the job he/she warns 
even if he/she does not made 
9 You do not need to think about the work 
when doing n nths, you just have to 
renvnberthe rules 
10 It is irTo= t in maths to be able to work 
qui* 
11 In n hs, kiov, * howto muhiplyis more 
kriovýng wlxnto mukk)ly 
s Word pioblexrn are out of place in rrths 
E 
because nndis is about numbers 
About You; 
Sem AVe r-] Female F-I 
Relarionship to chid Morher 
Gmdf, -therF-] 
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Father fI 
her relative 
Grandrrodher 
G=dan 
1' () 
Age range: 20-29yrsQ 
5459ycs 
3a39yrs 
60 yrs. or more 
LI 49Yts1_I 
Last level of schoo ' co leted ]ease fick one): Plimaly sM y cow alb u Odrr(Pý 
s vbeb"j 
Occupation 
Counttyof birth: 
Religion/Church 
Secondary school atxended: 
(if outside of Antigua &Barbuda, just give name of country 
Contact infomiation: 
(this is asked for follow purposes only) 
Thankyou verymuch fortal g part. If you have any additional comments, e. g. your views, feelings about 
maths itself, or anything you think I have missed, please note them overleaf, or feel free to contact me. 
A3; The Teacher Questionrjire 
Dear Teacher, 
This questionnaire forms part of a study being undertaken by Patricia George (former teacher, Mathematics and 
Chemistry at OCS and PMS) towards the attainment of a PhD. Degree in Mathematics Education at the 
University of Leeds, England. The study seeks to understand Caribbean students' views about mathematics and 
how these relate to their mathematics performance, what factors determine what these views are, and how these 
views are related to such things as how they see themselves (personal identity), school, cults aal, or other issues. 
I would appreciate your participation in the study by your completing the questionnaire attached. Individual 
answers will be kept confidential, and anonymity will be preserved in the actual report of the study. 
If you have any additional comments, suggestions, concerns, etc. I can be reached at pat i ?rh otmail. c& or 
P. P. Gern-: re(Piýeducation. leeds. ac. uk 
Thanks in advance for your assistance. 
Patricia George 
You, your students, Antiguan & Barbudan society, and mathematics 
1. Do you lice maths? Yes No 
-----Appendices----- 
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Reason for answer. 
2. How did you come to be teaching madianafics at yr pint school? 
3. In the table below, please place a tick beside your favourite math topic to teach (choose one) and your least favourite one to teach (choose one), giving a reason for each choice in the spaces provided below the table. 
Topic Favourite to teach Least favourite to teach 
Algebra 
Business Arithmetic 
Co utation and number 
Matrices and vectors 
Measurement and Constructions 
Relations, functions, and gaphs 
Statistics 
Sets 
Tiigonometry and geometry 
Other (please specify) 
Reasons for answers: 
4. Do you teach other subjects, beside mathematics? 
Yes Q No F-] 
If yes, which of the subjects you teach is your favourite to teach, and whys? 
5. Which of the following would you say best describes how you feel most times whilst teaching mathematics in 
your school? (Tick one). Give a reason for your answer. 
Enthusiastic 
/energized ' 
Happy 
/enjoying 
Confident 
/at ease 
Depressed 
/sad 
Angry Worried 
/anxious 
Fr strated Other (please 
Tecify) 
Reason for answer 
6. What usually happens in your classroom when you are teaching mathematics? 
7. What usually used to happen in your mathematics classes when ivu were at school? 
-----Appendices---- 
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8. In a word or phrase, how would you sum up your school maths -ienoe? 
9. What would you (personally) say maths is? 
10. Which of the following best descn s how you used to feel in you school maths classes (your student dS )' 
Happy/ 
Enjoying 
Interested. Confident Worried or 
anxious 
Fnistmted Bored or 
sleepy 
Lost or 
confused 
Other 
(please 
speci t3 
11. Which one of the following would you say best describes how you usually teach mathematics? (Tick one). 
Give a reason for your answer below. 
Teach same as how taught Teach different to how 
taught 
Teach making use of 
techniques learnt in teacher- 
traaiinin 
Other (please spec f) 
Reason for answer: 
12. What areas/aspects, if any, related to the teaching of mathematics, do you think you would like further 
professional development in? 
13. Do you think that every secon school child can do mathematics to CXC level? 
Yes I No 
Reason for answer 
14. Do you think mathematics should be compulsory to CXC level? 
YesQ 
Reason for answer, 
15. If mathematics was not compulsory, and you had to `sell' the subject to encourage students 
to do It. what 
point(s) do you think would be most important? 
No Q 
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16. What do you think is the main reason why some students do 1 maths? (Tick one) 
Necessary to their 
caper/father 
sa4dy pLgm 
Good ability/ 
performance in 
the subject 
Parents, friends, 
siblings (or otkes) who 
have been successful in 
Teacher deliver 
of subject 
Malte bcq of a 
no choice' 
/con tdsorr 
Oder (pkase 
pcify) 
it /because of it situation 
Other specified: 
17. What do you think is the main reason why some students don't like maths? (Tick one) 
Do not see `mal 
world' 
Poor ability/ 
performance in the 
Patents, friends, siblings 
(or others) who have 
Teacher delivery 
of subject 
Rejection of a 
`no choice' 
Other (please 
sl)ecifi ) 
applications subject been successful without / sory 
it situation 
/unsuccessful in it 
Other specified: 
18. What are some important factors in deter ling how students perform in maths? 
19. In your experience, which group, boys or girls, perform better at mathematics? 
20. In your experience, that characteristics or patterns of behaviour have you noticed in the ways in which boys 
and girls go about doing maths in the classroom? 
21. What comments do students make, or what things do they do to bring out their like of (for those students 
in 
this group), and dislike of (for those in this group) mathematics? 
Like maths (comments and/or actions): 
Dislike maths (comments and/or actions, 
22. What is your opinion of student calculator use in doing mat matics? 
23. What is your opinion of the usefulness of the maths text book for you and also 
for the students" 
Appendices---- 
For you: 
For students: 
24. A writer in the Antigua Sun newspaper, commenting on at was perceived as that nations poor 
mathematics CXC results (2003), had this to say. 
`The nation of Antigua. and Bafoucda is locked in a... ", Mathematics paralysis"... The fact that there is a 
mathematics paralysis is evidenced by the fact that dien is no public outrage, no public debate and no articulated 
or published plan to change the shocking and unacceptable results... We have accepted our plight. It is business 
as usual ... we have not only accepted our plight, but have accommodated it The comment was based in part on the following statistics: 
Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 
% ons passmg maths (CXC general gudes I, ll III) 34 31 36 38 
What do you think of the writer's comments? 
25. What is your opinion of students going to extra out of school mathematics lessons? 
26. What Antiguan and Barbudan attitude or way of thinking do you think may influence how students do 
maths? 
27. Do you think that generlly in Antigua and Barbuda it is important to have passed maths at CXC level? 
Yes F-I 
Reason for answer 
No Q 
28. With which profile do you think it is beer for a child to leave school? 
7 subject passes 
but not maths 
Reason for your answer 
OR 6 subject passes 
with maths 
N. B. Question 29 continues overleaf. However, if you have any additional comments. SiVesrions, advice, etc. to 
give, please feel free to do so below, or contact me. 
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Once again, in advance, thanks for your participation. 
29. In the table below, please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with each stater it by placing a tick in the appropriate box 
# Statement Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree suongi 
agree 
1 I like maths 
2 Maths is useful in everyday life 
3 I use maths I learned in school to solve everyday 
problems (outside teachin ) 
4 It is okay in Antigua and Barbu& to say `I don't 
know matins'. 
5 Maths is a difficult subject 
6 Being good at m aft s is hertditary 
7 Students can do well in maths ifthey wont at it 
8 It doesn't really matter if students undmtand a 
math problem if they et the ii t answer 
9 It is impossible for students to do well in maths at 
CXC without extra out of-school lessons 
10 Students in Antigua and Barbuda can shill get the 
job they want even if they don't pass maths at 
CXC 
11 Students do not need to trunk about the work 
when doing maths, they just have to remember 
the rules 
12 Discussion is an important part oflearnin maths 
13 It is im tin maths to be able to work quickly 
14 Word problems are out of place in maths because 
maths is about numbers 
15 In maths, knowing how to multiply is more 
irnportant than knowin when to multiply 
16 Makin mistakes in maths helps students to learn 
17 Students understand maths better if they work 
with their friends 
18 Boys are better at maths than girls 
N. B. I would appreciate if you would complete the additional section on yoln- personal details overleaf. 
GENERAL: About you 
Ste: Male E] Female 
Number of years teaching 
0-2 3-5 Q 5-10 Q 10-20F over 20 Q 
Number of years teaching mathematics: 
°2 3-5 5-10 F-I 
10-20 over 20 F71 
Your age range: less 20 yrs[] 20-29 yrs Q 30-39 yrs 
F-] 
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40-49yTsQ 50159 ycs Q 60 yrs or maeQ 
Teacher mined: Yes [: ] No Q 
Present form levels teaching mathematics at 
Present School teaching 
In the table below, please tick the box which indicates your last completed stage of education, and also your last completed stage of mathematics. 
Stage Overall Education Mathematics 
§ewndaiy (GCE, CXC or equivalent) 
A levels or eqL&alent 
TLmversi degree 
Other (if this, please specify below) 
Other specified (from table above): 
Within last 3 years, state nature (i. e. what it was about) of any mathematics workshop(s) attended, and your 
opinion on each: 
Secondary school attended (if outside present country, just give name of country) 
APPEN DIX B: THE OBSERVAI1ON SCH EDVLE 
Observation Schedule 
Type: Chronological Descriptive Event Sampling 
(Theoretically informed by Flanders (1970) Interaction Analysis System, as given in Robson, 1993, p211; 
Practically informed by my observations of Tom Roper's first year undergraduate mathematics classes. ) 
1. General: 
Context: date; day, time of day, class period/session of day, classes/subjects before and after: teacher goes to 
students or vice-versa; arrival and depart= times (how maiked/signalled); topic being taught; 
As relates to context, it is hoped that for the selected schools, at least one 1-hour period per week can be 
(fonnally) 
observed. However, it is hoped that the day of this session can be varied from week to w eek- 
Physical setting. board; teacher's desk/space; student seating anmgement; «indows'doas: classra)m 
location 
in overall structure; 
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Students (general): sets or mixed ability; no. of gids/bo3 s; snxient groups -, tho sits ýzfiere. Ceder se ted or b san'PJ ar seaming always?; is it the swu is seat, or sit anywhere? 
General description of introductions and closings of lessons 
2. During the lesson: 
For the teacher. 
a) Note gender, age range, experience, etc. 
ýý 
closed (e. g interest only in `right' answer) b) Type of questions asked 
ýº 
more open (e. g. what do you think about..., Wlti .... explain..., different ways/anotber way to solve... ) 
Also, are questions directed generally, or to particular 
students? If this last, who/which student(s)? 
c) Response/Feedback to student answers: 
  How are wrong answers dealt with, 
  How are right answers dealt with (e. g. just accepted, asked to explain, etc. ) 
  Feedback on class/homework, tests, oral responses 
. l-T d) Response to student questions 4 
verbal (e. g. that said, how said, does it 
encourage further questions? 
non-verbal (e. g. evidence of delighdfnastration) 
e) More general: 
" Examples/illustrations used in teaching topic; attempts to link to students' experience or everyday life, 
Antiguan life, etc. 
  Statements/comments made about maths (topic being taught) in general, e. g. importance 
  Linking of topic being taught to others 
  Use of tools, eg. text book, calculator (for him/herself and use by class) 
  Disciplinarypnocedures 
For the student: 
fl What are they doing whilst teacher is teaching - e. g., taking notes, listening looking out windows, head on 
desk, talldng/chatting to neighbours/friends, etc. 
g) Type of questions asked to teacher- e. g. 
  Concerned with understanding whys 
Concerned. with facts/right answers 
  Questions that suggest more fundamental misconceptions/dissonance 
  Questions of relevance -how asked e. g in reference to self classmates, in Antigua, all in general; 
mathematics in general, topic in particular, etc., how asked - i. e. genuine search for knowing where ý%ber-L 
or case of need to know, etc. 
h) Student responses to teacher questions 
  Reactions to questions - e. g. show of hands, looking at each oller, silence, enthusiasm or no, etc. 
  Who responds when questions are directed genemiy 
  fier students' reactions to iightAAmng answers 
-----Appendices----- 
i) Student-tudent inteactions 
On- or off-task 
Reactions to group and for individual classroom work/activities, l %-ork, and tests When loft to do work, do they talk to each other about work or other 
J) More general: 
' Need for discipline 
" Use of tools e. g. text book, calculators, etc. 
' General classroom talk (about maths, about other things - if this, iNhat other things, etc. > " Classroom depoit ent how uniform is worn, etc. 
APPENDIXC: THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
Interview Schedule 
Type: Sera-s tur'ed, open-ended questions (i. e. a pre-determined set of main and subsidiary questions, with the flexibility to follow up on particular responses; no pre-determined set of responses). 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this group inteMew. I want you to feel free to express your honest 'ie 
about the questions I ask. Your responses will be kept confidential, i. e. will not be revealed to \our teachers, 
parents, and anonymity will be preserved in any report. 
I am going to ask your permission to audio-record this interview session 
Do you have any questions about anything I've said so far, or anything else, before we start? 
The areas/questions to be probed: 
Personal Feelings ews about Mathematics (research aims/questions dealing with at students vies of 
mathematics are, some culture-influences on students' expressed views) 
When it is time for mathematics - either being time-tabled for a particular day, or coming up next on the 
time-table. 
Is there anything you've heard about maths (people say about maths) that you think is (a) true; (b) not 
true? 
Advantages/Disadvantages to doing wellpooriy in mathematics. 
2. Identities/Culture (research aims/questions dealing with identity and culture - how students may have come 
to form expressed views; how students see themselves (and others) in relation to mathematics) 
Are you a maths person? If not, what sort of person would you call yourself'? 
Are there math-people in your class? /Do you know anyone in your school/class who you would consider 
to be a maths person? Do they behave different to other classmates? 
Reaction/Expectations of peers. If you did a test, and you/classmate did very well (name a mark), ghat 
would other classmates' reaction be? If you/classmate did poorly (name a mane), what would other 
classmates' reaction be? 
Do you have hobbies that involve mathematics? Would you watch a maths programme on tv? 
Do you find that you ever have to use the maths you learn in school outside of school? Any after-school 
jobs that involve using maths? If yes, when/in what areas? 
3. Parental Expectations/Culture (March aims/questions dealing with culture - how students may hake 
come to form expressed views; some aspects of students' performance in mathematics) 
What are parents expectations regarding school maths perforanance? If took home a report and pa&sed 
everything else but failed maths, would parents make a fuss be upset? 
-----Appendices----- 
What ifit had been another subject (name one) which this had happened and not math, - ti%aild you expect the same reaches . 
4. Mathematics at school (research aims/guestions dealing with school - how students may have cone to form expressed views; students' approach to learning mathemarics) 
Have you always had a mathematics teacher since starting this school? 4. Have you found the changes in mathen1atics teacher in going from one form class to a next confit -mr in 
anyway? 
4. What would you say usually happens in your school maths class? The teacher comes in and.... -Mat happens? 
4. What would you like to happen (a) mom often; (b) less often in yo n- school mathematics class'? Is there anyway you find you have to be in mauls class t hat you don't haN-e tobe for other subjects'' How do you study for maths? 
4. Effort, Ability, Interest, Something else I haven't thought of/mentioned. which of these do you think 
affects your mathematics performance most? 
5. The Algebra Task (research aims/questions dealing with students' approach to doing mathtimti . s) How would you do this? If you saw this on a maths paper/test, that would you do? Question: 3a+ 4b - 7a+2b 
APPENE X D: DATA FROM THE STUDENTQUEsTIONNAIRE 
D'1: Summary Sltatisbcs of Fin4ings from S±u4ent Questionnaire 
Section I- Personal Details 
Country of Birth 
country Mixed /173 S' e-sex /106 Total279 
A&B 127 (731/o) 65 (61%) 192 (69° ,) 
Other Caribbean 39 23%) 17 (16%) 56 (20%) 
Other World 7 (4%) 24 (23%) 31 0P /o) 
Whole sample: 
Attended pre-school: Responding Yes: 251/284 (88%) 
Education important: Responding Yes: 284/286 (99%) 
01 Career Asnirations: Number of Students. Total Frequency >10 shown here 
Career Male Female Mixed Single-sex Total 
Accountant 15 35 40 10 50 
Doctor/Vet 8 30 21 17 38 
Business inana /owner 18 15 12 21 33 
Lawyer 6 20 15 11 26 
Engineer 16 0 5 11 16 
Don't know 6 9 8 7 15 
Teacher 0 12 12 0 1 
Pilot 9 2 9 2 11 
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Q7 After-School Acctviries (Open question) 
Activi Male Female Mixed/163 04 TotaV267 
Art 8 20 14 14 
Church 0 6 4 2 6 
Club 2 18 13 7 20 
Lessons 21 44 36 29 65 
sports 44 18 30 3? 62 
Work 4 3 7 0 7 
None 29 50 59 20 79 
-40.652, df=7, . 001 18.890, df7, . 009 Key. Art includes Music lessons, dancing, exc.; Lessons refers to academic lessons e. g. Mathematics, E cý gli sl ý, 
etc.; Club refers to membership in a youth organization, e. g. Girl Guides, Optimist, etc. 
Other Chi-square tests on After-school activities: 
Within gender. No significant difference between females in two school-types (though approaching 
significance with t=13.920, df7, p=0.053) or males in two school-types. 
Within school-type: Significant difference between males and females in both school-types. Mixed 
schools X22.099, df--7, pß. 002; Single-sex schools (-23.451, df-=6, ß. 00I 
Q9 Immediate plans upon finishing secondary school 
Plan ße/114 Female/168 Mixed/176 S" x/106 TotaV282 
FE 101 159 158 102 260 
Work 13 9 18 4 2? 
Chi-square tests NS =3.831, df-ý- 1, . 
050 
Key. FE = further education 
Q 10 Receive Allowance - Numbers responding Yes 
Male/117 Female/169 Mixed/177 S' x/109 TotaV286 
Yes 75 125 117 83 200 
011 Do you have a Dart-time job? Numbers responding Yes 
Male/117 Female/169 Mixed/177 S' x/109 ' TotaL286 
Yes 21 13 22 12 _'4 
Chi-square =7.061, df=2, pß. 029 NS 
tests 
Section II - Home Details 
! Y) NTml-, ar r, f , -hilr1nnn nt harne (inchiding the ri snondent) 
No. children Male/110 Female/158 Mixed/164 S' e-s&104 TataV268 
1 19 37 26 30 56 
2-3 68 79 87 60 147 
4-5 18 28 32 14 46 
>5 5 14 19 0 19 
Chi- WAS NS -18.798, df=3, . 001 
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Section III - Views on School 
I Do you like school? 
Male/117 Female/169 Mixed/177 S' sex' 109 Total-286 
Always + Most times 62 101 107 56 1(3 
Sometimes 48 65 67 46 113 
Haý'd1 ever+Never 7 3 3 7 10 
Chi-square tests NS NS 
Q3 Main advantage of going to particular school (Open question) 
Code Male/117 Female/169 Mixed/177 Single-sex/109 TotaV286 
Get an education/ prepares you 
for life 
20 39 47 12 59 
Top/good school , 14 16 1 28 29 Close to home 5 17 20 ? 22 
Students of same level/kind 2 19 16 5 21 
Better/good teachers; more 
attention 
7 11 6 1? 18 
Disci line 7 11 4 9 13 
Focus/no bo is 6 6 4 8 12 
No advantage 6 5 7 4 11 
Better facilities / environment 3 5 3 5 8 
Subject choice 0 8 7 1 8 
It's free 1 3 3 1 4 
Other 4 8 8 4 12 
Q4 Going to school important Responding Yes 279/284 (98%) 
06 Personal views of school 
Male/114 Female/ 
169 
Mixed! 
175 
Single- 
sex/108 
TotaU283 
Leamin 17 23 30 10 40 
Friends 3 0 1 2 3 
Leamin advantage friends 55 86 82 59 141 
Leaming+ friends 37 60 60 37 97 
Passiri, gy time 2 0 2 0 2 
Chi-scpm tests NS NS 
(Y7 Pnvn»riti ci iH prtc" Fprn uenrv>2. O (Onen auestion) 1 L4V V\A&LW JKVj ...... 
Sub'ects 
,, -.., ý..... ___ý 
Male/117 
- 11 --r --- - -- -- 
Female/169 
- 
Mixed/177 S' e-sex/109 Tota11286 
Mathematics 47 32 42 37 79 
En h Language 17 33 26 24 50 
POA 9 36 41 4 45 
IT 23 19 17 25 42 
Biology 10 20 21 9 30 
AG 14 11 25 0 25 
OP 
Social Studies 
POB 
7 
7 
8 
17 
16 
13 
19 
16 
12 
5 24 
7 ---T-23 
9'1 
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Q8 Subjectsperform best in_ Frec iv >)n 
Subjects Male/117 Female1169 N%ed/177 Sin e-ser, 109 Total2 
English Lan e 33 45 42 36 ,8 Mathematics 47 19 31 35 66 
POA 6 31 32 5; 7 
IT 9 18 11 16 37 
Biology 9 18 18 9 
English Lit 4 19 11 12 23 
Social Studies 9 14 17 6 
Spanish 10 12 15 7 2' 
AG 11 11 22 0 2 
Craft 0 21 20 1 21 
Q9 Least liked subjects; Frequency? 20 (Open question) 
Subjects Male1117 Female/169 Mixed/177 Single-sex/109 TotWV286 
Mathematics 27 80 72 35 107 
English Language 16 28 37 7 44 
History 18 15 13 20 3 
IS 11 22 26 7 
English Literature 14 12 16 10 -16 
POB 11 15 18 8 26 
Biology 12 11 18 5 23 
Geography 13 9 6 16 22 
Cbemistry 4 16 8 12 20 
Spanish 11 9 6 14 20 
010 Subi ects do worst in; Frequencyý: 20 (Open question) 
Subjects Male/117 Female/169 Mixed/177 Single-sex/109 TotaV286 
Mathematics 20 89 75 34 109 
English Lan ge 15 28 35 8 43 
English Literature 15 13 14 14 28 
History 16 11 8 19 27 
Spanish 10 16 9 17 26 
Biology 14 9 17 6 23 
IS 5 16 17 4 21 
POB 8 13 16 5 21 
11 RPncnn fnrIilrina n suhieft (Onen auestion) 
\J 
A 1\VMWal ava auvaa r. ýýý ý --- -I-- -- 
Male Fernale Mixed Single-sex Total 
Enjoy loin fun/Interestin 46 61 
r5l 
56 107 
Career/ goals 26 51 2 
25 77 
Teacher+ 21 44 41 24 65 
Easy 29 29 33 25 58 
Performance 23 26 32 17 9 
Because understand 10 34 31 
13 -4 
- Gain lrnowled educate 
rtant/useful 
Challen ' think 
Other 
6 
6 
6 
7 
18 
11 
7 
7 
15 
15 
10 
8 
9 
? 
3 
6 
'4 
17 
13 
14 
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t) 
12(b) School performance due to (Onen auestinn) 
Code 
i 
Male Female Mixed Single-sex Total 
Effort 36 52 52 36 SS 
AttitudeJbehaviour in class 25 22 31 16 47 
God/parents/home environment 8 21 18 11 29 
Lack effortinterest 7 16 13 10 
GoaLs/career 5 16 15 6 21 
Abili /understand 8 11 12 19 
Teachers- 9 10 11 8 19 
Fiends/distractions/school environment 8 7 8 7 15 
Pay attention 5 6 6 5 11 
Previous petfonnance/ gmdes 2 8 9 1 10 
En o /like/interest 1 7 6 2 8 
Not understandin 2 2 ? 2 4 
Other 3 6 5 4 9 
Section IV - You and mathematics 
Q2 Do you enjoy your school maths classes? 
Male1116 Female/169 Mixed/ 
176 
Single- 
sex/109 
Total(2 5 
Aiwa + Most times 57 (49%) 73 (43%) 81461/o) 49(45%) 130 (46° 0) 
Sometimes 51 (44%) 73 (43%) 74(420/o) 50 (46%) 124 (4 3° ) 
Hardly ever never 8 (7%) 23 (14%) 21(12%) 10(90/0) 31 (11 °. ) 
NS NS 
03 When enioved maths most 
Male/117 Female/164 Mixed/175 S' e-sex/106 Totat281 
Pinmryschool 33(281/o) 73 (45%) 67 38%) 39 37%) 106 (381/o) 
Forms 1&2 39(331/o) 4125%) 44(25%) 36(34%) 80 (2'Y%) 
Forms 3&4 4034% 40 24% 55 31%) 25 (24%) 80 29% 
Never 5 (4%) 10(60/o) 9 (5%) 6 (6%) 15 5%) 
Chi-. tests (9.207, df=3, p=0.027 NS 
Key. Forms 1 &2 would be lower secondary, Forms 3&4 muddle to upper seconciaiy scnooi 
ýE) 
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Q4(b) Maths performance due to (0i)en question) 
Code Male Female Mixed Sin e- ex Total 
Practice/effrnt 23 30 33 20 ; 
Don't understand 5 25 14 16 30 
Teachetf- 11 15 15 11 
Teacher- 9 12 14 7 21 
Lack effort 6 13 8 11 19 
Dislike/ disinterest 6 9 11 4 15 
Understand 6 7 7 6 13 
Enjoy/like/interest 6 6 6 6 1I - Paying attention 5 5 6 4 10 
Ability/intelligence 8 2 5 5 10 
Previous o 2 8 9 1 10 
God/ is 2 7 6 3 9 
Goalslcareer 4 4 6 2 S 
Not paying attention 4 3 5 2 7 
Maths is hard 2 3 4 1 5 
Lack ability 0 5 5 0 5 
Extra lessons/teacher 3 2 5 0 
Other 2 ' 10 9 3 12 
06 Mathematics is (Open question) 
Code Male Female Mixed Single-sex Total 
rtant/useful 26 36 37 25 6-' 
Numbers/counting/basic 
tions%o utations 
21 34 30 
Hard/hard to understand 12 30 28 14 42 
Way to use brains/think 14 20 26 8 34 
Way of life 10 20 17 13 30 
Problem solving 9 12 11 10 21 
Don't know 6 8 11 3 14 
Rules/formula 3 10 8 5 13 
Frusttating/annoyin 4 8 9 3 12 
Not interestin not fun 1 9 7 3 10 
Challenging 4 6 7 3 10 
Easy/easy to understand 4 4 6 2 
8 
Fun/en o /interestin 3 4 3 4 
7 
For bright people 1 4 3 2 
5 
A science 1 4 3 
2 5 
Confusing 1 5 3 3 6 
Other 3 3 3 36 
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Q7 What usually happens in school maths clasp (Ones nue; jion) 
Code Male Female fixed Sin x Total 
Teacher lains/teaches 28 64 49 43 92 
Students do work/ 'ven work 29 46 41 34 
Other students/noise 21 24 26 19 45 
Students listen/leam 15 21 23 1 
Students talk/discuss maths 9 16 12 25 13 
Don't understand 3 19 13 9 
Teacher gives hw 8 12 5 15 20 
Students sleepy/fired/bored 4 15 17 2 19 
Students don't listen 7 8 8 7 15 
Students take notes 6 2 2 6 S 
Quietness 2 3 4 1 
Other 12 3 10 5 15 
Q8 Like most about school maths classes (Open question) 
Code Male Female Mixed Single-sex Total 
Teacher 27 46 50 23 73 
Nothin 10 20 16 14 30 
Fun/lively 12 12 14 10 24 
When understand 8 14 14 8 
(Home)work 11 9 11 9 2O 
Topic 4 13 13 4 17 
When interestin 8 6 4 10 14 
The challenge 3 10 7 5 13 
Jokes 8 4 7 5 12 
Leamin new thin 5 5 7 3 10 
Easy 5 3 5 3 8 
Working with friends 3 5 5 3 8 
Everydiing 1 5 5 1 6 
Other 2 5 6 1 7 
T ; i, lAý ah.,,, t cAnnl mnthe cý1 ce c (Chen rnlestton) 
Code Male Female Mixed S' e-sex Total 
Other students 16 26 27 15 42 
Nothin 14 19 26 7 33 
Topic 7 22 20 9 29 
Teacher 13 16 11 18 29 
ome work 13 15 18 
10 28 
Hard 
When don't understand 
When boring 
12 
8 
6 
15 
11 
8 
22 
13 
9 
5 
6 
5 
27 
19 
14 
Tests 1 7 3 5 8 
Quick pace of lessons 
Too long 
Other 
1 
1 
4 
6 
5 
7 
3 
2 
7 
4 
4 
4 
6 
11 
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Q14 Style to learn maths better (Open question) 
Code Male Female '. Vied x Total 
Excitin fun/diffýent teacher 19 30 31 18 -t9 Befter ý 22 21 25 1ý4, 
Slower pace/patience 13 19 27 
Discussions/more interaction 8 16 14 10 24 
Individual aizenüon/teachex's he 3 8 6 11 
Using examples 5 6 5 6 11 
Visual aids/variety 2 7 7 2 9 
Nothin 2 6 8 0 8 
Other 8 9 13 4 1 
Q 15 Usually do if need help with mathematics 
Male/106 Female/167 Mixed/175 Single-se-, /98 TotaV273 
Ask a friend 27 61 57 31 88 
Ask teacher 49 73 81 41 122 
Try figure out myself 28 32 35 25 60 
odiing 2 1 2 1 3 
Ch-square tests NS NS 
Q17 Who helps with maths homework (Open question) 
Male/107 FemaleJ169 Mixed/176 Single-sex/1(X) Total/276 
Famil 16 35 34 17 51 
Friends 10 21 19 12 31 
(Lesson) teacher 5 13 11 7 18 
Parents 17 21 15 23 3S 
No one 59 79 97 41 138 
Clfi-square tests -19.031, df5, . 002 
24.142, df=5, . 001 
Key. Family includes a sibling, aunt, uncle, cousin etc. but NOT a parent 
023 Reasons for response: Can every secondary school child do maths to CXC level" 
Code 
Positives Yes 
Male Female Mixed Single-sex Total 
If make effort 7 17 14 10 24 
Have potential 6 16 15 7 
22 
rtant/useful 9 10 15 4 19 
Eas 7 6 8 5 13 
Co 0 7 7 0 7 
Other 4 5 4 5 9 
Negatives No 
Some just 
can't/different 
25 63 44 44 88 
Don't make effort 
Don't like 
Hard 
Other 
9 
4 
4 
6 
11 
8 
1 
11 
9 
8 
? 
4 
6 
4 
0 
15 
15 
2 
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Other Statistics associated with the CCC/CSEC Mathemafics Examination R. 5uks 
M ematics P aid: Age (inye p ofd at start of field-woik (0109 2( ) 
No stales Pass% No. stt th1s Fail 107 
13 4 1 
14 46 23 
15 30 36 
16 17 28 
17 1 15 
18 0 4 
Cli-squmtests 28.611, dF=5, 
. 00 1 
Mathematics Pass/Fail: Number of sub octs named 
Nilmbei'ofsubjem, passed No. fiats Pass/100 No. sUdaits Fafl'108 
0,1 0 5 
2,3,4 10 57 
5,6 32 31 
7,8 46 15 
>8 12 0 
Chi tests . 529, dam, . 00 1 
School-type co ison Requitanents for entry to the Antigua State College 
Requires Mixed S*e-sex Total 
For A' levels 6 sui: jects, Enoish +Nbdis 15 61 76 
7 acts, En ' 21 48 69 
For other 5 subjects, English+ Mains 17 65 82 
D2: Definition of Coo for Open Questionnaire ffems 
Section m 
n 17th) qrhnc l nerfi)nrl nce due to 
C(Q M=ft 
Eflöti This wad, mxlyig dc6an*iatcm, etc. 
. 
Alfiwdfbthavic* r in class These not 
h4minginaffenbc4 sc 1w CMIOtMOM 
IýýO]Yle cnviit 1nß1 Th W(7 S or 
idea 00wweýW 
Lack eflht/in t These s, not studying ertaý E'Xc. 
GoaWcarear These we is, refer oes to fit= (out-Of-sdaool) ass, idea 
Teacýxis+ Pasiüvereferencestot s 
ýimcieýsýancl These wu s; tefe s ro mteiti etc. 
Friends/ ons s&)ol 
aiviiunn rt 
These ids, saner outýdedi xý, e g, tv; repaw cm om a 
fewposifiw 
En'o e/mtýst "IY vom, msifive affhxles 
Pa aftention r 
Previous perfomýnce'ýrades Rýfereýces to perfi ce 
Not un sMndin These vas, cx idea cotiveWd 
od-iff does not fit anyofabove c&gones 
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Q4(b) Maths Deifomimop,. [iý to 
Code A M- 
Pmctice%ffort Utse words, idea omwyDd Don't wri an d These words, idea ofbeing con fi seiidea oornvýW T+ Positive ieirm es to a madxmatics teacher 
Tom' n ft ernes to a rr odimatics teacher 
Lack effort 
Dislhke/disir These we ds, a6ftAs, idea com 
Und d This word, idea cmw-ý 
E /17keIinterest Zbese words, posidve attitudes, idea corn toad 
Pa attention Reface to hstemg or payng attaion 
rmtelh These words, ref==s to m3atiess 
Previousp er fainmnwdes Specific refseto grades, to being good at maffis 
g2d These words, idea oonveýed 
Goahýcaraer These words, refeiares to fit= out-of-9diool k im ocmned 
Notpaying attention Ref ces to not hqaing, not payuig attentia i 
Matts is hard This woad; i dude difficult 
Lackkflity These words, iefa noes to not being able; idea ccm 
Extralessonsleacher Referencesto gcRng to maths classes okl-of-school, geWng extra tmMi 
4dß' Req)am does nctfitanofabove cakVories 
Q5 Two won phrases that best descnbes flhanselves h maw class 
Code M 
T These wot ; idea ofpasistence; ihn 
Llsomi4oaying attention These words, being alert, etc. 
Unthstanding This word/ idea conveyed e. g n rr cally inclinedintelligeM of being 
alri fine/okinmaths 
Qui CWel behaved These wads; idea of bein not taMng; doing what is oTected 
mtaested These wat ; ha ' fun 
Conf m& ixed ost These words; idea oonveyed 
Talhafive/nothstening These words - idea cýanv being ; idea of bein diced., restless 
Not u &sWnding These wogt ; idea conveyed; idea of not ge ng dle n being slow, not being good 
almaffis 
Bored/not int ed These wot ; idea oonv 
Sl da These wads, idea conv 
Nottying These words; being , not 
FnBtrated/süissed These wads, idea cmveyed, anxious; being deptssed; anger 
p dotesnotfitan ofabove es 
Appendices---- 
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Q7 Wh; A usuallv hT)nm,, to c[4v" manse . -1 
Code M ot* 
Teadier qcplains/teaches These wad, teacher wri ' on bow etc. Stunts do wahr/ 'ven va Thome wads 
Otl 'students/hoise Refam=to oder nail nois-v muonr t offer tMdM SW dents list team Tl e words about (c, ýer) saxi= or theta es Stxlem talkldiscuss malbs These words, talking to convey pacti on in lesson by suxkm acct :c 
asl answering (related to try) 
Dan't indastand These wot ; shits (or t mmselves) lost confused 
Teach gives h citiefamoeto being given hw 
Silents s1 /th d/bcirod These words, idea conveyed 
Stud don't listen These words, response adoing other things (m t to irvkkie talking) 
besides mats and/or whilst the teacher is "dingy g 
Studenis take notes These words, eIi tu es to shAm «. from board 
Quiffs This word, silence 
Other R does not fit an ofabove calegones 
Q8 Like most about school maths classes 
Code mmimg 
Teacher Teac r and/or sxin he/she does expiicidy rammed 
No This ward; hldng when it is not mom; idea oomtýW 
FurAvel These words 
Vvthen undesland These wonis 
(Home)work These words; likmg of the work 'yen, hldng the a es/fcniubs, hldng d AL (xis 
Topic A 'c identified 
When iibffesdng Ths werd; idea convqýW 
Thechallen These wc ; the idea oonvqýW 
Jokes Refer to ' 
L. earnin new q in Idea of l smarte', etc. 
Easy This wad - sinAar words 
Working with friends The idea o mveyed 
Ev This we l; idea cane 
Qth Req)onse does not fit an of above mtegmes 
(T, ý-P l1ct 2 w, t cr "] mathc Aassec 
Code M 
C dxr stets Rem to otiier tents, noise level, azvicnrune t, size of dass 
(too bi 
Nothin s word, hkes 
T 'c Ac ictified 
Teacher Teacher and/or tmhng rn& xi cifl nim icned 
(Home)work 
Hard 
References to (being gimp) wait exeitises, ho wool having to write, etc. 
This word; also diffic ik axrtplir cl, etc. 
W1 1 cbn't iuxietstand These wo is; what oanfiýin 
WIvnbofim These wo* whenriot ' 
Tests . 
QLn* pace oflessons Idea can ' Eva)thing t 
}ice it, etc. This wid, not hldng aany#E drat t} hazeýdon 
Toolon clas9es are b)o Classes on fr long g 
Ot does not fit anof above caWgom 
? 9() 
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Q23 Can e°vety secondary school child cin math, , mice to CYC 1ý, 4 -------------. ý_ _ý Code Meaning 
Positives (Pxsponse Yes 
If make effort These words, idea conveyed 
_Havepotential 
This word , req)onse indicating its should be are able to 
t/useful Ibese words; idea of whether in of sub em to oet ajob, cam:. Easy Tl1is woad idea conveyed 
also This word, respmse asscdated wý h students ha\ ' no choice 
Other R does not fit any of above categories 
Negatives (Response I\o) 
Some just 
can't/different 
These wonls/pluases; refeit ces to students (not) being made for n not 
mathematically inclined, that not everyone is good at ithm ter tar 1s it that 
everyone is different ideas convewd 
Don't make effort These words; students not ftymg hard erojgK not wanting, to do mats 
Some don't like Students not Eking mates; idea conve 
Hard Ths worn (include difficult, complicated); idea conveyed 
Other Response does not fit any of above cats ies 
APPENDIX E: INTERVIEW DATA ANALYSIS - CATEGORIES 
Views about mathematics 
Affect views Gendered 
  It's all the san elambivalenoe nature of 
  Positive feelings - maths as easy, beguiling, fjn these 
  Negative feelings - ice as hard; boring 
  When hike maths 
Other views 
Maims as neede /important (tastes bad, baut is good for you (medicine)) 
Social role of nnathematics -spaces and places 
Idenfties/Culture 
Maths-people -prefetrod working styles 
Mathematics as endowing respect 
Ability grouping messages-who is mathematics fa'? 
Parent parental expectations 
Parents helping with midiernahcs Differences 
Moneyvalues by school- 
Spaces -expectations of sL ; room to 
fail type noted 
Knowing how to `be' in mathematics 
Maths at/in school 
Teacher factors 
  Teachers `make' maths hair], easy; fun; boring etc. 
  Pace oflessons 
" Language fps: symbols, need for efliciency in English Langtb ling u-&1'Arjdabk 
lmIPJaW 
  Rationing the nmdxm-jatics - whose mat tics? I anguage 
Maths approach 
Issues 
Ljst pag aflention - Wiat do ), tu hear when ýw hskm 
permeate some 
of these 
Wot ngwith fri individual we k-doingthing, Irrightwa}% 
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; oo 
by thenks/ncnx ising 
Thnldng tja 
Blanking out 
YOU don't study maths 
Data from the algelxa task ý-. ý- 
Stint ols/class oom realities (some pace oflessct Fee) 
Discipline f as 
Peer effects 
APPENE IX F: COMPARISON PASS RATES IN THE CXC/CSEC FOR MATH EMAT1CS ANP 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE FOR SELECTED CARIBBEAN COUNTRI ES 
%I III Overall Caribbean 0° I-Ill Antiqua & Barbud. i 
80 
80 
70 
70 
60 60 
50 50 
40 40 
30 30 
20 
20 
10 
10 2000 2001 2002 2CC, 3 2004 2005 2(x10 
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
years 
years 
---" Maths -" English --0--Maths --§- English 
°% I-III Belize 
-tll Barbados 
80 80- 
70- 70 
60 60 
50 50 
40 4C 
30 30 
20 20 --m 
10 10 
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2000 2001 2002 2003 3004 2005 2006 
years 
years 
--+-Maths --f--English -f--Maths -f--English 
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%O1 
% 
Dominica 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
years 
--t--Maths --U English 
1-III St. Kitts-Nevis 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
years --f-- Maths --*-English 
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